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I. INTRODUCTION

_.V,4 f

This document describes a spacecraft based on Pioneer I0/II tech-

nology, which can perform orbiter missions of the outer planets (Jupiter

and beyond). Use of the spacecraft at Uranus or beyond would take a trip

time of at least seven years from earth and a launch vehicle more powerful
than the Titan/Centaur. Therefore in this document the Pioneer Outer

Planets Orbiter is considered only for missions to Jupiter and Saturn.

The major spacecraft modifications from the Pioneer lO/ll design are

the following:

Addition of a MMH/N204 propulsion system for the orbit inser-
tion maneuver, and for later orbit adjustments. Up to

2.3 km/s velocity increment is available at Jupiter, 1.4 km/s

at Saturn. Four propellant tanks are mounted below the

present equipment compartment, and a 90-1bf thruster is

employed.

Addition of X-band downlink transmission to the existing

S-band two-way communications. 23-watt transmitted power

will provide expected downlink data rates of 32,768 bits per

second from Jupiter, and 8192 from Saturn.

Replacement of the four Pioneer lO/ll SNAP-19 radioisotope

thermoelectric generators (RTG's) by two multi-hundred watt

(MHW) units. This change provides increased initial power

(300 watts compared with 16O) and enough power at mission

end (265 watts at Jupiter, 242 watts at Saturn) for the in-

creased communications and payload requirements.

The nominal mission durations are as follows:

Target Planet Jupiter Saturn

Transit time from earth

Time in orbit

Total mission time

2.5 years 5.0 years

l.O years l.O years

3.5 years 6.0 years

The spacecraft as described may be launched by the Titan 3E/Centaur

D-lT/TE-364-4 launch vehicle at annual opportunities in the 1980's. The

retro-propulsion system permits entry into useful orbits at both planets,

with periapsis at three or more planetary radii from the planet centers -

adequate to avoid Jupiter's most intense radiation and Saturn's rings.

The provisions for instrument weight and power and the data transmission

capability will support a comprehensive scientific payload, including

remote sensing instruments as well as particles and fields detectors. In

particular, medium to high resolution images in visible and near infrared

light can be obtained by a line scan camera employing a linear array of

solid-state photodetectors which scans the scene as a consequence of the

spacecraft's spinning motion.
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I.I MISSION DESCRIPTION

This section presents a brief synopsis of a typical Pioneer Orbiter

mission to the planet Jupiter. A launch in the December 1981 opportunity
is assumed.

l.l.l Mission Objectives

The objectives of Jupiter orbiter missions can vary significantly.

However the prominent elements of scientific interest at this time are the

following:

Investigation of the magnetosphere. This includes magnetic

field measurements, plasma and electric field experiments to

define bow shock and magnetopause regions, and particle
detectors to refine the characterization of outer magneto-

spheric populations as well as the higher intensity inner

trapped radiation belts.

Remote sensing of Jupiter. Detectors in infrared, visible,

and ultraviolet wavelengths can obtain a great variety of
information about the characteristics of the atmosphere of

the planet. Perhaps the most valuable information is in the

form of images, with varying combinations of spatial, spectral,

and temporal resolution.

Similar remote sensing of Jovian satellites. Here it is a

solid surface that we expect to see rather than an atmosphere.

Other atmospheric measurements - by observing the sun at the

onset of solar eclipse, and by RF occultation techniques.

To accommodate these objectives a 3 x 80 Rj orbit of intermediate
inclination (40 degrees) is adopted for this typlcal mission. This combi-

nation of periapsis radius and inclination will keep the exposure to radia-

tion below levels destructive to the spacecraft equipment, will permit

orbital entry in an earth-line mode of thrusting without a large penalty

in propulsive efficiency, and will permit significant exploration north
and south of the geographic and magnetic equatorial planes. The 33-day

period of the orbit is short enough to allow repeated passages through the

inner magnetosphere and numerous favorable imaging opportunities.

l.l.2 Launch

The 1981 launch to Jupiter has a departure asymptote from the earth

of zero to slightly negative declination, calling for coast times in parking

orbit of about 16 to 26 minutes, if launched from CKAFS in Florida within

a typical launch azimuth range of 90 to ll4 degrees. Thus liftoff would

be in early afternoon, local time. After Titan burn and staging and Centaur

first burn, the flight vehicle would coast the required time, entering the

earth's shadow in the process. The second Centaur burn, followed by

Centaur staging and third stage firing places the orbiter spacecraft on a

trajectory for Jupiter.
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l.l.3 Post Launch

Following separation from the spent TE-364-4 stage, the spacecraft

performs the following events, either by ground command or by automatic

initiation by the on-board sequencer:

Reduction of spin rate from ~60 rpm (used for third stage

firing) to ~16 rpm

Ordnance firing to release appendages (two RTG's and the

magnetometer boom) followed by deployment of these appendages

(spin rate decreases to~5 rpm)

Precession of the spacecraft from the injection attitude to

an interim attitude more closely sun pointing, producing a

more benign thermal environment and satisfactory short range
communications.

Scientific instruments to be used in the interplanetary phase can be

turned on, calibrated, and checked out as desired.

l.l.4 Interplanetary

The interplanetary phase of the mission is occupied by spacecraft

operations and experiment operations. The spacecraft operations are pri-

marily concerned with trajectory control and attitude control.

Trajectory control is effected by propulsive AV maneuvers, first to

correct for the injection error resulting from launch vehicle operation,

and subsequently to correct for maneuver errors, tracking errors, and

minor perturbations to the trajectory. Attitude control provides proper

orientation for the trajectory correction maneuvers when they are per-

formed, and to contribute to optimum thermal conditions and communications

performance during the long intervening cruise portions of the mission.

Earth-pointing gives the highest spacecraft antenna gain for communica-
tions, and is the preferred orientation for most of the cruise phase, sub-

ject to reasonable intervals (~one week) between attitude updating maneu-

vers. However for a month or two after launch, the communication range is

short enough that a low-gain antenna provides satisfactory communications.
Therefore, an interim attitude is selected during this period which is

closer to sun pointing. This shades side- and aft-viewing portions of the
spacecraft from direct sunlight, thereby avoiding a more extreme thermal

environment. After two months the sun and earth are within 26 degrees (as

seen from the spacecraft), and earth-pointing is satisfactory for both

purposes.

The experiment operations during the interplanetary portion of the

mission depend on the applicability of the payload of the Jupiter orbiter

to investigations in this region. Certainly studies of the solar wind and

of solar and galactic energetic particles are germane during this phase,

as well as further studies of small particle populations and asteroids.
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V
l.l.5 Planetary Approach and Orbit Injection

As the spacecraft approaches the target planet a terminal trajectory

correction may have to be performed to attain the desired encounter condi-

tions for orbit insertion. Remaining trajectory errors relative to the

planet can be determined with sufficient accuracy from earth-based radio

navigation aided by the focusing effect of the strong planetary gravity
field of Jupiter (or Saturn). The highest navigational accuracy is

achieved if tracking and orbit determination is continued until just a few
days before the encounter. Small terminal guidance maneuvers can be

accomplished without a change from the nominal earth pointing spacecraft

spin axis orientation by using axiaI AV thrusters or the circumferential
spin/despin thrusters (the latter in a pulsed thrusting mode).

Orbit injection at the time of closest approach (periapsis) to the

target planet will also be performed in the earth pointing mode for greater

operational simplicity, and to avoid loss of high-gain communications

coverage during this critical mission event. Mission analysis shows that

by imposing appropriate constraints on the time of arrival, on the orbital

parameters to be achieved and on the retro-thrust duration (i.e., the

total impulse and the retro-propulsion thrust level) the injection maneuver

can be performed at fixed earth-pointing attitude with a high propulsive

efficiency.

The choice of orbit dimensions and inclination is constrained by the

scientific objectives of the mission, by the available AV capability (i.e.,

small periapsis radius and large eccentricity reduce the _V magnitude) and

by the environment existing at close vicinity of the planet. Periapsis

distances of 3 planet radii are a likely choice to avoid excessive radia-

tion dosages at Jupiter and hazards due to ring-particle impact at Saturn.

l.l.6 Planetary Orbit Phase

An extended planetary orbit phase is desirable for maximum scientific

data yield. Nominally, orbital phases of one-year duration are assumed for

the Jupiter and Saturn orbit missions. The highly eccentric orbits typi-

cally achievable with the available_V capability may have orbital periods

in excess of 60 days (in the case of the Saturn mission) thus permitting

only six orbital passes (or fewer) in the course of one year. The large

apoapsis distances inherent in this mission profile have the advantage of

permitting repeated excursions to the outer regions of the magnetosphere,

the magnetopause and the bow shock where temporal and spatial changes of

interactions with the interplanetary medium and the solar wind can best
be observed.

Changes of orbital characteristics may be desired for increasing the

scientific yield of the mission, including the achievement of close en-

counters with some of the planetary satellites. Adjustments of the orbit

period can be performed by subsequent trim maneuvers near periapsis, varia-

tion of the periapsis by maneuvers near the apoapsis (both consistent with

maintaining an earth-fixed spacecraft orientation). Plane change maneuvers

can be performed most effectively near apoapsis, but require a reorienta-

tion of the spin axis. The preferred thrust orientation would be perpen-

dicular to the orbit plane. Orbital characteristics can also be changed
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deliberately through gravity perturbations at close encounters with plane-
tary satellites. In any event, the orbit changes will be limited by the

propulsive capability of the spacecraft remaining after orbit insertion

and by the constraints of environmental hazards to be anticipated in close

vicinity of the planet.

1.2 PIONEER lO AND II DESCRIPTION

The Pioneer Outer Planets Orbiter configuration is derived from the

Pioneer F/G spacecraft. Pioneer F, now designated Pioneer lO, was launched

in March 1972 for the first flyby of Jupiter. Pioneer G, now designated

Pioneer II, was launched in April 1973. The Pioneer F/G spacecraft design
is described in this section.

1.2.1 S_stem-Level Description

Figure l-l shows the prominent physical features of the Pioneer F/G

spacecraft. It is a highly reliable spacecraft of simple, straightforward

design with many of its components and subsystems already having demon-

strated successful performance on earlier missions. It has a thermally-

controlled equipment compartment with two sections, one hexagonally

shaped, and containing electronic units and the propellant tank, and the

other a bay containing most of the scientific sensors and their associated

electronics. Several sensors, including the magnetometer and two meteoroid

detectors are externally mounted.

Forward of the equipment compartment is a 9-foot diameter parabolic

reflector for the high-gain antenna. Mounted on a tripod structure for-

ward of the reflector are the medium-gain antenna and the feed for the

high-gain antenna.

Three appendages are stowed within a 9-foot cylindrical envelope at

launch; they are shown in their deployed positions attained within an hour

after launch. Two pairs of RTG's are extended approximately 6 feet at

120 degrees spacing. The magnetometer sensor is located on the end of a

long folding boom which, in the deployed condition, extends 17 feet

radially from the instrument side of the equipment compartment. The RTG's

are retained in a stowed position for launch next to the equipment com-

partment and under the antenna reflector.

Six l-pound hydrazine thrusters are located in three clusters near

the perimeter of the 9-foot reflector. Four thrusters are aligned parallel

to the spin axis for precession and velocity correction maneuvers; two

thrust tangentially for spin control. Other external features include a
mast-mounted omnidirectional antenna directed aft, and a sun sensor mounted

near one of the thruster assemblies which determines the spacecraft's

position in the spin cycle. Two large light shields are associated with

the stellar reference assemblyand with an optical asteroid/meteoroid
detector.
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Figure I-2 shows the arrangement within the spacecraft equipment

compartment. Most of the spacecraft electronic assemblies are located

in the central hexagonal portion of the compartment, surrounding a 16.5-

inch diameter hydrazine tank. Most of the scientific instruments' elec-

tronic units and internally-mounted sensors are in an instrument bay
mounted on a structure of aluminum honeycomb which provides support and

meteoroid protection and is covered with insulation which, together with
louvers under the mounting platform, provides thermal control.

Table l-l summarizes the major parameters characterizing this space-

craft. A functional block diagram is shown in Figure I-3.

1.2.2 Propulsion and Attitude Control

The spacecraft is attitude stabilized by spinning about an axis

which is parallel to the axis of the 9-foot reflector; the nominal cruise

spin rate is 4.8 rpm. During the major portion of the mission the space-
craft is maintained in an earth pointing attitude for proper aiming of the

narrow beam high-gain antenna. Periodic attitude adjustments are required

throughout the mission to compensate for the variation in the heliocentric

longitude of the earth-spacecraft line. In addition, correction of launch
vehicle injection errors to provide the desired Jupiter encounter tra-

jectory may be required. These velocity vector adjustments will necessi-

tate reorienting the spacecraft to direct the thrust in the desired direc-
tion. The orientation of the spin axis is altered in precession steps

achieved by pulsed firing of two thrusters forming a couple. The preces-

sion maneuvers can be open-loop, for orientations toward or away from

earth pointing, or closed-loop for homing on the uplink RF transmission

from the earth.

1.2.3 Electric Power

A unique characteristic of this spacecraft is the use of RTG's as

the primary source of electric power, making it a sun-independent vehicle.
Each of the four space-proven SNAP-19 RTG's converts five to six percent

of the heat released from plutonium dioxide fuel to electric power. RTG

power is greatest at 4.2 volts; an inverter boosts this to 28 volts for
distribution. RTG life is degraded at low currents; therefore, voltage

is regulated by shunt dissipation of excess power.

1.2.4 Thermal Control

The equipment compartment is insulated from extreme heat influx with

aluminized mylar and Kapton blankets. Adequate warmth is provided by

dissipation of 70 to 120 watts of electric power by electronic units

within the compartment. Louvers located below the mounting platform

regulate the release of this heat and thus maintain temperatures in the

vicinity of the spacecraft equipment and scientific instruments within

operating limits. External component temperatures are controlled, where

necessary, by appropriate coating and, in some cases, by radioisotope or
electrical heaters.
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Table l-l. Pioneer F/G Spacecraft Subsystem Parameter Summary

II!

Power

• Four radioisotope thermo-
electric generators

Pioneer lO (at launch)
Minimum laf_er 2.5 years)

• Internal distribution

4.2 volts
166 watts
120 watts

28 Vac
28 Vdc

Stabilization_ Propulsion

e Spin-stabilized - 4.8 rpm

• Spin axis directed at earth
(cruise)

References

Sun and star (optical)
Earth (rf)

Precession

Open-loop to and from earth
pointing

Closed-loop (conscan) earth
tracking (uplink RF)

Six hydrazine thrusters
(l pound)

Pulsed - precession, spin
control

Continuous - _V for trajectory
correction

200 m/sec _V capability

Communications

• Antennas (uplink and downlink)
9-ft parabolic reflector (33 dBi)
16-in. horn (13 dBi)

Log conical spiral (aft hemisphere)

S-band frequencies

8-watt TWT amplifiers

I024 bps telemetry capability at Jupiter

Data

• Bit rates, 16 to 2048 bps (integral
powers of two)

• Data formats (192 bits/frame)
Two science main frames
One science subcommutated

Four engineering main frames
(or subcommutated)

16 special (combined) science main
frames

• Data storage - 49,152 bits

Commands

• 255 discrete commands available

Up to 5 stored

• One bps command rate

• 22-bit command message

• Hamming (15, ll) coded

Weight Summary

• RTG power sources
e Scientific instruments

• Propellant
• Other spacecraft

Total

120 pounds
66

61
317

564

1.2.5 Communications

The communications subsystem provides for: l) uplink and downlink

communications; 2) doppler coherence of the downlink carrier signal with

the uplink carrier signal; and 3) generation of the conical scan signal

for closed-loop precession of the spacecraft spin axis towards earth.
S-band carrier frequencies, compatible with the Deep Space Network (DSN)

are used in conjunction with a PCM/FSK/PM modulation format of the uplink

carrier and PCM/PSK/PM modulation of the downlink using a single sub-

carrier. The high-gain antenna is used to achieve a high telemetry data
rate as the communication distance increases. The coupled medium-gain/

omnidirectional antennas with fore and aft elements respectively, pro-

vide broad angle communications at intermediate and short ranges.
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Two frequency-addressable phase-lock receivers are connected to the

two antenna systems through a ground commanded transfer switch and two

diplexers, providing access to the spacecraft via either signal path. The
receivers and antennas are interchangeable through a transfer switch either

by ground command or automatically after a preselected fixed period of

inacti vity.

Except when inhibited by command, the receiver which is locked to an

uplink signal provides a phase coherent drive signal to either of the two
redundant transmitter drivers which are connected to redundant 8-watt

traveling wave tube amplifiers (TWTA's). In the absence of an uplink sig-

nal, the activated driver automatically switches to a self-contained

auxiliary oscillator. The TWTA's are coupled to both antenna systems via

a transfer switch and the two diplexers.

A closed-loop RF angle tracking, or conscan system is used to acquire

and maintain the earth pointing attitude. The spinning spacecraft auto-

matically provides the signal for closed-loop precession by tilting the

receiving antenna beam with respect to the spin axis. This antenna gain
variation amplitude-modulates the received uplink carrier, producing an

error signal which indicates both the amplitude and direction of the

pointing error. The high-gain antenna feed can be offset by ground com-

mand to provide the tilt; the medium-gain antenna is permanently tilted.

The amplitude-modulated RF signal is coherently detected by the
receiver automatic gain control (AGC). The conscan signal processor (CSP)

conditions the resultant conscan signal and generates a thruster firing

pulse which precesses the spacecraft in a direction to reduce the pointing

error.

1.2.6 Data Handlin 9

Scientific and engineering telemetry data are time-multiplexed and

formatted into a binary bit stream in the DTU. The unit converts analog

inputs into 6-bit digital words, convolutional codes formatted data and

generated an NRZ-L biphase modulated 32-kHz square wave. The DTU operates

at eight bit rates (16 to 2048 bps in binary increments), three modes,

and 23 format combinations to process 290 data inputs.

Convolutional coding is introduced into the telemetry link to permit

more information to be transmitted at a given power and within a prescribed

error rate criterion. The coding, or noncoding of the telemetry data, is

controllable by ground command. A sequential decoding process, performed

at the ground station reconstructs error-free data for telemetry link con-

ditions well beyond acceptable limits without coding.

1.3 RELATED DOCUMENTS

The design of the Pioneer Outer Planets Orbiter evolved from that of

Pioneer F/G as a baseline with a number of modifications already contem-

plated for the Outer Planets Pioneer spacecraft. The following documents

describe those configurations and may serve as additional references:
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"Pioneer F/G Spacecraft Operational Characteristics Study" Final

Report. TRW Systems Report 71-7531.9-14, 23 April 1971 (Reference l).

A comprehensive document on design features and operational charac-

teristics of Pioneer F/G.

"The Pioneer Mission to Jupiter NASA Report SP-268, Washington, 1971

(Reference 2). A brief description of the Pioneer F/G missions, the

scientific objectives, payload instruments, the spacecraft and its

support system.

"Outer Planets Pioneer Spacecraft" NASA/Ames Research Center Report,
dated 23 March 1973, and Revision l, dated 15 April 1974 (Reference 3).

A document describing the design of advanced Pioneer spacecraft for

outer planet flyby, orbiter and probe missions. This document
(Revision l) also contains updated characteristics of Pioneer lO/ll.

"Extended Life Outer Planets Pioneer Spacecraft" NASA/Ames Research

Center Report, dated 5 March 1974 (Reference 4). A comprehensive

review document of recommended approaches to extend mission life of

Pioneer F/G type spacecraft as required for outer planet missions

exceeding the basic 2.5-year mission life requirement of the baseline

spacecraft.

"Study of Follow-On Pioneer Missions to Jupiter" TRW Systems Report

20406-6006-R0-00 dated 13 August 1971 (Reference 5). A preliminary

study similar in scope to the present report (but excluding Saturn
orbiter missions)• The report explores alternate design approaches,

one of which being similar to the configuration described in the

present document.

1.4 ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

Section 2 presents a summary of mission requirements, spacecraft

design requirements and interface constraints. The discussion of mission

requirements includes environmental characteristics and constraints to be
met by the spacecraft design as well as scientific objectives and mission

categories• The spacecraft design objectives covered in this section
include mechanical and electrical requirements, in general, and specific

requirements of thermal control, data handling and communications sub-

systems and the added deboost propulsion subsystem.

Section 3 describes the Pioneer Outer Planets Orbiter spacecraft

from the system design standpoint• It covers the configurations of the

Jupiter and Saturn orbiters, mass properties, dynamic characteristics and

overall electrical design• The electrical power budget, telemetry all.-
cations and command assignments are also covered in this section• The

section also includes a listing of principal mission event sequences.

Section 4 presents a detailed description of the Pioneer Outer

Planets Orbiter subsystems and considers design options not included in

the selected baseline system design approach.
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Section 5 discusses spacecraft performance in terms of accommoda-
tion of scientific instruments and capabilities of attitude control,
electrical power, data handling and storage, and communications. It also
includes a detailed discussion of projected reliability characteristics,
taking into account the extended mission life of the Pioneer orbiter
spacecraft comparedto the Pioneer F/G design which is based on a nominal
mission duration of only 2.5 years.

Sections 6 and 7 present mission performance characteristics of the
spacecraft in the Jupiter and Saturn orbiter missions, respectively, con-
sidering launch opportunities in the early and middle 1980's. These
sections also discuss performance constraints and tradeoffs between
alternate mission modesand indicate the rationale for selection of a
set of nominal mission profiles. The section draws on mission analysis
data available from other documents, and on more detailed mission
characteristics presented in Appendix B.

Section 8 presents concluding remarks regarding the overall capa-
bilities of Pioneer as a baseline configuration for future outer planet
orbiter missions in the framework of planetary exploration objectives of
the 1970's and 1980's.

Several appendixes are included to provide support material on
scientific instruments, mission analysis, reliability and structural
load characteristics for several of the foregoing sections.
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2. SUMMARY OF DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

2.1 MISSION REQUIREMENTS

2.1.1 Environmental Factors

Some design features and operational modes of the Pioneer orbiter
spacecraft, different from those of Pioneer F/G, are dictated by the
changed environment in which this spacecraft must operate. These environ-
mental conditions are discussed below with emphasis on major differences
from the Jupiter flyby mission environment.

2.1.1.1 Launch Environment

The Titan III E/Centaur/TE-364-4 acoustic and vibration environment
is included in the specification PC 210.03 to which Pioneer F/G was de-
veloped and qualified. Thus, no requalification of the spacecraft for the
new launch vehicle is necessary. However, the increased mass moments of
the longer and much heavier orbiter spacecraft introduce greater structural/
dynamic loads on the launch vehicle and third stage adapter. The McDonnell
Douglas DSV-3-17A spin table which is used to spin up the TE 364-4 solid
motor and payload before separation from the burned-out Centaur stage, and
the standard 37- by 31-inch attach fitting on top of the TE 364-4 stage
require structural strengthening to support the heavy Pioneer orbiter
spacecraft. Additional structural analysis of these interfaces is re-
quired as part of the future design studies of the Pioneer orbiter and its
launch vehicle.

The vehicle follows a launch and injection sequence different from
Pioneer I0 and II since up to 30 minutes of coasting in parking orbit is
required prior to the interplanetary injection burn. This is followed by
a possible delay of appendage deployment to permit verification and con-

trol of deployment events from the ground. Prolonged (up to 80 minutes)
thermal radiation of the stowed RTG units on adjacent portions of the
flight vehicle can be of some concern, but adverse effects are avoided by
selecting an appropriate RTG deployment and venting sequence.

2.1.1.2 Thermal Environment

The only concern with an adverse initial thermal environment differ-
ent from that for Pioneer I0/II in this mission arises from a possible
prolonged exposure of the propulsion bay to a side-sun condition during
the first 50 days after launch, if the flight spacecraft is maintained in
an earth-pointing mode for medium- and high-gain communication coverage.
However, to minimize thermal load problems during this mission phase, a
compromise with communication requirements can be made by orienting the
spacecraft away from earth and closer to the sun and relying on omni-
antenna coverage for downlink communications. This mode provides ade-
quate bit rates during the first 50 to 60 days of the mission.
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2.1.1.3 Micrometeoroid Environment

The Pioneer orbiter spacecraft will be exposed to a varied micro-
meteoroid environment in interplanetary space, including cometary and
asteroidal particles which present a potential hazard because of the
possibility of penetration of mission-critical components. Exposure to
micrometeoroid flux will be a matter of concern both during the inter-

planetary cruise and during the extended orbital phase.

Prior to the asteroid belt crossing by Pioneer I0 and II it was
generally assumed that the particle flux in this region was many times
denser than at earth's distance from the sun. Consequently, these space-
craft were designed to withstand the estimated _elatively high flux at the
densest part of the asteroid belt, 2.5 AU (IQ -IJ particles per cubic meter
of mass greater than 10 -3 grams) in accordance with NASA's micrometeoroid
spatial density model defined in SP-8069 (Reference 6).

Precautions taken in the Pioneer I0/II spacecraft design to preclude
a catastrophic collision include the following:

a) Double-walled (honeycomb core) aluminum panels for the equip-
ment platform and side panels offer weight-effective barriers
to meteoroid masses of concern.

b) Component baseplates add to the protection provided by the
platform

c) Exterior propellant lines are routed along the side of the
strut opposite from the probable direction of impingement.
Armalon fabric provides protection in exposed areas.

Actually, the meteoroid impact measurements obtained by Pioneer I0
and II indicate that the penetration flux was smaller by a factor of 3 in
the asteroid belt than it was near 1AU while the NASA model suggested
that it would be greater by a factor of 5. Secondly, the penetration
flux measured by Pioneer I0 was nearly two orders of magnitude greater
near Jupiter than predicted in the NASA model.

These results are of great importance to the design of the outer
planets orbiter spacecraft, particularly since they represent actual pene-
tration measurements on exposed sheet metal samples of two thicknesses,
rather than visual observation of particles encountered.

In the outer planet orbiter the protection of the propellant and
pressurant tanks against catastrophic meteoroid impacts is a requirement
that can be met by providing an aluminum honeycomb sandwich panel and
Armalon protective blankets to cover the exposed tankage areas. The earth-
pointing orientation of the spacecraft during the interplanetary cruise as
well as during the orbital phase has the effect of exposing primarily the
aft-facing spacecraft exterior to the predominant micrometeoroid flux
owing to the relative geometry of spacecraft and particle motion. Hence
the addition of the meteoroid penetration shield on that side is effective
during both mission phases.
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The mission profile is designed to avoid prolonged spacecraft ex-

posure to the particle flux in the immediate vicinity of the respective

target planet. In the case of the Saturn mission the orbital character-

istics will be chosen so as to avoid crossing, or moving in the equatorial

plane (the plane of Saturn's rings) at distances closer than about 3 planet

radii. If impact measurements are performed during the orbital phase it

will be possible to modify the mission profile to avoid repeated passages

at low periapsis distances if an excessive particle flux density should
be found.

Based on the current NASA model of particle flux density in Saturn's

rings (NASA SP-8091, Reference_ an estimated upper bound was calculated

for the number of impacts sustained during Saturn's ring plane crossing,

at a distance of 2.3 planet radii and under representative encounter con-

ditions. The result is shown as a solid line in Figure 2-1. The graph

also presents a much less conservative estimate of the number of impacts

sustained, using a 90th percentile particle flux estimate (dashed line).

The upper bound of the number of particles of O.Ol gram or larger striking
the protective Shield would be about three per ring crossing. The 90th Der-
centile flux estimate projects only 0.3 particle impacts. Note that the

assumed ring crossing distance of 2.3 Saturn radii is also on the con-

servative side since this would be at the perimeter of the visible outer

ring (A). It appears therefore that even with highly conservative assump-

tions as to the meteoroid flux encountered at Saturn the impact hazard can

be met without excessive shielding requirements. It should also be noted

that just inside the perimeter of ring A or R = 2.29 Rq, i.e., 600 km
closer to the planet, the estimated particle number density in NASA's

model is six times greater than at 2.30 RS.

RESULTS BASED ON: RING CROSSING AT 2.3 SATURN RADII

RELATIVE VEL_ITY: 11.4 K_SEC

VEL_ITY COMPONENT z TO RING PLANE: B K_SEC

INTERCEPT ANGLE RELATIVE TO SPACECRAFT -Z AXIS: 45 DEGREES

EX_SED _O_LSION BAY AREA: 1.5M 2

ASSUMED PARTICLE DENSITY: I GRA_CM 3

Figure 2-I.
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Estimated Impacts Sustained During Saturn Ring Crossing
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Actually, the results obtained indicate that unless a more severe
particle environment in the outer ring area is established by the current
series of DSIF radar observations of Saturn, the probability of damage
during ring plane crossing can be madereasonably small.

2.1.1.4 Radiation Environment

Radiation Environment Near Jupiter

The trapped radiation belts of Jupiter constitute a potential major

hazard for close-in flyby, orbiter and entry probe missions. Since in the

projected orbiter missions the orbital eccentricity is generally high

(e > 0.8), due to propellant limitations, the governing parameters are

periapsis radius and the number of orbital revolutions. Orbital inclina-

tion and location of the nodal line also have a significant influence.

Considerations regarding the radiation hazard and possible protec-

tion of the spacecraft against radiation damage may be summarized as
follows:

Radiation damage to transistors from the proton component of

the Jovian radiation belt will curtail the life for low peri-

apsis orbits (periapsis <2 Rj). The "nominal" and "maximum"

radiation environment referred to in the following para-

graphs represent recent estimates of the most likely Jovian

environment and the maximum possible radiation intensity,

respectively.

Q The uncertainty in the radiation flux about Jupiter, trans-

lates to an uncertainty in the calculated lifetime in orbit.

Estimated lifetimes in orbit range from less than O.l to

more than lO revolutions for a "radiation hardened" system

depending on orbital parameters.

Radiation hardening of a system entails a) component selec-
tion, b) circuit design to withstand a higher flux before
circuit failure, and c) selective shielding of the more
susceptible components.

With minor modifications it will be possible to harden the

Pioneer spacecraft design to survive more than four low

periapsis orbits (Rj < 1.2) in the Jovian "nominal" radiation
environment.

To increase lifetime in orbit to more than one revolution

(based on the "maximum" environment) in the low periapsis

orbits, an intensive radiation hardening program is required.

The program would entail partial redesign of circuits to

make use of less radiation susceptible components, and the
addition of shields around selected assemblies.
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The presence and intensity of trapped-radiation belts surrounding

Jupiter are inferred from observations of radio noise in the decimeter

range of wavelengths emanating from Jupiter. However, various charac-
terizations of the radiation belt model differ widely in intensity, energy,

and spatial distribution, and even in whether electrons or protons are the

dominant species.

Inthe most recent models, high-energy protons are most critical in

terms of potential damage to spacecraft components, as their energy range

and intensity have been increased greatly over earlier estimates, and
their spatial range extended. Figure 2-2 shows proton fluence (integrated

exposure in a single orbital passage) for several models as a function of

the radius of closest approach.

Flux models proposed by Neil Divine of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory

in early 1971 were based on earth observations of HF and UHF radio emis-

sions generated near Jupiter. Fluences of 20 MeV equivalent protons due

to "nominal" and "maximum" models are shown in Figure 2-2. They differ by

two orders of magnitude for low periapsis orbits, and by three or more

orders at higher periapsis radii.

The Jupiter Radiation Workshop (July 1971) postulated an even more

intense proton environment. This is due primarily to the observation that

the Jovian ionosphere is likely to extend to higher radial distances (40

to 80 Rj) because of the low molecular weight of the Jovian atmosphere
and the high rate of planetary rotation. The resulting flux models (known

as the BKTC models) differ by 2.5 orders of magnitude, depending on the

fraction of solar wind particles being trapped. These mo_e_s also are

spatially the most extensiv@._ Flux levels drop off as r-°'_, leading to
fluences dropping off as #'"z, where # is the periapsis radius expressed

in Jovian radii, as shown in Figure 2-2.

Pioneer lO Encounter Results

The Divine model was the best estimate of Jupiter's radiation en-

vironment at the time of initiation of the Pioneer F/G program, October

1969. Proton fluxes were not identified for energies above 4 MeV.

Because protons do not penetrate at 4 MeV and below, electrons were more

critical than protons in influencing the spacecraft design. Actually,

the Pioneer lO and II spacecraft are estim_$ed to be capable of exposure

to 20 MeV equivalent proton fluences of lO" particles/cm _ before major

component damage would occur.

Results from Pioneer lO's encounter with Jupiter's radiation fields

shown in Figure 2-2 indicate that for its approach geometry and periapsis

(2.84 Jupiter radii) the radiation levels were below the damage threshold

of the active devices with the possible exception of a decrease in the

sensitivity of the stellar reference assembly.

While results of Pioneer lO's encounter with Jupiter's radiation fields

tend to indicate a lower susceptibility to damage than expected, many other

factors should be examined. Recent analysis of data obtained from Pioneer

lO show a high concentration of energetic protons in a disk perpendicular to
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the planet's axis of rotation. In addition, there is evidence that both

temporal and spatial variations exist in the magnetodisk. These findings

postulate a host of encounter conditions worse than those observed. In light

of these findings, the selection of the approch trajectory and periapsis

for a Jupiter orbiter becomes increasingly important from a reliability

standpoint. This is especially true for an orbiter for which the dwell time

within the radiation fields is significant.

Radiation Environment Near Saturn

The existence of radiation belts at Saturn has been postulated based

on the observation of UHF radio emission from this planet and on the

assumption that the mechanism of producing radiation belts in the presence

of strong magnetic fields is similar to that at Jupiter. However, as dis-

cussed in the Design Criteria Documents NASA SP-8091 and SP-8103 it is

plausible that the number density, flux and energy of radiation belt

particles are much weaker than at Jupiter. With large spacecraft flyby
distances of at least 3 Saturn radii, it is unlikely that radiation belt

exposure should present a significant hazard to the spacecraft. However,
from a scientific standpoint observation of charged particle flux and

energy during closest approach is definitely an important objective.

It is of interest to note that existing models of Saturn's radiation

belt predict that the presence of ring particles tends to depopulate the

radiation belt at distances below 2.3 RS. At the nominal periapsis dis-

tance of 3 RS and during approach to and departure from periapsis the
spacecraft traverses regions where trapped particle characteristics should
be measurable.

2.1.2 Mission Categories

Jupiter and Saturn orbiter missions will make major contributions to
a number of diverse areas of scientific interest in the target planets,

their environment and satellites. The ultimate scientific payloads for

these missions will properly represent several of these interests.

Ideally, the spacecraft design is capable of accepting any payload; but

in practice, the spacecraft design, selection of orbit, and payload com-
plement may all be chosen to emphasize some areas of interest at the

expense of others.

This section summarizes the classes of scientific interest and ob-

jectives which may be addressed by the orbiter missions, and identifies

mission categories which, by virtue of their orbital characteristics,

cater to some objectives more than to others.

2.1.2.1 Study of the Planets Jupiter and Saturn

The objective is to conduct exploratory investigations of the ap-

pearance, size, mass, magnetic properties, and dynamics of the planets

Jupiter and Saturn.

V
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This is best accomplished in the case of the Jupiter mission from a

spacecraft in an elliptic orbit with a periapsis of l to 4 Rj and apoapsis

of lO to lO0 Rj. Periapsis >4 Rj may be desirable in order to avoid the
threat of the Jovian radiation belt. Because orbital constraints are

minimum for the satisfaction of this objective, it will generally be

possible to combine a study of the planet with one or more of the other

objectives discussed below.

The spacecraft would carry instruments to observe, both visually and

in the infrared, motions in the atmosphere of Jupiter and measure the
particles, fields and radio emissions in the near Jupiter environment.

The experiments that emphasize planetary science include high-resolution

video, IR spectrometers and radiometers, and UV spectrometers and pho-

tometers. The visual imaging experiments should receive high priority for
this mission.

The study of cloud motions which in turn will lead to critical in-

formation regarding the dynamics of the atmospheres of the major planets

requires visual imaging over a broad range of horizontal scales. The

visual imaging, therefore, can begin at a distance of 20 planetary radii

or more, and continue until the spacecraft approaches periapsis.

Displacements of planetary-scale features in the equatorial zone

relative to nonequatorial regions will be of interest. In addition, the

imaging system should be adjustable to provide high resolution on selected

features. Resolution of as little as a few kilometers at closest approach

is desirable for observations of the limb. This will provide information

on aerosol distribution and cloud stratification. The images should be

acquired in stereo pairs in order to determine the relative heights and
motions of clouds.

Thermal imaging should form an integral part of the Jovian imaging

experiment. In nonhomogeneous, convective atmospheres, upward mass

motions transport heat from hotter to cooler regions. At a sufficiently

high level, this heat is radiated to the outside, and it can be measured

remotely by an infrared sensor. The temperature field can then be corre-

lated with the visual field to provide further information regarding

motions within the atmosphere. Thus, an infrared imaging experiment sys-

tem should be included with the visual experiment.

Similar considerations apply to the observational objectives in a

Saturn orbiter mission, except the observation of the rings, their struc-

ture, density and photometric characteristics adds new geometrical con-
straints on orbit selection.

2.1.2.2 Study of Planetary Satellites

The objective of this mission is to supplement the study of the

planet Jupiter with a study of the appearance, size, mass, and dynamics

of the satellites of Jupiter. The most sophisticated approach -but

certainly not the only approach - is to use an orbit which encounters

several satellites in successive orbits. This generally requires plane

change maneuvers. Similar considerations apply at Saturn.
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The most important measurements on the satellites are deduced from
imaging. The objectives of the imaging experiment should be to measure
the diameter, and therefore the mean densities of the satellites, to re-
solve basic geologic structures such as impact craters, volcanic struc-
tures, mountain chains, etc., if possible, and resolve the question of
the possession of the atmospheres by the larger satellites. This may re-
quire radio occultation measurements combined with polarimetry, in addi-
tion to imagery.

2.1.2.3 Atmospheric Studies; Jupiter Skimmer Package

A possible, though difficult to achieve mission objective is to
probe the atmosphere of Jupiter at an altitude of less than I000 km. The
initial periapsis would be lowered from I.I Rj to as low a value as pos-
sible (<I.01Rj). The orbit can be at any inclination. This orbit re-
quires a minimum of propellant for injection. An entry probe would be
used, carrying a mass spectrometer to sample the composition of the atmo-
sphere as well as instruments to determine temperature, density, pressure,
and physical and chemical properties of the clouds. Additional instru-
mentation on the orbiting spacecraft would be designed to measure fields
and particles over a wide energy range and to detect decametric radio
emissions.

A prime objective for the low periapsis mission is the determination
of the relative abundance and isotopic ratios of hydrogen, helium, carbon

and heavy elements up to mass 40. An atmospheric skimmer experiment com-

plement should consist of a mass spectrometer, a retarding potential ana-

lyzer and a photoelectron detector to directly study the upper Jovian

atmosphere.

The principal problem of mission feasibility is survival of the
orbiter in the severe radiation environment known to exist at the very

low altitudes being considered. One possibility is to place the peri-
helion location at a point where the particle flux density can be assumed

to be reduced as a result of the sweeping effect of the upper atmosphere

and the symmetrical reflection of trapped particles traveling along the

planet's magnetic field lines. Repeated short exposures of the orbiter

to greater particle flux densities on crossing the radiation belts at higher
altitudes while approaching or receding from periapsis cannot be avoided,
but could be tolerated if critical components are designed with adequate

radiation hardening.

2.1.2.4 Magnetospheric Studies: Magnetic Fields
and the Radiation Belts

Elliptical orbits about Jupiter or Saturn will be suitable for a
mapping and study of the magnetosphere. A high apogee orbit would permit
studies of the magnetospheric boundary, while high inclination orbits
would yield the greatest amount of coverage of the planets' magnetic fields
and radiation belts.

Jupiter is the only planet, other than the earth, known to have belts
of electrically charged particles temporarily trapped by the external mag-
netic field of the planet. Because of this, a prime objective of the
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exploration of Jupiter should be a detailed study of the external magnetic

field and charged-particle populations in the vicinity of the planet.
This information will be most valuable if concomitant observations of the
nonthermal radio emissions originating through correlated phenomena are
made in situ. These observations include:

Interaction of the solar wind and natural satellites with

the planetary magnetosphere and trapped radiation phenomena

I The nature of the solar wind and magnetic fields at great

distances from the planet

e Galactic and solar cosmic rays.

Of particular interest are orbit modifications, achievable by gravi-

tational perturbations due to close satellite encounters, which change the
orientation of the line of apsides relative to the sun line such that

different regions of the bow shock and the magnetotail can be explored

during the same mission. These mission options which require sophisticated

satellite approach navigation capabilities and repeated orbital correction

maneuvers are under active study by NASA/Ames Research Center and JPL
(Reference 8).

2.1.2.5 Summary of Mission Types (for Jupiter Orbiter.)

Orbits that would satisfy all scientific objectives of Jupiter or-

biter missions have been categorized into four orbit types. Figure 2-3
outlines the characteristics of each orbit and the dominant scientific

objectives to be satisfied by each orbit type. For example, a mission

aimed specifically at studying the satellites would not be suitable for

an atmospheric skimmer mission. Such a mission would also not be ideal

for studies of the magnetospheric boundary of Jupiter. Suggested payload

complements and weight estimates for the four mission categories are
listed in Table 2-I.

2.2 SPACECRAFT DESIGN

The spacecraft design must meet the requirements of the Jupiter and

Saturn orbiter missions, emphasizing commonality of design features for the

two missions, and relying as much as possible on the existing Pioneer F/G
configuration. Design modifications imposed by these missions include

primarily the added orbit insertion and adjustment maneuver capability,
increased electrical power and communication performance, accommodation of
added experiments, and extended mission life.

2.2.1 Mechanical Requirements

Provision for attaching to and interfacing with an externally

mounted propulsion stage. Several design concepts are
investigated in Section 3.1.
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2.2.2

A rotationally mounted (articulated) sensor package is re-

quired to accommodate selected instruments with limited

field-of-view capability. This feature will be used to best

advantage during the orbital phase to permit a wide range of

viewing angles of the planet and its satellites.

In contrast to Pioneer F/G, the orbiter spacecraft center-

of-mass does not lie in the plane of the deployable append-

ages. Therefore the mass unbalance created by asymmetrical

deployment of the RTG's must be compensated by addition of

a deployment counterweight to prevent a tilt of the principal
axis of inertia and maintain continuous earth pointing.

Meteoroid protection for the added propulsion tanks is

required to minimize the possibility of impacts which may

cause mission-catastrophic penetrations.

The potentially larger nutation angles that can develop

during the despin and deployment phases and the increased

end masses supported by the deployment arms in the case of

the orbiter spacecraft combine to impose substantially

larger structural loads on these arms, under worst case
conditions, than for Pioneer F/G. Previous analysis has

shown that the concept of simultaneous release of the three

deployment arms leads to acceptable control of deployment-

induced wobble and boom root bending moments.

Consideration must be given to reinforcement of the several

appendages to withstand the orbit insertion deceleration.

Whereas Pioneer F/G has been designed for 0.04 g, the

orbiter will experience O.l g (assuming a lO0-1bf thruster).

To prevent excessive nutation angle buildup following sepa-

ration from the launch vehicle but prior to appendage deploy-

ment, a sufficiently large (_l.l) spin moment of inertia/
transverse moment of inertia ratio must be maintained. The

inclusion of the external propulsion stage is a destabilizing

factor in meeting this criterion.

Electrical Requirements

Additional payload power requirements derived from the in-

creased number and type of instruments.

Significantly increased data rate transmission capability to

satisfy imaging objectives is dependent upon substantial

increases in primary power allocation for the transmitter.

Provide sufficient primary power to supply the electrical
heaters required to control the operating temperature of

the propulsion stage.

v r
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The power source should be sized to permit deletion of the
battery which would degrade spacecraft system reliability
for these long duration missions.

2.2.3 Thermal Requirements

Provide heat rejection capability to accommodate the in-

creased science payload and transmitter heat dissipation

requirements with reduced radiating area. (The external

propulsion stage effectively blocks the platform area
formerly occupied by louvers on Pioneer F/G.)

A hybrid combination of radioisotope heater units (RHU's) and

thermostatically controlled electric heaters is required to

heat the propulsion stage.

2.2.4 Data and Communication Requirements

A preliminary review of the command, telemetry, and data storage

requirements was made to determine the extent of modifications required to
meet the orbiter mission objectives.

2.2.4.1 Command

Changes in the command subsystem derive from:

Enhanced communications performance, i.e., the addition of

X-band transmission equipment

m Additional data handling and storage requirements

• Accommodation of the revised science payload complement

e Accommodation of the external propulsion stage requirements.

2.2.4.2 Command Storage

The command memory feature of Pioneer F/G provides the capability of

storing a maximum of five command messages and their associated time

delays for later sequential execution. Enlargement of command memory

capacity may be essential for execution of certain time-dependent func-
tions such as orbit insertion and other maneuvers, and controlling sci-

entific experiments when the spacecraft is occulted by the planet. Other
operational procedures such as instrument calibration and mode selection

may be greatly simplified with the aid of the command memory. An im-

proved unit, providing increased capacity, redundancy, and time resolution

is contemplated for the orbiter application.

2.2.4.3 Communications

To achieve high data rate capability at extended interplanetary com-

munication ranges is a requirement that has been addressed in the Outer
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Planets Pioneer spacecraft design study. The same approach can be taken

in the Jupiter and Saturn orbiter spacecraft to obtain the highest possible
bit rate (approximately 33 kbit/s) consistent with retaining as much of

the simplicity, reliability, and technology of Pioneer F/G as possible,

constrained by the available electrical power. The inclusion of an X-

band transmission capability to provide the prime telemetry support is
the most straightforward solution within the constraints cited to provide

the desired improvement in link gain.

Retention of an S-band downlink capability is imperative, however,

because it:

Supports tracking and telemetry operations during launch,

ascent, and initial Deep Space Station acquisition phases
of the mission.

Provides continuous communications during off earth-pointing

maneuvers (at limited ranges).

Permits routine data acquistion from the DSN 26-meter
diameter antenna network.

Serves as a backup data link (at reduced bit rate) for the

X-band system.

Provides increased assurance of continuous telemetry coverage

in the event that the spacecraft attitude "drifts" beyond
the X-band beamwidth.

2.2.4.4 Data Storage

Data storage capacity significantly greater than the 50-kilobit core

memory of Pioneer F/G is dictated primarily by the requirements of:

Serving as a buffer for image system data until they can be

transmitted to earth at the prevailing data rate

• Recording data during earth occultation.

The memory capacity must be designed to accommodate a multiple line

scan imaging experiment wherein the data is stored until they can be trans-

mitted to the ground. A representative 150,O00-element picture with

lO bits/pixel encoding is assumed, thus requiring approximately 1.5 mega-

bits of storage. It is further assumed that only one picture will be
stored at a time.

2.2.5 Propulsion Requirements

The propulsion subsystem is required to provide impulse for attitude
control and midcourse maneuvers, similar to the Pioneer F/G subsystem.

For the contemplated orbiter missions, however, a much greater total
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impulse capacity must be provided for orbit insertion and adjustment. This
added requirement dictates a large increase in the propellant load, rela-
tive to Pioneer F/G and has a major impact on the propulsion subsystem de-

sign. The relative magnitude of the velocity increments required for the

principal maneuvers is shown below:

Jupiter (1982) Saturn (1986).

Orbit insertion

Orbit plane change
Midcourse corrections

1.8 km/s 1.35 km/s

300 m/s 200 mls
40 to 50 m/s 40 to 50 m/s

Previous studies have shown that a minimum AV capability of 800 m/s

can be implemented by straightforward modifications to the basic Pioneer

F/G hydrazine subsystem. This capability is much lower than the above
stated _V requirements. Consequently, it will be necessary to implement

an externally mounted deboost system with higher performance than is ob-

tainable from monopropellant hydrazine. Moreover, the system must be

capable of repeated operations, as dictated by the maneuvers shown above.

Tradeoffs leading to a selection of the preferred system will be discussed

in subsequent sections.

The choice of deboost thrust level must take into account orbit in-

sertion maneuver efficiency on one hand, and structural loads on the de-

ployed appendages on the other. Although low thrust is desirable to
minimize redesign of the appendages and their support structure (Pioneer

F/G appendages were designed to withstand axial acceleration of 0.04 g)

the acceleration should be sufficiently large to avoid significant per-

formance losses during the orbit insertion maneuver.

In the interest of maintaining an uninterrupted command and telemetry

capability at large earth-spacecraft distances, the spacecraft must nor-

mally remain earth-oriented at all times. Off-earth pointing will be per-
mitted for initial midcourse maneuvers and for certain In-orbit maneuvers

essential to accomplishing mission objectives, such as orbital plane

changes and orbit modifications and corrections related to planetary en-
counters (see Section 6.11).

New spin rate maneuvers are planned for the orbiter missions which

were not necessary for Pioneer F/G. They are:

o Spinup from the nominal 4.8 rpm to 15 rpm prior to high-
thrust:V maneuvers

e Despin from 15 rpm to 4.8 rpm

• Despin from 4.8 rpm to 2 rpm to increase image resolution

• Spinup from 2 rpm to 4.8 rpm.
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2.3 INTERFACES

2.3.1 Launch Vehicle

The launch vehicle for the Outer Planets Pioneer Orbiter missions is

the Titan 3E/Centaur D-lT/TE-364-4. The launch vehicle for the Pioneer

lO and II spacecraft was the Atlas SLV-3C/Centaur D-14/TE-M-364-4. Thus

the launch vehicle has a new first stage, a modified second stage, and the

same third stage, as the previous Pioneers for Jupiter.

2.3.1.I Nose Fairing and Envelope

The Viking nose fairing is to be used with the launch vehicle for

these missions. While the lO-foot diameter fairing for Pioneers lO and II

(based on the OAO fairing) attaches to the forward end of the Centaur, the

14-foot diameter Viking fairing encloses the Centaur and attaches to the
forward end of the Titan.

The dynamic envelope available for the spacecraft is increased from
I09 to 150 inches in diameter. However, because the spacecraft design is

not changed from the Pioneer F/G design except where necessary, the orbiter
spacecraft does not occupy any space outside the 109-inch limit.

2.3.1.2 Payload Capability

The weight which can be sent to either Jupiter or Saturn by the
launch vehicle for the orbiter mission is discussed in Section 6.5.

2.3.1.3 Coast Capability

For the typical Jupiter and Saturn mission opportunities considered,

launches occur between December and May. With the launch site at ETR, and

with launch azimuths restricted to the usual range of about 90 to ll4 de-

grees, these departures can be reached by the direct ascent mode or by an

orbital ascent mode with a short coast time. The coast periods generally
do not exceed 25 minutes. The Centaur stage will have this capability.

2.3.1.4 Mechanical Environment

The acoustic and vibration environment of the launch vehicle, while

greater in some frequency bands than the Atlas, falls within the envelope

specified for the qualification and acceptance testing of the Pioneer F

and G spacecraft in Specification PC210.03, Pioneer F and G Spacecraft

Specification.

2.3.1.5 Launch Vehicle Adapter

The adapter connecting the flight spacecraft to the TE-364-4 stage

is the standard 37-inch diameter by 31-inch adapter.
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2.3.1.6 Umbilical

Because of the use of RTG's as the spacecraft electrical power
source, and because RF communications with the spacecraft are used for
inserting commands and monitoring results, no umbilical cable is necessary
for spacecraft operations from RTG installation - normally about 30 hours
before the launch window of the first launch day -until separation from
the launch vehicle. However, ground power (at 28 VDC) is required to sup-
port all spacecraft test operations on the launch vehicle prior to RTG
installation.

2.3.2 Deep Space Network

The Deep Space Network (DSN), established by the NASA Office of
Tracking and Data Acquisition under the system management and technical
direction of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), provides two-way com-
munications with the spacecraft. The Deep Space Stations (DSS's) and the
telecommunications interface through the RF link with the spacecraft, pro-
viding tracking, telemetry, and command support, is known as the Deep
Space Instrumentation Facility (DSlF).

2.3.2.1 DSIF

The DSIF consists of a world-wide network of Deep Space Stations

equipped with 26-meter diameter antennas and a network of 64-meter diameter

antenna stations equipped with phase-lock receiving systems and high-power

transmitters to provide radio communications with the spacecraft. The sta-

tions are located approximately 120 degrees apart in longitude, assuring

that a spacecraft in or near the ecliptic will always be in the field-of-
view of at least one station and for several hours each day may be seen by

two stations. Stations comprising the DSIF are identified in Table 2-2.

Table 2-2. Tracking and Data Acquisition Stations of the DSIF

Location

Cal iforni a

Austral i a

Australia

South Africa

Spain

DSS

Pioneer

Echo

Mars

Weemala

(formerly Tidbinbilla)

Ballima

(formerly Booroomba)

Honeysuckle Creek

Hartebeesthoek

Robledo

Cebreros

Robledo

DSS Serial

Designation

II

12

14

42

43

44

51

61

62

63

I Antenna

Diameter Type of

! m (ft) . , Mountinq
I

! 26 (85) Polar
L

! 26 (85) Polar

i 64 (210) Az-EI

26 (85) Polar

1 64 (210) Az-EI

i
1 26 (85) X-Y

l
i 26 (85) Polar

I 26 (85) Polar

26 85) Polar

64 (210) Az-El
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The Pioneer Outer Planets Orbiter mission requires the periodic sup-
port of both networks to accomplish the various phases: the 26-meter net-
work establishes the initial two-way acquisition, conducts routine cruise-
phase TT&Coperations, and provides a backup capability for the 64-meter
stations; adequate telemetry bit rates from the vicinity of Jupiter and
Saturn require the X-band capability available only at the 64-meter stations.

All DSS's operate at S-band frequencies: 2110-2120 MHzfor earth-to-
spacecraft transmission and 2290-2300MHzfor spacecraft-to-earth trans-
mission. In addition, the 64-meter network is capable of receiving space-
craft signals in the X-band (8402-8441MHz). DSSperformance parameters
which are critical to achieving compatibility with the spacecraft communi-
cations subsystem are given in Table 2-3.

2.3.3 RTG Power Sources

The radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG) identified for the

Pioneer Outer Planets Orbiter missions is the multi-hundred watt (MHW)

RTG which is currently under development for the LES 8 and 9 spacecraft to
be launched in 1974 and is designated for use on the Mariner-Jupiter-

Saturn spacecraft to be launched in 1977.

The RTG unit to be employed weighs 85 pounds ando_Bs a diameter of

15.7 inches and a length of 23 inches. It contains Pu_°U02 as the heat

source, producing 2400 watts of thermal power. A shell containing a
matrix of silicon-germanium thermocouples converts 150 watts (soon after

launch) into electric power which is delivered at 28 volts. A more detailed

description of the RTG characteristics is given in Appendix E.

2.3.3.1 Physical Arrangement

Two units are to be carried on each flight spacecraft, one on each

side. The RTG units are in a stowed position, just outboard of the equip-

ment compartment side panel, during launch. Soon after the spacecraft is
separated from the launch vehicle, the RTG's are released to deploy some

seven feet radially to their location for the remainder of the mission.

This remote location (a) minimizes accumulated interaction between

the radioisotope and the components and instruments aboard the spacecraft,

(b) establishes a favorable moment of inertia ratio for the spacecraft,

and (c) virtually eliminates a thermal interaction between the RTG's and

the other elements of the spacecraft.

2.3.3.2 Mechanical Interface

Each RTG unit is attached to a mounting plate by three bolts. The

mounting plate is attached to the equipment compartment by bolts, when

stowed; at deployment these bolts are severed by bolt cutters. The

mounting plate is connected to the equipment compartment by guide rods.
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2.3.3.3 Thermal Interface

The thermal interface of the RTG's with the spacecraft is significant

only until deployment. Before launch, cooled air appropriately directed
within the shroud keeps the RTG's below vacuum-operating temperatures, and

keeps adjacent spacecraft temperatures low.

From liftoff to deployment (about 1.5 hours) temperatures of the

RTG's and spacecraft will rise. Internal RTG temperatures are kept low by

delaying the venting of the inert fill gas until after deployment. Adja-

cent spacecraft surfaces may have to withstand temperatures approaching

450OF. Appropriate coatings and Kapton insulation will be applied as

necessary.

2.3.3.4 Electrical Interface

Power is transferred from the RTG's at 28 VDC via a cable which is

drawn from a slack box as the RTG is deployed. The spacecraft maintains

the bus voltage at this value by dissipating excess power in a shunt

circuit.

2.3.3.5 Nuclear Radiation

The nuclear radiation of the RTG's is composed primarily of gamma-

ray photons in the energy range, lO to I000 keV and neutrons In the energy

range, 1.5 to 5 MeV.

The only significant impact of the gamma rays is the potential inter-
ference with scientific instruments sensitive to radiation at this energy.

This type of interference, affecting instruments measuring intermediate-

energy nuclear particle fluxes at low intensities, has been resolved on

Pioneer F/G; the interfering flux levels are increased less than 50 percent
on the Pioneer Outer Planets Orbiter spacecraft.

Neutron radiation should be examined for potential damage to com-

ponents and materials. On the orbiter missions the longer duration and

greater isotope weight will raise total _utron flue_es at_typical equip-

ment compartment locations _om l 7 x lOTM to 7 x lOTM n/cm _. However,
for components utilized, lO"_ or iO13 n/cm 2 would be the threshold of

concern, so no impact is foreseen.

2.3.4 Scientific Instruments

2.3.4.1 Payload Complement Selection

A variety of scientific experiments may be accommodated by the

orbiter spacecraft configurations defined in Section 3.1. Payload com-

plements with weights ranging from 70 to 120 pounds were considered,

compatible with the weight and power constraints of the Jupiter and
Saturn orbiters (see also Appendix A).
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Table 2-4 lists representative payload complements for the two mis-
sions. This selection is only tentative and requires further study as
plans for the outer planet orbiter missions develop. However, as sample
payload complementsthey can be used to identify relevant payload inter-
face requi rements.

Table 2-4. Scientific Payload Complements

Instrument

Ma_netospheric Particles and Fields

Magnetometer
Plasma analyzer

Charged particle

Geiger tube telescope

Cosmic ray telescope

Suprathermal particle detector

RF sweep receiver

Plasma wave detector

Trapped radiation detector

Subtotal

Planetology

Infrared

Ultraviolet

Photopolarimeter

Line-scan imaging system

Subtotal

Meteoroid Detectors

Unspecified

Total

Pioneer lO/ll

Weight Power

(Ib) l (W)

5.9

12.0

7.2

3.6

7.1

3.9

39.7

4.4

1.5

9.5

15.4

II .0

66,1

Jupiter
Orbiter

Weight Power

(Ib) (W)

I 3.1 6.0

4.5 12.0

2.41 lO.O i

0.8

2.8

_ 3.5

_ 6.5

• _ 3.5

2.1 -

I 15.7 41.5

1.2 12.0

l .0 10.0

3.5

25.0

5.7 47.0

2.5

31.5

i 23.9 120.0

4.0

5.0

4.0

2.0

3.0

2.0

Saturn Orbiter

Weight i Power

(Ib) i (W)

5.2 4.0

II .5 5.0

12.6 i 6.0

w

u

D

-- !
i

20.0 29.3 I 15.0
I

4.0 6.01 4.0

3.0 6.01 3.0

16.0 25.0 1 16.0

23.0 37.0 I 23.0

3.7 I l.O

14.0

57.0 70.0 39.0

Data
Rate
bits/s)

25

501

10!

250i

I0

l,O00

2OO

106

<12,000

2.3.4.2 Payload Interface Requirements

The Jupiter Orbiter payload weight, power, and telemetry require-

ments represent significant increases from the Pioneer 10 payload, which

is also shown in Table 2-4 for comparison. Three of the instruments -

the magnetometer, plasma analyzer, and charged particle instrument - are

identical to, or only slightly modified from, the corresponding instru-

ments carried by Pioneers lO and II. Their interface requirements remain

essentially unchanged. The remaining six identified instruments are new.
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Of these, only the line-scan imaging system imposes interface requirements
that have an appreciable impact on the spacecraft system design. These
special requirements include:

a) High data transfer rates, typically 1.3 megabits/s if the
frame size is 3.35 x 3.35 degrees and the spacecraft rota-
tion rate is 5 rpm (assuming lO-bit parallel transfer to
buffer storage).

b)

c)

d)

High data buffer storage capacity -approximately 1.5 mega-
bits per frame with linear encoding (I0 bits/pixel).

Rotational mount to vary the cone angle, as required for
planet and satellite viewing (also required for the infrared
spectrometer and the ultraviolet photometer)

Careful selection of mounting area on spacecraft to avoid
stray light effects and to provide a wide pointing field of
view

e) Mode switching for multispectral options

f) Special provisions to shield sensor elements from inadvertent
exposure to the sun and to protect the objective lens against
extended exposure to potential micrometeoroid damage.

Some of the line-scan imaging system requirements, including mode
switching, line-of-sight rotation, and clear field-of-view, are similar to
those imposed by the imaging photopolarimeter of Pioneers I0 and II which
is not included in the orbiter payload. Other interface aspects of the
line-scan imaging system are less demanding. It does not require the fre-
quent cone angle changes of the photopolarimete_ and ground data processing
is less complex to reconstruct image frames.

Most of the instruments can be accommodated in either of two dedi-

cated payload compartments or by the same external mounting provisions
(e.g., magnetometer, meteoroid sensors, and plasma analyzer).

The interface requirements for the Saturn orbiter payload are similar
to those described above for the Jupiter orbiter configuration, although
fewer instruments can be accommodated because of the smaller weight

capability.

v
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3. SPACECRAFT SYSTEM DESIGN

r

3.1 CONFIGURATION

Selection of the Pioneer Outer Planets Orbiter configuration is

governed by the following design considerations and criteria:

Retention of the Pioneer F/G configuration or its derivative,

the Outer Planets Pioneer spacecraft, as building block,

modified as required for the orbiter missions

Provision of adequate propulsive maneuver capability for

planetary orbit insertion and orbit changes

Effective accommodation of science payload in terms of

weight, space and power capacity, sensor articulation, data

handling, storage and telemetry capability

System reliability commensurate with extension of mission

life to 3.5 years for the Jupiter orbiter, 6 years for the
Saturn orbiter

Simplicity and cost economy in system design, implementation

and operation.

The evolution of the Pioneer orbiter from the baseline Pioneer F/G via the

Outer Planets Pioneer spacecraft (Reference 3) has been previously out-

lined in Section 1.3. In the selected orbiter design concept to be des-

cribed in this section many design features of Pioneer F/G are retained

intact or with modifications that have already been identified in the

design of the Outer Planets Pioneer. The only major departures from the

existing designs are those related to the accommodation of the new propul-

sion system and the scientific payload instruments.

3.1.1 Design Approach

In the earlier study of Pioneer Jupiter orbit missions performed by
TRW Systems (Reference 5) several design alternatives of adding the re-

quired large propulsion capability to the baseline Pioneer F/G spacecraft

were investigated. The design concept designated as Configuration 2 in

that study is applicable in a modified version to the requirements of the

outer planets orbiter spacecraft. Principal features of this configura-

tion, consisting of a modified Pioneer F/G spacecraft with an added pro-

pulsion stage, are reflected in the orbiter design concept to be described
below.

Questions of principal interest in this design approach involve

Feasibility of using the basic Pioneer F/G configuration

with only small modifications

e Accommodation of the large externally stored propellant mass
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Control of mass properties which are significantly altered
from those of Pioneer F/G by the addition of the propulsion
stage.

These questions are addressed in the following paragraphs.

Retention of the Basic Pioneer F/G Configuration

A principal design objective is to retain the basic structural con-

figuration of Pioneer F/G embodied by the hexagonal equipment bay and the

attached payload bay, the high-gain antenna dish, antenna feed and sup-

port structure and the deployment provisions of the RTG support booms and

magnetometer boom.

In contrast to the layout of the previously defined Configuration 2

where the RTG booms are deployed in diametrally opposite directions, the

preferred configuration retains the asymmetrical deployment concept of

Pioneer F/G where RTG booms are located 120 degrees apart, partly balanced
by the deployed magnetometer boom which extends in a direction 120 degrees

from the RTG's. This permits retention of the RTG guide rod location,
attach fittings and stowage provisions, but imposes constraints on the

control of mass properties dissimilar from those of Pioneer F/G, to pre-

vent tilting of the principal axis relative to the spacecraft centerline.

In the case of Pioneer F/G the asymmetrical deployment of the RTG
booms introduces a lateral shift in the spacecraft center-of-mass, but

this does not cause a tilt of the principal axis, because the center of mass

is tightly controlled to remain within the deployment plane of the RTG's

and the magnetometer boom. With the principal axis offset but remaining

parallel to the spacecraft centerline at all times, continuous earth

pointing of the high-gain antenna can be assured (see Figure 3-1a).

In the case of the Pioneer orbiter configuration the asymmetrical

RTG deployment must be fully compensated by a deployment counterweight

added to the tip of the magnetometer boom, such that the mass center of

the spacecraft proper always remains on the spacecraft centerline, lined

up with the mass center of the attached stage, to avoid a principal axis
tilt (see Figure 3-1b). The alignment remains unaffected by propellant

depletion since this only has the effect of shifting the total center of

mass along the Z axis, closer to the mass center of the spacecraft proper.

Propulsion System Accommodation

To provide a 2000 m/s AV capability to a spacecraft with 800 pounds

of inert weight requires 800 to lO00 pounds of propellant depending on the

specific impulse characterizing the propulsion system.

The objective of retaining the baseline Pioneer F/G configuration

rules out internal storage of this amount of propellant because of the

limited space available in the existing equipment compartment. The
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maximum size to which the present 16.5-inch hydrazine tank of Pioneer F/G
could be enlarged is 25 to 28 inches providing a maximum prepellant capacity

of 300 pounds. Assuming monopropellant hydrazine with l_p = 225 seconds
this would provide a maneuver capacity of only 800 to 850 m/s which is
marginal, at best, for a Jupiter orbit mission and inadequate for a Saturn
orbiter. This minimum capability Pioneer orbiter defined in TRW's previous
study and designated as Configuration 1 thus does not meet the specified
mission requirements.

The externally attached propulsion stage used in the selected orbiter
configuration has two distinct advantages. It provides ample propellant
storage capacity limited only by injected weight performance of the launch
vehicle. It also provides the option (not offered by a simple internally

mounted propellant tank) of using a bipropellant system with higher Isp
performance than monopropellant hydrazine. The specific impulse of
MMH/N204, the bipropellants used by the Mariner 9 Mars Orbiter, is
290 seconds. This reduces the propellant weight required for a specified
maneuver capability by nearly 30 percent, compared with monopropellant
hydrazine.

A prerequisite for storing the unequal amounts of oxidizer and fuel
mass symmetrically with respect to the spin axis and achieving a favorable
moment of inertia ratio for the spin-stabilized vehicle is to use at least
four spherical tanks for mass balance. Only if toroidal propellant tanks
were to be used could the desired mass distribution be attained with two
tanks in tandem arrangement. This option was not selected because it would
require additional development in tankage and expulsion system technology
(see below).

Four spherical tanks arranged symmetrically at the corners of a
rectangle, square or rhomboid can be used to achieve the desired mass dis-
tribution characteristics with the fuel and the oxidizer tanks located at

alternate corners.

The preferred configuration uses a rhomboid arrangement, with the
larger dimension aligned with the spacecraft Y axis. This yields favor-
able moment-of-inertia ratios during the predeployment phase, while mini-
mizing field of view obstruction of articulated science sensors. This
configuration also reduces blockage of thermal radiation from louvered
areas at the bottom surface of the two payload compartments.

Control of Mass Properties

The following design criteria apply to the control of mass properties
of the spacecraft/stage combination:

Mass balance of the stored propellant such that the stage
center of mass is maintained on the spacecraft centerline
during all mission phases, with fully loaded, partially
depleted and empty propellant tanks.
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Mass balance of the deployed appendages such that the center

of mass of the spacecraft proper is maintained on the space-
craft centerline before, during and after deployment.

Q

Mass balance of the rotationally mounted sensor package to

prevent products of inertia being generated by sensor

orientation changes.

Sufficiently large spin moment of inertia (Iz) compared to
transverse moments of inertia (IX , Iv) during the critical

predeployment phase to avoid dyn_mic_instability and hence
the accrual of excessive nutatlon angles during this phase

and the initial part of the deployment phase.

The first two criteria have been previously mentioned and can be

met by attention to balanced appendage deployment and proper placement of

the propellant storage tanks.

A deployment counterweight of approximately 25 pounds placed at the

tip of the magnetometer boom prevents displacement of the center of mass

of the spacecraft proper along the -X axis due to the asymmetrical RTG

boom deployment.

Regarding propellant mass balance, the large difference of fuel and

oxidizer mass of the MMH/N_Om bipropellant system (i.e., approximately

60 percent NpO 4 versus 40 _e_cent MMH) requires a configuration of at

least four t_nks, with the fuel tanks and oxidizer tanks placed in

opposite locations, respectively.

The concept of using only two spherical tanks either side-by-side
as in the 3-axis stabilized Mariner 9.orbiter or in tandem was found to

be impractical from a mass distribution standpoint (see References 9

and I0).

An alternate concept of using two toroidal tanks in tandem arranqe-
ment (see References g and ll) proves to be feasible but requires ad-

vances in propulsion system technology not necessary when using conven-

tional spherical propellant tanks.

The selected 4-tank bipropellant propulsion stage configuration

closely resembles a configuration developed and qualified for an earth

satellite program and constitutes a minimum risk approach.

Custom Stage Design for the Saturn Orbiter

Because of the higher launch energy required for Saturn missions the

maximum injected gross spacecraft weight is 800 to 900 pounds less than

that of Jupiter missions for the launch years and flight times being con-

templated, as determined by the Titan IIIE/Centaur launch vehicle capa-

bility. This limits the maximum propellant capacity of the Saturn orbiter

to about half of the capacity of the Jupiter orbiter (see Sections 6 and 7).
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This limitation in propellant capacity is the more severe because
orbit injection at Saturn will occur at a relatively greater distance
from the planet than in the Jupiter orbit mission, probably at least
3 planet radii, so as to reduce the hazard of ring particle impact. In-
creasing the distance of the orbit injection point reduces the effective-
ness of the maneuver, causing the capture orbit to be more eccentric.

In view of these factors it is critically important in the Saturn
orbiter mission to use the available propellant in a mannerwhich yields
the highest possible _V capability.

The design approach adopted for the Saturn orbiter is to minimize
the spacecraft inert weight by reducing the size and weight of the pro-
pulsion system, thereby maximizing the achievable AV capability, rather
than using the sameconfiguration as for the Jupiter orbiter with off-
loaded tanks.

The increase in AV capability due to reduction of dry weight (with
the gross spacecraft weight held constant) is given by

aAv
m

a We

where

We = 850 pounds = estimated dry weight

Isp : 292 seconds = specific impulse of MMH/N204 propulsion system.

The relative AV increase is given by

a AV/AVref 1
m

a We/Weref _n (Wo/We, )ref

-2.0

The subscript ref desiqnates reference values of AV and W_, and the nominal
gross weight Wn is assumed to be 1400 pounds. Under the _ssumed conditions
a 5 percent reauction in dry weight yields an increase of IOrpe cent in

_V capability.

These results reflect two factors: (I) the available propellant mass
increases by the amount saved in dry weight and (2) the maneuver effective-

ness increases inversely with dry weight reduction. Thus an estimated
30-pound reduction in stage dry weight (tankage, pressurant and structural

weight) increases the AV capacity by 100 m/s, providing an appreciable

performance improvement of the Saturn orbiter.
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A further advantage associated with using smaller propellant tanks
in the Saturn orbiter confiquration, rather than off-loading propellant,
is the avoidance of propellant sloshing durinq the launch phase. This
reduces dynamic loads on the expulsion bladders, tank and support struc-
ture and thus simplifies system development and test requirements.

3.1.2 Jupiter Orbiter Configuration

The selected design concept of the Pioneer Jupiter orbiter is shown

in Figure 3-2. The side view (bottom drawing) shows the spacecraft with

its externally attached propulsion bay in the stowed configuration mounted

on top of the launch vehicle's third stage, the TE 364-4 solid motor. The

interstage is a standard 37-inch diameter cylindrical adapter to which the

spacecraft is fastened by a Marman clamp.

Spacecraft loads are transferred through an open trusswork support

structure and adapter ring to the interstage mounting flange. In addition,

the adapter ring directly supports the four spherical propellant tanks and

four struts that hold the 93-pound main retro-engine.

The spacecraft is housed within the 14-foot diameter Viking shroud,
the standard nose fairing for Titan Ill E/Centaur class boosters. Actually,

with the maximum lateral dimensions, determined by the 9-foot diameter

high-gain antenna dish as in Pioneer F/G, the vehicle would fit into the
Centaur/Pioneer F/G shroud. Thus, the Viking shroud provides more than

ample space, both longitudinally and laterally. A potential weight ad-

vantage, estimated as about lO0 pounds, would accrue from the use of the
smaller Centaur/Pioneer shroud, if this shroud were to be adapted to the

Titan IIIE/Centaur class boosters. However, no such plans are currently
I

under consideration.

The plan view, at the top of Figure 3-2, shows the spacecraft in

stowed and deployed configuration. The deployment principle illustrated

in this view is essentially the same as in Pioneer F/G. The RTG booms

and the magnetometer boom are extended by centrifugal action under the

control of restraint cables, attached to viscous deployment dampers.

Each RTG boom consists of three guide rods which slide in guide

fittings mounted to the top and bottom of the equipment bay. The four

SNAP-19 radioisotope generator units of Pioneer F/G have been replaced by
the new hiqher performance multi-hundred watt (MHW) RTG units, one on each
RTG boom.

The magnetometer boom, deployed along the +X axis opposite the RTG

booms, is reinforced against bending in the X-Y plane by the addition of a

scissors-type linkage. This reinforcement is required because

l) Higher bending loads are acting on the structure as the boom

is deployed simultaneously with the RTG booms, starting at a

spin rate of 15 rpm
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2) Addition of a 25-pound deployment counterweight near the tip

of the magnetometer boom, required to maintain the center of

mass of the spacecraft proper on the Z axis (see Section

3.1.1), also increases the structural load acting on the

boom during deployment.

The drawings in Figure 3-3 show details of the support truss, the

tank mounting provisions and the attach fittings by which the concentrated

tankage and truss loads are transferred to the adapter ring. The adapter

ring is designed to spread these loads more uniformly over the interstage

mounting flange.

It is evident from the design drawings that the orbiter configuration

retains many design features of the baseline Pioneer F/G spacecraft. These

are:

The hexagonal central equipment bay and +X axis extension

used to house payload instruments

The RTG and magnetometer booms and their stowage and deploy-

ment provisions (with modifications as discussed above)

The 9-foot parabolic high-gain antenna dish, support truss
and antenna feed structure

• The medium- and low-gain antennas

The fore-aft pointing AV precession thrusters and the tan-

gential spin/despin thrusters mounted near the rim of the

high-gain antenna dish, as well as their support struts.

A pair of spin/despin thrusters has been added as discussed
below. A small lateral shift of the thruster assemblies was

necessary to align the AV/precession thrusters with the

center-of-mass location on the spacecraft Z axis and thus

to avoid precession torques around the Y axis in the new

configuration.

The 16.5-inch hydrazine tank inside the central equipment

bay. The tank mountinq structure has been modified slightly

to conform with the support structure of the added nitrogen

pressurant tank located below the equipment platform.

The star reference assembly and sun sensor assembly at loca-

tions essentially unchanged from Pioneer F/G.

Configuration features (other than the propulsion stage and support

structure) that are new or have been adapted from the Outer Planets Pioneer

spacecraft are summarized as follows:

Addition of a second extension bay on the -X side of the

hexagonal central equipment compartment. This extension bay
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houses payload equipment and subsystem components and sup-

ports a l-axis rotatable sensor package.

Modification of the equipment platform support structure.

The 25-inch spacecraft adapter ring of the original Pioneer

F/G configuration has been eliminated. An eight-member

truss has been attached below the central equipment bay to

support the ring-mounted new GN? pressurant tank and the

equipment platform in lieu of tBe 25-inch adapter ring.

Change in location of the thermal control louvers: because

of thermal radiation blockage by the attached propulsion

stage most aft-facing thermal control louvers of Pioneer F/G
have been eliminated and louvers added to several side walls

of the equipment compartment and extension bays.

Change of the antenna feed structure to accommodate the new

dual S-band/X-band communication system, adapted from the

Outer Planets Pioneer design.

Replacement of four SNAP-19 RTG's by two MHW units, as pre-

viously discussed.

Modification and reinforcement of the magnetometer boom

structure and addition of deployment counterweight, as pre-

viously discussed.

Addition of a micrometeoroid shield of l-inch thick aluminum

honeycomb at the bottom of the new propulsion bay. This

shield protects the propellant tanks against particles

approaching from the aft.hemisphere, the principal approach

direction of asteroidal micrometeoroids during the outbound

passage. Protection against particles approaching from all

other directions is provided by the spacecraft proper (front

hemisphere) and by Armalon blankets wrapped around the sides

of the propulsion stage (not shown in design drawing).

Other design features of the Jupiter orbiter not listed above are briefly

described in the following paragraphs.

Structure

The structural support concept is illustrated in Figure 3-4 by a

simplified perspective sketch, The eight-member support truss provides a

direct load path from the six hard-points at the corners of the equipment

compartment to the interstage adapter ring.

Axial loads of the four polar-mounted propellant tanks are also

transferred directly to the adapter ring. Lateral loads are transferred

via transverse trusses to the top of the central support structure.
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This structural design approach was adopted to separate the load

paths of the propulsion stage almost completely from those of the space-
craft proper and thus to avoid placing stresses due to spacecraft loads on
the propellant tanks.

The structure is configured to facilitate assembly, handling and

testing of the propulsion stage as a separate module and to simplify its
integration with the spacecraft proper by minimizing the number of mechani-
cal interface joints.

The relatively large propellant tank separation achieved by outward

tilt of the tank support axes is required to increase the Z axis moment of

inertia in the stowed configuration so as to improve the spin stability

margin during the predeployment and initial deployment phases, as pre-

viously discussed. This choice of tank locations also facilitates place-

ment of the eight main spacecraft support struts within the constraints

given by the dimensions of the adapter ring and the hexagonal array of

attach points at the equipment compartment.

Equipment and Science Compartments

Figure 3-5 shows the internal layout of the central equipment com-

partment and the extension bays used for scientific payload equipment.

A change of the equipment compartment layout from that used in

Pioneer F/G by rearrangement of electronic components was necessitated by:

Modified mass balance requirements due to change in the mass

of deployable items (heavier RTG's, added magnetometer struc-
ture and tip mass) and the addition of the -X axis extension

bay

• Changes and relocation of several payload elements

• Changes in several subsystem components

• Elimination of the storage battery used in Pioneer F/G

Relocation of thermal control louvers from the bottom of the

equipment compartment to the side walls (because of thermal

radiation blockage in aft direction by the added propulsion

stage).

Louvered side wall space is limited because two outer walls of the equip-
ment compartment are blocked by RTG's (when stowed), a third one is partly

blocked by the stellar reference assembly and light shade. However, since

only components with high power rating such as the S-band and X-band trans-

mitters require direct access to a louvered mounting plate the available

louvered area is sufficient. As shown in the drawing, most of the other

units can be mounted either on interior surfaces, i.e., the partitions

separating the equipment compartment from the extension bays, or on the
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equipment platform, where heat dissipation is provided by conductive and/or
radiative coupling. Additional space for thermal louvers is available at
the bottom and sides of the two extension bays to serve electronic units
associated with payload instruments.

The change from aft-mounted to side-mounted louvers imposes an
operational constraint, limiting the exposure of the spacecraft to side-sun
illumination at the beginning of the mission. This constraint can be met
effectively by allowing the spacecraft to point off earth during the first
50 days of the mission, using the medium/low-gain antenna for uplink and
downlink communications, to avoid prolonged side-sun illumination. This
operation modealso required in the Saturn Uranus entry probe mission
was analyzed and is described in Reference 12).

Science payload instruments are located in the extension bays on both
sides of the central equipment compartment. Several sensors are located
externally on deployable appendagesand three electro-optical instruments
are housed in the rotational sensor package extending from the add-on pay-
load bay on the -X side.

Table 3-I lists the payload instruments tentatively selected for
the Jupiter orbiter and their respective location on the spacecraft. These
instruments account for about 75 percent of the total allocated payload
weight capacity. The two payload bays provide additional mounting space
and access to unobstructed viewing port s for useby other still unspecified
payload instruments.

Table 3-I. List and Location of Payload Instruments for Jupiter Orbiter
(Preliminary Selectioni

Experiment

Magnetometer

Plasma analyzer

Charged particle instrument

Suprathermal particle
detector

RF emission detector (in-
cluding RF sweep receiver)

Plasma wave detector

IR radiometer

UV photometer

Line scan imaging system

Subtotal

Unassigned capacity

Total

Estimated

Weight
(lb)

6.0

12.0

lO.O

3.5

I0.5

3.5

12.0

lO.O

25.0

92.5

27.5

120.0

Location of Sensor

Magnetometer boom

Forward of bay l

Bay l

Bay l

Tip of RTG boom

Magnetometer boom

Articulated

package
(bay 2)

I

Location of Electronics

Bay l

At sensor location

At sensor location

At sensor location

Bay l

Bay l

At sensor location

At sensor location

Bay 2

Note: Bay l located on +X side; bay 2 located on -X side.
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Two externally-mounted sensors listed in Table 3-I but not shown in

the design drawings Figures 3-2 and 3-5 are the plasma wave detector and
the RF emission detector. Both are lightweight deployable antennas. The

plasma wave detector similar to the antenna flown on Explorer would be
mounted most likely on one of the hinges of the magnetometer boom, de-

ployed by spring action in the direction perpendicular to the boom and

parallel to the Y axis. The RF emission detector consists of two whip

antennas extending from the ends of the RTG arms. After spring-actuated

deployment their tip-to-tip distance will be 40 feet.

The externally-mounted plasma analyzer is the same instrument being

carried by Pioneers lO and II. It is located above the equipment platform

with its aperture facing in the direction of the sun through a viewing

port in the high-gain antenna dish as in Pioneers lO and If.

The articulated sensor package rotatable around an axis parallel to

the spacecraft Y axis is provided to permit effective observation of the

planet and its satellites from a wide range of orbital positions. The

instruments included in the package are the line-scan imaging system, the

infrared radiometer and the ultraviolet photometer.

In the configuration shown in Figure 3-5 the three instruments are

boresighted to share the same cone angle of observation. Other arrange-
ments are conceivable which would allow the sensors to view in different

directions. The axis of rotation selected here permits viewing over a

cone angle range of 135 degrees, limited in forward direction by the high-

gain antenna dish (40-degree cone angle) and in aft direction by the pro-

pulsion bay enclosure (175-degree cone angle) as shown in Figure 3-2.

Viewing at cone angles closer to the +Z axis than 40 degrees would generally

not be useful because of solar stray light interference, except during sun

occultation periods. Viewing at angle_ closer than 5 degrees from the

-Z axis does not produce useful images by spin-scanning instruments.

Figure 3-6 shows sketches of various sensor articulation options,

one of which (option l) is comparable to the arrangement of the imaging

hotopolarimeter in Pioneer F/G. Rotation around the spacecraft X axis

option 5) which was proposed in the previous Pioneer Jupiter orbiter

study (Reference 5) would be unfavorable in the selected configuration

because of partial field of view obstruction and stray light effects pro-

duced by the RTG booms. The rotational sensor package configuration shown

in Figures 3-2 and 3-5 partly integrated with the extension bay has the

advantage of compact, lightweight design permitting reasonably simple

implementation of thermal control and environmental protection. During

launch and propulsion phases when exhaust products must be kept from im-

pinging on the optical surfaces the package is reoriented such that the

sensor apertures are covered by a stationary protective lid. This protec-

tion can also be used during the cruise phase when the instruments are
inactive.

v
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Propulsion

The configuration of the externally mounted main propulsion system
has been discussed before. It comprises four 24-inch diameter propellant

tanks, one 15-inch high pressure nitrogen pressurant tank, propellant and

pressurant feed lines and valve assemblies, and a 94-1bf main axial
thruster. In order to reduce attitude perturbations due to thrust axis

misalignment it is necessary to increase the spin rate from the nominal

value of 4.8 rpm to 15 rpm whenever the main engine is used.

The Pioneer F/G monopropellant hydrazine system to be used for atti-
tude control and orbit correction maneuvers is left essentially unchanged.

The 16.5-inch diameter tank located at the center of the equipment com-

partment is retained although a propellant load of 50 pounds (20 percent

below full capacity) is the maximum amount required in either the Jupiter
or Saturn mission. As in Pioneer F/G the system operates in a simple

blowdown mode.

The arrangement of the axial _V and precession thrusters and the

circumferential spin/despin thrusters is the same as in Pioneer F/G ex-

cept for the addition of a second pair of spin/despin thrusters on the

opposite side of the antenna dish. Since the spacecraft center of mass

is located up to 20 inches lower than the circumferential thrusters, a

spln-up or despin maneuver executed by using only a single thruster would

have an appreciable unwanted nutation effect. By using two thrusters on

opposite sides of the antenna dish this effect can be avoided.

The second pair of spin/despin thrusters also provides a backup capa-

bilityfor critically important repeated spin-up and despin maneuvers

during the orbital phase. These maneuvers are required to increase the

spin rate at times of main thrust operation, to decrease the spin rate at

times of planetary imaging operations and to return the spacecraft to the

nominal spin rate at the end of each departure from the nominal mode.

Thermal Control

As on Pioneer F and G, the spacecraft is wrapped in thermal blankets

and the equipment compartment is thermally isolated from all external

appendages by supporting them with nonmetallic materials of low-thermal

conductance, to minimize uncontrolled heat loss.

Independent thermal control is applied to the spacecraft proper and

the external propulsion system and thermal coupling is held to a minimum.

The propulsion system is maintained at a lower temperature than the equip-

ment compartment, with electric and isotope heater units added to each

propellant tank.

The use of side-mounted rather than aft-facing thermal louvers in the

equipment compartment and the constraint against prolonged side-sun ex-

posure has been previously discussed in this section. To further reduce
thermal load variations in the equipment compartment, the heat-dissipating

ortion of the shunt regulator circuits is placed outside the compartment

see Figure 3-5). The shunt radiator is removed from the side-mounted
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location used in Pioneer F/G and placed at the bottom of the propulsion
stage meteoroid shield.

Attitude Control

The stellar reference and sun sensor assemblies are used in the same

manner as in Pioneer F/G to generate roll reference pulses and the location

of thesesensors is left unchanged. A search coil magnetometer is added

as an auxiliary roll reference sensor to substitute for the stellar refer-

ence assembly in close vicinity of Jupiter when radiation effects are

expected to interfere with normal operation of the SRA. This magnetometer

located outside the equipment compartment senses the planet's strong mag-

netic field and generates roll reference pulses to a distance of lO planet

radii under most of the orbital positions and relative orientations of the

spacecraft anticipated in the mission. The location of this sensor outside

the equipment compartment is illustrated in Figure 3-5.

The spin/despin and the AV/precession thruster clusters are mounted

in a similar manner as on Pioneer F/G at the spacecraft Y axis. A nutation

damper, actuated by the magnetometer boom's motion in the X-Z plane, is

used as on Pioneer F and G, with a modification for operation at lower

spin rates, as will be discussed in Section 3.6.

Communications

The location and installation of the high-gain and medium-gain an-

tenna systems are like those of Pioneer F and G. The conical log spiral

low-gain antenna is mounted to a mast, located aft of the propulsion stage

and separation plane with its tip extending 24 inches beyond the adapter

ring.

As in Pioneer F/G, the high-gain antenna reflector is mounted to the

hexagonal equipment compartment by 12 fiberglass struts. The medium-gain

antenna and high-gain antenna feed assembly are supported by three fiber-

glass struts mounted to alternate corners of the hexagonal compartment.

It is expected that the inclusion of X-band capability to the high-gain

antenna feed will have no effect on the basic support structure.

As can be seen in Figure 3-5, the arrangement and locations of the
S-band TWTA, diplexer, diplexer/coupler, RF transfer switches, and trans-

mitter drivers, are similar to those of the Pioneer F/G spacecraft, mini-

mizing physical changes and line losses in the communications and antenna

systems.

Electric Power

The Pioneer F/G basic RTG support structure is retained in the new

configuration except for small modifications required to accommodate the

two MHW radioisotope generators which replace the four SNAP-19 units and

to reinforce the support arm guide fittings. The RTG mounting provisions

are changed to fit the MHW units.
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The externally mountedbattery of Pioneer F and G has been eliminated
since all peak loads can be readily accommodatedby the increased power
capacity of the newRTG's. The other componentsof the electric power
subsystem - inverter assemblies, power control unit, CTRF, and external
shunt - are shown in Figure 3-5 in locations appropriate to the equipment
layout of the new configuration.

3.1.3 Saturn Orbiter Configuration

As previously discussed, the Saturn orbiter configuration differs

from that of the Jupiter orbiter only by the smaller size of the added

bipropellant stage. With a tank size of 19 inches a maximum usable pro-

pellant load of 560 pounds can be accommodated compared to ll50 pounds for

the 24-inch tanks used in the Jupiter orbiter.

Figure 3-7 shows the modified propulsion stage configuration for the

Saturn orbiter. The length of the stage plus support structure has been
reduced by 4 inches to 36 inches, and the maximum lateral dimension in

Y direction by lO inches, to 70 inches. The shorter length permits a

reduction of the support strut cross-section and other weight saving mea-

sures. The principal weight reduction accrues from the smaller tankage

and N2 pressurant mass.

The layout of the equipment and payload compartments remains unchanged

from the configuration used in the Jupiter orbiter except for the omission

of several payload instruments. The allocated payload weight capacity has

been reduced by 50 pounds from that of the Jupiter orbiter, allowing a

total payload capacity of 70 pounds for the Saturn orbiter. Instruments to

be omitted are probably some of the particle and fields sensors included

in the payload complement tentatively selected for the Jupiter orbiter. It

is also anticipated that a reduction of the estimated line-scan camera

weight will be possible to reduce the total payload weight to the allocated

capacity of 70 pounds. However, the articulated sensor package used in the

Jupiter orbiter should be retained if at all possible.

3.1.4 Alternate Orbiter Configurations

Several alternate configurations of the propulsion stage and space-

craft support structure were considered before adopting the design concept
described above.

Omitting from this discussion any configurations with obvious mass

distribution problems (such as two-sphere configurations) and those with

unconventional tank shapes (such as toroids) referred to in Section 3.1.1
there remain several viable candidate design concepts with different tank

placement, different tank mounting provisions and different support truss

arrangements. Figure 3-8 shows several such design options that were
investigated in some detail, all of which utilize four spherical propellant

tanks arranged in a square configuration.

In Configuration A the propellant tanks are located on bisectors
between the spacecraft X and Y axes. The tanks are supported by polar

mounts as in the selected configuration described previously. This layout
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has the disadvantage that the unequal masses of fuel and oxidizer intro-

duce an appreciable rotation of the two principal axes of inertia from
the desired alignment with the X and Y axes of the spacecraft. As a con-

sequence the tanks must be separated by a greater distance from each other
than in the selected rhomboid arrangement in order to obtain comparable

moment of inertia ratios (and hence, spin stability margin) prior to

appendage deployment. The lateral dimensions of the stage structure would
thus become somewhat larger than with the preferred rhomboid arrangement.

Configuration B uses a conical shell as central support structure.
This cone is attached to the cylindrical adapter ring that supports the

equipment platform as in the original Pioneer F/G design. The four pro-
pellant tanks are attached to this center cone by individual equatorial

mounts, with each tank tied securely to its mount by meridional straps.

This configuration has a simple structural interface with the Pioneer

spacecraft centerbody, requiring almost no modification of the original

configuration. However the load distribution in the conical support
structure, the tank mounting rings and the spherical tanks, themselves,

is difficult to analyze, and an extensive development and test program

may be required for this design to assure structural integrity.

Configuration C uses a central support cone similar to Configura-

tion B but provides polar mounts for the propellant tanks similar to the

selected configuration and Configuration A. The upper tank mounts are

supported from four corners of the hexagonal centerbody by four pairs of

lateral support struts. The lower tank mounts rest on pedestals which
distribute the concentrated load over the mounting flange of the center

cone comparable to the tank load distribution technique used in the

selected configuration (and Configuration A). The design is attractive
because it achieves a favorable load path separation and retains the

Pioneer F/G support structure with almpst no modification. However its

structural interface with the centerbody is not as simple as in Configura-
tion B. The structural weights of Configurations A, B and C are comparable.

In the last configuration illustrated in Figure 3-8 (Configuration D)

the propellant tanks are supported by equatorial mounting rings rather than
by polar mounts. This design uses a clover-leaf shaped tank support plat-

form from which trusses extend to the spacecraft, above, and to the launch

vehicle cylindrical adapter, below. The separation joint is located at

the tank support platform. This design resembles the Mariner 9 stage

support structure except for accommodating four rather than two propellant

tanks. The weight of structural elements that remain attached to the flight

spacecraft after separation is slightly reduced in this configuration.

However, the structural concept and the design of the separation joint

involve greater complexity than the selected truss structure.
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3.2 MASSPROPERTIES

3.2.1 Spacecraft Weight Summary

A summary weight statement for the Pioneer Jupiter and Saturn orbiter

configurations is presented in Table 3-2. The corresponding data for the

Pioneer F/G system and the baseline Outer Planets Pioneer configuration are

included in this table for comparison.

3.2.2 Mass Properties Requirements

Limits have been established for spacecraft mass properties in order

to satisfy the launch vehicle accuracy, attitude control, and antenna

pointing requirements consistent with a sequence of events representative

of a flyby or multiple planet mission. These mass properties limits are

presented in Table 3-3.

3.2.3 Mass Properties Summary

Mass properties of the two orbiter configurations are summarized in

Table 3-4. Pioneer F/G parameter values are given for comparison. The
configurations satisfy the criteria established in Table 3-

3.2.4 Subsystem Weight Estimates

Estimated weight breakdowns for each subsystem of the Pioneer Outer

Planets Orbiter are presented below compared with the corresponding weights

of Pioneer F/G and the Outer Planets Pioneer. Separate weights are stated

for the Jupiter and Saturn orbiters where appropriate.*

Weights given for Pioneer F/G are based on actual measurements of

Pioneer lO subsystems. Weight estimates derived from these data for the

advanced Pioneer configurations can therefore be regarded as realistic

values with good confidence.

Structure

Pioneer Outer Planets Jupiter (Saturn)

F/G Pioneer Orbiter

Primary Structure

Platform assembly

Frame assembly

Separation assem-

bly and tank

support

Propulsion bay and

adapter ring

18.5 20.4 20.4

8.6 10.6 I0.6

13.9 17.0 lO.O

45.0 (40.0)

All weights will be given in pounds.
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Table 3-3. Mass Properties Requirements Versus Capabilities

Requlrement CapablItty

I. Spacecraft plus third stage

e Limit third stage injection errors

Spacecraft c.g. offset _ 0.050 inch

Spacecraft spin principal axis parallel to Z axis
within 0.003 radlan

Spacecraft plus third stage

Iz/Ix and Iz/ly _ o.go

2. Stowed spacecraft

m Attitude stability:

Iz/IX ) l.l

Iz/ly _ l.l

3. Deployed spacecraft

e Attitude stablllty:

Iz/lx _ l.l

Iz/ly _ 1.1

e Limit cruise mode pointing error

Spin principal axis parallel to Z axis

within 0.15 degree

e Limit pointing error during AV:

c.g. X-Y location known to _ 1.6 inch

m Limit nutatlon during precession

K = Ko * 0.05

K : [(Iz-ix)(z,- ly)/IX ly]I/2

0.015 inch

0.002 radian

0.71

1.6

1.5

2.1

1.6

0.06 degree

0.25 inch

< O.Ol

0.91

Table 3-4. Mass Property Summary

Weight
Spacecraft Configuration (Ib)

Pioneer JOTM

Stowed

Deployed (B.O.L.)

Deployed (E.O.L.) (4)

Jupiter Orbiter

Stowed

Deployed (B.O.L.)

Deployed (E.O.L.)

Saturn Orbiter (5)

Stowed

Deployed (B.O.L.)

Deployed (E.O.L.)

Center of Gravity(1)

(in.)

Y Z

564 0 b Ig.2

564 -6.3 0 Ig.2

504 -7.1 0 Ig.4

2151 0 0 28,1

2151 0 0 28.1

949 0 0 39.8

1368 0 0 30.0

1368 0 0 30.0

818 0 0 40.4

Moments of l_ertia
(slug-ftz)

Ix ly Iz

71 63 lOl

287 188 443

287 187 442

314 269 345

622 735 lllg

455 626 963

Igl 197 245

500 633 lOl9

435 615 g30

MOI RATIOS

Iz Iz 2 Iz K(2)

1.4 1.6 1.5 0.49

1.5 2.3 1.9 0.86

1.5 2,3 1.9 0.86

l.l 1.3 1.2 0.17

1.8 1.5 1.7 0.65

2.1 1.5 1.8 0.78

1.3 1.2 1.3 0.26

2.0 1.6 1.8 0.78

2.1 1.5 1.8 0.76

(I)c.G. position Z is referenced to spacecraft separation plane

X and Y are measured from geometric centerline

(2)K: _I_- ,x/ly)(I_-_y/ix_I/2

(3)Pioneer lO data from actual measurements or calculations, provided for comparison

(4)B.O.L., E.O.L. = Beginning or End of Life, respectively

(5)Mass properties of Saturn orbiter configuration are preliminary estimates, i.e., less well defined than those of

Jupiter orbiter
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Secondary Structure

Side panels and 12.1 13.4 13.4
interior bulkhead

Cover panels 7.1 8.3 8.3
Thruster support 5.8 5.8 5.8

assemblies
Magnetometersupport 7.6 8.6 13.6

assembly
Miscellaneous and 7.2 7.2 7.2

attach hardware
Wobble damper 1.2 1.2 1.2
Micrometeoroid pro ....... 15.0

tection
Articulated sensor ...... 8.0

platform

RTGSupport Assemblies 22.4 24.4 24.4

Total I04.4 I17.9 182.9 (177.9)

L

The largest contribution to the weight growth in the structure subsystem

is due to the added propulsion bay and adapter ring. In the Jupiter orbiter

this increment is five pounds greater than in the Saturn orbiter.

Other structural weight contributions are due to the following items:

a honeycomb sandwich panel required to provide micrometeoroid protection

for the added propulsion stage; increased support for the heavier RTG's;

and reinforcement of the magnetometer boom structure. Elimination of the

adapter ring of the original Pioneer F/G reflects in a small negative weight
increment (3.9 pounds) in the orbiter configurations,

Electrical Power

Pioneer Outer Planets Jupiter (Saturn)

F/G Pioneer Orbiter

RTG's (4) 120.0 (2) 170.0 (2) 170.0
Power control unit lO.g 6.0 6.0

Battery 5.3 ......

Inverters (2) I0.2 (1) 5.0 (1) 5.0
Central transformer- ll.8 ll,8 ll.8

rectifier-filter

Strip heater 0.8 0.8 0.8
(shunt radiator)

Total 159.0 193.6 193.6

The electrical power subsystem weight shows a net increase of

34.6 pounds both in the Outer Planets Pioneer and Outer Planets orbiter
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configurations. This is attributed primarily to the heavier RTG's which

account for 50 pounds. This is partially offset by elimination of the

battery, an inverter, and simplification of the PCU.

Command Subsystem

Pioneer Outer Planets Jupiter (Saturn)

F/G Pioneer Orbiter

Digital decoder unit 1.7 1.7 1.7
Command distribution 8.8 9.0 II.0

unit

Cabling and con- 27.0 29.5 36.0
nectors

Total 37.5 40.2 48.7

The increased number of connectors and length of cable runs account

for most of the ll.2-pound increase in command subsystem weight of the

Outer Planets Orbiter spacecraft. No changes are planned for the DDU;

minor changes to the CDU to implement additional commands will be accom-

plished with the presently available but unused circuitry.

Data Handlin 9

Pioneer Outer Planets Jupiter (Saturn)

F/G Pioneer Orbiter

Digital telemetry 6.8 6.8 6.8
unit

Data storage unit 3.3 12.0 12.0

Total lO.l 18.8 18.8

The significantly increased DSU capacity reflects in an approximately

9-pound increase in data handling subsystem weight.

Communications

Receiver

Transmitter driver

TWTA (S-band)

TWTA (X-band)
Conical scan

processor

High-gain antenna
Medium-gain antenna

Low-gain antenna

Diplexers and coupler

Pioneer Outer Planets Jupiter (Saturn)

F/G Pioneer Orbiter

8.0 ! 8.0
(2) ___8"0 (2) 18.0 {2) 18.0

l .0 l.0 l .0

33.4 33.4 33.4

3.7 3.7 3.7

0.7 0.7 1.2

4.3 4.3 4.3

v
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Switches (2) 1.3 (3) 1.9 (3) 1.9
Waveguide --- 2.0 2.0
RF cabling 3.0 3.5 3.5

Total 68.4 92.3 92.8

The increase in communication subsystemweight both in Outer Planets
Pioneer and Outer Planets Orbiter is the result of adding redundant X-band
transmitters (TWTA'sand drivers) and the associated wavegulde and switch
to interconnect with the high-gain antenna.

Deletion of the feed movement mechanism presently configured on

Pioneer F/G is offset by a heavier dual X- and S-band feed.

Attitude Control

Pioneer Outer Planets Jupiter (Saturn)

F/G Pioneer Orbiter

Control electronics 5.1 6.0 6.0

assembly
Stellar reference 2.6 2.6 2.6

assembly

Stellar reference 3.4 3.4 3,4
assembly light
shade

Sun sensor assembly 1.1 l.l l.l

Despin sensor (2) 0.4 0.4 0.4

assembly
Search coil ...... 1.5

magnetometer

Experiment drive ...... 4,0

assembly for
articulated sensor

Total 12.6 13.5 19.0

Attitude control subsystem weight in increased by 6.4 pounds in the
Outer Planets Orbiter. This includes the weight of the articulated platform
drive motor and electronics, as well as the search coil magnetometer which

has been added as auxiliary roll attitude sensor.

Thermal Control

Pioneer Outer Planets Jupiter (Saturn)

F/G Pioneer Orbiter

Insulation ll.l 12.5 24.1

Thermal louvers 4.3 5.8 6.3

RHU and support (sun 0.6 0.6 0.6

sensor)
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Heaters, propellant
tank(s)

Heater, articulated
sensor package

0.3 0.3 l .5

...... 0.3

Total 16.3 19.2 32.8

The thermal control subsystem weight is increased by 13.0 pounds to

provide insulation for the propulsion stage and the added equipment com-

partment including the articulated sensor package. The addition of louvers

on the added equipment compartment and the externally mounted shunt regu-

lator circuits is partly offset by the elimination of aft-faclng louver

assemblies used in Pioneer F/G. The net louver weight increase is esti-

mated as 2.0 pounds.

Propulsion

Pioneer Outer Planets Jupiter (Saturn)
F/G Pioneer Orbiter

Hydrazine System
(Midcourse Trim

and ACS)

Propellant tank (1) I0.7 (I) 15.6

Fill/drain valves 0.4 0.4
Filters 0.5 0.5

Pressure trans- 0.4 0.4

ducer

Temperature O.l 0.1
transducer

Thruster (3) 9.0 (3+)* I0.5

assemblies

Lines/fittings 0.6 0.7
Line heater 1.4 1.4

assembly

(4)

10.7

0.4

0.5

0.4

O.l

12.0

0.7

1.4

Subtotal (dry) 23.1 29.6 26.2

Propellant, usable

Propellant, residual
Pressurant

59.2 91.0 50.0

0.8 l.0 0.7

l.0 l .5 l .0

_F

Subtotal (wet) 84.1 123.1 77.9

Bipropellant System

Pressurant tank

Propellant tanks
Fill/drain valves
Pressure transducers

30.0

54.0

0.7

1.0
(0.7)
C1.0)
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Filters 17Pressure regulator 2.6
Check valves 0.6 (016)

Burst disks 0.5 IO 5iIsolation valves 1.4 1 14

Deboost thruster 8.3 (8.3)

assembly
Lines and fittings 4.0 (4.0)

Subtotal (dry) I04.8 (75.8)

Propellant (MMH), 435.0 (190.0)
usable

Propellant (MMH), 7.0 (3.0)
residual

Propellant (N204), 717.0 (310.0)
usable

Propellant (N204)
residual ll.O (5.0)

Pressurant (GN2) 20.0 (lO.O)

Subtotal (wet) 1294.8 (593.8)

Total propulsion

system (dry)

23.1 29.6 131.0 (I02.0)

Total propulsion 84.1 123.1 1372.7 (671.7)

system (wet)

The hydrazine propulsion system weight of both the Jupiter and Saturn

orbiters is estimated to be 6.2 pounds less than in Pioneer F/G reflecting

a 9.3-pound decrease in propellant partly offset by the addition of a

second pair of spin/despin thrusters.

Balance Weight

A balance weight allowance of 14.0 pounds is estimated to be adequate

in the orbiter configurations to control the radial center of gravity and

the products of inertia. This is an 8-pound increase over that actually

required by Pioneer F.

In addition, a deployment counterweight not required in Pioneer F/G
is used in the Outer Planets Pioneer and Outer Planets Orbiter magnetometer

booms. This counterweight is estimated to be 25 pounds.
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3.3 ELECTRICALBLOCKDIAGRAM

The system design, reflected in the block diagram of Figure 3-9,
retains the samebasic electrical design concepts and techniques proven on
the Pioneer F/G spacecraft. However the orbiter mission requirements
exceed the Jupiter flyby mission in two major areas:

O The requirement for increased propulsive capability to enter
into and adjust the orbit about Jupiter or Saturn

Increased support for the complement of scientific instru-
ments, including increased weight and power, greater data

storage and transmission capability, spin rate versatility,
and variable cone angle control for the pointing of remote

sensors. This added requirement applies only to the extent

that the payload is augmented beyond the particles and fields

type of instruments.

Requirements involving additions to, or modifications of, the baseline

Pioneer F/G block diagram are discussed in detail in Section 4.

Those subsystem elements which are impacted by the new requirements
are cross-hatched in the block diagram. The principal design modifica-

tions are summarized below.

An external propulsion stage, capable of velocity increments in the

range of 2000 meters per second, has been attached to the aft end of the

main equipment compartment with a stabilized truss network. Four propellant

tanks, a pressurant tank, and a lO0-1bf thrust retro-engine comprise the

major items of the bipropellant system (monomethyl-hydrazine and nitrogen-

tetroxide) utilizing existing technology.

The existing S-band telemetry transmission capability is augmented

by a standby-redundant X-band system to achieve the appreciably higher data

rates required to support the imaging instrument at the extreme communi-

cation ranges occurring during orbital operations. This implementation

has already been adopted for the baseline Outer Planets Pioneer spacecraft.

The major change to the data handling subsystem is the replacement of

the limited capacity (50 kilobits) Pioneer F/G core memory with a modular

solid-state unit configured to store 1.5 megabits. The significantly ex-

panded data storage is essential to buffer photo-imaging system data

acquired at a rate of 1.3 megabit per second during an exposure of several
tenths of a second for delayed retrieval at the prevailing telemetry link

transmission rate. The digital telemetry unit is modified to accommodate

the higher bit rates (to 33 kilobits per second).

Increased operational complexity associated with substantial round-

trip light-time delay (3.5 hours at Saturn), orbit insertion and adjust-

ment, and instrument programming led to selection of an improved command

memory (integral with the command distribution unit). The new command
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r memory is capable of storing 32 discrete commands (16 each in redundant

programmers) and associated time tags, providing a maximum delay period
of 36 hours with a resolution of 2 seconds.

Significantly increased electrical power requirements arising from
the X-band transmitter and the contemplated science payload dictate re-

lacing the four SNAP-19 RTG's (16O watts) with two multi-hundred-watt

MHW) units providing approximately 300 watts at launch. The increased

RTG supply voltage (from 4.2 to 28 VDC) simplifies power processing with
a concomitant reduction in weight, power, and cost. Moreover, ample

power margin is available to permit deletion of the battery.

The attitude control subsystem generally uses the same control modes

and control sequence logic as the baseline Pioneer F/G configuration.
However, the sun and star sensors have been augmented with a search-coil

magnetometer to generate roll pulses when the spacecraft is in close

proximity to the planet and the primary references are inoperative. In
addition, an experiment drive assembly has been added to provide cone

angle control for planetology instruments requiring variable viewing

capability.

Modifications of subsystem interfaces occur in several areas of the

system as a result of changes described above. The modifications involve

primarily the flow of command signals and telemetry input data. The

changes also affect power distribution and control.

3.4 ELECTRICAL POWER BUDGET

The electrical power requirements of the Pioneer Outer Planets

Orbiter spacecraft are listed in Table 3-5 for end-of-mission conditions.

Power requirements for Pioneer F/G andthe Outer Planets Pioneer baseline

configuration are also tabulated for convenient reference. Power require-
ments that can be met with only one of the two RTG's functioning during

the orbital phase are also listed (columns 3 and 5) indicating the minimum

system capability under partial power failure.

Principal items of increased power requirement in the orbiter space-
craft include:

e Addition of dual-mode X-band transmitter

• Heater power for the propulsion stage

e Increased experiment power

• Increased data storage capacity.

Inverter losses are lower than in the case of Pioneer F/G since the

28 VDC power bus, operating directly from the MHW RTG's provides primary

power to subsystems and science instruments without conversion penalties,
as discussed in Section 4.5.
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Table 3-5. Electrical Power Requirements

Power (watts)

Load

Secondar Z DC Power

Con_nunications

Receivers (2)

Driver. S-band

Driver. X-band

Conscan processor

Attitude Control
Control electronics assembly

Sun sensor assembly
Stellar reference assembly

Magnetometer reference

Command
Command distribution unit

Digital decoder unit

Data Handling
Digital telemetry unit

Data storage unit

Subtotal (CTRF output)

Secondary AC Power

CTRP losses (I)

Subtotal (inverter output)

Primary DC Power

Communi cations

TWTA, S-band (8 watts)

TWTA, X-band

Attitude Control

Control electronics assembly

Electrical Power
Inverter loss (30 VDC)_4II_

Battery electronics tS_
Shunt regulator heater' '

Propulsion
Transducers

Propulsion heaters

Command
Command distribution unit

Experiments

Experiments

Science package heater

Subtotal (28 VDC loads)

Cable losses (spacecraft)

RTG Power

RTG cable losses (6)

PCU plus minimum shunt losses

Inverter loss (4.2 VDC) (7)

Spacecraft System Total

Total RTG Output (8)

Power Margin

Pioneer F/G

3.4
1.3

N/A
1.2

2.7
0.2

0.3

N/A

3.1

1.3

Outer Planets
Pioneer

2 RTG's

Jupiter Orbiter

(End of Mission)

l RTG (MHW) 2 RTG's

3.4

1.3
2.5

1.2

3.5
0.2

0.3

0.5

Saturn Orbiter

(End of Mission

3.7

0.6

17.8

I0.4

28.2

27.8

N/A

0.4

N/A
O.l

N/A

0.2
4.0

0.2.

24.0

N/A

56.7

0.6

3.4

1.3

0.5

1.2

3.2

0.2

0.3

N/A

3.6

1.3

4.2
4.0

23.2

13.6

36.8

27.8 ,,
43.0 (c;

0.4

4.0

NIA

NIA

0.4

4.0

0.2

3.4

1.3

0.0
1.2

3.5
0.2

0.3

0.5

3.6

1.3

4.2

4.0

23.5

15.3

37.3

27.8

0.0

0.4

4.5

N/A

4.0

1.5

24.0

0.2

3.6
1.3

4.2

4.0

26.0

15.3

41.3

27.81,,
60.2 ,JJ

0.4

5.0

N/A
4.0

1.5

24.0

0.2

60.0

7.0

190.1

l.O

l.l

3.0

N/A

236.5

265.0

28.5

4.2

7.7

13.3

110.7

124.0

13.3

l RTG (MHW) 2 RTG's

45.0

N/A

124.8

0.6

1.0

3.0

N/A

166.2

250.0

83.8

21 .g

7.0

g1.3

1.0

0.4

3.0

N/A

133.0

133.0

0.0

3.4 3.4

1.3 1.3

0.0 2.5

1.2 1.2

3.5 3.5

0.2 0.2

0.3 0.3

0.5 0.5

3.6 3.6

1.3 1.3

4.2 4.2
4.0 4.0

23.5 26.0

15.3 15.3

37.3 41.3

27.8 27.8 _,
0.0 60.2 (5;

0.4 0.4

4.5 5.0

N/A N/A

4.0 4.0

1.5 l .5

24.0 24.0

0.2 O.2

9.9 35 .O

7.0 7.0

79,3 165.1

1.0 1.0

0.4 0.9

3.0 3.0

N/A N/A

121.0

121.0

0.0

211.3

242.0

30.7

Notes :

TT_TcTRF efficiency - 63 percent

(2)X-band TWTA low power mode - 12 watts RF output (min.)

(3)X-band TWTA high power mode - 22 watts RF output (min.)

(4)Inverter efficiency - 88 percent

(5)Heater power for external regulator

(6)RTG cable resistance - 0.016 ohms/cable

(7)4.2 VDC inverter efficiency - 86 percent

(8)End-of-mission lifetimes assumed: Pioneer F/G - L + 2.5 years, Outer Planets Pioneer - L + 5 years;

Jupiter Orbiter - L + 3.5 years; Saturn Orbiter - L + 6 years.
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_j During the lifetime of the contemplated orbiter missions the MHW

generator system provides a power margin sufficient to handle all antici-

pated steady and pulse loads without a battery. Even greater margin is

achieved if S- and X-band transmitters are not operated simultaneously.
Conversely, in the event that one of the two MHW RTG's fails, alternative

operational modes, involving duty cycling of transmitters or experiments,

are available to ensure operational flexibility in continuing to meet
mission objectives.

With nominal operating conditions (column 4), the Jupiter orbiter

spacecraft can support 60 watts of science instruments and the high power
mode X-band transmitter (22 watts RF output), leaving an adequate margin

of 28.5 watts for pulse loads. If one RTG should fail, approximately

22 watts can be allocated to scientific instruments but operation is con-
strained to S-band transmission with an attendant reduction in data rate,
as tabulated in column 3.

The power margins at Saturn are somewhat less due to the increased

RTG degradation associated with the longer mission lifetime. Consequently

the science payload is reduced to approximately lO watts with S-band

transmission, assuming one RTG has failed.

The power budget given in Table 3-5 is actually quite conservative

since not all of the loads representing the most critical phase of the

mission from the power requirements point of view, need to operate simul-

taneously. Items in this category include S-band or X-band drivers and

TWTA's, propulsion heaters, some of the experiments, the data storage unit,

and the conscan processor. These may be duty-cycled or turned off tempo-

rarily to reduce the total load, as required.

Table 3-6 lists the pulse loads occurring during the mission, based

on Pioneer F/G characteristics. With the exception of the battery heater

and feed movement mechanism, which are deleted, these loads are repre-

sentative of the orbiter mission requirements. Actually, none of the pulse

loads need to overlap since they are all ground commanded and may be

sequenced accordingly. The transfer switches, used to interconnect trans-
mitters and receivers with the antennas would, in general, only be actuated
in case of a transmitter or receiver failure. Initiation of this action

can be commanded with experiments turned off, if necessary.

v
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Tabl e 3-6.

Function

Experiments (command initiated)

Transfer switch (command initiated)

Thruster pair (every firing)

Spacecraft battery heater (command initiated)

Feed movement mechanism (command initiated)

Experiment ordnance (one time only)

CDU ordnance

Experiment Drive Assembly

Pulse Loads

i ii

Pulse Load (watts)

Ptoneer F/G

3-4

14

(50 ms)

II.2

1.2

4.3

6

0.5

N/A

Pioneer Outer
Planets Orbiter

3-4

14

(50 ms)

II .2

N/A

N/A

6

0.5

6.5

3.5 DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

Spacecraft dynamic characteristics which have a significant effect

on system performance are examined in this section. These include:

Attitude stability and pointing accuracy of the deployed

spacecraft

• Deployment dynami cs

e Nutati on damping

• Wobble due to thrust misalignment.

Because of the large change in mass distribution from the original

Pioneer F/G design, including some mass increase of the deployed append-

ages, a new analysis of dynamic characteristics was performed in which
the influence of the appendages' structural flexibility had to be taken

into account to obtain realistic spin stability criteria.

3.5.1 Attitude Stability

Spin stabilization is used to maintain the inertial orientation of

the spacecraft's Z axis as in Pioneer F and G. The initial spin motion is

provided by a Centaur-mounted spin table which spins up the spacecraft and
third stage to approximately 60 rpm. During the first three minutes after

Centaur separation, including 45 seconds of TE-364-4 thrusting and a two-
minute and 15-second wait period for residual thrusting to decay, the

spacecraft is spinning about an axis of minimum moment of inertia. In this
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configuration, energy dissipation due to propellant sloshing causes nuta-

tion to increase. Starting with a nutation angle of 2.5 degrees induced

by third stage thrusting this will increase the angle by less than
0.5 degree.

During the interval between third stage separation and appendage
deployment (23 minutes in the case of Pioneer ll) the spacecraft possesses

only a small margin of stability since the moment of inertia (IT) around

the Z axis is not much greater than the transverse moments IX aBd ly (see
Table 3-4). With completion of the RTG and magnetometer boom deployment

the spacecraft attains a more stable configuration, and the nutation angle,

having increased by several degrees during the interim, begins to decay.
The damping time constant is of the order of lO minutes.

The large increase of the center-body moments of inertia and the in-

crease of the tip masses supported by the deplojnnent booms can produce

large boom deflections that tend to reduce the spacecraft stability margin

compared to that of a rigid spacecraft with otherwise the same mass distri-

bution. Thus, stability criteria of a rigid body which require that the
spinmoment of inertia be larger than the two transverse moments of inertia

are no longer sufficient to assure stability in the case of a spacecraft

with flexible appendages. Deviations from the dynamic stability of a rigid

spacecraft are still greater if, in the limit, the appendages are con-

sidered as articulated (hinged) rather than flexible booms.

Results of a simplified (linearized) stability analysis of a spinning

spacecraft with added deboost stage and flexible appendages based on the

mass properties of the modified Pioneer spacecraft and representative

spring and damping characteristics of its flexible magnetometer and RTG

booms are shown in Figures 3-I0 _nd 3-11.

Figure 3-I0 shows stability boundaries of the spacecraft with flexible

(solid curve) and rigid appendages (dashed curve) in a graph of propulsion

stage weight versus center-of-mass location relative to the spacecraft's

appendage deployment plane. The range of operating conditions of the
Jupiter and Saturn orbiters from beginning to end of life are also indicated

in the graph showing the respective stability margins (expressed in terms

of the distance to the boundary location). It is apparent from the results

that an increase in retro-stage mass for a given center-of-mass location

tends to reduce the stability margin since the transverse moments of

inertia, Ix and Iv , are being increased relative to the spin moment-of-

inertia, Iz, such_that the moment-of-inertia ratios approach unity, i.e.,
the critical value in the case of the rigid body system.

Actually, the nominal design range indicated in the diagram is stable

for rigid as well as flexible appendages, but the stability margin decreases

as much as 30 percent (lO inches) for the case of flexible appendages. This

comparison illustrates the importance of using the flexible-body rather than

the rigid-body dynamics model for the stability analysis of this spacecraft

design.
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Figure 3-11 shows the nutation damping time constant as function of

the damping constant of the magnetometer boom wobble damper constant for
the case of the Jupiter orbiter. It is seen that the present damper of

Pioneer F/G will provide a 13-minute damping time constant and that smaller
values can be obtained simply by increasing the damper constant. Differ-

ences between the results of rigid-body and flexible-body analysis are

practically negligible.

Other results obtained from the analysis of a spacecraft with flexible

appendages can be qualitatively summarized as follows:

The increased tip masses of the RTG and magnetometer booms
tend to increase the stability margin compared to a system

with the original tip masses used in Pioneer F/G.

Flexural stiffness variation of the RTG booms has a strong

effect on stability in the range of low stiffness coefficients

less than half the nominal Pioneer F/G values. At larger

values the system's stability is comparable to that of a

rigid body.

Flexural stiffness of the magnetometer boom has much less

influence on the stability margin. In effect the boom acts

as if articulated.

O An increase in wobble damper constant has no effect on the

stability margin but reduces wobble decay time.

3.5.2 Nutation Effects due to Injection and Spacecraft Separation

Accuracy of third stage injection is dependent upon mass properties
Of the combined third stage/spacecraft vehicle, thrust vector misalignment

with respect to the vehicle's center of mass and spin rate. For the pur-

pose of this analysis it is assumed that the initial spin rate is the same

as in Pioneer F/G (60 rpm) and that the mass properties of the combined

third stage/spacecraft configuration are consistent with spin stability

during injection, as in Pioneer F/G.

Computer simulations of injection, in which it is conservatively
assumed that a constant, body-fixed, transverse torque of 14,900 pounds

x O.IO inch = 1,490 inch-pounds acts throughout the entire third stage

thrusting duration, indicate that the induced errors will not exceed the

following values:

• Angular dispersion of velocity vector = 0.48 degree

e Reduction in magnitude of velocity vector = negligible

• Nutation angle (from thrust misalignment only) = 2.5 degrees.

Correction of the velocity vector misalignment is readily achieved during

the first midcourse maneuver.
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Following separation of the spacecraft from the third stage, the
resultant nutation angle is:

It2 Isl

: _0 Itl Is2

where I_l and Itl are the spin and transverse moments of inertia of the
combined third stage/spacecraft vehicle and I_p and lip are the spin and

transverse moments of inertia of the separated-spacecf_ft. _0 and _ are
the nutation angles prior to and following separation, respectively. For

the Pioneer orbiter configuration, the estimated 3.0-degree wobble angle

prior to separation would decrease to 1.8 degrees according to the above

equation. Due to tipoff error the angle will actually be somewhat larger.

The despin maneuver that must precede appendage deployment to avoid

unduly large dynamic loads on appendage structures increases the wobble

angle remaining after spacecraft separation in the ratio of initial to

interim spin rates, _I/m2" The value of the interim spin rate m2 to be

achieved by the despin maneuver is governed by the requirement tBat the

subsequent appendage deployment result in a final spin rate_3, nominally

4.8 rpm as in Pioneer F/G. Conservation of angular momentum during the

deployment maneuver thus establishes the interim spin rate _2 as 15.7 rpm.

Consequently the increase in nutation angle during the despin maneuver
is in the ratio

r

_l 60

w2 _ 3.8

The resulting nutation angle is vp = 3.8 Vl = 6.9 degrees. Appendage
deployment can be accomplished wi_h this nutation angle as initial condi-
tion. (Actually, the Pioneer F/G design can accommodate appendage deploy-

ment with initial nutation angles of lO to 15 degrees.)

3.5.3 Appendage Deployment Dynamics

The mass distribution of the bus/debooster combination implies less

favorable spin stability characteristics compared to the baseline Pioneer

F/G in the initial stowed configuration and during deployment, before the
magnetometer boom becomes effective as a nutation damper. The potentially

larger nutation angles that can develop during the deployment phase and

the increased tip masses supported by the deployment arms in the case of

the Pioneer orbiter spacecraft combine to impose substantially larger
structural loads on these arms under worst case conditions than in the

case of Pioneer F/G.

Balanced deployment of the three appendages is necessary to maintain

the spacecraft center of mass on the geometrical centerline during the

entire deployment process, thereby avoiding a significant tilt of the

principal axis of inertia and the buildup of large nutation angles.
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A preliminary analysis was conducted a) to assess requirements for
structural reinforcement of the deployment boomsand b) to define alterna-
tives to the sequential deployment technique of Pioneer F and G (where
the RTGboomswere deployed before the magnetometerboom) to reduce the
dynamic loads.

The four deployment concepts analyzed in this study are compared in
Table 3-7. The first is the concept used on Pioneer F and G. It is the
simplest, but also the least satisfactory, under the dynamic character-
istics of the Pioneer orbiter spacecraft configuration.

Table 3-7. Balanced Boom System Deployment Schemes

Model Mode of Operation Advantages/Disadvantages

I. Sequential

2. Simultaneous

3. "Tuned" simultaneous

4. Synchronous

Present Pioneer F/G scheme. RTG's

first, then magnetometer boom

All booms released simultaneously

All booms released simultaneously;
lock-up achieved at same time

Deployment controlled to maintain
principal axis parallel to Z axis
continuously

Least complex, permits considerable
principal axis shift and wobble
buildup

Reduced wobble buildup but more

complex implementation

Requires matched dampers

Best control of wobble, but most

complex In implementation

The fourth concept which may require feedback or other complex tech-

niques of implementation, such as operation from a common deployment damper

mechanism, obviously would be most effective in eliminating lateral ex-

cursions of the center of mass during deployment, and thus would minimize

wobble buildup.

The second and third concepts actually involve open-loop control,

based on the assumption that simultaneous release of all deployment arms

leads to nearly simultaneous deployment. Model 3 ("tuned" simultaneous

deployment) is an idealized system calling for damper matching with a

precision which cannot actually be realized in practice. It was included

among the four analytical models studied to indicate the best performance
of Model 2.

Figure 3-12 shows a schematic of the dynamic model used to simulate

deployment dynamics. Basically, the model consists of four bodies. The
central body (Body l) represents the bus plus the deboost stage. Body 2

represents the magnetometer boom assembly, Body 3 represents the -Y axis

RTG boom assembly and Body 4 represents the +Y axis RTG boom assembly.
Body l is allowed a full 6 degrees of freedom while Bodies 2, 3, and 4

are assumed to be point masses capab]e of radial translation on rigid,

massless bars oriented along their respective boom axes. The transla-
tional rates of Bodies 2, 3 and 4 are controlled passively by means of
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Figure 3-12. Deployment Simulation Model

linear, velocity proportional deployment dampers. In addition to its
translational motion, the magnetometer boom system (Body 2) is allowed

a rotational degree of freedom at its wobble damper hinge in order to
simulate the transient effects of the damper and the shock loads induced

when the magnetometer boom impacts the damper stops at +_3 degrees.

Nominal initial conditions for the deployment process include a spin

rate (_z) of 15.7 rpm (I.644 rad/sec), and an initial wobble angle of
9 degrees; the g-degree wobble angle implies initial transverse rates of

_x = +_0.32 rad/sec or _y = +_0.27 rad/sec.

Results of this preliminary analysis are briefly summarized here,

Simultaneous deployment was found to lead to acceptable control of deploy-

ment-induced wobble and bending moments at the root of the deployment
booms.

Even withhighly conservative assumptions on magnitude of initial

wobble angles and angular rates the simultaneous deployment concept holds
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excursion amplitudes to less than 25 degrees. "Tuned" simultaneous deploy-

ment does not appear to be much superior to the simpler "untuned" case,

even under the assumption that RTG deployment is completed twice as fast

as the magnetometer boom deployment.

Table 3-8 presents the results of several deployment simulations

performed with various termination conditions. Specifically, termination
occurred when any one of the appendages reached its fully deployed length:

"simultaneous" indicates that all three appendages latch at approximately

the same time; "magnetometer boom out I/2 length" indicates that the mag-

netometer boom is deployed approximately I/2 when the RTG/s latch; "mag-

netometer boom stowed" indicates that the magnetometer boom is not re-

leased and only the RTG's are allowed to deploy (i.e., the present Pioneer

F/G scheme). "RTG boom out I/2 length" indicates that the RTG's are

deployed approximately I/2 when the magnetometer boom latches.

Table 3-8. Deployment Simulation Results

Case
No.

Termi nation Conditions

Simultaneous

Simultaneous

Magnetometer boom out I/2 length

Magnetometer boom stowed
(sequential deployment)

Magnetometer boom out I/2 length

Magnetometer boom out I/2 length

RTG boom out I/2 length

Simultaneous

Initial Rates

(rad/sec)

_x(O) _y(O)

0 0

0.32 0

0.32 0

0.32 0

0.32 0

0 0.27

0.32 0

0.32 0

Wobble

Damper

Caged

Caged

Caged

Active

Active

Active

Active

Maximum Boom
Moments

(in. Ib)

Magnetometer

48

102

55

90

69

202

175

Maximum
Wobble

(deg)
RTG

40 0.95

133 13

124 12

220 20.7

124 12

If2 I0.6

146 20.4

130 12.5

Caged wobble damper: magnetometer boom assumed as cantilevered
Active wobble damper: magnetometer boom hinged with limit stops at +_3 degrees

The "maximum boom moments" indicated in Table 3-8 are the maximum

instantaneous RSS values of the "despin moment" (root boom moment about

an axis parallel to the spin axis) and the "wobble moment" (root boom

moment about an axis perpendicular to both the spin axis and the boom

axis). It should be noted that these root moments are conservative as

they do not reflect the flexibility of the booms.

From Table 3-8, it is apparent that conditions where magnetometer

deployment leads RTG deployment should be avoided. In addition, it is
noted that load conditions are reduced if the RTG's deploy faster than the

magnetometer instead of simultaneously as might be expected. However,

sequential deployment (Case 4) with the magnetometer boom stowed until
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completion of RTG deployment leads to the highest RTG boom moments and

wobble angles and must be avoided. This case would also involve unac-

ceptable initial conditions for the subsequent magnetometer boom deploy-

ment phase.

Figure 3-13a, b, c shows representative time histories of wobble

angles, angular rates and RSS root moments of the three appendages

obtainedunder deployment conditions of Case 3 (see Table 3-8)

A comparison of the maximum dynamic magnetometer boom and RTG boom

bending moments obtained by this analysis with steady state bending moments
due to axial thrust acceleration during retro-engine firing is of interest

to assess their relative magnitude from a structural load standpoint.

Worst case bending moments introduced by lO0 Ibf of axial thrust acting

on the spacecraft with nearly empty propellant tanks are of the order of

300 in.-Ib for the magnetometer boom, and 700 in.-Ib for the RTG booms,

i.e., they are 3 to 6 times greater than the dynamic loads occurring in

the preferred simultaneous deployment mode, as indicated in Table 3- .
Thus, booms and attachment fittings of Pioneer F/G design which must be

reinforced structurally to withstand the maximum thrust acceleration loads

should be more than adequate to withstand the dynamic loads occurring in

the deployment phase. (See Section 3.7, 4.1 and Appendix D for additional
discussion of load characteristics and structural design.)

3.5.4 Nutation Effects due to AV and Precession Maneuvers

Midcourse corrections, deboost and orbit change maneuvers introduce

a buildup of precession and nutation angles due to body-fixed torques re-

sulting from thrust vector-to-c.g, misalignment. Nutation angles also

build up as an unavoidable side effect of precession maneuvers. After

completion of these maneuvers the nutation angles will decay gradually

•through wobble damper action.

AV Maneuvers

An upper bound on the pointing error occurring during AV maneuvers

by the retro-engine is given by

c_ <__57.3
2T

(Iz - Ix) S2

where

is the pointing error (degree)

T is the thrust vector misalignment torque (ft-lb)

Iz, Ix are spacecraft moments of inertia (slug-ft 2)

S is the spin rate (rad/sec)
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The total thrust vector misalignment torque T is estimated as follows:

T = (thrust) x I(c.g. location tolerance) 2

+ [(thrust vector angular misalignment)

x (thruster-to-c.g. Z-axis displacement)J2} I/2

= lO0 pound [O.lO in.2+ (0.004 radx 39 in.)2] I/2

= 18.9 in.-Ib

The worst-case misalignment torque assumed here occurs when the propellant

tanks are nearly empty such that the thruster-to-c.g. Z-axis displacement

is at a maximum. The moment-of-inertia difference (I7- IV) varies between

497 and 509 sluq-ft _ from the beginning to the end of-the"mission (see

Table 3-4). With the above data the maximum value of the pointing error
is found to vary with spin rate as shown in Figure 3-14 by a solid line.

Data in this graph apply to the Jupiter as well as the Saturn orbiter

configuration.
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Figure 3-14. Pointing Errors Caused by Main Thrust Maneuvers
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After thrust termination, the wobble portion of _ will decay ex-

ponentially with a time constant of about lO minutes, leaving a residual

pointing error _, which is bounded by the expression

2T

B_57.3 _I
Z

This error varies with spin rate as shown" _y the dotted line in Figure 3-
The value of Iz used here is 963.2 slug-ft (see Table 3-4).

These pointing errors will be reduced by spinning up the spacecraft

from the nominal spin rate of 4.8 rpm prior to main thruster firing. As

discussed in Sections 3.6 and 3.7, the selected spin rate is 15 rpm. At

this spin rate the resulting pointing error upper bounds are

= 2.61 degrees

= O.911 degree

Spin rate variations due to worst-case axial thrust misalignment can be

as large as +2 rpm during a large _V maneuver with a duration of 25 to
30 minutes. -This effect is comparatively small for the selected maneuver-

phase spin rate of 15 rpm. However, if a spin rate of only lO rpm were

selected, a 2 rpm deviation could be significant in causing a large

(56 percent) increase in maximum pointing errors.

Precession Maneuvers

The moment-of-inertia ratios of the spacecraft in the deployed state
(as per Table 3-4) are:

Ix 0.556 ly 0.654 (for full tanks)
= -I-= 0.472 n = =

z Iz 0.649 (for empty tanks)

These ratios affect the nu_ation buildup during pulsed precession maneuvers

in a manner which may differ slightly from Pioneer F/G behavior.

The nutation frequency (in body coordinates) is K times the spin

rate, where K is given by

K = • = - n 1 - _ =
•

0.650 (full tanks)

0.778 (empty tanks)

This compares with K = 0.86 for Pioneer F/G. The decrease reflects pri-

marily the addition of the propulsion stage to the basic Pioneer spacecraft

configuration.
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In pulsed precession maneuvers, nutation can build up to a factor of
Icsc (nK_} I times the precession step size, where n is the numberof spin
revolutions between precession pulses. For programmedopen-loop precession
maneuvers, a pulse is fired every revolution, so with n = l the factor is
decreased from 2.5 to l.l and 1.56 for full and empty tanks, respectively,
comparedto Pioneer F/G when K is reduced from 0.86 to 0.65 and 0.78. The
precession step size itself is reduced to a factor of 0.40 to 0.46 times
its value in Pioneer F/G, because the samethrusters are used but the spin
momentof inertia has been increased. Thus the maximumnutation amplitude
during such a maneuvergenerally decreases.

In Table 3-9 the precession" and nutation characteristics of the
Pioneer Jupiter orbiter are comparedwith those of Pioneer lO and the Outer
Planets Pioneer spacecraft design. These characteristics and their rela-
tion to attitude control system operation will be further discussed in
Section 4.4.

Table 3-9. Nutation Build-Up Due to Precession Maneuver

Coefficient K

Precession step size
(O.125-sec pulses)

Full tank
Empty tank

Nutation build-up factor

Maximumnutation
Full tank
Empty tank

Pioneer lO

O.86

0.31 °
0.12 °

2.5

O.78 °

O.30 °

Outer

Planets

Pioneer

0.91

0.17 °
0.06 °

3.6

0.61 °

0.22 °

Pioneer Jupiter
Orbiter

Start of

Mission

0.65

0.12 °
O

0.05

l.l

0.13 °

0.06 °

End of

Mission

0.78

0.14 °

0.06 °

1.56

0.22 °

0.09 °

3.6 VARIATION OF SPIN RATE

3.6.1 Proposed Spin Rate Profile

The spacecraft spin rate will be varied repeatedly during the mission

as needed to meet pointing and experiment scan rate requirements. A pro-

posed profile of spin rates versus time is illustrated in Figure 3-15, and

requirements which dictate the choice of spin rates are indicated in the

graph. After the initial despin maneuver and appendage deployment which

reduces the spin rate to the nominal value of 4.8 rpm, the spacecraft

maintains this rate during the cruise to the target planet, except during
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_j high thrust midcourse maneuvers when a higher spin rate is desired (15 rpm

in this example) to assure accurate thrust vector pointing. A high spin

rate is also used during planetary orbit insertion, subsequent orbit trims

and plane change maneuvers. During the orbital phase the spin rate may be

periodically reduced for improved TV camera image resolution whenever the

spacecraft is in a favorable viewing position close to the planet. After

each periapsis passage the spacecraft resumes the normal operating mode

at a spin rate of 4.8 rpm. With highly eccentric orbits typical for the

mission, and with orbit periods that may exceed 30 days, the spacecraft

will actually spend almost all of the orbital phase in the normal mode.

It should be noted that the high-resolution solid-state array line

scan camera contemplated for the Pioneer orbiter spacecraft has sufficient

sensitivity to operate at the nominal spin rate at Jupiter, but would re-

quire a reduced spin rate of about 2 rpm for operating most effectively
at Saturn.

Spacecraft design considerations and operating characteristics in-

volved in changing the spin rate upward or downward as indicated in Fig-

ure 3-15 will be discussed in the following sections.

3.6.2 Effects of Spin Rate Reduction

Reduction of the spin rate from the nominal value of 4.8 rpm has two

major effects upon the attitude control subsystem. First, the reduction

decreases the angular momentum so that external disturbance torques acting

normal to the spin axis have a greater effect in precessing the spin axis.
Second, the Pioneer F/G attitude control subsystem was designed to operate

only within a limited range of spin rates other than nominal. Operation

at spin rates outside this range requires modification to some attitude
control units and subassemblies (see Section 4.4).

Disturbance Torque Effects

Predominant sources of attitude disturbance in a planetary orbit are

gravity gradient and magnetic torques. The greatest effect occurs near

periapsis.

The gravity gradient torques about the spacecraft's X, Y and Z body

axes are given by

3pj

Tgg x : RT (Iz - ly) rby rbz

Tggy - RT (Ix - Iz) rbz rbx

Tgg z = _ (ly- Ix) rbx rby
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where

pj = gravitational constant of the planet

R = distance from planet's center to the spacecraft
center of mass

Ix, ly, Iz : principal moments of inertia of the spacecraft

rbx, rby, rbz = direction cosines of the radius vector R (in
spacecraft coordinates)

Notice that these torques vary as the inverse cube of the radial distance

from the planet center and depend upon the differences in moments of

inertia. The angle between the spin axis and the radial vector varies

periodically with each orbital pass. Also, spin about the Z axis causes

periodic changes in the projection of the radial direction on the body
axes.

A magnetic torque is caused by interaction of the planet's and the

spacecraft's magnetic fields. This torque is given by

T = _'x _"
m

where

M = spacecraft magnetic dipole moment

u

B = planet's magnetic f.ield vector

The strength of the field varies inversely as the cube of the radial dis-

tance between the spacecraft and the planet's center.

The combined effect of these two disturbances was evaluated for the

case of a Jupiter orbiter assuming moments of inertia and magnetic proper-

ties of Pioneer F/G. As a worst case example a skimmer orbit was selected.

A magnetic field strength of I0 gauss at Jupiter's surface was assumed.

Maximum precession angles accumulating per orbital pass due to each per-

turbing effect were combined in an RSS-sense with an initial pointing

uncertainty of 0.2 degree (conscan dead zone). The resulting change in

pointing angle is shown in Figure 3-16. As seen in the graph, the preces-

sion buildup is small in the range of the higher spin speeds, e.g., >3 rpm,

but becomes more pronounced as speed is decreased. At l rpm spin rate the

pointing error accruing per orbital period is 0.6 degree. Permissible

error limits for S- and X-band operation are indicated in the graph. The

precession exceeds the error limit for X-band below approximately 1.25 rpm.

These estimates can be regarded as quite conservative since actually the
average magnetic field strength at Jupiter's surface is only about 4 gauss

(based on Pioneer lO encounter data), and the Pioneer orbiter's suscepti-

bility to precessing perturbation torques is less than Pioneer F/G's with

the spin moment of inertia being more than twice as large.
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Nutati on Damping

Another impact of operation at low spin rate involves the performance
of the nutation (wobble) damper. The Pioneer F/G design provides a time

constant of lO minutes or less at 4.8 rpm. The time constant would rise

to lO0 minutes at 2 rpm. This is illustrated in Figure 3-17. A second

curve in this diagram shows the increased effectiveness of the wobble

damper due to addition of a large tip mass (deployment counterweight) on

the magnetometer boom. The time constant of this configuration is

approximately 14 minutes at 2 rpm.

Should it become necessary to reduce the time constant under these

conditions, there exist several alternatives for modification of the

existing damper so as to tune its response characteristics for more

effective performance at low spin rates.

Effect on Attitude Control Subsystem Operation

The attitude control subsystem designed to operate near the nominal

spin rate at 4.8 rpm cannot accommodate the low spin rates considered
here without requiring some modifications. These modifications involving

primarily the control electronics assembly, the conscan signal processor,
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as well as the roll attitude timer and spin period sector generator in the

digital telemetry unit will be discussed in Section 4.4.

3.6.3 Effects of Spin Rate Increase

Operation at increased spin rate has the primary objective of re-

ducing the pointing error due to thrust vector misalignment during high-

thrust maneuver _hases. This was previously discussed in Section 3.5
(see Figure 3-14).

As a beneficial side effect, a stiffening of the large flexible

appendages against deflection due to thrust loads occurs because of in-
creased centrifugal action at the higher spin rates (see Reference 13).

Typically, the deflection of the 15-ft magnetometer boom due to a O.l g
axial acceleration is reduced by about 50 percent at the spin rate of

lO rpm. This in turn reduces asymmetrical mass distribution due to boom
deflection and, hence, tilting of the principal axis of inertia with

respect to spacecraft body axes. Preliminary analysis indicates that the
worst case tilt angle occurring for a lO0 Ibf thrust force and enpty pro-

pellant tanks is about 0.5 degree at lO rpm, but only 0.25 degree at

15 rpm spin rate. Effects of increased spin rate on structural loads and
deformations due to axial thrust will be discussed in greater detail in

Appendix D.

The recommended spin rate at which the spacecraft should operate

during high-thrust maneuver phases is 15 rpm (rather than lO rpm as pro-
posed in the previous Jupiter orbiter study, Reference 5). This selection

is based on the greater pointing accuracy and greater stiffening obtain-

able at the higher spin rate and the fact that unwanted spin rate varia-

tions due to thrust vector misalignment (2 rpm in the worst case as

discussed in Section 3.5) have a less significant effect in this case.

15 rpm is the upper limit of the range of off-nominal spin rates that can
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be accommodated by the baseline Pioneer F/G without attitude control sys-

tem modifications. All attitude control related subsystems also can

function nominally within this range of spin rates. Register and counter

lengths require no modifications, although quantization errors will in-

crease assuming that the counter drive pulse rates are maintained at their
original values.

The conical scan signal processing accuracy is spin rate dependent.

The number of signal averaging cycles is based upon the inertia properties
of the configuration and signal-to-noise considerations. The latter re-

quires reassessment at the higher spin rate, since less time is spent

averaging out noise, and some degradation in signal-to-noise ratio can

be expected. Actually, the use of conscan in closed-loop precession

maneuvers, which is used rarely even under nominal operating conditions,

can be avoided entirely during high spin rate operation because of the
short time intervals involved.

3.6.4 Redundant Spin/Despin Thruster Pair

Because of the frequent spin-up and despin operations required in

the orbiter missions (e.g., at least six spin-up/despin cycles for high

thrust maneuvers and a similar number of cycles for repeated low spin

rate operations during the orbit phase), it is essential that a redundant

pair of spin/despin thrusters be added to the orbiter configuration to

increase the mission success probability.

Actually, these thrustersare only partially redundant, since longi-
tudinal c.g. shifts due to propellant depletion would cause an undesirably

large amount of precession coupling unless the spin or despin thrusters

are used in pairs. However, in the event of failure of one of the added

thrusters it is still possible, albeit at the price of greater operational

complexity and propellant expenditure, to compensate the coupling effect
by appropriate use of precession thrusters.

3.7 ORBIT INSERTION THRUST LEVEL

The selection of the thrust level for the high-thrust engine is
based on conflicting considerations. In favor of a high thrust level are:

a) Greater efficiency in orbit insertion maneuvers or major

orbit change maneuvers at periapsis as the maneuver

approaches the idealized "impulsive transfer"

b) Reduction in maneuver duration and engine burn time

In favor of a low thrust level are

c) Less wobble buildup due to unavoidable thrust-line/center-
of-mass offsets

d) Lower structural loads on deployed structures

e) Lighter propulsion components and lower electric power

requirement for valve operation, heaters, etc.
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Considerations a), c), and d) are the most important ones. However,
the wobble buildup at high thrust levels can be countered by increasing
the spin rate during high-thrust maneuvers (see Section 3.6.3), so
that consideration c) is not governing.

The tradeoff between a) the AV penalty due to finite thrust level
("gravity loss") and d) structural penalty to accommodatehigh accelera-
tions is illustrated in Figure 3-18 for the case of the Jupiter orbiter.
The center of the figure shows acceleration levels sustained during firing
of a high-thrust engine of 50, 100 and 200 Ibf thrust level. The lower
acceleration limit occurs when the tanks are full, the upper limit when
they are empty. The top of the figure shows the AV penalty for an orbit
entry maneuverof given magnitude at a 2 R_ periapsis for V_ = 6 km/sec.
(For details refer to Section 6.8.2.) At _he bottom are seen accelera-
tions that would be acceptable for the existing Pioneer F/G deployed
structures, or if straightforward reinforcement is applied. A 100 Ibf
thrust level will incur AV penalties of probably no more than 30 to 40
meters/sec with orbit entry maneuversup to 2000 m/sec, while structural
penalties are modest.

Orbit insertion penalties for the Saturn orbiter are considerably
smaller (about 10 m/sec) as discussed in Section 7.3.4.

The structural limits indicated at the bottom of Figure 3-18should
only be considered as qualitative. Actually, the concern with potentially
large bending momentsacting on flexible appendagesdue to large thrust
accelerations and heavy tip masses is mitigated to someextent by the
stiffening effect due to centrifugal action at increased spin rates as
discussed in the preceding section (see also Section 4.1 and Appendix D).
This factor contributed to the selection of 15 rpm as the recommended
spin rate during high-thrust maneuvers.

These considerations show that the choice of an existing engine
with 90 to 100 Ibf thrust level as retro-engine for the Pioneer orbiter
(see Section 4.3) is consistent with the preferred operating range
identified in Figure 3-18.
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3.8 TELEMETRY ALLOCATIONS

Table 3-I0 identifies the list of telemetry measurements required

to monitor and control the spacecraft performance. The majority of mea-
surement sources are identical to Pioneer F/G and are retained intact.

These have been augmented with telemetry allocations for new functions

peculiar to the orbiter mission, e.g., the X-band transmitters and the

bipropellant stage.

The telemetry measurements are identifed as bilevel, analog, or

digital signals. Bilevel measurements provide indications of operational

status of spacecraft subsystems and scientific instruments such as switch-

ing and position functions. Analog signals include voltage, temperature,
and current measurements. Digital measurements provide quantitative

information from the measurement sources.
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Table 3-10. Telemetry Allocations

Telemetry Measurement Source

COMMAND DISTRIBUTION

Decoder A addressed
Decoder A addressed

Command memory enable/disable status
Command memory i contents - command 8 bits
Command memory 2 contents - com_nd 8 bits

Command meraoryI contents - tlme 8 bits
Command memory 2 contents - time 8 bits
Command memory I contents - tlme 8 bits
Command menw)ry2 contents - time B bits

Command memory 1 contents - routing 3 bits
Command memory 2 contents - routing 3 bits
Command execute flip-flop status

Spacecraft separation status
Ordnance safe/arm relay status (prime)

Ordnance safe/arm relay status (redundant)
Capacitor bank charge status
OIM ordnance safe/arm motor status

Overload protection status
CDU +5 V bus select status

Magnetometer boom release status
Magnetometer boom extend/retract status
RTG-I deploy status

RTG-2 deploy status
Ordnance safe/arm
Ordnance safe/arm
Ordnance safe/arm
Ordnance safe/arm

Sequencer status

Sequencer power status
Undervoltage override
Conraandprocessor memory status

ELECTRICAL POWER

Shunt bus current
Bus current

Bus voltage
Bus voltage (exp scale)
CTRF A/inverter B transfer on/off
CTRF B/inverter A transfer on/off

TRF +5 VDC output CDU bus A
TRF +5 VDC output CDU bus B
RTG-I current
RTG-2 current

RTG-I voltage

RTG-2 voltage

DATA HANDLING

MU l on/off status
MU 2 on/off status
MU 3 on/off status
MU 4 on/off status

MU 5 on/off status
DTU redundancy A/B status
Data codingmode (convolutional encoder on/off)

Mode I.D.
Bit rate I.D.
Format I.D.
Extended frame counter I.D. words
SPSG mode select (ACS, average, nonaverage)

Roll pulse/roll-index pulse PH error word

Spin period measurement words
A/D calibration voltage, low
A/D calibration voltage, medium
A/D calibration voltage, hlgh
Roll attitude timer words
SPSG roll reference (0 deg/I80 deg)

DSU configuration select status word

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

-1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
1 •
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x
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Table 3-10. Telemetry Allocations (Continued)

Telemetry Measurement Source

COMMUNICATIONS

Receiver A AGC conscan
Receiver B AGC conscan
Receiver reverse enable status

Receiver.A signal presence status
Receiver B signal presence status
Receiver A OSC status
Receiver B OSC status

Receiver A loop stress
Receiver B loop stress

Receiver A VCO temperature
Receiver B VCO temperature

Receiver A signal strength
Receiver B signal strength
Receiver A AGC

Receiver B AGC

Driver A temperature (S-band)
Driver B temperature (S-band)
Transmitter A on/off status (S-band)

Transmitter B on/off status (S-band)
Conscan A sin e
Conscan A cosine 0

Conscan threshold mode status
Conscan thruster phase output status

Conscan signal threshold
Conscan on/off status
Conscan to DSL
Converter temperature, S-band TWTA-A
Converter temperature, S-band TWTA-B

Converter temperature, X-band TICTA-A
Converter temperature, X-band TICTA-B
Cathode current, S-band TWTA-A
Cathode current, S-band TWTA-B
Cathode current, X-band TWTA-A

Cathode current, X-band TWTA-B
Helix current, S-band TWTA-A
Helix current, S-band TWTA-B

Helix current, X-band TWTA-A
Helix current, X-band TWTA-B

Power output monitor, S-band TWTA-A
Power output monitor, S-band T_rFA-B

Power output monitor, X-band TWTA-A
Power output monitor, X-band TWTA-B
TWTA-I temperature (S-band)
TWTA-2 temperature (S-band)
TWTA-1 temperature (X-band)

TWTA-2 temperature (X-band)
Driver A temperature (X-band)
Driver B temperature (X-band)
Transmitter A on/off status (X-band)
Transmitter B on/off status (X-band)

Receiver switch position
Transmitter switch position (S-band)
Transmitter switch position (X-band)

THERMAL

RTG-! fin root temperature
RTG-2 fin root temperature
RTG-I hot junction temperature
RTG-2 hot junction temperature

Temperature hexagonal platform -X axis
Temperature hexagonal platform -X, +Y

Temperature hexagonal platform +X, -Y
Temperature hexagonal platform +X axis
Temperature experiment platform +X axis

Temperature experiment platform ÷X, -Y
Temperature experiment platform -X axis
Temperature experiment platform -X, +Y
Shunt regulator compartment temperature

i

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
l
2

.2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

X
x

X
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x

/
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Table 3-10. Telemetry Allocations (Continued)

Telemetry Measurement Source

ATTITUDE CONTROL

ACS sequence status (note l)
Clock select (note 2)

Roll pulse present status
Sun sensor temperature

CEA power status (note 3)
Reference select (note 4)
ACS registers inhibit status
Precession register I status (arm/disarm)

Delta V register status (arm/disarm)
Precession register 2 status (arm/disarm)
Precession pair select (axial)
Pulse length select (note 5)

Delta V pair select
Spin control direction status
SCT delta V mode status

Number i precession magnitude
Number I precession magnitude redundant
Number I precession angle

Delta V magnitude
Delta magnitude redundant

Delay register
Number 2 precession magnitude
Number 2 precession magnitude redundant
Number 2 precession angle
Delta V/SCT pair select

SRA temperature
Star delay
Star count

Experiment drive assembly position counter
Experiment drive assembly - SW I position
Experin_nt drive assembly - SW 2 position
Experiment drive assembly - SW 3 position

Auxiliary roll reference SW position

PROPULSION

_ooellant S_stem

VPT firing status

SCT firing status
SCT thruster pulse count
VPT thruster pulse count
Propellant supply pressure
Thruster temperatures

Nitrogen tank temperature
Propellant supply temperature
Spin control thruster I pulse count
Spin control thruster 2 pulse count
Spin control thruster 3 pulse count
Spin control thruster 4 pulse count
PSA line temperature, +Y

PSA line temperature, -Y

_ropellant System

Is_)ation valve posit_on _ndicatlon

Propellant supply pressure
Oxidizer tank pressure
Fuel tank pressure
Oxidizer tank temperature

Fuel tank t_iperdLure
Pressurant tank temperature
Thruster temperature
Fuel valve position
Oxidizer valve position

Thruster motor valve position

Thruster firing status

,
I x
i x
I x

I
I x
I x

I x
I x
1 x

I x
I X
I x
2 x

2 x
2 x
2 x
2 x

2 x
2 x

x
I x

2 x
I x

2 x
I x
1
2 x

I x
3 x
i x
I X
i x

4 x

4 x
4 x

4 x
4 x
1
g
1

i
I x
I x

I x
] X
]
i

?
i
1
I

2
2
I

I
2 x
2 x
I x

i x
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Table 3-10. Telemetry Allocations (Continued)

Telemetry Measurement Source

SCIENCE

Summary Preliminary Allocations

Experiments
Experiments
Experiments

Instrument Allocations

Spin scan imager
Power on/off status

Housekeeping
Housekeeping

Charged particle instrument
Power on/off status
Housekeeping

Housekeeping
Data word line

Suprathermal particle detector
Power on/off status

Housekeeping
Housekeeping
Data word line

RF sweep receiver
Power on/off status
Housekeeping

Housekeeping
Data word line

UV spectrometer
Power on/off status
Housekeeping

Housekeeping
Data word line

Magnetometer
Power on/off status
Data word line

Plasma analyzer
Power on/off status

Housekeeping

Housekeeping
Data word llne

IR radiometer
Power on/off status

Housekeeping
Housekeeping
Data word

Plasma wave detector
Power on/off status

Housekeeping
Housekeeping
Data word line

NOTES TO TABLE

I. _nce Status

000 Reset

I00 Delay number 1
010 Precession number 1
110 Delay number 2

OOI Delta velocity
101 Delay number 3
011 Precession number 2
111 Not used

2. Clock Select

11 Normal reset (A&B)
01 Clock A CA only)

10 Clock B (B only)
O0 Reset reverse (B&A)

3. CEA Power Status

000 Mode A - standby (no power on)
100
010

llO
001
101

011
111

4. Reference Select Status

(30 Error

Ol Magnetometer
10 Sun B
II Sun A

5. Pulse Length

000 Not used
001 0.03125 sec
OlO Not used

011 0.125 sec
100 2.0 sec
101 Not used
110 1.0 sec
111 O.S sec

Mode C - partial 1 (DSLA power on, DSLB and PSE power off)

Mode D - partial 2 (DSLB power on, DSLA and PSE power off)
Not used

Mode B - storage {PSE power on, DSLA and DSLB power off)
Mode E total I (PSE and DSLA power on, DSLB power off)
Mode F - total 2 (PSE and DSLB power on, DSLA power off)
Not used
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3.9 COMMANDASSIGNMENTS

The command list, organized by spacecraft subsystem is shown in
Table 3-11. Command assignments are identical to Pioneer F/G wherever
practical. However, the unique requirements required to support the
orbiter missions have been included.

Commands are categorized as serial, pulse, or state. Serial com-
mands are routed to the DTU, CEA, command memory processor, and the DSU
according to the following routing address code.

Routin_ Address Code Destination

000
001
010
011
I00
I01
II0
III

Not used
CDU real-time commands
CDU command memory data
DSU command data
DTU command data
ACS command data
Experiment drive assembly
Not used

The DTU and DSU serial commands are decoded internally. A breakdown of
these commands is shown in the command list; to distinguish them from
discrete commands they are identified as digital commands. Pulse com-
mands initiate modes, operations, fire ordnance, etc. State commands
are typically used to control power to various units, such as the sci-
entific instruments and to enable/disable various spacecraft functions.
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Table 3-11.

C_nd Tltle

COMMANDDISTRIBUTION
Memory address counter reset
Memory time counter reset

Execute stored sequence
Stop stored sequence
Memory tlme register update
Memory address pre-set

Spacecraft ordnance safe
Spacecraft ordnance arm
Safe OIM ordnance

Arm OIM ordnance
Fire OIM ordnance

Overload protection on
Overload protection off
Memory - command processor I select

Memory - command processor 2 select
CDU select 5 VDC bus A
CDU select 5 VDC bus B

Release magnetometer boom - ordnance

All experiments off
Start sequencer
Sequencer inhibit

Sequencer enable
RTG/magnetemeter deployment
RTG/magnetometer deployment (redundant)
-Y line heater off

-Y line heater on
+Y llne heater off

+Y line heater on

Receiver signal present override
Receiver signal present reset

ELECTRICAL POWER
CTRF A/Inverter B transfer off/on
CTRF B/inverter A transfer off/on

RTG relay reset
Inverter-A relay

Inverter-B relay

DATA HANDLING

MU l on/off
MU 2 on/off

MU 3 on/off
MU 4 on/off
MU 5 on/off
Real time mode

Telemetry store mode
Memory readout mode
Select and enable MU No. l
Select and enable MU No. Z
Select and enable MU No. 3
Select and enable MU No. 4

Select and enable MU No. 5

Select DSU store DTU data only
DTU redundancy A
DTU redundancy B
Coded data mode
Uncoded data mode
Bit rate - 32 blts/s

Bit rate - 64 bits/s
Bit rate - 256 bits/s
Bit rate - I024 bits/s
Bit rate - 4096 bits/s
Bit rate - 8192 blts/s

Bit rate - 16,384 bits/s
Bit rate - 32,768 bits/s

Commend Llst

.[1 l
1 x
1 X
1 x
1
1
1 x
1 x
1
2
2 X
1 x
1 x
1 x
1 l
1 x
1 x
1 x
1 x
1 x
1 X
1 x
1 x
1 x
1
1
1
1
1 x
1 X

2 X
2 x
1 X
2 x
2 x

2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1 ×
1 x
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Table 3-11. Command List (Continued)

Comand Title

DATA HANDLING (CONTINUED)
• Format A

Format B
Format C
Format C - l
Format C - 2

Format C - 3
Format C - 4

Format A/D - l
Format A/D - 2
Format A/D - 3
Format A/D - 4

Format B/D - l
Format B/D - 2
Format B/D - 3
Format B/D - 4

Roll reference 0 deg
Roll reference 18O deg

Spin averaging mode
Non-averaging mode
ACS mode SPSG

Memory halt mode

Memory continue mode

COMMUNICATIONS
Receiver reverse inhibit

Receiver reverse enable
Receiver A coherent mode on
Receiver A coherent mode off
Receiver B coherent mode on

Receiver B coherent mode off
Transmitter A on (S-band)

Transmitter A off (S-band)
Transmitter Bon (S-band)
Transmitter B off (S-band)
Conscan to DSL enable

Conscan to DSL inhibit
Conscan on
Conscan off

Conscan 0 deg output

Conscan IBO deg output
Conscan threshold high
Conscan threshold low

TWTA-A (S-band) to high-gain antenna
TWTA-A (S-band) to medlum-galn antenna
Receiver A to high-gain antenna

Receiver A to medium-gain antenna
TWTA-A (X-band) to antenna
TWTA-B {X-band) to antenna
Transmitter-A on (X-band)
Transmitter-A off (X-band)
Transmitter-B on (X-band)
Transmitter-B off (X-band)

ATTITUDE CONTROL

Sequence execute
Sequence inhibit
Sequence override

Sequence reset
Sequence step
Duration/steer logic A select IDSL A on, B off)
Duration/steer logic B select (DSL B on, A off)

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
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Table 3-11. Command List {Continued)

_y

Co_TnandTitle

AI-FITUDECONTROL (CONTINUED}
PSE on',DSL off {standby power on)

Program storage and execute off
Arm register l (No. I precession magnltude/angle)

Arm register 2 {Delta V/delay)
Arm register 3 (No. 2 precession magnltude/angle)
Pulse length l
Pulse length 2
Pulse length 3

Pulse length 4
Pulse length 5

Delta V pair l select (axial)
Delta V pair 2 select {axial)
Delta V pair 3 select (transverse)
Delta V pair 4 select (transverse)

Spin direction up (transverse)
Spin direction down (transverse)
Precession pair l select
Precession pair 2 select

Precession pulse, 0 deg (axial)
Precession pulse, 90 deg (axial)

Precession pulse, 180 deg (axial)
Precession pulse, 270 deg (axial)
Real-tlme spin pulse
Real-tlme precession pulse (axial)
Real-tlme spin/Delta V pulse (transverse}

Real-tlme axial Delta V pulse
$CT/Delta V mode select
Clock reset
Sensor select sun A
Sensor select sun B

Time frequency select A
Time frequency select B
Despln start
Sensor select star

Sensor select magnetometer
Sensor select clock
Automatic star mode

Star gate enable
Star gate disable
Star delay up - least significant

Star delay up - most significant
Star delay down - least significant
Star delay down - most significant

Star time gate enable
Star time gate decrement
Star time gate increment
Experiment drive assembly - set No. of steps, n

Experiment drive assembly -
set No. of steps/pulse

Experiment drive assembly - set rate m
Experiment drive assembly - SW 1 open

Experiment drive assembly - SW l close
Experiment drive assembly - SW 2 open
Experiment drive assembly - SW 2 close
Experiment drive assembly - SW 3 open

Experiment drive assembly - SW 3 close

f

/; _' / _
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Table 3-II. Command List {Continued)

C_and Title

PROPULSION

_lon valve open
Isolation valve close
Isolation valve (redundant) open
Isolation valve (redundant) close

Multlcycle fuel valve open
Multicycle fuel valve close

Multicycle fuel valve (redundant) open
Multicycle fuel valve (redundant) close
Multicycle oxidizer valve open
Multicycle oxidizer valve close

Multicycle oxidizer valve (redundant) open
Multicycle oxidizer valve (redundant) close
Thrust motor valve open
Thrust motor valve close

Bipropellant tank heaters
Bipropellant thruster heater

Science

Summary Preliminary Allocations
Total commands (pulse)

Total commands for orbiter experiments (state)

Proposed Allocations
Spin scan imager

Power on/off
Discrete commands

Charged particle instrument
Power on/off
Discrete commands

Suprathermal particle detector
Power on/off
Discrete commands

RF sweep receiver
Power on/off
Discrete commands

UV spectrometer
Power on/off
Discrete commands

Magnetometer
Power on/off
Discrete commands

Plasma analyzer
Power on/off
Discrete commands

IR radiometer

Power on/off
Discrete commands

Plasma wave detector

Power on/off
Discrete commands
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4. SUBSYSTEM DESIGN

4.1 Structure

The structure subsystem carries primary flight loads, provides the

physical interface to the launch vehicle, and includes secondary mounting

provisions for all spacecraft assemblies. A major new addition to the

Pioneer F/G original spacecraft structure is the support truss which

accommodates the bipropellant retro-propulsion subsystem. The structure

includes provisions for meteoroid and thermal protection of critical com-

ponents. It incorporates access provisions to facilitate integration,

assembly, and maintenance. The structure subsystem also includes all

deployment mechanisms as well as any required balance weights. The struc-

ture must survive the powered-flight environment and other environments

that currently apply to the Pioneer F/G spacecraft (see NASA/ARC Speci-
fication PC-210.02 for further definition of design environments). It

must also sustain the thrust acceleration loads acting on the deployed

appendages during major maneuver phases.

The structure subsystem of the selected Pioneer orbiter configuration

described in Section 3.1 (see Figures 3-2 and 3-3) consists of the modi-

fied Pioneer F/G spacecraft structure and the added support structure for

the spacecraft and the new retro-propulsion subsystem. The support struc-
ture also referred to as propulsion bay includes an interstage adapter

ring which is attached to the 37 x 31 inch launch vehicle upper stage

adapter. The cylindrical 25 x 13 inch adapter ring used in the Pioneer F/G

configuration is eliminated.

Principal modifications to the Pioneer F/G spacecraft structure are

summarized as follows:

An added rectangular compartment on the -X axis accommodates

the increased science payload, including the articulated

optical sensor package

The internal equipment is rearranged for appropriate mass
balance and to accommodate new instruments

Louvered equipment compartment side panels are used for

equipment mounting to permit unobstructed thermal radiation,
since radiation in aft direction is partially blocked by the

added propulsion stage.

The 25-inch diameter fiberglass interstage, separation ring

flange and boron filament-epoxy platform support struts are
eliminated. A structural truss is added to support the plat-

form, the hydrazine propellant tank and the new GN2 pres-
surant tank

The two larger multi-hundred watt RTG units which replace the

four Pioneer F and G RTG units are supported by structurally

strengthened deployment arms
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The magnetometerboomand damperare modified to provide
sufficient strength for deboost loads and higher deployment
taking into account the added tip massloads

An aluminum honeycombsandwich panel closeout is added at the
37-inch diameter separation ring flange to provide micro-
meteoroid protection at the aft end of the propulsion stage.

4.1.1 Equipment Compartment

The equipment compartment previously illustrated in Figure 3-5 con-
sists of three sections

• The hexagonalcenter section

• The hexagonal experiment bay (on the +X axis)

I An added rectangular extension bay (on the -X axis) which

also supports an articulated optical sensor package.

The first two sections are essentially of the same construction as in

Pioneer F/G. The add-on bay is of similar construction. The primary

structural elements consist of aluminum honeycomb material for the floor

and side panels, tied together with an external box structure employing

angle sections and fittings. Since some of the side walls in the modi-

fied configuration are used as equipment mounting panels the honeycomb
sandwich face sheets are increased in thickness from O.OlO to 0.016 inch,

and the core thickness is increased from 0.50 to 0.75 inch.

The equipment layout (see Figure 3-5) is arranged to take into con-

sideration such factors as static and dynamic balance, moment-of-inertia

ratios, thermal control requirements, sensor fields of view, ease of

assembly and minimum cable length. Changes in the distribution of compo-

nents in the equipment compartment from the Pioneer F/G layout are dic-

tated in part by functional modifications of the system for the orbiter
mission, vlz., the addition of the retro-propulsion bay, the new RTG units,

the addition of an X-band communication capability and the change of sci-

entific payload equipment. However, even with these modifications the

arrangement of subsystems and experiments, and the support of external

structure and appendages, including their deployment provisions, remain

quite similar to the corresponding features of Pioneer F/G.

4.1.2 Propulsion Bay and Interstage Structure

The truss structure which houses the propulsion bay and supports the

spacecraft on top of the launch vehicle is shown in the design drawings,

Figures 3-2 and 3-3. A perspective view is shown in Figure 3-4. The
lower end of this structuFe mates with the standard 37 x 31 inch launch

vehicle third stage attach fitting. The upper end is attached to the

structure of the spacecraft centerbody at the corners of the main hexagonal

equipment compartment.
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The 37-inch diameter interstage adapter ring distributes the con-
centrated loads of the four propellant tanks and eight support struts
nearly uniformly for transfer to the mounting flange of the launch vehicle
attach fitting. Load distribution is aided by four mounting fixtures which
spread the tank and truss loads laterally over the upper adapter ring
flange (see Figure 3-4) and the 6-inch cylindrical height of the ring
structure.*

Load paths across the propulsion bay and support structure are sepa-
rated into principal spacecraft loads, transferred through the trusswork
to the adapter ring, and principal propellant tank loads, carried directly
by this ring. The upper mounting bosses of the four propellant tanks are
canted outward to give the desired lateral massdistribution of the pro-
pulsion bay. They are held by four pairs of connecting struts which
transfer lateral (secondary) tank loads to the equipment compartment sup-
port points and from here into the main support truss. This design pre-
cludes a load transfer of the main spacecraft structure into the propel-
lant tanks.

The support structure is designed to accommodatemaximumlongitudinal
loads of +9.3 and -3.5 g and lateral loads of +3.9 g. Dimensions and
margins of safety of the structural elements a_d their critical failure
modesare listed in Table 4.1. The estimated structural weight is
33.2 pounds assuming aluminum construction.

Table 4-I. Summaryof MinimumMargins of Safety

Structural Element

Primary struts
(2-in. dia. x O.040-in. wall)

Tank support struts
(l-in. dia x O.040-in. wall)

Lower ring
(2-I/2 x 2-I/2 angle with lip)

Cross beam
(I section)

Critical Failure
Mode

Compressionyield

Compressionyield

Flange crippling

Flange crippling

II

Margin of

Safety

0.60

0.24

0.18

0.34

Thermal isolation requirements may favor a'change to titanium or

fiberglass struts and tank support fittings in order to reduce thermal con-

ductivity of the structure. Use of fiberglass, having a lower stiffness

to sensity ratio (E/p) compared to aluminum, introduces a structural weight

penalty in exchange for obtaining the desired thermal isolation character-

istics. Table 4-2 summarizes the thermal conductivity and stiffness to

The design drawings, Figures 3-2 and 3-3, show an earlier version with

only 4-inch cylindrical height.
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Aluminum

Stainless Steel

Stainless steel

Fiberglass

Graphite/Epoxy

Boron/Epoxy

Table 4-2. Candidate Structural Materials and
Significant Material Properties

K
(BTUft/hr-ft2°F)

E
(lO6 PSI)

I0.7

16.0

26

3

12.3

35

P
(Iblin.3)

O.l

0.16

0.286

0.061

0.067

0.075

96

3.5

lO

0.09

38/9

l

E/p
(I06 in. )

107

I00

91

5O

2O5

467

V

L

K = thermal conductivity
E = elastic modulus

p = density

density ratio (E/p) for several representative structural materials. Next

to fiberglass, boron/epoxy composite material exhibits lower conductivity
than the others but a significantly higher E/p ratio. A structural weight

penalty of up to lO percent may accrue depending on the degree of thermal
isolation to be attained.

The propulsion bay and interstage structure is designed as a self-

contained module to facilitate separate handling and testing prior to

integration with the remainder of the spacecraft. A removable upper frame

is substituted to provide rigidity to the trusswork during these operations.

In addition to supporting the spacecraft proper and the propellant
tanks the structure also provides support for the lO0-pound main engine

mounted at the bottom of the propulsion bay and the 15-inch GNp pressurant

tank at the top. The truss holding the pressurant tank also provides sup-

port to the center of the equipment bay platform, substituting for the

cylindrical 25-inch adapter ring originally provided in the Pioneer F/G

structural design.

At the bottom of the propulsion bay the structure is closed out with

a l-inch thick aluminum honeycomb sandwich panel which provides micro-

meteoroid protection and reinforces the interstage adapter ring. This

panel also provides mounting space for the omni-directional antenna boom

relocated from its original location at the aft equipment platform, and

the shunt radiator panel (see Figure 3-2).
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4.1.3 High-Gain Antenna Support

The 9-foot diameter reflector, high-gain antenna feed assembly, and

medium-gain S-band antenna are all supported via struts mounted directly

to the hexagonal section of the equipment compartment. The strut arrange-
ment is identical to the Pioneer F/G.

One potential modification is the addition of attach fittings on one

of the feed support struts for the new X-band waveguide between the TWTA
and the feed. Modifications to the feed assembly itself are described in

Section 4.8.

4.1.4 RTG Support Assemb_

The RTG selected for the Jupiter and Saturn orbiter missions neces-

sitates some change in the RTG deployment hardware even though the deploy-

ment concept remains unchanged. The MHW units are 50 pounds heavier than
the four SNAP-19 RTG's of the Pioneer F/G spacecraft. The increased

weight, the fact that there are two units rather than four, and the changed
mounting geometry require modifications of the RTG support structure.

Figure 4-I shows the Pioneer F/G support structure and deployment mecha-
nism. The orbiter configuration replaces the bipod truss and the tri-

angular fitting by a mounting plate.

The main thrust maneuvers at acceleration levels as large as 0.12 g

acting on the deployed RTG's impose greatly increased bending loads on the

RTG deployment arms, particularly with end masses that are 42 percent
heavier than in Pioneer F/G. The tradeoff between performance require-

ments, favoring a large thrust force, and structural stiffening require-
ments for the deployed appendages was discussed in Section 3.7. Prelimi-

nary analysis of bending and buckling loads in the deployment arm guide

rods (see Appendix D) indicates that doubling of the tube wall thickness
from 0.03 inch (used in the Pioneer F/G guide rods) to 0.06 inch will be

adequate with the hi_her centrifugal load in the deployment arms due to
increased spin rate (15 rpm) during thrust phases. This guide rod rein-
forcement increases the total weight by about three pounds. The deploy-

ment guides and retention fittings on the equipment compartment also

require strengthening to accommodate the larger structural loads on the
RTG booms.

4.1.5 Magnetometer Boom Assembly

In Section 3.1 various solutions for control of the spacecraft

principal axes of inertia were discussed. The selected approach involved

the addition of a 25-pound counterweight to the magnetometer boom.

A preliminary structural investigation of the present Pioneer F/G

magnetometer boom was conducted to determine whether the boom would
tolerate the added counterweight under the more demanding deployment

loads and large axial thrust accelerations. The results of the investi-

gation indicated that although the present design concept may be feasible,
the added boom structural weight necessary to withstand the higher loads

makes the present design insufficient.
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Investigation of the effect on the magnetometer boom design of the

addition of the counterweight, the initiation of deployment at a higher

spacecraft spin rate, and the bending loads due to large thrust accelera-

tion shows that the following items have to be considered:

Higher launch loads (vibration, quasi-static acceleration)

- support structure
- boom structure

Higher deployment loads

- deployment damper
-boom structure

- release loads

- centrifugal forces
- Coriolis forces

- latch loads

Higher loads in deployed configuration

-axial thrust acceleration up to 0.12 g
- boom as cantilever beam

- wobble damper and pivot mechanism.

In Pioneer F/G the primary portions of the magnetometer boom are de-

signed for loads experienced at the initiation of deployment. Loaded

portions of the boom at the stowed boom support points are designed by
launch vibration loads.

Structural loads generated during boom deployment are from three
effects:

l) The energy release due to the preload in the tie-down
mechanism

2) The centrifugal force on the boom, magnetometer and
counterweight

3) Lateral forces due to Coriolis acceleration.

To accommodate the increased deployment and thrust loads a redesign
of the boom structure and support provisions is required. To retain as

much of the present design concept as possible the following steps were
considered:

l) Release the boom in two stages, i.e., release the preload in

the center tie prior to release of the boom from the space-

craft to reduce the initiation-of-deployment loads

2) Replace the present deployment damper with one that would
tie to the outer boom segment, which incorporates the counter-

weight. This would tend to unload the boom constraint cables,
and thus unload the boom structure.
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3) Reduce the rate of deployment by increasing the deployment

damper's viscous damping constant, in order to reduce
Coriolis accelerations.

An alternative magnetometer boom design would be to incorporate a

scissors type deployment mechanism as shown in Figure 4-2. The scissors

concept allows a controlled symmetrical deployment while considerably

reducing the loads in the boom tube segments. The fully deployed boom
will have the same structural and mechanical characteristics as the

present design concept.

RESTRAINT CABLE

.s f

.AAA

V V
",,w

.o I

BOOM FULLY DEPLOYED

Figure 4-2. Scissors Type Magnetometer Boom

Although the scissors mechanism provides structural stiffening

against deployment loads acting in the X, Y plane it does not provide

reinforcement against thrust acceleration loads acting in the -Z direc-

tion, since only the primary boom will have locked joints when fully

deployed. However, increasing the spin rate to 15 rpm during thrust phases

ineffect provides boom stiffening through centrifugal action, with the

resultant force at the tip mass inclined only 4 to 5 degrees against the

X, Y plane.

Actually the hinged magnetometer boom can be deflected without

bending to an excursion of +3 degrees from theX axis, reaching a limit

stop on the wobble damper assembly at this point. This means that the

bending deflection of the boom is only as large as to permit the boom tip

to align itself with the resultant force vector, requiring a differential

angle of only l to 2 degrees, at the time of worst-case axial acceleration

loads, when the propellant tanks are nearly empty.

An analysis of boom deflection characteristics under the influence

of increased spin rate is given in Appendix D. It can be shown that a

spin rate of at least 15 rpm is required to reduce the tilt of the princi-

pal axis of inertia due to differential tip mass deflections of the
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magnetometerboomand RTGboomsto angles of less than 0.25 degree,
desirable for maintenance of accurate thrust vector pointing and for
accurate antenna beampointing at earth during the propulsion phase.

An alternative approach of retracting the magnetometerboomduring
the thrust phase is impractical because of the required massbalance
against the deployed RTGbooms. Retraction of all three boomsis un-
attractive because it would require a more complicated design of the
deployment mechanisms, exposing the system to the possibility of serious
newfailure modes.

4.2 THERMALCONTROL

The thermal control subsystem provides the necessary thermal environ-
ment for the spacecraft componentsand scientific instruments throughout
the mission including earth shadowing during launch, interplanetary flight,
and solar eclipse during orbital operations. For the anticipated environ-
ment, temperatures in the vicinity of the internally located scientific
instruments will be maintained between 0 and 90°F.

4.2.1 Thermal Control Design Approach

The thermal control concept is predicated on conservation of internal

heat generated by the electronic components through the use of high per-
formance insulation and accommodation of the variation in solar intensity

and direction by means of temperature-sensitive louvers. Additional factors

influencing the thermal survival of the spacecraft include variations in

RTG output power and material and surface properties. During the prelaunch

operations there is a substantial variation in the thermal control mecha-
nism since conduction and convection replace radiative'transfer as the pre-

dominant processes for thermal controT. To accommodate these variations,

the spacecraft utilizes a combination of passive elements (coatings, insu-

lation), semiactive elements (louvers) and active elements (heaters). The

final choice of the various elements involves full-scale model testing,

computer modeling, and full-scale qualification testing of flight quality
hardware.

Important features of the thermal control subsystem of the Pioneer
Outer Planets Orbiter include:

The equipment and propulsion sections are thoroughly insu-

lated to make them as independent of the sun as possible.

Active control for the equipment and experiment bays by the
use of bimetal-actuated louvers over second surface mirrored

radiating areas mounted to the side walls. A somewhat larger

total louver area is required because of solar absorptance
when the sun sees the side of the spacecraft near the begin-

ning of the mission.

Twenty-four layer insulation blankets are provided for the

propulsion compartment. The compartment is thermally
isolated from the other sections.
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A hybrid combination of RHU's and thermostatically controlled
electric heaters is used to heat the propulsion section.
Preliminary sizing of this combination requires 22 watts of
RHUheat and 12 watts of thermostatically controlled electric
heat in combination with an 8-watt thermostatically controlled
electric heater and 8 watts of RHUpower on the bipropellant
valve.

The thermostatically controlled electric heater power re-
quirement for the equipment section consists of 3.4 watts for
the lines, l watt for the propellant tank and 7 watts for
the articulated science package.

The Pioneer F/G louver system consists of 30 individually actuated
blades or vanes, 24 of which are positioned radially around the inter-
stage adapter and 6 of which are mounted on the aft side of the experiment
platform. Each trapezoidal blade is supported on the larger end by a bi-
metallic spring/actuator housing assembly and on the smaller end by a
lexan bearing assembly which, for the two-bladed assemblies, is contained
in the interstage ring. Each blade is constructed from O.156-inch alumi-
numhoneycombcore with 2-mil aluminum face sheets. The overall blade
thickness is approximately 0.160 inch. Functionally, the louver system
acts to control the heat rejection of the radiating platform by varying
the angular position of a set of highly reflective blades or shutters. A
bimetallic spring, radiatively coupled to the platform, provides the motive
force for altering the angle of each blade. In a closed condition the heat
rejection of the platform is minimized by virtue of the "blockage" of the
blades while open louvers provide the platform with a nearly unobstructed
view of space. A typical louver angle-spring temperature plot is shownin
Figure 4-3.

A

090 .....
,,, #

#w
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0 I

_P8_o --2o - 40 6o 80 100 120

ACTUATOR SPRING TEMPERATURE (OF)

Figure 4-3. Typical Louver Performance Plot

4.2.1.I Candidate Configurations

In the orbiter configuration the addition of the propulsion bay has

the effect of partially blocking thermal radiation from the bottom side of

the equipment bay. Various design approaches, shown schematically in
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Figures 4-4 through 4-8, were considered to achieve satisfactory thermal
control of the equipment compartment. These approaches are described below.

Louvered Platform/Open Propulsion Section (Figure 4-4). This con-

cept relies on a cold propulsion section to remove equipment heat by
radiation from the platform. This requires a maximum average propellant

section temperature of about 28OF during hot case conditions. For coid

case conditions, the equipment platform louvers would be closed.

ANTENNA DISH

J

I

EQUIPMENT BAY

EXPERIMENT BAY

J J IEQUIPMENTMOUNTING

INSULATION /_R // _ I_ISULA_'ION_OR "_, AREA

THRUSTER-
16-WATT HEATER

Figure 4-4. Thermal Control by Louvered Platform

with Open Propulsion Bay

Advantages Disadvantages

Retains current Pioneer •

approach with aft louvers

Requires greatly increased
louver area

No limitations on propel-

lant section mounting
interface

Requires high tank heater

power

Depends on predictable and
consistent insulation heat

loss

Second Surface Mirror (Figure 4-5). Heat is transferred by radia-

tion from the equipment platform to the rear of the circumferential second

surface mirror panels. Since this surface has a low absorptivity/
emissivity (s/E) ratio, the effect of solar variations _s minimized. A

50-watt platform heater is required to adjust for changing equipment power

dissipation. The propulsion section is isolated and insulated. Tanks are

insulated and heated by controlled heaters.
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ANTENNA DISH I

EQUIPMENT BAY EQUIPMENT

MOUNTING

50-WATT HEATER _ PLATFORM

\/",.
OPTIONA/ _ / ' t HIGH ._t INTERFACE

LOUVER 11 / SECONO / )SURFACES + MOUNTING
II , /SURFACE / _ -II_ _ AREA

AULTI-LAYER Jj / MIRROR I, \ l_._ (15-1NCH

MINIMUM)

/ ,so ,EO.O U S,ONCO ,AR,MEN,..

/ INSULATED AND H'EATED TANKS / SECTIoNPROPULSION

12-WATT PROPELLANT HEATERS I

Figure 4-5. Thermal Control by Use of Side-Viewlng

Second Surface Mirrors

- F

Advantages Disadvantages

Simplicity

No weight penalty

Minimum tank heat

i

i

Requires substantial heater

power late in RTG life

Requires an 18-inch deep pro-

pellant section interface
area

Louvered Platform/Open Truss LEigure 4-6). Insulation on the upper

surface of the propellant section is shadowed during the forward-sun con-
dition maintained for most of the mission. Since the aft surfaces have an

unobstructed view to space, the open truss acts as an effective re-radiation

heat sink for the platform. Changes in platform heat load are handled by

the aft-facing louvers. Reflected insolation into the louvers is un-

acceptable, however, so a side-sun attitude must be avoided. Two solu-

tions to the complex reflection/re-radiation situation in the intersection

area were analyzed:

a) High emissivity re-radiation surfaces - most platform heat

is absorbed by the outer insulation blanket and re-radiated

to space either directly or by reflection from the low
antenna dish

and

b) Low emissivity re-radiation surfaces - the platform heat

follows the same path, but most is reflected by the surfaces

to space.
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ANTENNA DISH

EQUIPMENT BAY

I ISOLATED PROPULSION COMPARTMENT
WITH

i INSULATED AND HEATED TANKS J

\ 12-V,'ATT PROPELLANT HEATERS /

MULTI-LAYER _HRUSTER HEATE_

INSULATION

BLANKETS

/

MOUNTING

INTERFACE

AREA

(12-1NCH

MINIMUM)

PROPULSION

SECTION

Figure 4-6. Thermal Control by Louvered Platform
and Open Truss

Case a) is the most effective. Again, the propulsion section is isolated

and insulated. The tanks are heated.

Advantages Disadvantages

Retains current Pioneer e

approach with aft louvers

Restricts attitude during
mission

• Minimum heater power • Requires a 12-inch deep pro-

pellant section interface
area

Side Louvers (Figure 4-7). The equipment compartment side walls

are used as the heat sink with this approach, providing an unblocked

radiative path to space. On the other hand, as they are exposed to solar

radiation during the side-sun conditions, a somewhat greater louver area

may be necessary and special care must be taken to ensure that a satis-

factory _/E ratio can be obtained. The aft surface of the experiment bays
are not appreciably blocked by the propulsion section and may retain louver

assemblies. The propulsion section is isolated and insulated.

Advantages Disadvantages

Minimum heater power

No limitations on pro-

pellant section
mounting interface

Requires remounting of heat

producing components on the
side walls

May require increased

louver area
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ANTENNA DISH

SIDE MOUNTING

i i
J LOUVER

ASSEMBLIES

MOUNTING

INTERFACE

AREA

PROPELLANT TANKS PROPULSION
SECTION

MULTI-LAYER

INSULATION

BLANKET THRUSTER

16-WATT HEATER

Figure 4-7. Thermal Control by Side Louvers

Heat Pipes (Figure 4-8). This concept is based on transferring

heat from the equipment platform to the aft end of the spacecraft with
axially-oriented heat pipes. Radial heat pipes could be used to collect

the heat from the platform and distribute it over the aft radiator. It

is possible to use louvers over the radiator, but a better approach would
be to use a controllable heat pipe. Complexity is not increased and

greatly improved effectiveness would be obtained. Heat pipes are cur-

rently considered a state-of-the-art development. However, this approach

may be considered as a practical alternative for missions in the 1980's.

ANTENNA DISH

-- m

,LA KE, / .zJ
THRUSTE__ " RADIATOR

16-WATT HEATER

REQUIRED

MOUNTING

INTERFACE

AREA

PROPULSION

SECTION

Figure 4-8. Thermal Control by Means of Heat Pipe

L
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Advantaqes Disadvantages

J

• Minimum heater power • Development effort required

• Simplicity • Possible weight penalty

No limitations on pro-

pellant section

mounting interface

Retains aft radiator

concept

Recommended Approach. The side louver approach has been selected

for the orbiter because it not only satisfies thermal requirements but
also because it ensures the best structural configuration and also one

that meets the required dynamic balance conditions.

4.2.1.2 Shunt Regulator Relocation

In order to minimize the temperature problems associated with larger

RTG power variations during the orbiter mission, the spacecraft equipment

compartment thermal control system incorporates the maximum possible BOL-

to-EOL RTG power change control capability. This maximum control capa-

bility is achieved by minimizing the change in internal equipment compart-
ment heat dissipation over the mission lifetime. Locating the shunt

regulators external to the equipment compartment eliminates a 58-watt heat

dissipation change from BOL to EOL conditions. The equipment compartment

internal electronic heat dissipation remains essentially constant from

BOL to EOL (six years) even though the RTG power output varies from 300

to 242 watts when both RTG's are operative.

The loss of one RTG can be tolerated on the orbiter vehicle even

though the RTG and equipment compartment EOL internal electronic heat

dissipation decreases by 50 percent. This decrease in RTG power output

can only be tolerated if the shunt regulators are located external to the

equipment compartment. The equipment compartment internal electronic heat

dissipation would decrease 60 percent from BOL (two RTG's) to EOL (one

RTG) if the shunt regulators were located inside the PCU as was done on

Pioneer F/G.

Locating the shunt regulators external to the equipment compartment
does require a 4-watt thermal control heater for these units. The added
thermal control heater maintains the shunt regulators above the -70°F
minimum temperature limit at EOL when the normal unit heat dissipation
approaches zero. Bimetal-actuated louvers are mounted to the shunt regu-
lator radiator plate to minimize EOL required thermal control heater power.
The shunt regulators are mounted to a radiating plate mounted to the aft
surface of the hexagonal experiment bay. The radiating plate is con-
ductively and radiatively decoupled from the platform with fiberglass
insolators and multilayer insulation, respectively. The shunt regulator
radiator plate aft surface is painted white and has a louver assembly
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attached to it facing aft to control the heat loss to space. The 4-watt

thermostatically controlledoheater distributes the heat across the
radiator plate (turn-on -60 F, turn-off -50°F).

4.2.1.3 l.O AU Side-Sun Power Decrease

The Pioneer F/G equipment compartment internal electronic heat dissi-

pation is maintained at maximum levels during l.O AU side-sun environ-
mental conditions at BOL to obtain maximum science and engineering data.

During l.O AU side-sun conditions the equipment compartment absorbs

approximately 38 watts of additional solar heat compared to 1.0 AU
front-sun conditions. The equipment compartment louvers are sized to
handle this additional side-sun heat influx. When front-sun conditions

are achieved, the equipment compartment net heat input decreases 38 watts

(19 percent of l.O AU side-sun total) and temperatures decrease approxi-
mately 24OF.

In order to maximize the orbiter spacecraft capability to handle

RTG BOL to EOL power output changes, it is recommended that the equipment

compartment thermal control system should be designed (louver area sizing)

to satisfy l.O AU front-sun power conditions. If the equipment compart-

ment internal electronic heat dissipation can be reduced during l.O AU

side-sun conditions to offset the increased absorbed solar heat, the net

heat input can be reduced to below the design point l.O AU front-sun full

power conditions. This approach will eliminate the approximate 38-watt

reduction in internai heat input associated with sun angle changes from

BOL to EOL. An interim quasi sun-pointing attitude during the first two

months following launch, discussed in Section l.l.4, will meet the require-
ments. Alternative techniques are described below.

_Turning off the X-band transmitter during l.O AU side-sun conditions

(first 50 days of mission) will more than offset the 38-watt increase in
absorbed solar heat input compared to l.O AU front-sun conditions. The
S-band transmitter should be able to handle all engineering and science

data requirements during this time period. If additional electronic heat

dissipation reductions were required to hold l.O AU side-sun temperature
below l.O AU front-sun maximum design limit values, some experiments could

be turned off, further reducing internal equipment compartment heat dissi-

pation (planetary instruments would not normally be powered at this time).

The powered-down l.O AU side-sun approach is not applicable to the

Pioneer F/G design because the shunt regulators are located internal to the

equipment compartment. If the transmitter or experiments are turned off
under l.O AU side-sun conditions, the major portion of the excess power will

be dissipated in the shunt regulators in the power control unit (PCU). The
net heat dissipation in the equipment compartment will not be decreased

appreciably; only the distribution will change, concentrating the heat in
the PCU.

_J
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4.2.2 Thermal Control Heaters

4.2.2.1 Monopropellant System

In order to handle RTG output power variations, the propellant tank

and line heaters employed on Pioneer F/G should be retained intact on the

orbiter configuration. Redundant resistance wire heaters (l.O watt) on
the tank and each of two internal propellant lines (0.5 watt) prevent

freezing of the hydrazine. The heaters are controlled by series-redundant
thermostats. Each of the internal line circuits also include a 0.2 watt

spot heater near the wall.

Each of two line heater assemblies which are routed external to the

equipment compartment consists of a l-watt primary heater circuit and a
redundant secondary circuit, similar to those used on the tank. They are

designed to maintain the temperature above 45°F.

Three radioisotope heater units (RHU's) provide thermal energy

(l watt per unit) to prevent freezing of the hydrazine in each of the four

thruster cluster assemblies during non-operating periods.

4.2.2.2 Bipropellant System

The basic approach to thermal control of the bipropellant system is
utilization of both electrical and isotope heaters. The RHU's provide a

major portion of the thermal input with the electrical heaters used to

accommodate worst-case conditions.

Preliminary sizing of this hybrid combination requires 22 watts of
RHU heat and 12 watts of thermostatically controlled electric heat for the

propellant and oxidizer tanks. An additional 8 watts of RHU power and
8 watts of electrical heater power are recommended for the lO0-pound

thruster engine.

4.2.2.3 Summary Heater Requirements

Table 4-3 summarizes the thermal control heater requirements for

the orbiter mission; the Pioneer F/G heater complement is given to illus-

trate similarities as well as deviations from the flight-proven

configuration.

It should be emphasized that the allocation between electrical

heaters and RHU's given here is a compromise. An all-electric thermo-

statically controlled system gives the optimum thermal solution; the

hybrid RHU approach is the lowest cost approach, but it creates thermal

and local particle radiation problems.

v
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Table 4-3.

_(watts)

Requirement

Propulsion Heaters

Monopropellant system

External lines

Internal lines

Tank

One-pound thrusters

Bipropellant system

Tanks

lO0-pound thruster

Other Heaters

Battery**

Sun sensor assembly

Shunt regulator

Magnetometer

External science package

Total

Thermal Control Heaters

i

Pioneer Outer
Pioneer F and G Planets Orbiter

Electric* RHU Electric* RHU

2

1.4

l

2

l

i

12

1.6

2

1.4

l

12

8

w

4

7

35.4

i

45

*Thermostatically controlled electric heaters.

**May be commanded on before battery use.

4.2.3 Spacecraft-RTG Thermal Interface

The thermal interfaces requiring special attention are:

Q

Blockage of the RTG heat rejection system by the spacecraft

and its components

Heating of the spacecraft and its components during on-stand

and during launch

High temperatures during launch and prior to deployment.
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The interference by the spacecraft in the space environment can be
minimized by deploying the RTG's away from the spacecraft. However,
during on-stand conditions whenthe RTG's are in the stowed position there
may be critical areas requiring special insulation. On Pioneer F and G it
was determined that heating effects in the stowed position and during
launch were more critical on the high-gain antenna and side panels of the
spacecraft. The side panel insulation was modified and thermal insulators
were incorporated in the RTGsupport structure to reduce the heat leakage
into the spacecraft compartment. The back side of the antenna is polished
aluminum to reduce localized heating effects. In addition, air condi-
tioning ducts to direct air flow were used on-stand to carry away the heat
generated by the RTG's. The air conditioning minimized local heat effects
on the spacecraft and prevented RTGover-temperature during the launch
phase between liftoff and RTGdeployment.

The extent to which internal heat generation is a problem is deter-
mined primarily by the RTGfuel loading and the heat rejection tempera-
tures. EachMHWgenerates 2400 watts of heat of which approximately
150 watts is converted into electrical energy. This is a considerable
increase over the Pioneer F/G SNAP-19unit which develops 650 thermal
watts. Outer case temperature for the MHWis estimated to be 590°F in
vacuumas comparedto 329OFfor the SNAP-19generator. Based on natural
convection heat transfer coefficients the MHWcase temperature in air is
reduced to 536°F. The temperature can be further reduced by using directed
air flow or gaseous nitrogen in the launch vehicle fairing. The air con-
ditioning load for the orbiter configuration will nevertheless be con-
siderably higher than that provided for Pioneer F/G.

Temperature predictions derived from the above RTGconditions indi-
cate that the insulation directly opposite the end of the RTGmay reach
455OF. This estimate is considered conservative since the steady-state
value may not be reached prior to RTGdeployment; moreover the temperature
of the end of the RTGis probably less than the assumedvalue for the
outer case. However, the 3-mil Kapton insulation installed in this
critical area is able to withstand 500OFand no problem is anticipated.

Insulation adjacent to the RTGside reaches only 315°F with direct
solar impingement. Kapton face sheets are also recommendedhere although
the thermal problem is not as severe.

4.3 PROPULSION

4.3.1 Requirements

The primary modification of the Pioneer F/G design for use in an

outer planet orbiter is the addition of sufficient propulsion capability
for orbit insertion and other maneuvers. To account for midcourse correc-

tions, orbit insertion, and possible orbit change maneuvers, a range of

0.7 to 2.3 km/s velocity change capability is appropriate for the Pioneer

Jupiter orbiter spacecraft. A total AV range of l.l to 1.7 km/s is appro-
priate for the Saturn orbiter.
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Two approaches to meeting these AV requirements have been considered
(see also Section 3.1). The first approach uses an enlarged internally

mounted propellant tank. The monopropellant hydrazine capacity of

Pioneer F/G can be expanded to achieve as much as 0.8 km/s capability.

This would require the tank diameter to be enlarged to 25 inches, the

maximum that can be accommodated without extensive structural changes.

Separate ullage tanks for the pressurant would be used to maximize volu-

metric efficiency. A higher thrust engine must be added for efficient
orbit insertion. While it minimizes the modifications to the Pioneer F/G

configuration, this approach can only accommodate some of the contemplated

Jupiter orbiter missions - those in which periapsis is low and apoapsis is
high - but none of the Saturn orbiter missions.

In the second design approach the required propulsion capability is

provided by an externally mounted propulsion stage large enough to accom-
modate the more ambitious Jupiter orbiter missions as well as the Saturn

missions. This second approach also permits the use of the more efficient

bipropellant propulsion technology. Physically the stage is attached to

the aft end of the spacecraft and consists of the bipropellant tanks, de-
boost engine, structural support, thermal control insulation and heaters.

The monopropellant hydrazine system with its complement of l-lbf thrusters

is retained in the spacecraft center section and is used for spin control

and precession functions, as well as for small AV maneuvers.

The Jupiter and Saturn orbiter configurations differ mainly in their

stage propellant capacity. The Jupiter orbiter requires 800 to I040 pounds

of propellant while 400 to 650 pounds is adequate for Saturn requirements.
One approach is to provide for I040 pounds capacity and off-load, as

required, for the Saturn orbiter mission. However, the tighter weight

constraints of this mission would be met more advantageously by a smaller

size propulsion stage without excess capacity.

The propulsion subsystem requirements for the Jupiter and Saturn
orbiter missions are summarized as follows:

Precession and spin control maneuvers are to be performed

by the monopropellant system

Large AV maneuvers are to be performed by the bipropellant
system

Small AV maneuvers are to be executed by the monopropellant

system. To eliminate reorientation requirement for mid-

course and orbit change maneuvers of arbitrary AV-vector

direction axial and spin/despin thrusters will be used
in combination.

The AV requirements derive from launch vehicle injection errors,

uncertainties in the knowledge of the planet's ephemeris, orbit injection

errors, and orbit change requirements. Spin control and precession re-

quirements are estimated based on operational experience from Pioneers lO
and II.
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The tradeoff considerations leading to the preferred configuration
for the deboost stage are discussed in the following sections.

4.3.2 Candidate Configurations

4.3.2.1 Propellant Systems

Four candidate propellant systems were evaluated:

• Solid rockets

• Monopropellant hydrazine

• Space-storable cryogenic bipropellant

• Earth-storable bipropellant.

The relative performance of these systems is shown in Figure 4-9.

2000

1750

1500

1250

1000
600

%

SPACECRAFT LAUNCH
WEIGHT = 2200 POUNDS

I I

BOO 1000 1200 1400

SPACECRAFT WEIGHT WITHOUT PROPULSION (POUNDS)
1600

Figure 4-9. Relative Performance of Candidate

Propulsion Systems

Solid propellant rocket motors offer high storage density which is

desirable for volume-limited spacecraft. However, they have several dis-

advantages for the orbiter spacecraft. Major structural and thermal con-

trol design modifications to the spacecraft would be necessary, Several

solid motors would be required to permit repeated firings, The units

would have to be fired in pairs to avoid thrust vector offset. Thrust

levels would have to be restricted to the 50-I00 Ibf range to limit

structural loads on appendages. The long burn times necessary to achieve

the required large total impulse at the desired low thrust level exceed
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the capability of available solid rockets and would necessitate a new

nozzle/throat development program. Solid motor reliability under pro-

longed space exposure is questionable and has not previously been required

or demonstrated. From a programmatic standpoint, therefore, a solid

rocket motor is a relatively expensive approach for this application.

A monopropellant hydrazine system would only be marginal on account

of its low specific impulse (Isp = 225 sec) although it would permit pro-
pellant commona]ity for use in the main retropropulslon engine and in the

auxiliary thrusters.

Space storable bipropellant systems using liquid fluorine as oxi-

dizer and hydrazine as fuel offer the potential of greatly increased

specific impulse (I@D = 360 to 385 sec) but would involve the greater
complexity of handllhg and storing the oxidizer as a cryogenic liquid

in a nonvented tank at storage temperatures of llO°K. Such systems have

been under preliminary development by JPL (Reference 14) and elsewhere.

Major additional development would be required to achieve flight-ready

status for this new technology. Since the high performance of space

storable bipropellants is not essential to the Pioneer Outer Planet

Orbiter missions their use is not recommended for this application.

Earth storable bipropellant systems have been proven on both NASA

and military spacecraft and can be implemented with off-the-shelf hard-

ware and existing technology. System development from initial design to

delivered flight hardware can be accomplished within 15-20 months. More-

over the achievable performance is adequate for the orbiter missions.

Therefore the monomethyl-hydrazine/nitrogen tetroxide (MMH/NTO) bipropel-

lant deboost system is recommended for the Pioneer Outer Planets Orbiter

spacecraft.

It would be desirable to use pure hydrazine as the fuel to achieve

commonality of propellant usage for the monopropellant and bipropellant

systems. However, the fuel in the proposed system (MMH), although using

a hydrazine base, contains significant amounts of hydrocarbons which would

degrade the catalyst in catalytic thrusters.

Development of a bipropellant deboost thruster utilizing only hydra-
zine as the fuel is feasible. Several successful demonstration units have

been tested by JPL. However, thruster development would increase program

costs far beyond the costs saved by deleting the existing monopropeIlant

system hydrazine tankage. Therefore development of a bipropellant system
with hydrazine as the fuel is not recommended.

4.3.2.2 Deboost Thruster

Several candidate thrusters for the bipropellant system (see
Table 4-4) with thrust levels from 25 to 300 Ibf were considered. How-

ever, the range of tolerable acceleration levels during deboost is con-

strained at the high end by appendage structural limitation and at the
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Table 4-4. Candidate Long Burn Time Thrusters

Source

Marquardt

TRW

Bell Aerosystems

Thrust Level

(Ib)

25

9O

lO0

Program

Background

USAF

USAF

Marquardt

Rocketdyne

lO0

300

NASA/Apollo

NASA/Mariner
Mars '71

low end by thrust inefficiency. The 25-1bf units imposing thrust accelera-

tions of O.Ol to 0.03 g would result in excessive AV loss due to extended

firing time. The 300-1bf units would induce accelerations of 0.15 to

0.3 g, i.e., values beyond the capability of the RTG and magnetometer sup-

port structure without extensive design changes. Units operating in the

90-I00 Ibf thrust range are characterized by nominal AV losses in the

range of only 25 m/s and acceptable accelerations of 0.05 to O.l g.

The gO-Ibf TRW thruster with a specific impulse of 292 seconds is

flight-qualified for the required propellant loads and burn times. The
unit is radiation-cooled to accommodate the long burn durations (3200 to

4400 seconds) required for a llO0- to 1500-pound propellant load. The

Marquardt R4D thruster (lO0 Ibf) is also a suitable candidate for this

application.

4.3.2.3 Tankage

Tankage considerations for the stage include:

• Number of tanks

• Tank shape

• Tank material

A bipropellant system requires at least two propellant tanks. How-
ever, as discussed in Section 3.1, the unequal masses of oxidizer and pro-

pellant being stored necessitate the use of pairs of oxidizer and propel-

lant tanks in a symmetrical quadrilateral arrangement to achieve dynamic

balance of the spinning spacecraft regardless of the state of propellant

depletion.

The four 24-inch propellant tanks for the Jupiter orbiter configura-

tion accommodate up to I170 pounds of MMH/NTO at an oxidizer-to-fuel mix-

ture ratio of 1.65 (728 pounds NTO, 442 pounds MMH). This mixture permits
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the use of oxidizer and fuel tanks of equal volumes and a nearly optimal
thruster Isp of 292 seconds. Therefore, only one tank size needs to be
procured Tor each orbiter which affords a program cost advantage.

Spherical tanks were selected over oblong tanks because of more
favorable mounting height and suitability to yield the desired massdis-
tribution by appropriate tank-to-tank separation, as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.]. Although no spherical tanks of the required 24- and 19-inch
size are currently available off-the-shelf, new procurement of these
spherical tank sizes presents no problems.

Heat-treated 6AI-4V titanium offers the lowest tankage weight and
is free of magnetic property problems. Stainless steel tanks are less
expensive to fabricate but have two potential disadvantages: greater
weight and unfavorable magnetic properties.

4.3.2.4 Expulsion Device

Several approaches as to the choice of propellant acquisition

method were explored. The principal alternatives are passive versus

active expulsion devices such as bladders. The 4.8-rpm spacecraft spin

rate is sufficient to orient the propellants over the outlet port in the

absence of a bladder and maintain a positive propellant pressurant inter-

face. Figure 4-I0 presents the radial and axial accelerations acting on

the propellant during deboost thrusting, and the propellant surface angle
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Figure 4-10. Acceleration Forces Acting on Deboost Propellant During Thrust
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relative to a plane normal to the spin axis. Although a conospheroid

("teardrop") tank could be used without an expulsion device it is diffi-

cult to support structurally and, more importantly, it exhibits higher

energy dissipation due to propellant slosh. This energy dissipation is

undesirable during third stage burn when the combined transverse/

longitudinal (Ix/I z) moment-of-inertia ratio is less than I. Therefore,

the conospheroid is not recommended.

Passive expulsion by surface tension devices and/or appropriate

location of single or multiple outlets is a promising reliable and

lightweight design approach. However, it requires additional development
and test. As a more conservative approach, a Teflon bladder is recom-

mended to provide propellant orientation in the spherical tanks. Teflon

is compatible with both the fuel and oxidizer, thus allowing a single

tank procurement and interchangeability.

4.3.2.5 Regulated Pressurization System

Pressure regulation is typically required for bipropellant systems.

A common pressurization system (both fuel and oxidizer pressurized from
the same source) is recommended for the fuel and oxidizer tanks (Fig-

ure 4-11). This approach has been used on a bipropellant system for a

flight-qualified earth-orbital spacecraft program. It is more cost and

weight effective than the independent pressurization scheme as it mini-

mizes the number of tanks, valves, regulators, etc.

Q
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CHECK

VALVE

FUEL TANKS

PRESSURANT
TANK

Q PRESSURETRANSDUCER

3

REGULATORBURST
DISK

OXIDIZER TANKS

COMMON PRESSURE SUPPLY

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

[]

()
C)

E]

]

FUEL ANKS

E]

E)
[]

OXIDIZER TANKS

INDIVIDUAL PRESSURE SUPPLY

Figure 4-11. Alternate Pressurization Systems

Teflon bladders aresomewhat permeable to both the fuel and the
oxidizer. Therefore, with a common pressurant system it is necessary to
prevent mixing of the hypergolic fuel and oxidizer in the pressurant
plumbing. The recommended approach involves the use of burst disks to
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positively isolate the fuel and oxidizer in the launch phase of the
mission when the propellant tanks are full and the vibration environment
is most severe. The burst disks are ruptured upon the first use of the
deboost system. Isolation during the remainder of the mission is pro-
vided by check valves.

Isolation of the high-pressure supply from the low-pressure pro-
pellant.tanks is required due to the long mission duration and the rela-

tively poor sealing characteristics of pressure regulators. Two isolation

approaches were considered: squibs and multicycle valves. The selection

narrowed to the multicycle valves (either latching type or solenoid)

which offer the maximum mission flexibility (essentially unlimited acti-

vations) and least weight and cost. The weight and cost of the required

squibs would be incompatible with the number of anticipated restarts.

Either nitrogen or helium is satisfactory for use as pressurant

gas. Approximately 20 pounds of nitrogen would be required, compared to

only 3 pounds of helium. The weight savings with helium is appreciable,

if the science can tolerate possible minute quantities of helium in the

atmosphere surrounding the spacecraft due to leakage. In view of this

uncertainty nitrogen is recommended at this time.

4.3.2.6 Hydrazine System Pressurization

The Pioneer F and G hydrazine subsystem utilizes blowdown pres-

surization. Use of the regulated pressure from the bipropellant system

to pressurize the monopropellant system is an alternate approach. This

has the potential advantage of improving the impulse predictability

(constant tank pressure) of attitude control/midcourse trim maneuvers.

The attendant disadvantages are small increases in subsystem weight

(approximately 3 pounds) and cost (15 to 20 thousand dollars per subsys-

tem) due to the addition of parallel redundant tank isolation valves and

associated command circuitry. Reliability may be adversely affected by

the added items. The isolation valves are required to preclude regu-
lator leakage failure from overpressurizing and possibly bursting the

hydrazine tank. The isolation valves may be commanded open prior to each

hydrazine thruster firing, or the hydrazine tank can be equipped with a

pressure switch to activate the isolation valves open/closed at preset

pressure levels.

Both the current blowdown technique and the pressure-regulated

approach offer essentially the same _V capability. The average tank

pressure with blowdown pressurization is approximately 225 psia, which

coincides with the regulator pressure setting. Therefore, neither pres-

surization technique offers an appreciable performance advantage.

Based on the above considerations, the Pioneer F/G blowdown pres-

surization technique is retained for the orbiter configuration.
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4.3.3 Preferred Subsystem Description

The bipropellant deboost propulsion system schematic is presented in

Figure 4-12. A single 1900-cubic inch tank fabricated from 6AI-4V heat-
treated titanium is used to store the high-pressure nitrogen gas. Series-

redundant pressure regulators provide a constant operating pressure to
the oxidizer and fuel tanks which must deliver constant propellant flow

rates (mixture ratios) to achieve the rated thruster performance. The

recommended regulators were developed for the Apollo program and have

been used on earth-orbiting spacecraft.

_ PRESSURANT TANK

PRESSURETRANSDUCER Q l [_ PRESSUREFILL/DRAINVALVE

FILTER _E

RIES REDUNDANT REGULATORS

MULTICYCLE PARALLEL REDUNDANT
PRESSUREISOLATION VALVES

BURSTDISK

OXIDIZER TANKS

FILL/DRAIN
VALVE

FILTER

CHECK
VALVES

PRESSURE

TRANSDUCERS F!LTER

FUEL TANKS

FILI./DRAIN
VALVE

MULTICYCLE PARALLEL
REDUNDANT PROPELLANT
ISOLATION VALVES

Figure 4-12.
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ON/OFF VALVE

HEAT SHIELD

THRUST CHAMBER

Propulsion System Schematic
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Two parallel-redundant multicycle valves (latching type) isolate

the high/low pressure systems. The regulators are not designed for the

low leakage sealing that is required during periods of deboost system

inactivity, i.e., during cruise and orbital operations. Excessive leakage

into the low-pressure system prior to an appreciable propellant expendi-

ture would result in propellant tank overpressurization and possibly tank

rupture. The isolation valves are commanded open prior to deboost

thrusting and closed following the maneuver. These valves also feature

position (open/closed) telemetry indicators.

It is essential to prevent the hypergolic fuel and oxidizer from

mixing in the common pressurant supply plumbing. Burst disks (lO0 psid

rupture) provide this isolation during the early phase of the mission when

the propellant tanks are fully loaded and propellant slosh is the most
severe (booster firing and staging). The burst disks will rupture upon
the first actuation of the deboost system (opening of the isolation

valves). Check valves effect propellant isolation during the remainder
of the mission. The check valves allow gas flow from the high- to low-

pressure systems, and prevent reverse flow. The burst disks and check
valves are available from an earth-orbiting spacecraft program.

•Four tanks are used to store propellant: two for fuel and two for
oxidizer. Each tank utilizes a Teflon bladder for positive expulsion.

The Teflon bladders are designed to accommodate launches with off-loaded

propellants. Each pair of tanks is plumbed with two Pioneer F and G
fill-drain valves and a modified pressure transducer. Two valves facili-

tate tank drainage: one valve is used to supply a low-pressure gas
above the liquid inside the bladder; the other is used for propellant

outflow. The pressure transducer is a modified version of the Pioneer F

and G unit and is used to monitor propellant supply pressures.

The outlets of common propellant tanks are manifolded and routed

to a wire-mesh type propellant filter. Both the fuel and oxidizer tanks
will be isolated from the deboost thruster by parallel redundant multi-

cycle valves. These latching-type valves are actuated by ground command

prior to each maneuver.

The deboost thruster assembly recommended is a 90-1bf unit de-

veloped by TRW with a minimum specific impulse of 292 seconds. The

assembly consists of a torque motor actuated valve and a radiation
shield. The thruster is radiation cooled and has been qualified for pro-

pellant loads and burn times in excess of the Jupiter and Saturn orbiter

requirements.

Section 3.2.4 presents the propulsion subsystem weight breakdown

for the Jupiter and Saturn orbiter missions.

Thermal control for the bipropellant system is discussed in detail

in Section 4.2. The basic approach is a hybrid combination of electrical

and isotope heaters. The isotope heaters provide a major percentage of

the thermal input; the electrical heaters accommodate worst case conditions

and provide a conservative design margin for analytical uncertainties.
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The power requirements for the subsystem, exclusive of heaters, are
summarizedbelow:

Required Power
Item (W)

Pressure transducers 1.5

Monopropellant hydrazine
thruster valve (pair)

11.2

Pressure isolation 0*
valves

Deboost thruster valve 15.0

*Momentary power required for each actuation,
approximately 60 watts for 50 msec.

4.3.3.1 Subsystem Performance

Figure 4-13 shows performance capabilities of the bipropellant and

monopropellant subsystems for the Jupiter and Saturn orbiters. Monopro-

pellant performance is presented in terms of/_V capability under condi-
tions where the bipropellant tanks are full and empty. However, only

50 percent or less of the available hydrazine propellant mass can be
used for:V maneuvers, the rest is allocated to attitude control func-

tions, as will be discussed in Section 5.3.
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4.4 ATTITUDECONTROL

4.4.1 Requirements

Various orientations of the spacecraft are required to accomplish

the mission. During the major portion of the flight an earth-pointing

attitude is necessary for the narrow beam of the high-gain antenna to
illuminate earth and maintain optimum communications. Since the geo-

centric celestial longitude of the spacecraft varies continuously through-

out the mission, it is necessary to make attitude adjustments to compen-
sate for this variation. In addition, some adjustment of the velocity

vector may be required during the interplanetary flight to provide the

desired planetary trajectory and orbital characteristics. These velocity

vector adjustments require thrust in a particular direction, and, with

thrusters in a fixed relationship to the spacecraft, reorientations of

the spacecraft may be necessary to achieve maximum propulsive efficiency.

Changes in the spin rate are also required. The spin rate after

injection by the launch vehicle will be approximately 60 rpm and must be

reduced to about 16 rpm before deployment of the appendages. Subsequent

deployment of the RTG's and magnetometer boom further reduces the spin
rate to a nominal 4.8 rpm. Attitude and velocity changes may also pro-

duce small changes in spin rate which will need correction to maintain

the spin rate within required limits. Additionally, propulsive operations
with the bipropellant system require spin-up to 15 rpm to reduce pointing

errors whereas a reduced spin rate (2 rpm) caters to the requirements of

sensitivity-limited instruments.

Attitude, velocity, trim, and spin rate changes during the mission

are accomplished in conjunction with monopropellant hydrazine thrusters,

part of the propulsion subsystem. Twoclusters of thrusters positioned

on opposite sides of the spacecraft near the edge of the high-gain antenna

reflector are employed for attitude changes and velocity corrections

parallel to the spin axis. Each cluster contains a forward-facing nozzle
and a rearward-facing nozzle. Spin rate changes and velocity corrections

normal to the spin axis are accomplished by two additional thruster clusters

with tangentially aligned nozzles. The redundant spin/despin thruster

(SCT) set provides the following features:

• Eliminates the body-fixed torque arising from firing one SCT

m Adds redundancy for the multiple spin control requirements

• Adds redundancy for lateral AV maneuvers

Avoids transient spin rate changes by firing AV pulses

simultaneously.

The timing of the thrust pulses for precession of the spin axis in a

desired direction is obtained by reference to signals provided by sun or

star sensors. Attitude changes can be accomplished open-loop by ground

command or closed-loop by homing of the spacecraft on the uplink.RF signal
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received from earth. The duration of thrust for velocity and spin rate
changes is established by ground calculations and transmitted to the

spacecraft and stored for execution on command. This storage information

can be combined to perform a precession-velocity change-precession sequence

with suitable time intervals in the sequence and to provide a completely

automated velocity vector adjustment with return to a selected spacecraft
orientation.

The closed-loop precession (conscan) maneuver may be used periodi-

cally for accurate realignment of the spin axis toward earth. The medium-

gain and high-gain antennas will be used, respectively, for coarse and

fine homing on the uplink communication signal. For the conscan maneuver,

the axis of the medium-gain antenna and the feed of the high-gain antenna

are permanently offset from the spin axis and provide an amplitude-

modulated signal when the spin axis is not aligned with the earth. This

signal is processed and times the firing of the thrusters to cause the

desired precession to orient the spin axis toward earth.

4.4.2 Functional Description

A functional block diagram of the subsystem is given in Figure 4o14.

The location of the major components of the attitude control system (ACS)

on the spacecraft is shown in Figure 4-15. Although part of the propulsion

subsystem, the thrusters are integral with the ACS and are also shown. A

functional description of the principal ACS components is summarized below.

4.4.2.1 Control Electronics Assembly (CEA)

The CEA is the central processor for the ACS and contains four sub-

assemblies. The sensor and power control (SPC) subassembly processes the

magnetometer, stellar, and sun reference signals, provides logic for

selecting the desired sensor and controls the experiment drive assembly.

It switches power to the remaining two subassemblies of the CEA. The SPC

also provides timing control and clock references to the CEA.

A program storage and execution (PSE) subassembly stores and executes

(upon command) open-loop precession and velocity programs. Provision is

made to automatically precess the spacecraft to its original attitude

following a velocity increment required by a midcourse maneuver.

Two duration and steering logic (DSL) subassemblies provide redun-

dant thruster valve driving capability. When appropriately commanded,
each DSL meters out the proper pulse length and steers the pulse(s) to

the selected valve drivers for executing any of the required maneuvers.

4.4.2.2 Sun Sensor Assembly (SSA)

The SSA provides sun pulses to establish a reference plane for open-

loop precession. It also serves as a roll reference for indexing the

experiments.
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The SSA is mounted at the edge of the high-gain antenna reflector,

parallel to the Y axis. The sun sensor detects the sun as it passes

through the Z-Y plane and issues a pulse. The SSA consists of three

channels with overlapping fields of view covering sun look angles from

l to 170 degrees relative to the positive spin axis.

4.4.2.3 Stellar Reference Assembl_ (SRA_

The SRA is a nonredundant unit mounted within the spacecraft com-

partment (except for its stray light shade). The primary star selected

for reference purposes is Canopus, but other sources such as planets,

asteroids, and the sun may be detected. A single pulse is issued when a

source enters the field of view. The light shade prevents sunlight

reflected from the spacecraft structure, appendages, or the planet from

affecting the star detection.

4.4.2.4 Magnetometer Roll Reference Sensor

A search-coil magnetometer serves as an auxiliary sensor to comple-

ment the SSA and SRA in providing roll reference information in the

vicinity of Jupiter or Saturn.

4.4.2.5 Despin Sensor Assembly (DSA)

Redundant DSA's, mounted within the equipment compartment, provide

a signal to terminate despin when the spln speed drops below a rate com-

patible with safe deployment of the RTG's and the magnetometer boom. The

DSA senses centrifugal acceleration and provides a bilevel (switch)

output.

4.4.3 Orbiter Mission Considerations.

The ACS configuration is derived directly from the flight-proven

Pioneer F/G design. However, the orbiter missions impose additional re-

quirements which necessitate modification of some of the units and the

incorporation of two additional assemblies. These mlssion-peculiar re-
quirements include:

l) Provision for roll reference indexing in proximity to

Jupiter and Saturn

2) Compatibility with solar ranges between l and 10 AU

3) Operation at spin rates over a range from 2 to 15 rpm

4) Incorporation of drive mechanism and control electronics

for articulated instrument package

5) Restrictions in performing maneuvers
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4.4.4 Roll Attitude Signal Generation

The angular orientation of the spacecraft with respect to the ecliptic

plane is required for many functions. As on Pioneers F and G, the roll

reference pulse signal is utilized to index attitude control related

maneuvers to an inertially fixed direction and to provide a means of

indexing scientific experiment data. An accurate reference is required

throughout the mission, from time of injection into the transfer orbit

to the multiple orbit revolutions about Jupiter or Saturn.

A roll reference is required for the following functions:

O

O

Conscan signal processing

Open-loop attitude precession maneuvers

Determination of spin speed

Indexing scientific experiments in conjunction with the

spin period sector generator (SPSG).

Pioneer F and G utilizes a sun sensor assembly and a stellar reference

assembly to provide such reference. The sun sensor provides sun pulses

to establish a reference plane for open-loop precession maneuvers but can

serve as a redundant roll sensor for indexing scientific experiments.

The star sensor, on the other hand, provides the primary roll reference

for indexing experiments and can be used as a closed-loop precession

reference or as an open-loop precession reference for small maneuvers.

The Pioneer F and G sun sensor assembly, which is mounted at the edge

of the high-gain antenna, is comprised of three channels with an overall

field of view from l degree of the +Z axis to lO degrees of the -Z axis

parallel to the spacecraft YZ plane. As the sun is detected passing

through the YZ plane a pulse is issued. This sensor is designed to operate

over a wide spin speed range (2 to 85 rpm) and by thresholdlng the pro-

cessed detector output, can discriminate against the albedo of both earth

and Jupiter or Saturn, and thus provide a reliable roll reference with a

minimum of logic.

The referencing error of this sensor is heavily dependent upon the

sun look angle: the angle subtended by the +Z spacecraft axis and the

spacecraft-sun line. Figure 4-16 presents the nominal Pioneer F and G

SSA accuracy (bias and jitter) as a function of this angle. At small look

angles, e.g., several degrees, the expected roll angle error bias and

jitter can easily exceed I degree. Moreover, as the sun look angle is

further decreased, the sensitivity grows, resulting in substantial inac-

curacy of the roll angle reference. Additionally, this sensor becomes

unusable when the planet occults the sun, a regular occurrence in orbits

of small to medium inclination. Therefore, this sensor may not have

utility when close to the planet.
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The stellar reference assembly is mounted with a field of view

+19 degrees from the perpendicular to the spacecraft spin axis and
_.5 degree wide. A single pulse is issued when a source enters this field

of view. The primary star is Canopus with logic (recovery network) for

discrimination against very bright objects, viz, the planet limb, sun,

and planetary satellites. Special star gate logic within the CEA elimi-

nates interference from stars of brightness comparable to Canopus after

Canopus has been acquired.

This sensor provides an accurate roll reference, having a bias

error (RSS) of approximately 0.16 degree with jitter less than 0.6 degree.

It is susceptible (as are most other optical sensors) to radiation belt

interference near Jupiter. (Also, it is unlikely that a light shade de-

sign will be found which keeps albedo from interfering with the SRA's

ability to keep locked on Canopus at all points of a low periapsis orbit.)

In spite of the star gating logic within the CEA, the recovery network in

the SRA electronics and Canopus pulse replacement logic and automatic

sensor switching logic of Pioneer F and G, there is a high probability

that this sensor will be inoperative during the deep penetration of the
radiation belts, particularly in Jovian orbits. Thus, the need for an

auxiliary means of generating a roll reference is established.

4.4.4.1 Auxiliary Roll Reference Approaches

Free-Running Clock. In this approach, the existin_ Pioneer F and G

crystal controlled clock would be used in conjunction with the SPSG.

Under the assumption that the spacecraft spin rate is qonstant, the spin

period will remain unchanged. By accurately measuring the spin period,
and initializing the clock start by a star or sun pulse, an accurate

extrapolation of the roll reference could be achieved.

AS --9M tc - St + co
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where

_M = measured spin rate

= actual spin rate

tc = "clock time"

t = actual time

co = initialization error.

Making a first order approximation, the roll reference error is simply

O

where

A_ =_M - _ andAt = tc - t

The Pioneer F and G clock accuracy is approximately 1.5 parts/105 (_two

seconds/day). The roll rate determination accuracy is determined by

quantization within the spin period sector generator. In the spin

averaging mode, the averaging is performed over 64 revolutions, with a

clock rate of 8192 pps. Thus at the nominal spin rate of 4.8 rpm, the 6
quantization step will lead to a spin rate error of one part in 6.5 x 10 ,

which corresponds to a roll reference drift of 0.38 degree/day.

An auxiliary reference will be required only near Jupiter or Saturn,

within 5 planetary radii, for example. For the range of proposed orbits,

this reference would be used no more than approximately 12 hours each

orbit. The expected roll reference accuracy is 20 degrees at the nominal
spin rate, and approximately 8 degrees at the reduced spin rate (2 rpm).

Note that the inaccuracy is dependent almost entirely upon the clock in-

accuracy; initialization errors and quantization of the roll rate are

negligible contributors.

The spin rate, however, cannot be expected to remain at its initial

value. Eddy currents induced within the spacecraft by the planetary mag-

netic field will tend to reduce the spin rate. The retardation depends

upon the design of the spacecraft, the magnetic field strength encountered

at the planet, and the orbit (primarily the periapsis radius). Figure 4-17

shows the spin rate retardation, on a per orbit basis, as a function of

magnetic field strength at the surface of Jupiter and the normalized

radius at periapsis (Rn/Rj). It assumes spacecraft eddy-current properties
based on Pioneer F andVG. _
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For B@ = 4 gauss (extrapolation of Pioneer lO measurement) and a

skimmer orblt, in one orbit the spin speed will reduce by approximately
0.3 percent. At larger values of periapsis distance, the spin rate is

reduced to a lesser extent, for example, for # = 3 the spin rate reduc-
tion is only approximately 0.003 percent/orbit.

The error in roll reference as a function of orbital position (or

time) depends upon the orbit parameters and is somewhat tedious to evaluate.

However, to demonstrate the effect of the spin rate change, consider a seg-

ment of a Jovian orbit, commencing from periapsis. From a symmetry argu-

ment, the cumulative spin speed change at periapsis (assuming initializa-

tion of the clock at R _ 5 Rj) will be about one-half the total spin speed
change/orbit. Thus, from pefiapsis, the roll reference will undergo a

rotation equal to the spin speed error multiplied by the elapsed time.

For # = 3 and an initial spin rate of 4.8 rpm, this rotation is approxi-

mately 3 degrees/hour for short time intervals near periapsis.
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Magnetometer Roll Reference Senior. A search coil magnetometer, a
simple device unaffected by radiation, can be utilized to provide a roll

reference on the spinning spacecraft.

Characteristics of a typical device suitable for this application
include:

Weight

Power

Size

Electronics

Coil

Sensitivity

1.5 pounds

0.5 watt

2 x 4 x 5 inches

l inch diameter x 4 inches length

O.Ol gauss at _ 2 rpm

The coil is mounted so that its plane is parallel to the spin axis.

With rotation of the spacecraft (and coil), an alternating signal is gener-

ated in the coil, of amplitude proportional to the magnetic field com-

ponent normal to the spin axis. The zero crossings of the signal index

two points in each spin rotation related to the local magnetic field.
direction.

The accuracy of this method should be independent of distance from

Jupiter (provided the field strength exceeds the threshold of the device)

but will be influenced by the shape of the magnetic field and the orienta-

tion of the spacecraft orbit. A nonorthoganality of the magnetic flux
lines at their intersection with the orbit plane must be assumed. Thus,

as the spacecraft travels around the planet the angle between the detected

zero corssings and the desired roll reference pulses will change as a func-

tion of time. This can be precalculated and commanded into the system as

a programmed correction.

The expected accuracy of the magnetometer sensor for various Jovian

orbits is shown in Table 4-5. For equatorial and high inclination orbits

the field component normal to the spin axis should dominate. If the spin
axis and flux lines are parallel (a possibility during portions of inter-

mediate inclination orbits) no change in the field can be detected and

hence the sensor cannot provide a continuous reference. The expected
accuracy is based upon a consideration of the factors described above,

with an improvement of in excess of 50 percent after the magnetic field

has been mapped over several orbits. Since little is known about the mag-

netic field of Saturn (or even whether there is one of sufficient in-

tensity), this approach may not work there.

The minor disadvantages of the magnetometer can be circumvented by

combining it with the free-running clock approach. Instead of operating

the magnetometer as an absolute indicator of roll orientation, its output
can be utilized to periodically update the spin rate used to drive (open-

loop) the spin period sector generator. The updating can be performed as
often as deemed necessary and would adjust the spin rate measurement near

periapsis where the majority of any spin retardation will occur.
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Table 4-5. Accuracy of a Magnetometer Roll Reference

Orbit

Equatorial

Intermediate
inclination

High inclination

Planetary Magnetic Flel

Component ±
Spin Axis

Dominates

May vanish*

Dominates

Direction

Throughout Orbit

Constant (North)

Varies

Varies

d Characteristics

Expected Accuracy
(deg)

First
Orbit Later**

I0 4

10-20 4-10

15 6

At particular points, in orbit of particular inclination

After mapping the Jovian field

4.4.4.2 Roll Reference Implementation

Figure 4-18 shows how the auxiliary roll reference technique dis-

cussed above can be implemented with minimum impact to the Pioneer F/G

configuration. The modifications consist of expanding the roll pulse

inputs to the SPSG (part of the data handling subsystem) to accept

l) magnetometer zero-crossing pulses and 2) "clock" pulses. Two registers,

a comparator, a counter, and several switches are also adde_.

ROLL
PULSE

COMMAND COMMAND

PULSES/REVOLUTION _

ROLLINDEX _'/_ ' III
512 64 8 PULSE J

_A TTT T _ Aiv'__H ._1 24-BIT REFERENCE

ii!!o:' I GENERATORl_;or_"_,l I ' t J--
'<_-_%_"_ I I " , I 124-"ITAUX,L,ARY

q_.__._J J REGISTER J __.___T
, (219 PPS)PC (213 PPS) PC'

PRC

Figure 4-18. Auxiliary Roll Reference Signal Generation
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During periods when the spacecraft-planet distance exceeds, for
example,5 planetary radii, the SPSGis operated identically to Pioneer F
and Gwith the SSAor SRAproviding the roll pulses. For lesser distances
the SPSGis put in the spin averaging mode. Sixty-four spin revolutions
later, the average spin period is transferred from the SPSG24-bit spin
average counter D into the auxiliary 24-bit reference register (switch
position II closed). Subsequently, switch I is switched to the "clock"
position and switch II is then opened. (Over the next spin revolution,
the outputs of the SPSGare, of course, determined by the previous

hi_tory ) The auxiliary 24-bit counter (driven by the clock rate of,,cl2j: ppsi is comparedwith the auxiliary register and at equality, a ock"
reference pulse PRCis issued to simulate the roll reference to the SPSG
and reset the 24-_t counter to zero. This comparison is continued as
long as required using the contents of the 24-bit reglster as the spin
period base.

The circuitry required to provide the angular delay in the sensed

magnetic field zero crossings so that they coincide with the desired

reference pulse orientation is shown in Figure 4-19. For sizing purposes,
it has been assumed that the desired resolution of this delay angle is

0.7 degree (or 1/512 of a revolution, so that the 512 ppr can be used).

The desired angle delay can be preset into a 9-bit register. The "field"

pulses can then be delayed as follows: each field pulse causes the regis-
ter contents to transfer into a 9-bit counter which counts at 512 ppr.

The expiration of the count causes the delayed field pulse to be generated.

LoAo,NGA°ORESS2x B,TSvJ LOGIC LOGIC

LOAD ._J INCREMENTCOMMANDS LOGIC

UP

TIME J UP DOWN

COUNTER J

_r _pr

I UP _1
J ' rICONTROL

__WN__ LOG IC

SLOW

H9 BIT
REGISTER TELEMETRY

FIELD ---4bJ DELAYED

PULSES ."I FIELD
512 PPR_ COUN PULSES

Figure 4-19. Magnetometer Phase Angle Delay

Circuitry Block Diagram
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The register can be preset by commands. Since the angle must vary

as a function of time, this is not sufficient and an angle/time program

must also be stored. The angle variation maximum is assumed as 360 degrees/

day. If the maximum rate of change of angle is four times the average

daily rate of change of angle, then this rate is l degree/minute. If the

angular increments are 0.7 degree, then the time increments can be 0.7
minute. Since 0.7 minute is 1/2048 of one day, then 2" time increments
must be stored.

At each time increment, either the register must be l) incremented

up one pulse (0.7 degree), 2) decremented down one pulse, or 3) not

changed. This information can be coded as 2 bits. The stored program is
therefore 2048 x 2 bits in size. This can be contained in two 2048-bit

random access memory (RAM) chips. These chips are addressed by readout

by a time counter operating at 0.024 Hz (0.7 minute period). The RAM's

are loaded by ground commands.

An updating of the roll period measurement to compensate for poten-

tial spin rate retardation due to eddy currents can be accomplished using

the magnetometer as a source of roll pulses. The magnetometer input in

Figure 4,18 is selected and switch IV is commanded to position B. Switches

II and Ill are open. The SPSG is commanded to the spin-averaging mode.

After 64 revolutions, the contents of spin average counter D are trans-

ferred to the 24-bit storage register. Then switch I is moved to the

"clock" position and switch III is closed. Note that since switch II is

still open, the 24-bit reference register contains its original input.
At the next equality of the reference register and the 24-bit counter, the

pulse PRC (in addition to referencing the SPSG and resetting the 24-bit
counter} will close switch II and transfer the contents of the storage

register to the reference register. Switch Ill is then opened. The period

of spin rotation is updated without an" instantaneous shift in the pulse
timing.

4.4.5 Operation at Extended Solar Ranges

The Pioneer F/G SSA is designed to operate over solar distances from

0.9 to 6.0 AU, which is compatible with the requirements of the Jupiter

orbiter mission. This device is applicable to the Saturn mission as well,
with modifications to the associated electronics to accommodate the

70 percent reduction in solar radiation power density experienced at lO AU.

The required changes consist of adjusting the threshold level and the
detector loading (which determines the magnitude of the output as a func-

tion of the input). This is consistent with the operational constraint to

maintain an earth-pointing attitude at extended ranges for uninterrupted
downlink communications.

4.4.6 Spin Rate Variations

During the contemplated orbiter missions, the spacecraft spin rate

will be varied, as needed, to meet pointing and experiment scan rate re-

quirements. Section 3.6 discusses the mission requirements which lead to

the increased range of spin rates and the impact on the spacecraft design.
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The Pioneer F/G ACS was designed to operate within a range about the

nominal spin rate: 4.8 rpm + lO percent. Departures from this operating

range will necessitate modifi-cations to the ACS and other subsystems,

with the number of required changes increasing as the spin speed operating

range is broadened.

4.4.6.1 Spin Rate Decrease

A minimum spin rate of 2 rpm has been selected for the orbiter,

based upon the rationale in Section 3.6, as a satisfactory compromise

between improved imaging resolution and the pointing error buildup induced

by magnetic and gravity gradient disturbances. Without momentum aug-

mentation, 1.5 rpm would be approximately the minimum tolerable spin rate

without exceeding pointing requirements imposed by the narrow beam

X-band communication antenna. Therefore, only the CEA and the conscan

processor require modification.

Control Electronics As.sembl_. The Pioneer F/G star time gate cir-

cuit includes a 6-bit time gate register and a 6-bit ripple counter. Used

in conjunction with the 4-Hz drive pulse rate, the maximum time gate is

16 seconds which corresponds to a spin rate of 3.75 rpm. To accommodate

a spin rate reduction to 2 rpm, both the time gate register and ripple

counter require a l-bit length increase to 7 bits. The transfer gates
(between the time gate register and ripple counter) must be increased

accordingly.

The star-delay logic of Pioneer F/G contains a 12-bit delay register

and 12-bit ripple counter. The ripple counter (which contains the comple-

ment of the delay register) is clocked at 256 Hz, providing a maximum

delay of 16 seconds corresponding to a spin rate of 3.75 rpm. Operation

at 2 rpm requires an increase in the length of the ripple counter and the

delay register to 13 bits with a corresponding change in the number of

transfer gates.

Conscan Signal Processor. The changes to this unit (which is part

of the communications subsystem but treated here for completeness) involve

increases in register and accumulator lengths to prevent overflow at the

lower spin speed. The following circuits require length increases of

l bit to operate at a spin rate of 2 rpm:

A cos 8 accumulator

A sin 8 accumulator

Amplitude estimator

Division logic

Amplitude comparator.

The orbiter configuration has inertia properties substantially

different from those of Pioneer F and G. The conscan signal processor

estimates the magnitude and phase of the earth-pointing angle error by

digital integration and processing over n - l spin revolutions and, if
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the error exceeds the selected deadzone, emits an appropriately timed
firing pulse during the next spin revolution. The number of revolutions,

n, between successive thruster firings is chosen to limit the wobble

amplitude, i.e., the wobble induced by one firing will tend to be can-

celled, not reinforced, by the next firing.

The normalized expression for peak wobble amplitude is

where

Pmax 1

Precession step size = ]sin Kn I

_(I z - ly) (Iz - Ix )K= VKxKy= Ix " ly

Figure 4-20 shows this normalized ratio for two values of n over the

expected range of K values. It is evident that no single value for n is

adequate. The n value used by the conscan signal processor must be com-

mand-selectable between 3 and 4. The digital integration will then be

performed over two spin revolutions with a firing (if necessary) during

the third or fourth spin revolution. The initial value of n will be 4,
with a switch to n = 3 when the tanks are about half full.

Figure 4-20.
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Paired Despin Thrusters. The spin control clusters lie substantially

forward of the plane of the center of gravity. During firing of a single

spin thruster, a sizeable precession torque would be generated, in addi-

tion to the spinup (or despin) torque which is commanded. This body-fixed

disturbance torque would induce undesirable wobble. To eliminate this

condition, the thrusters are operated in pairs to produce a couple. This

is accomplished with a minor modification to the DSL select logic to
accommodate the two additional valve drivers.

4.4.6.2 Spin Rate Increase

An increase in the spin rate to 15 rpm is desirable for all velocity

change maneuvers involving the 90 Ibf axial engine. The higher spin rate

should be limited to this occurrence so that precession does not need to

be done at the higher speed (which requires more propellant) and so that
modifications do not need to be made in other equipment (such as the

stellar reference assembly, the conscan signal processor, and the spin
period sector generator).

The spin speed increase to 15 rpm and reduction back to 4.8 rpmmust

be automatic just before and after the AV firing and must occur just after

the initial programmed precession and just before the return precession.

This function can be most easily made automatic, not by timed firings of

spin/despin thrusters but by onboard measurement of the spin period.

In the circuit shown in Figure 4-21, the timing between sun pulses

defines the actual period. Fixed one-shots define the 4.8 rpm (12.5 sec)

and 15 rpm (4 sec) periods. Spin-up occurs while the actual period is

>4 seconds and despin occurs while the actual period is >12.5 seconds.
Termination is thus automatic.

/
SUN m__J 10 MSEC

PULSES _J ONE-SHOT

DELAY-2 START

I -D

DELAY- 1 START

W_ LATCH
SPIN-UP
THRUSTER

Figure 4-21. Automatic Spin Up/Down Logic
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The determination of the start of spin-up or despin can be obtained

from the start of the second delay (spin-up) and the start of the third

delay (despin) in the program registers of the PSE. These delay times
must be set long enough to accommodate the spin speed change (a few

minutes) plus the damping of resulting wobble.

4.4.7 Experiment Drive Assembly

The experiment drive assembly (EDA) provides single-axis gimballing

capability to the articulated external science package located at the -X
axis. The deployed package is rotated through a 180-degree range about an

axis parallel to the Y axis allowinq any cone angle from 0 to 180 degrees.

The selected drive unit contains a stepper motor with integrally

attached gearhead, a harmonic drive, and support bearings. A 90-degree/

step permanent magnet stepper motor is used as the prime mover. This

motor step angle is reduced by 6000 to obtain an output stepping resolu-

tion of 0.015 degree. The reduction is achieved with a gearhead of

approximately 50:I ratio integral to the motor and a harmonic drive of

121:l ratio.

The motor has a cylindrical permanent magnet rotor, magnetized

across the diameter. The permanent magnet rotor poles align with the

electromagnetic field of the stator when a winding is excited. The stator
field is rotated by sequential excitation of the stator coils. With each

reorientation of the stator field, the rotor realigns with this field in

a stepping motion. Reversing the sequence in coil excitation reverses the
direction of the rotor rotation. Energized holding torque of large value

is provided by steady-state energization of a winding. When de-energized,

the permanent magnet rotor poles will remain aligned with the salient poles

of the stator to provide a residual magnetic detent.

The output motion of the gearhead is reduced further by another stage

of gear reduction. The harmonic drive was selected to obtain high reduc-
tion ratio and high torque capacity in a small package and to obtain low
backlash. The harmonic drive, depicted in Figure 4-22 consists of three

elements: the circular spline, the flexspline, and the wave generator.

The circular spline is a rigid internal toothed rinq. This meshes with

the flexspline, a thin flexible ring of slightly smaller diameter with
external teeth. The wave generator consists of a ball bearing with thin

races which have been deflected into an elliptical shape by the elliptical

hub on which the bearing is mounted. When the hub and inner race are

rotated, the shape of the outer ring rotates at the same speed. In the

basic harmonic drive configuration as a speed reducer, the wave generator

is the input element. As the wave generator rotates, it imparts the
ellipse-like shape to the non-rigid flexspline. The shape of the flex-

spline, but not the flexspline itself, rotates at the input speed of the

wave generator. This action forces the flexspline teeth into engagement

with the circular spline teeth. Since the flexspline has two teeth less

than the circular spline, a relative motion results between the two

members as the wave generator advances the position of teeth engagements.

The circular spline is held stationary to the case and the flexspline

becomes the output member.
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Figure 4-22. Harmonic Drive Configuration

The physical characteristics of the experiment drive are summarized
below.

Experiment

Drive Assembly

Drive

Electronics

Weight, pounds 4 0.I

Power, watts 6.2 energized, 0 unenergized 0.25

Size, inches 4.25 diameter by 4.25 length 3 x 3
(I board)

A functional diagram of the drive logic appears in Figure 4-23. The

drive can be slewed through a given angle at a specific pulse rate or can

be reindexed a multiple of the stepping size every spacecraft rotation.

To command the drive to move the package through an angle n (0.015) degrees

with a step every 2/m seconds, the parameter n is loaded into the 14-bit

step counter A and m is loaded into the step rate register logic D. (This

logic, not shown in detail, divides down the input clock rate, 16 pps, and

issues output pulses every 16/8m seconds). Switch positions l and 2 are

normally closed. The pulses from the step rate logic are inputs to the

stepper motor drive electronics and the step counter. Each pulse ener-

gizes the stepper motor, causing a science package rotation of 0.015 de-

grees and reducing the step count by one. When the contents of the step

counter reaches zero, the step rate logic inhibits the pulse train and the

stepper drive remains at the previously commanded position. The accumu-
lated position counter (16 bits) stores the position of the drive. This

is telemetered for indexing experiment data.

The drive is reindexed every spacecraft revolution using the filtered

roll pulse from the spin period sector generator (SPSG) to trigger the

step rate logic. The roll pulse is delayed via the present delay logic B
(so that reorientation will occur while the science package is pointed

away from the object to be scanned). The total number of steps per space-

craft revolution is preset into the step/roll pulse logic C. The output
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Figure 4-23. Functional Diagram of Experiment Drive Assembly

pulses from the step rate register logic D are fed back to C. In opera-

tion, the delay roll pulse initializes the step/roll pulse logic C at the

preset value which, in turn, enables the step rate register logic D. The

gimbal drive is commanded at the given step rate with each step also

counting down the preset value in C. When the count in C reaches zero

the step rate logic is inhibited. The process continues with each roll

pulse from the SPSG.

This implementation does not require a resolver for position control

or indexing. In the unlikely event of loss of reference, the drive can

be commanded open-loop toward the central orientation (null) by opening

switch 2. A single switch type pickoff indicates when the null is reached,

and with switch 3 closed, will interrupt additional drive pulses from the

drive electronics. (A telemetered discrete signals the completed re-

indexing at null.) The accumulated position counter can then be reset to

correspond to the null.

4.4.8 Restrictions in Performing Maneuvers

There are some restrictions in the performance of maneuvers for the

midcourse corrections, orbital injection and orbital adjustments that need

to be considered. Some of these maneuvers may involve the use of the

90 Ibf axial engine and in this case require the reorientation of the
spacecraft for proper thrust orientation.

Reorientations imply the loss of communications and therefore all of

these maneuvers must be done under stored program control. The stored

program will involve a delay, a precession, a spin-up, a delay, the

velocity correction, a despin, a delay, and a return precession.
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Reorientations also imply that the phase reference during the
maneuvercannot be the stellar reference assembly or the magnetometer,
since both would require a changing delay angle as a function of orienta-
tion. The free-running clock cannot be used since the spin speed change
resulting from any thruster firing (misalignments) is too great.

This leaves only the sun sensor as a possible phase reference.

Maneuvers can therefore only be performed in sunlight. Two mission phases

are thereby excluded. One is planetary eclipse of the sun. The second

is when the sun-spacecraft-earth angle becomes too small (<l degree) for

the sun sensor to produce accurate pulses. These periods of earth-sun

conjunction occur approximately each 200 days for a duration of approxi-

mately lO days (near Jupiter) to approximately 20 days near Saturn.
Precession into the rearward (lO-degree half-angle) conical blind spot of

the sun sensor must also be avoided.

During the conjunction periods thle free-running clock can provide

the phase reference for science as long as no thruster firings are

permitted.

4.4.9 Subsystem Modification Summary

Table 4-6 summarizes the design changes to the Pioneer F/G attitude

control subsystem required for the orbiter mission.

Table 4-6. Attitude Control Subsystem Modification Summary

Unit Modi ficati on

Control Electronics Assembly

• Sensor and power control

m Duration and steering logic

Despin Sensor Assembly (2)

Sun Sensor Assembly

Experiment Drive Assembly

Search-Coil Magnetometer

Add signal processing circuitry for search-coil
magnetometer, and angle delay circuits

Add experiment drive assembly elements

Add two valve drivers for redundant SCT assembly

Modify valve select logic to drive SCT with pro-
grammed AV signals

Add automatic spin up/down logic

Select operating point at 0.25 g to terminate
despin at 15.7 rpm

Adjust threshold and sensor loading for opera-
tion at IO AU (Saturn mission only)

New item - single axis gimbal for articulated

science package

New item - auxiliary roll reference
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4.5 ELECTRICAL POWER

4.5.1 Subsystem Description

The electrical power subsystem processes power received from the

RTG's and supplies it to other spacecraft equipment and to the scientific

instruments. The orbiter configuration, shownln Figure 4-24, consists
of two multi-hundred-watt (MHW) RTG's, a power control unit (PCU), an

inverter assembly, a central-transformer-rectifler-filter (CTRF) unit,

and an externally mounted shunt regulator and shunt radiator. The PCU,

in conjunction with the shunt regulator, regulates the primary DC bus to

28 volts +_2 percent, provided the available RTG power exceeds load demand.
The PCU also provides cross-strapping of the RTG's, fault isolatlon for
the RTG's and loads, and power system diagnostic telemetry. The CTRF, in

conjunction with the inverter assembly, provides conditioned secondary

power to the spacecraft loads. All experiment loads are supplied from

the regulated 28-volt primary bus. Table 4-7 summarizes the functions
of these components and identifies the required modifications to the

existing Pioneer F/G design. A comparison of the physical characteristics

of these components with those of Pioneer F/G is given in Table 4-8.

COMMANDS

I"T°"°"l ](MHW) .

IRTG i
I(MHW) _1

INVERTER
61 VAC

INVERTER LINE-LINE
NO. 1

INVERTER
NO. 2

ASSEMBLY

I

POWER
CONTROL
UNIT

CENTRAL
TRANSFORMER-
RECTIF IER-
FILTER

SECONDARY
POWER TO
LOADS
(+5 V, +5.3 V,

tl2V, +_16V)

30.5 VAC (LINE. CENTER TAP) _ ,_

30.5 VAC (LINE-CENTER TAP) _ I CDUOVERLOAD SENSING
PRIMARY

POWER
TO
LOADS

(28 VDC +_2%)

SHUNT
REGULATOR

i SHUNTRADIATOR

Figure 4-24. Power Subsystem Block Diagram
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Table 4-7. Electric Power Subsystem Functional Characteristics

Component Function Modification to Pioneer F/G Design

RTG

Power Control

Unit

Shunt Regulator

Shunt Radiator

Inverter Assembly

CTRF

Power source

Cross-strap RTG units

Provide RTG fault isolation

Distribute primary DC power to
loads

Provide power circuit protection

Regulate DC bus to 28 VDC _2%

Control dissipation of excess
RTG power

Provide overload sensing

Condition power subsystem
diagnostic telemetry

In conjunction wlth shunt
radiator, dissipate excess RTG

power

In conjunction with shunt regu-
lator, dissipate excess RTG

power

Invert 28 VDC to 63 VAC,

2.5 kHz for input to CTRF

Supply AC to CDU for ordnance
capacitance charging

Provide inverter fault

isolation

Provide conditioned and regu-
lated DC power at several

voltages to spacecraft loads

Provide current limiting at

each output

Replace four 40-wett, 4.2-volt SNAP-Ig
units wlth two 150-watt, 2B-volt MHW
units

Remove battery charger, battery dls-

charge regulator

Remove shunt regulator

Modify control logic, DC bus f11ter,
telemetry conditioning

Add RTG fault control logic, RTG
cross-strapplng, load distribution
circuits

Increase capability to dlsslpata
75 watts

Repackage for mounting external to

equipment compartment

Increase dissipation capability to
250 watts

Modify transformer and power stages

to accept 28 VDC instead of 4.2 VDC

Delete RTG telemetry circuits

Reconflgure reverse current relays

to provlde AC bus switching for
CTRF input

Add redundant oscillator

Increase number of data storage unlt
TRF slices

Increase capacity of attitude control
TRF's

Add X-band transmitter driver TRF's

Assemble existing, modified and new
TRF's to form two separate TRF units

Table 4-8. Electric Power Subsystem Physical Characteristics

Component

RTG

Power Control
Unit

Inverter Assembly

Shunt Regulator

Shunt Radiator

Central TRF Unit A

Central TRF Unit B

Battery

Spacecraft Total

No. of
Units

4

1

2

N/A

l

l

Pioneer FIG

Size (in.) W__Welght(Ib)

Length x Width x Height Each System

15.7dla x ll.l

6.0 x 8.0 x g.3

4.5 x 6.0 x 7.0

Part of PCU

12.5 x 15.0 x l.g

6.0 x 8.0 x ll.3

Not applicable

I0.6 x 8.2 x 2.7

30.1 120.4

10.9 lO.g

5.1 10.2

N/A N/A

0.8 0.8

11.8 11.8

5.2 5.2

15g.3

No. of
Units

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

Orbiter Spacecraft

Stze (in.)

Length x Width x Height

15.7 dia x 23.0

6.0 x 8.0 x 5.8

4.5 x 6.0 x 7.0

6.0 x 8.0 x 1.6

243 square in.

6.0 x 8.0 x 6.8

6.0 x 8.0 x 6.8

Not applicable

_ht l(!_)_
Each System

85.0

7.3

170.0

7,3

5.1 S.l

2.2 2.2

1.0 1.0

7.2 7.2

.2 7.2

200.0
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The Pioneer orbiter electrical power requirements to be met by the

power subsystem design were previously discussed in Section 3.4 (see

Table 3-5).

4.5.2 RTG's

A description of the various candidate RTG systems considered for

the Pioneer outer planets orbiter is given in Appendix E.

The selected RTG for the orbiter mission is the MHW providing an

estimated beginning-of-life power output of 150 watts at 28 VDC. Two of

these units will be required to support the maximum steady-state Jupiter-

orbiter load of 237 watts plus 14 watts for the maximum pulsed iload (see

Section 3.4). The characteristics of the MHW unit and an alternative

candidate, the SNAP-Ig HPG, are given in Appendix E. The two RTG's

are expected to provide a total power of 160 watts during ground opera-

tions, 300 watts at beginning of life in vacuum, and decreasing to

265 watts after 3.5 years of operation.

4.5.3 Power Control Unit

The PCU provides central power conditioning, regulation, and distri-

bution for the subsystem, as shown in Figure 4-25. Specifically, it per-

forms the following functions:

Combines the two RTG inputs to form a DC bus. This bus

distributes power to the TWTA's, pulse loads, scientific
instruments and heaters

Controls shunt dissipation to regulate the DC bus to

28 VDC +2 percent

e Provides fault isolation for the RTG's

• Provides bus overload sensing

• Conditions subsystem diagnostic telemetry

• Provides fused branch circuits for scientific instruments.

Bus regulation is accomplished by a closed-loop regulation technique

which uses majority-voting voltage-error amplifiers where the output current

is linearly varied in response to the bus voltage error signal. If the RTG

power capability exceeds the load demand, the bus voltage will rise above
the deadband and the shunt will be enabled. The shunt regulator limits the

bus voltage by dissipating a portion of the excess power in the power
transistor stages and, the remainder in a resistive shunt radiator (parallel

redundant resistors).

Shunt regulation is compatible with RTG operating requirements neces-

sitating operation near the maximum power point to minimize excessive

internal temperatures which would accelerate performance degradation.
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Figure 4-25. PCU Simplified Block Diagram

This method also minimizes shunt losses under mission conditions where the

available RTG output equals the load requirements. Thereafter, as further

RTG degradation occurs, load power can be maintained equal to or less than

the source capability by ground command.

4.5.4 Shunt Regulator/Radiator

The Pioneer lO/ll shunt regulator slice consists of six power

transistors, arranged in a 2 x 3 series-parallel array to preclude cata-

strophic single part failures, as shown in the simplified schematic, Fig-
ure 4-26.

28 VDC +2 PERCENT

............

_,_,,ERL2
INPUT

SHUNTI I_ °

AD_pV_LIRIERI I1 /

SHUNT ' _L_. ........

REGULATOR ii RI I

L

R3I i _ TOLO_DS

R3

F-_ I SHUNT

.-,IL
.J

Figure 4-26. Simplified Shunt Schematic
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The shunt current requirements for the orbiter mission are appre-
ciably higher than for Pioneer F/G: approximately lO amperesfor an under-
voltage condition which disconnects all loads not essential to spacecraft
survival, and assumingmaximumRTGpower (300 watts) is available.

Each series string of transistors is capable of handling 2.25 amperes
of shunt current. The Pioneer F/G design, therefore, is limited to 4.5 am-
peres with one string failed. Consequently, the orbiter shunt regulator
must be modified to provide supplemental shunt transistor strings to in-
crease the power dissipation capability. This may be accomplished by the
addition of transistors to the existing shunt slice or, alternatively,
mounted in individual housings to facilitate their placement.

Electrically, the approaches are identical. Since the shunt regu-
lator is removedfrom the PCUfor mounting external to the equipment com-
partment and will require repackaging, the most straightforward solution is
incorporation of the additional power transistors in the new shunt
regulator.

The apportionment of power dissipation between the shunt regulator
and shunt radiator as a function of shunt current is shown in Figure 4-27.

25O

200

__15o

c_

._ 100

2

5O

0
0

Figure 4-27.

(RESISTAi_NCE: 26 OHMS// Ii

_f/ UNDERVOLTAGE

s.o.,

2 4 6 8 I0

SHUNT CURRENT (AMPS)

Shunt Dissipation Characteristics

In the absence of an RTG failure and with the predicted degradation

rates, the power subsystem will operate in the shunting mode for the entire
orbiter mission. Excess RTG power capability is readily determined from

the shunt current telemetry sensor.

4.5.5 Inverter Assembly

Dual inverters housed in the inverter assembly operate in parallel

from the 28 VDC bus, as shown in the schematic on Figure 4-28. Fuses at

each inverter input protect against faults within the inverter assembly.
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Figure 4-28. Inverter Assembly Schematic

Redundant oscillators synchronize the inverter switching. Normally the

inverters are driven by the master oscillator. Switchover to the slave
oscillator is automatic should the other fail.

The cross-strapping relays at the inverter output allow switching of
the redundant CTRF slices to the alternate inverter should one inverter

fail. Moreover, either inverter can drive the entire CTRF, if required.

The inverter assembly is a modified Pioneer F/G design. The majority

of design changes are necessitated by the requirement to operate from the
28-volt bus instead of from the 4.2-volt RTG output. The deletion of the

RTG telemetry circuits permits the addition of the redundant oscillator.

4.5.6 CTRF

The CTRF is comprised of individual transformer-isolated power sup-

plies for each subsystem which convert the 61-volt rms AC bus to DC

voltages tailored to the user requirements. Each power supply is packaged

in a separate but identical housing (slice) which facilitates their addi-

tion and removal to readily adapt to mission requirements. A block dia-

gram of a typical TRF-regulator slice is illustrated in Figure 4-29.

Each voltage output (with the exception of two outputs to non-

redundant subsystem units) has a separate TRF-regulator. Automatic or

command switching between redundant TRF-regulators is provided, as

required.

Two types of regulators are used. Series-dissipative regulators

are used for all voltages where the current requirements are less than
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Figure 4-29. TRF-Regulator Block Diagram (Typical)

I00 mA. A switching regulator is used for the +5-volt outputs where the

current requirements exceed lO0 mA. This approach limits power dissipa-

tion and increases the efficiency.

The CTRF provides two types of fault isolation. In the event of a

secondary fault the user output is current limited to prevent an excessive

power demand from propagating back to the inverter and the main bus. In

addition, the input to each slice is fused to clear CTRF shorts from the
AC bus.

The majority of Pioneer F/G CTRF slices are directly adaptable to

the orbiter configuration. However, modifications to the ACS and DSU

slices are required and the X-band transmitter drivers will require an
additional slice.

4.6 COMMANDDISTRIBUTION

The command subsystem provides the capability of controlling the

operating modes of the spacecraft equipment and scientific instruments from

information received in RF transmission to the spacecraft and from signals

generated on-board at discrete events. The command subsystem consists of
redundant command decoders (DDU) and a command distribution unit (CDU). A

functional block diagram of the subsystem is shown in Figure 4-30. The

configuration is identical to that employed on Pioneer F/G, with relatively

minor modifications to the CDU to accommodate additional requirements
peculiar to the outer planets orbiter mission.

4.6.1 Summary Description

Commands are transmitted to the spacecraft with a PCM/FSK/PM modula-

tion of the uplink S-band carrier signal at a rate of l bit/s. Twenty-two

bits are transmitted from the ground for a single command message. Two

bits are used for selecting the decoder, three bits are used for command

routing, and eight bits for command information. The remainder are used

for processing and verification of the command. The activated spacecraft

receiver demodulates the carrier and provides the frequency shift key (FSK)
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tones to the command decoders. The addressed decoder converts the FSK

tones to digital data and performs a verification operation with the com-

mand message to reduce the probability of executing wrong commands. The

decoder forwards the routing address, command message and, if the com-
mand is properly verified, an execute pulse to the command distribution

unit. If the command is not properly verified by the decoder the execute

pulse is inhibited and the CDU does not act on the command message.

The CDU processes and distributes all commands to the spacecraft

equipment and scientific instruments. Two basic types of output are pro-

vided by the command distribution unit. One type is a serial data output

to a specified user. The routing portion of the command message identifies

the user and the 8 bits of command information provide the serial data.
The other output is a signal applied to any one of 255 discrete lines for

initiating specific functions. The rbuting portion of the message signifies
this discrete type of output and the 8 bits of command information identify

the particular one of the possible 255 discrete commands. The CDU also

has the capability of being programmed by the routing and command messages

to store up to 32 discrete commands and their associated time tags for
later execution with up to 36 hours delay. This feature permits the com-

mands to be sent and verified by telemetry before execution and will be

particularly useful at extendedranges when the communication time is

appreciable. In addition, the command distribution unit will provide a

sequence of commands that will be activated at preset intervals by a

sequencer which will be initiated automatically by separation of the space-
craft from the launch vehicle.

In the event of an overload condition on the primary electrical bus,

the CDU will sequentially disconnect power to the various subsystems which

are not essential to spacecraft survival. Restoration of these loads is

by ground command.

The CDU also provides for the automatic switching of the two antenna

system inputs to the redundant receivers if a preset interval elapses

without ground station contact. If either receiver is activated before

the time delay period, the circuit is reset.
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The commandsubsystemprovides parallel on-line redundancy. Re-
ceivers (part of the communications subsystem), digital decoder units,
and the commanddistribution unit (internally redundant) are always
powered. No single-failure will prevent the receipt and execution of
commands.

4.6.2 Digital Decoder Unit

The Pioneer F/G DDU and command message format are directly applicable

to the orbiter spacecraft configuration without modification. The DDU

interfaces with the receivers and with the CDU are compatible and flight-

proven.

4.6.3 Command Distribution Unit

The CDU is a centralized unit that performs command processing and

supplementary functions for the entire spacecraft. Figure 4-31 shows a

functional block diagram of the CDU. Table 4-9 summarizes the functions
performed by the CDU. The following sections describe the changes to the

Pioneer F/G design required for the orbiter spacecraft.

4.6.3.1 Thruster Counters

The thruster counter provides an indication of the number of firings
executed by the velocity/precession thrusters (VPT) and the spin control

thrusters (SCT). The Pioneer F/G VPT counters are capable of counting a

maximum of 64 firings before recycling; the SCT counters recycle after

two firings. In addition to firing count, the counter circuitry provides

real-time telemetry indication of when the thrusters are firing.

During an orbiter mission, space_raft spin rate will be varied

several times, as needed, to meet pointing and experiment scan rate require-

ments. Moreover, the spin control thrusters may be used in a pulse mode to

effect spacecraft velocity corrections (AV) normal to the spin axis while

keeping an earth-pointing attitude. Consequently, the orbiter spacecraft

is equipped with a redundant pair of SCT's to enhance the reliability of

these operations. Two additional counters are provided to indicate the
status and number of firings.

When the SCT's are used to support a AV maneuver, pulses are issued
each spacecraft revolution for a preselected time interval. It is de-

sirable, therefore, to expand the maximum count capability of each of the

four SCT's from 2 to 64. The required signal processing circuitry is
identical to that used for the four VPT's. Word allocations in the

telemetry format must also be increased.

4.6.3.2 Command Memory Processor

The stored command feature is particularly convenient for orbiter
missions - greatly simplifying ground operational procedures and increasing

flexibility for activating various configuration and mode changes when

the spacecraft is occulted by the planets. The Pioneer F/G command memory
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consists of five command messages and their associated time delays for

later sequential execution. The relatively limited capacity of the existing

design, coupled with timing resolution of only 128 seconds and lack of

redundancy, led to selection of a new design to meet the more complex

operational requirements of outer planet orbital missions.

The preferred command memory processor, shown in Figure 4-32, is

capable of storing 32 discrete commands (16 each in redundant programmers)

and associated time tags, providing a maximum delay of 36 hours with a

resolution of two seconds. This design permits the memory "stack" to be
executed in an order different from that in which the commands were stored.

Further, the stored commands are not destroyed following execution, thereby

simplifying repetitive operational sequences and minimizing the need for

periodic mandatory real-time commands.

The 32-command capacity was selected to optimize the use of standard

256-bit C-MOS chips (identical to the device recommended for the data

storage unit) and offers substantial reserve for potential increase in

requirements. Active redundancy precludes late execution (or failure to

execute) due to single-point failures, affording fail-safe operation for

critical events such as orbit insertion motor firing. The redesigned

command memory processor is repackaged in the existing CDU slice.

Command memory operation is divided into three phases: programmer

data load, memory verify, and command processing. Data loading consists

of inserting data into the C-MOS memory. The memory itself is subdivided
into two sectors - one for time codes and one for commands. Each can be

controlled individually. Sixteen bits of time data are loaded l bit at

a time into random-access memory (RAM) No. l successive addresses; 8 bits
of command data into RAM-2.

Memory verify is a complete readout or retrieval of the memory con-

tents through telemetry for bit-by-bit comparison on the ground. The

readout begins at address 0 and progresses sequentially through the
256 address locations.

After data load and verify, command processing is initiated upon

receipt of an execute command. The stored time for each command is com-

pared every two seconds with the 16-bit time counter for equality. When

equality is detected, the command data in the command register is serially

transferred at a rate of 64 bits/s to the CDU processor for further pro-

cessing and execution. An execute pulse, delayed by 50 milliseconds, is
routed to the processor for execution of the stored command. Command

processing requires that the two address counters operate together with

the bit/word counter providing control information for the memory. This

complete time comparison is conducted in about 8 msec and permits loading

of stored commands in a random fashion. The time counter can be preset by

ground command in addition to reset to zero, or the counter can be reset

by one of the stored commands. This enhances program flexibility.
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Fail-safe stored command operation is essential for reliable activa-

tion of the bipropellant propulsion stage. This is achieved by using a

clock detector (depicted in Figure 4-33) which will inhibit the command

memory processor if the 32-kHz clock source shifts frequency due to a
failure in the countdown chain. The detector integrates the 32-kHz signal

and converts it to a DC level proportional to frequency which is compared

to a preset value. Clock frequency increase greater than 20 percent

triggers the inhibit signal. Thus, premature firing due to fast clocks is

avoided. All other single-point failures are precluded by using a sepa-

rately generated arm command. This arm command is isolated from the other
16 commands. Note that there are two arm commands (primary and backup)

and two fire commands (primary and backup) configured so that no single-

point failure can cause an early, late, or no-fire condition.

4.6.3.3 Command Processing

The CDU is capable of processing 255 discrete commands whereas less

than 190 commands have been implemented for Pioneer F/G. Thirty-four of
the unused discretes are available without modification to accommodate

increased orbiter spacecraft requirements; the remainder can be made avail-

able by the addition of integrated circuits on existing circuit boards.

4.6.3.4 Signal Present Control

Signal-present detection circuitry is provided to automatically switch

antenna inputs to the redundant receiver, after a preset interval, to pre-
clude a lock-out condition if a receiver fails and the spacecraft attitude

is not favorable for reception of uplink commands with the antenna con-

nected to the operative receiver. A limitation of the Pioneer F/G CDU

design resulted in either a 36-hour or 72-hour period, depending on the

previous position of the receiver transfer switch. Inclusion of a simple

logic function to monitor the transfer switch position will ensure that the
preset delay remains invariant, regardless of the initial Position of the

switch.

4.6.3.5 CDU Configuration Summary

Implementation of the previously described modifications to the
Pioneer F/G CDU necessitates change to five of the eight slices. These

modifications are summarized in Table 4-I0.

4.7 DATA HANDLING

4.7.1 Summary Description

The data handling subsystem consists of a digital telemetry unit (DTU)

and a data storage unit (DSU). Figure 4-34 shows the functional intercon-
nection of these units and their major external interfaces. The subsystem

time-multiplexes and formats science and engineering data into a PCM/PSK
coded or uncoded data stream suitable for modulating the telemetry carrier

signal. Timing and operational signals are provided to the scientific
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Figure 4-34. Data Handling Subsystem Block Diagram

instruments and spacecraft subsystems. The memory unit will store and

send out formatted data upon command. It will also buffer high rate instru-

ment data into the prevailing telemetry bit rate.

All of the investigations required to exploit the imaging system have

not been completed. Further studies are required to optimize the subsystem

performance. Data compression and concatenated coding are promising tech-

niques which are currently under consideration in a separate study, for
application to future outer planet missions. The reference configuration

defined in this section does not incorporate these advanced features.

4.7.1.1 Formats

The DTU assembles input data into frames composed of a series of
192 bits. Formats are arrangements of frames. The formats are divided

into science and engineering groups. The science group includes two basic
science formats shown in Figure 4-35, eight special purpose science for-

mats for science main frame data, and two science formats that are sub-
commutated in the main frame. The basic science formats each contain

192 bits which includes 144 bits assigned to the scientific instruments,

6 bits to subcommutate the engineering formats, 6 bits to subcommutate the
science subframe, 18 bits for frame synchronization and the remainder for

identification of the subcommutated data, telemetry mode, bit rate and

format. The two basic science formats may be arranged to cater to selected

instruments during different mission phases. Each redundant section of

the DTU has a patch plug which allows for the rearrangement of the basic

science formats without disassembling and rewiring the DTU. The eight

special purpose science formats each contain 192 bits of digital data from

only one or two scientific instruments (there are no subcommutated or

identifying words) and are transmitted only in conjunction with one of the

basic science formats, alternating every 192 bits. These special formats
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Figure 4-35. Mainframe Organization

provide the capability to sample data from certain scientific instruments

at a high rate at the eKpense of reducing the amount of data from the
other instruments by one-half. This feature is particularly useful for

buffering imaging data.

The engineering data are separated by subsystem into four formats as
follows: l) data handling, 2) electrical, 3) communications, and

4) orientation and propulsion. With a science main frame the engineering
formats are subcommutated sequentially in 6 bits of the basic science

format. With an engineering main frame the four engineering formats can

be transmitted sequentially or each engineering format can be transmitted

individually with all four engineering formats subcommutating sequentially
at the main frame rate. The separation of the engineering data into for-

mats by subsystem provides high data rates for launch phases, critical

maneuvers and diagnostic purposes. The subcommutating science formats,

each 192 bits long, also subcommutate 6 bits in the engineering formats
at the main frame rate.
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4.7.1.2 Modes

The three mutually exclusive modesare real time, telemetry store,
and memoryreadout. A buffer mode, part of the real-time mode, may be
used to store high rate data from the imaging experiment.

In the real-time mode, data are transmitted directly without inter-
mediate storage at a bit rate selected by ground command.

In the telemetry store mode, formatted data are simultaneously trans-
mitted and stored. Whenthe memoryhas been filled, the DTUautomatically
reverts to real-time operation. The DSUmemorycan be partially filled
and storage subsequently resumedat the location of the last previously
stored data.

The memoryreadout modeprovides for accessing formatted data from
the DSUfor transmission to earth at a bit rate selected by ground
command.

4.7.1.3 Performance Characteristics

A summary of the key characteristics of the modified DTU applicable

to the orbiter missions is given in Table 4-11.

A summary of the key characteristics of the recommended solid state

DSU is given in Table 4-12.

4.7.2 Digital Telemetry Unit (DTU)

A brief description of the Pioneer lO/ll DTU, shown in Figure 4-36,

is given as a basis for a discussion.of modifications proposed for the

Jupiter and Saturn orbiter configurations. The DTU is the heart of the
data handling subsystem and processes analog, digital and bilevel (dls-

crete) science and engineering data into a serial time-multiplexed PCM

signal which modulates the telemetry carrier. Nearly all elements in the
DTU are redundant and selectable by command. A stable, crystal-controlled

clock and countdown chain generates the timing signals needed throughout

the spacecraft and for transfer of data to the DTU. Utilizing timing

signals and the roll reference pulse provided by the attitude control sub-

system, a spin period sector generator within the DTU generates an
accurate roll-index pulse and spin period sector pulses corresponding to

512, 64, and 8 sectors per spacecraft revolution for the scientific instru-

ments and spacecraft subsystems. This information is also used to deter-

mine roll position in relation to the telemetered data and spin rate. A

6-bit analog-to-digital converter is used to encode analog inputs into

binary words and is continually checked by encoding three reference

voltages. The output of the DTU to the transmitter is a NRZ-L biphase-

modulated square-wave subcarrier. The DTU has a patch plug which allows

for rearrangement of the two main science formats without disassembly and

rewiring of the DTU.
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Table 4-11. DTU Characteristics

Parameter Value

Weight, Ib

Power, W

Size, in.

Formats

Operating modes

Data output

Data bit rate

Subcarrier (square wave)

Frame size

Main frame

Subframes

Data input channels

Analog signal quantization

Digital and bilevel
signal threshold, V

Data coding (by command)

Extended frame counter

Central timing
Clock frequency, MHz
Clock stability (long-term)
Clock stability (short-term)

6.8

4.7

II.3 x 7.9 x 5.7 (509 in. 3)

23

Real time

Tel emetry store
Memory readout

Biphase modulated subcarrier

Reference Table 4-

32.768 kHz (bit rates < 4096 bits/s)
262.144 kHz (bit rates > 4096 bits/s)

192 bits, 3-bit words
384 bits, 6-bit words

If4 analog (subframe only)

86 digital
I02 bilevel (subframe only)

6 bits

2

Convolutional, K = 32, R = I/2

Uniquely identifies 8192 data frames

4.194304

+0.02 percent

_0.002 percent

Table 4-12. DSU Characteristics

Parameter Value

Weight, Ib

Power, W

Size, in.

Operating Modes

Capacity, bits

Read/write rate, bits/s

Control

g

7.5
12 x 6 x 8 (576 in.3)

Write in
Read out

I,536,000

Up to I000

DSU is controlled by DTU in telemetry
store mode and by the instrument in
the buffer mode (D formats)

S
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The convolutional coder, packaged as part of the DTU, codes the for-

matted data to increase the telemetry efficiency. The telemetry data can

be either coded or uncoded by command. The encoder has a multiple-bit

shift register and data are shifted in and out of the register at the data

bit rate. Logic is provided for generating a pair of parity bits, based

on the data in the shift register, for each incoming data bit. Thus, the

parity bits are generated and transmitted at twice the data rate. In

error-free data, the bits of a pair provide an unambiguous representation

of the original data bit. With errors in the data, a decoding process on

the ground, utilizing a sequence of parity pairs, provides reconstructed

error-free data well beyond normal acceptable error limits without the

coding.

4.7.2.1 Modifications

The basic orbiter mission requirements for data handling can be met

by modifying the Pioneer lO/ll DTU. The available formats and modes are

versatile and easy to adapt to a wide range of science telemetry require-

ments. The important design driver requirement differing from Pioneer lO/

II is provision for operating at substantially higher data rates - to

33 kilobits per second at Jupiter and 8 kilobits per second at Saturn.

This requirement is dictated by imaging experiment requirements to obtain

as many pictures as possible.

A high frame rate will be particularly desirable in imaging plane-

tary satellites during close encounters. Typically, a frame rate of N

frames per hour corresponds to a telemetry bit rate of about N kilobits

per second, assuming a line scan image system with 400 detector cells.

A high frame rate will be particularly desirable in imaging planetary

satellites during close encounters. Typically, a frame rate of N frames

per hour corresponds to a telemetry b_t rate of about N kilobits per

second, assuming a line scan image system with 400 detector cells.

The Pioneer lO/ll has eight commandable bit rates from 16 to 2048

bits/s in powers of 2. Operation at higher bit rates required by the

orbiter mission will necessitate the following modifications:

I. The A/D converter must be redesigned to operate at the

higher data rates

2. The programmer countdown logic and timing circuitry must

be modified to provide the faster bit rate(s)

3. The main frame and subframe multiplexer speed must be

increased by changing the driver circuits.

These identified changes involve modifications to seven of the

existing nine circuit boards.
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The command decoder logic within the Pioneer I0/II DTU is configured

to detect and process 8 bit rate commands. In addition, one 3-bit word

in the main frame is internally wired to the bit rate identification.

Therefore requirements to operate the DTU at more than 8 different bit

rates would result in some changes to the decoder logic and rearrangement

of fixed word assignments in the telemetry frame. Consistent with the

philosophy of minimum modifications, the number of available bit rates
was restricted to 8. However, in order to accommodate the expanded

range of bit rates, it was necessary to omit some intermediate values.
The rationale for the selection of 8 bit rates was to choose the highest

bit rates which could be supported by the S- and X- band links at the

target planet. Consequently some differences may be _noted in the preferred

bit rate selection for the Jupiter and for the Saturn Orbiter missions;

these are identified in Table 4.7-3. The final choice of bit rates

for a given mission ultimately depends on the scientific payload, the

effective radiated rf power, and the target planet(s).
7

Table 4-13. Data Handling Subsystem Bit Rates

Bit Rate

(bits/s)

32,768

16,384

8,192

4,096

2,048

l ,024

512

256

128

64

32

16

8

Pioneer Pioneer

6-9 lO/ll

x

x

x x

x x

x

x x

x

x x

x

Jupiter Saturn

Orbiter Orbiter

X

X

x x

x

x

x x

x x

x x

x

x x

x

The increased bit rates will necessitate a subcarrier frequency

higher than the 32.768 kHz used for Pioneer lO/ll. For efficient demodu-
lation of the telemetry subcarrier, the subcarrier frequency/telemetry

symbol rate should not be less than 4. However, DSN flight project inter-

face requirements constrain the minimum subcarrier frequency to 40-50 kHz

for symbol rates less than 500 bit/s. Consequently two subcarrier fre-

quencies are required to support the contemplated range of bit rates. It
is proposed to adopt 262.144 kHz for bit rates exceeding 4096 bit/s, while

retaining the existing subcarrier frequency for the lower range of bit

rates. This modification requires a minor change to the programmer.
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A detailed accounting of subcommutator word allocations has not

been performed. It is recognized, however, that the present Pioneer lO/ll

science and engineering subcommutator capacity may be inadequate for the

orbiter missions as a result of increased instrument payload and X-band

communications housekeeping telemetry. Although not incorporated in the
reference design, it is appropriate to consider the possible expansion

and/or reapportionment of these subcommutators. The modification consists

of providing additional input gates, gate drivers, and control logic.

A third subcommutator circuit board would be required along with modifica-

tions to the programmer logic.

4.7.3 Data Storage Unit

4.7.3.1 Requirements

The data storage unit (DSU) buffers high rate data from the photo-

imaging instrument and stores formatted data from the DTU for later

transmission to earth at the prevailing telemetry link rate. In order

to size the capacity of the DSU a typical photo-imaging system was

considered to be the primary driver requirement. One way that this

requirement could be derived assumes an imaging sensor comprising 390

detector elements. The dimension along the array is accommodated

electronically, while scanning normal to the array is automatically

provided by the rotation of the spacecraft. The required storage capacity

is, therefore, 390 TV lines x 390 data samples per TV line (assuming a

square frame) x lO bits per pixel, or 1.521 megabits. It was assumed

that imaging would be conducted only when there is real-time contact with

the DSN and that only one picture would be stored. The remainder of the

instruments time share the memory during non-imaging periods; i.e.,

cruise, orbital regions near apoapsis, and when the spacecraft is occulted

by the planet.

The capacity of the Pioneer lO/ll DSU (49,152 bits) is too small,

and the weight would be much too heavy if expanded for this application.

4.7.3.2 Tradeoffs

Various alternative storage techniques were evaluated; a comparison

of the key tradeoff parameters is summarized in Table 4-14. The estimated

weight, power, and cost entries include the required interface units,

where applicable.

A modularized DSU constructed from commercially available medium-

scale C-MOS integrated circuits was selected for its favorable performance,

weight and cost characteristics and the modular construction which permits

optimizing capacity for different mission requirements and which affords a

high degree of operational flexibility. There are other off-the-shelf

core and plated wire memories with adequate capacity but none can inter-

face directly with the DTU or the scientific instruments. These are
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Table 4-14. Candidate Data Storage Units

Capacity

Memory Type (bits)

Core

Pioneers

lO and II

EMI

HELIOS

Plated Wire

Minuteman

Viking

Motorola

Honeywell

Solid State

Dynamic

P-MOS

(Multi-Chip)

Static

C-MOS

(Multi-Chlp)

Weight

(Ib)

49,152 3.5 N/A

l,lO0,OOO 14.O 630

524,288 10.3 ?

580,000 16.2 644

500,000 g.s 655

768,000 3B 650

544,000 36 560

4gi,520 2.7 460

1,536,000 9.0 800

Total Cost Power Remarks

($K} (watts)

0.4 to 1.2

2.0 to 5.5

3.0 to 5.7

1.5

1.5

1.5 to 2.5

5

4.3

5 to8

Off the shelf. Compatible DlIJ interface. Insuf-

ficient capacity. Needs three voltages.

Off the shelf. Requires major modification or

new interface unit. Needs three voltages.

Advanced development. Requires new interface
unit. German made. Needs three voltages.

Off the shelf. Requires new interface unit.

Needs three voltages

Advanced development. Requires new interface

unit. Needs three voltages.

Requires new interface unit. Needs two voltages.

Requires new interface unit. Needs power switching

added. Needs four voltages.

New design using proven technology. Because of

tlmin_ problems special buffer modes cannot be

supplled. Needs three voltages.

New design using proven technology. Gives special

modes simultaneously to science and provides

reconfigurable redundancy. Operationally very

flexible. Needs one voltage.

_V-

heavier than the preferred C-MOS memory and, because of complex fabrica-

tion processes, cost more. Further, the selected modular approach

facilitates configuring the DSU as a group of independent memories,

providing buffer storage for multiple asynchronous data sources simul-

taneously, whereas the existing memories are limited to a single input

and output. Of course it is possible to cascade several core or wire
memories to achieve the modularity, but the cost, weight, and power

consumption penalties are excessive.

P-MOS technology offers many of the same advantages as the static

C-MOS but since it is dynamic, timing problems limit the special

buffer modes. Static P-MOS circuits were not investigated because

of their inherently high power consumption

4.7.3.3 Selected Configuration

The selected DSU is comprised of five identical but separate memory

units (MU) as shown in Figure 4-37, each with a capacity of 307.2

kilobits. The DSU operates in these modes: telemetry store (TS), memory

readout (MRO), and buffer. In the TS mode the DSU accepts formatted

NRZ data from the DTU at any of the bit rates selected by command. In
the MRO mode formatted data is read out through the DTU. In the buffer

mode unformatted imaging data is stored prior to transmission in a

D format. Asynchronous data inputs may be routed to specific MU's;

alternatively the DSU can be configured as one large storage unit accepting

1.536 megabits from a single source, typically the photo-imaging
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Figure 4-37. Data Storage Unit Functional Diagram
and Interfaces

instrument. Storage efficiency is improved in this mode by reducing the

storage of formatted data (low rate signals, timing and attitude markers,

and housekeeping) and storing raw data direct from the science instruments.

The instruments process and transfer data at rates and times favorable

to the mission objectives constrained only by the total number of bits
stored.

The data sources furnish data, clock, and enable signals, which

are common to all memory units. Configuration commands control which

inputs will be accepted. Clock and enable signals control the write-in

rate, slaving the storage to the instrument requirements. When the

assigned storage capacity is filled, further inputs are inhibited.

Readout of the stored data is controlled by commands routed through the

DTU to each MU. Each MU is assigned a "D" format for readout.

Each memory unit consists of 2 identical modules illustrated in

Figure 4-38. Each module contains 153.6 kilobits of storage. The

memory is organized in a three-dimensional matrix. There are sixty 256-bit

strings per plane and lO planes. The memory module appears as 15,360

lO bit words. The memory has been organized wlth a lO bit word to be

compatible with the quantization level of the A/D converters associated
with the reference imaging system. However, other arrangements are easily
accommodated.
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Figure 4-38. Memory Module Block Diagram

During memory load data is shifted serially into the buffer shift

register with the data source clock. On the tenth clock, the contents

of the register are transferred in parallel to the addressed memory word.

Read-out operations are performed in a similar manner. The module

appears as a 153,600 bit serial memory to its external interface. These

modules can be interconnected to form a single memory unit or they

can be used independently.

This memory approach is based on a 256-bit C-MOS chip. A total of

600 chips are required for each module, 1200 per MU, or 6,000 for the total

DSU. This type of memory is volatile; i.e., stored data is lost if power
is interrupted. Readout is nondestructive.

4.8 COMMUNICATIONS

4.8.1 Functional Requirements

The communications subsystem supports the telemetry, tracking, and

command requirements of the orbiter spacecraft throughout the mission.

Specifically, the subsystem performs the following functions:

a) Radiates a noncoherent RF signal in the absence of an uplink

signal to permit acquisition of the spacecraft by the Deep

Space Stations (DSS).

b) Provides a phase-coherent retransmission after acquisition

of an uplink signal such that two-way Doppler measurements
can be made at the DSS.
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c) Receives and demodulates commands from the DSS modulated in

a PCM/FSK/PM format.

d) Modulates and transmits scientific and engineering data to
the DSS in a PCM/PSK/PM format utilizing a single subcarrier. =

e) Generates and processes a conical scan error signal from the

RF uplink carrier that is utilized by the attitude control

subsystem to precess the spacecraft spin axis toward earth

in a closed-loop attitude control mode.

4.8.2 Summary Description

The selected communications subsystem for the orbiter spacecraft

retains the Pioneer F/G S-band configuration virtually intact but augmented

by an X-band transmission capability to achieve significantly higher data

rates. A functional block diagram of the subsystem is shown in Figure 4-39.

Revisions to the baseline Pioneer F/G design are enclosed in dashed lines.

A high-gain antenna is provided for communications at maximum data

rates and at extreme ranges. The high-gain antenna has a 9-foot diameter

parabolic reflector illuminated with dual S- and X-band feed horns to pro-

duce narrow pencil beam patterns. The X-band beam is coincident with the

spin axis; the S-band beam is tilted slightly to effect a conical scanning
action as the spacecraft rotates. A coupled medium-/low-gain antenna with

fore and aft elements, respectively, is provided for broad angle communi-

cations (S-band only) at intermediate and short ranges. The composite

pattern provides near-spherical coverage except for some interference near

the normal to the spin axis.

Two frequency-addressable phase-lock receivers are connected to the

two antenna systems through a ground-commanded transfer switch and two

diplexers, providing access to the spacecraft via either signal path. The
receivers and antennas are interchangeable through the transfer switch by

ground command or automatically after a preselected fixed period of in-

activity. S-band carrier frequencies, compatible with the DSN, are used

in conjunction with a PCM/FSK/PM format for uplink transmission.

Except when inhibited by command, the receiver which is locked to an

uplink signal provides a phase-coherent drive signal to either of the two
redundant S-band transmitter drivers. In the absence of an uplink signal,

the activated driver automatically switches to a self-contained auxiliary
oscillator. The redundant transmitter drivers are connected to redundant

8-watt S-band travelling wave tube amplifiers (TWTA's) which are coupled

through a coaxial transfer switch and diplexer to both the high-gain and

medium-/low-gain antennas. S-band carrier frequencies, compatible with

the DSN, are used in conjunction with a PCM/PSK/PM format for downlink
transmission via the S-band link.

A drive signal available from the S-band transmitter driver is fre,

quency multiplied to X-band by two additional redundant transmitter drivers.
These X-band transmitter drivers are connected to redundant TWTA's which
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are coupled through a RF transfer switch to the high-gain antenna. The

X-band transmission frequency is coherently related to the S-band downlink

signal by theratio ll/3 under all operating conditions. Unless inhibited

by command, the X-band downlink is coherently related to the uplink signal

frequency by the translation ratio 880/221, just as the S-band downlink is

related by the ratio 240/221.

A closed-loop RF angle-tracking, or conscan system is used to acquire
and maintain the earth-pointing attitude. The spinning spacecraft auto-

matically provides the signal for closed-loop precession by tilting the

receiving antenna beam with respect to the spin axis. This antenna gain

variation amplitude-modulates the received S-band uplink carrier, producing

an error signal which indicates both the amplitude and direction of the

pointing error. The S-band high-gain antenna feed is displaced from the

focal point to provide the tilt; the medium-galn antenna is permanently
tilted.

The amplitude-modulated RF signal is coherently detected by the

receiver automatic gain control. The conscan signal processor (CSP) con-

ditions the resultant conscan signal and generates a thruster firing pulse

which precesses the spacecraft in a direction to reduce the pointing error.

A summary of the required modifications to the Pioneer F/G communi-

cations subsystem is given in Table 4-15.

Table 4-15. Communication Subsystem Modification

Pioneer F/G Orbiter

Unit Configuration Baseline Configuration

UnchangedHigh-gain antenna

High-gain antenna feed

Feed movement mechanism

Medium-gain antenna

S-band transfer switch

X-band transfer switch

Diplexer

Diplexer/coupler

X-band transmitter

S-band transmitter

S-band driver

Receiver

Conscan processor

RF transmission lines

g-foot paraboloid; focal

point feed

Cavlty-backed, crossed

dipole S-band

Thermal actuator

Corrugated horn

Procured from Teledyne

Microwave

Not applicable

Procured from Wavecom

Procured from Wavecom

Not applicable

8-watt TWTA; procured
from Watkins/Johnson

50-mW power output

Phase lock loop; 20 Hz

threshold loop bandwidth

Digital maximum likelihood
estimator

Coaxial (semirigid and

flex)

Dual S- and X-band

Deleted

Unchanged

Unchanged

New item

Unchanged

Unchanged

13/23-watt unit derived

from M-J-S project

Unchanged

Add buffer amplifier

to provide coherent
drive to X-band driver

Unchanged

Increase register and

accumulator lengths to

accommodate 2 rpm

spin Fpeed

Coaxial and waveguide
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4.8.3 Telemetry Link Performance Trades

The increased data rate requirements, dictated primarily by an in-

creased imaging capability envisioned for most of the contemplated outer

planet missions, justify seeking a significantly increased downlink telemetry

bit rate capability. With the orbiter missions to Jupiter and Saturn, the

requirements apply over communication distances from 6 to II AU. Therefore,

the approach taken to configuring the communications subsystem was to achieve

the highest possible bit rate consistent with retaining as much of the sim-

plicity, reliability, and technology of Pioneer F/G as possible and con-
strained by the available electrical power. The potential alternatives
which offer bit rate enhancement and were considered include:

a) Increased S-band power

b) Higher gain antenna

c) Utilization of X-band transmission.

Increasing the S-band transmitter power affords limited bit rate
enhancement while retaining the basic Pioneer F/G configuration and avoiding

the disadvantages of X-band. However, the transmitter is a major consumer

of electrical power; 28 watts or 26 percent of the total spacecraft power

is required by the Pioneer F/G TWTA. Even modest increases in RF power have

a major impact on the primary power requirements to energize the trans-

mitters due to the relatively low DC-to-RF conversion efficiency. For

example, to achieve the identical effective radiated power provided by an
8-watt X-band system would require a 56-watt S-band transmitter which would

consume approximately 187 watts of electrical power. This would impose an

unreasonable load demand requirement for the power-limited configurations

of interest.

In addition to the enormous power consumption, this approach creates

increasingly difficult thermal dissipation problems. Another adverse factor

is the inability of existing interfacing units, such as the diplexer and

transfer switch, to accept the higher RF power without detrimental effects.

Increasing the diameter of the high-gain antenna reflector is, of

course, a possible approach to increasing the link gain. The 9-foot
diameter Pioneer F/G antenna could be increased if launch vehicle fairing

dimensions permit; the Titan/Centaur wi'th the Viking fairing would accomo-
date a 12-foot diameter reflector. The resultant 2.5 dB enhancement is

considered less attractive than either of the other two alternatives be-

cause of the severe limitation in bit rate enhancement - less than a factor

of two. Also, the increased gain is achieved at the expense of a decrease

in beamwidth which impacts attitude control (earth-pointing) accuracy

requirements, particularly at X-band frequencies. No consideration has

been given to a deployable or unfurlable antenna to obtain further gain

improvement because of the substantial complexity and cost impact.

The use of DSN-compatible X-band frequency transmission is a straight-

forward solution, within the constraints cited, which can support sub-

stantially higher bit rates than S-band at a given transmitter power.
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Theoretically, an ll.3 dB link gain improvement accrues from increasing
the downlink frequency from 2.3 GHz to 8.4 GHz. Practical limitations

(e.g., higher antenna pointing losses and atmospheric attenuation) restrict

this improvement to approximately 8.5 dB or a factor of 7 in data rate.

Further, X-band propagation is weather-dependent, whereas, S-band is inde-

pendent. Cloud cover or rain can introduce losses ranging from tenths of
dB's to several dB's, depending on the density of the cover. Nevertheless,

recourse to X-band offers an attractive practical solution.

A data rate of approximately 16 kbit/s at Jovian ranges was the goal

for the Outer Planets Pioneer baseline configuration. X-band transmission

at 12-watts output offers the only viable means for realizing the objec-

tive since the Pioneer F/G 8-watt S-band link is capable of supporting a

maximum rate of I024 bit/s at this communication range.

These telemetry link performance goals are, in general, applicable
to the Jupiter orbiter mission. However, a 4:1 data rate reduction is

incurred at the maximum range for a Saturn orbiter mission. Alternatively,

increased transmitter power can partially offset the greater free-space

loss. Considerations of optimum transmitter power, including the possi-

bility of dual-mode operation (two power levels, selectable by command)
are discussed in Section 4.8.7.4.

4.8.4 Dual Frequency Transmission

While an X-band telemetry link clearly provides the greatest trans-

mission rate for primary support of the mission science objectives, reten-

tion of S-band transmission capability is also essential to perform the

following functions:

a) Support tracking and telemetry operations during the critical

launch, ascent, and initial Deep Space Station acquisition

phases of the mission

b) Provide continuous communications during off-earth-pointing
maneuvers (at limited earth-spacecraft ranges)

c) Permit routine data acquisition from the DSN 26-meter diameter

antenna network, particularly during routine cruise phase
(26-meter DSS operations limited to S-band)

d) Provide a viable auxiliary telemetry link, at reduced bit

rate, to back-up and augment the prime X-band system (in case

of failure or adverse propagation conditions)

e) Facilitate ground station acquisition of the spacecraft down-

link with larger earth-pointing angles than would be possible
with the more narrow X-band beamwidth.
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In addition, dual frequency radio science occultation experiments
will be enhanced if simultaneous S- and X-band coherent transmissions can

be provided; relative phase-delay and group-delay measurements are also

improved. Moreover, dual frequency capability will facilitate calibration

of charged-particle effects which degrade the accuracy of the S-Band

Doppler tracking data.

Theredundant 8-watt TWTA transmitters developed for Pioneer F/G

have been tentatively selected for the orbiter configuration primarily

to minimize the required modifications and because of their flight-proven

compatibility and performance. However, the substitution of solid-state

transmitters is an increasingly attractive option which may prove more

cost effective as flight-qualified hardware becomes available. Recent

comparative evaluations of TWT's and solid-state devices for deep space

S-band applications have shown that the critical DC-RF conversion effi-

ciencies are comparable at power outputs of interest (8 to 12 watts). More-

over, the solid-state units are considerable liqhter and less expensive.
Therefore, it is recommended that the tradeoff criteria be reevaluated

prior to the final selection of an S-band transmitter.

4.8.5 Telemetry System Optimization

The process of optimizing the telemetry system is one of selecting

those values of certain parameters which produce the most efficient

telemetry system performance. A good measure of efficiency is the amount

of total received power required for a particular configuration to achieve
the selected error rate criteria.

The optimization procedure reveals two constraints which are not

immediately obvious. First, the inherent phase noise of the radio fre-

quency oscillators prevents the choic_ of an arbitrarily small carrier

tracking bandwidth. Thus, the bit error rate will be inordinately high

for bit rates much less than the receiver loop bandwidth because of in-

stabilities in the phase reference for demodulating the telemetry side-

bands. A lower limit on receiver loop bandwidths is established by the

Doppler rates which must be accommodated when the spacecraft is in orbit
around the planet. These rates are typically highest in the vicinity of

periapsis where scientific interest is greatest. Second, the use of
high data rates requires most of the transmitted power to be in the side-

bands. However, because of modulation index stability factors in practical

designs, at least lO percent of the available power must be left in the
carrier.

It is convenient to consider the ratio of total received power to

system noise spectral density (PT/No) and thebit error rate (or frame
deletion rate for convolutional _oded-sequentlally decoded data) as fixed

independent parameters, and to maximize the dependent data rate. This
method is useful in selecting data rates that are realizable at various

ranges and mission conditions.
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4.8.5.1 S-Band Link

Selection of the downlink carrier modulation index offers limited

flexibility in optimizing the S-band telemetry data rate performance.
Figure 4-40 illustrates this concept for three representative values of

modulation index. An upper practical limit of 1.15 radians maximizes the

achievable data rate at a given communication range by allocating 83 per-

cent of the total power to the data channel. However, this causes the

ground station receiver to reach threshold at a lesser range than would

occur with lower modulation indices. Reducing the modulation index in-

creases the range at which data can be acquired but with a concommitant
reduction in data rate. The lowest useful index is one in which the

carrier channel and data channel performance margins are balanced at the
minimum acceptable bit rate. Pioneer F/G is limited to 16 bit/s (the

lowest bit rate compatible with the DSN is 6 bit/s). Bit rate estimates

are based on the nominal I/R2 relationship; additional receiver loss at bit

rates less than 256 bit/s has not been included.

included.

Idealized data rate performance curves for the S-band system, based

on 8 watts of spacecraft transmitter power and reception by either the DSN

26-meter or 64-meter subnet, are shown in Figure 4-40. The baseline con-

figuration modulation index selection is predicated on ensuring satis-

factory S-band telemetry operations at the target planet. For the Jupiter
mission the modulation index of 1.15 radians appears optimum; for Saturn
the modulation index should be reduced to l.O radian.

4.8.5.2 X-Band Link

X-band telemetry reception is limited to the three stations com-

prising the 64-meter subnet. Figure 4-40 includes data rate predictions

for three representative transmitter power levels: 4, 12, and 20 watts
at the maximum modulation index (l.15 radians). It is apparent that as

little as 4 watts is adequate to support a communication link at the dis-

tance of the most remote planet, Pluto. Therefore, the parametric trade

of bit rate for maximum range by means of modulation index selection

applied to the S-band link offers no advantage in optimizing the X-band

link performance. Foremost is the prime requirement to design the link

for high data rate performance at Jupiter and Saturn for the orbiter

missions. This is achieved by selecting a modulation index of 1.15 radians,

the highest index compatible with the DSN. The approach used in selecting

the X-band power level for the orbiter spacecraft is to maximize the

transmitter power output, consistent with electrical power margins and
thermal dissipation considerations.

4.8.6 Ranging

Doppler data is the primary observable used to determine the tra-

jectory of the spacecraft in flight. This information provides a direct

measure of the spacecraft radial velocity and a relative measure of its
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range. A ranging system permits a measurement of the round trip propaga-

tion delay which may be directly related to an estimate of the spacecraft

range and the properties of the transmission media (electron content). It

is, therefore, a navigational tool which also satisfies a scientific re-

quirement for improving ephemeris information for certain types of missions.

It may also improve trajectory and orbit tracking accuracy.

A ranging system is conceptually compatible with the communication

subsystem for the Pioneer Outer Planets Orbiter. However, actual imple-
mentation would necessitate modifications to the baseline Pioneer F/G

transponder because it does not have the required wideband response or

ranging modulation processing circuits. If ranging were desired, it may

be cost effective to select a transponder which includes this function.

4.8.7 Hardware Implementation

4.8.7.1 High-Gain Antenna

The high-gain antenna consists of a 9-foot diameter reflector with a

feed system mounted on a tripod support. The modification of the Pioneer

F/G configuration is shown in Figure 4-41.

SPIN AXIS

.- MEDIUM GAIN
/ AIKITENNA

FEED/_DVE/_I,,fr -_ V_

PIONEER F/G

/

X

PIONEER JUPITER ORBITER

Figure 4-41. Antenna Feed Configurations

v
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The Pioneer F/G high-gain antenna S-band feed and associated feed

movement mechanism are replaced with a fixed dual S- and X-band feed.

Ridged waveguide horns are used for this application. The S-band horn is

permanently offset from the reflector focal point to squint the beam and

produce a -2 dB gain crossover. The X-band horn is positioned in one of

the S-band waveguide ridges and is coincident with the focal plane axis.

The X-band feed will be coupled to the TWTA via waveguide because of

the large losses associated with coax at these high frequencies. This

waveguide is routed parallel to, and supported by, one leg of the tripod

support. The effect of this waveguide adjacent to the strut on the mechani-

cal stability of the feed system warrants further study, careful design,

and development testing. The waveguide must be loosely coupled to the

TWTA to permit relative motion between the equipment compartment and the

feed. This may be accomplished with a flexible waveguide section or per-

haps by a waveguide-coax transition. The attachment of the waveguide to

the struts and the induced lateral vibration loads as well as the potential

thermal loading of the strut ("hot dog" effect) should be verified by tests.

4.8.7.2 S-Band Transmitter Driver

The required modification to the Pioneer F/G transmitter driver is the
insertion of a buffer amplifier following the RF summing network, as shown

in Figure 4-42, to obtain a coherent drive signal for the X-band link.

Extracting the drive signal at this point ensures coherence between the S-

and X-band transmissions independent of the receiver lock status, a feature

essential for precision dual frequency occultation experiments. The buffer

amplifier also isolates the two output signals to afford protection from a

single fault disabling the coherent drive function on both the primary
and redundant X-band channels.

4.8.7.3 X-Band Transmitter Driver

The X-band driver performs the functions of frequency-multiplying the

coherent drive signal available from the S-band driver and phase modulating
the resultant X-band carrier with the 131 kHz telemetry subcarrier. The

required power output must be compatible with the input requirements of a

24-watt TWTA. For a TWT gain of 35 dB, the minimum level is approximately

16 mW (+12 dBm), including isolator losses.

The X-band signal frequency must be related to the received S-band

signal by the ratio of 880/221. Several methods of synthesizing the X-band

signal were considered during the study. The coherent drive presently
available from the Pioneer F/G driver is 12f (I14.6 MHz). With a minor

modification to the existing driver the X-band and S-band downlink sig-

nals will maintain the desired fixed-frequency relationship under all

operating conditions. This modification contemplates the addition of a

buffer amplifier preceding the phase modulated amplifier.
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Three different approaches were considered in providing the X-band
driver:

¢

• Develop a new design tailored to the specific requirements

• Modify the Motorola X-band transmitter designed for the

Mariner-Venus-Mercury-73 program

e Modify the existing Defense Support Program (DSP)

S-band transmitter.

A new design requires various frequency multiplier and mixer stages

to synthesize the desired X-band signal which is related to the S-band

receive frequency by the DSN-compatible translation ratio, 880/221. It

is assumed that a compatible drive signal is available at a frequency of
12 f (I14.6 MHz) from the S-band driver.

If the design employs multipliers exclusively, a times eleven (x ll)

multiplier must be developed, since II is a prime factor of the coherence

term 880. These high-order multipliers are prone to instability problems

and present severe filtering problems. Additional multipliers required
are x 2, x 4, and x 5.

Similar devices have been constructed and tested at L- and C-band.

A preliminary performance specification for an X-Band version includes:

Frequency

Bandwidth

Required drive power

DC power input

RF power output

Baseplate temperature

Construction

8415 MHz

lO0 MHz (-0.5 dB)

ImW

1.5W

20 mW

160°F (maximum allowable)

Hybrid (discrete components

and microstrip)

The X-band transmitter designed by Motorola for the Mariner-Venus-

Mercury 1973 mission offers another possible approach to meeting the

driver requirement. Figure 4-43 illustrates a block diagram of this

existing flight proven design. It develops 200 mW output power and con-

sumes 12 watts of DC power. For the orbiter spacecraft application, these

levels must be reduced by approximately a factor of ten. This can be

accomplished by deleting the final power amplification stage (7 dB gain)

and redesigning the following x 5 multiplier to operate at the lower

level. In addition an input frequency divider (6) is required to achieve

compatibility between the 12f input from the S-band driver and the 2f

capability of the Motorola design. The predicted performance parameters

of the revised design are 4 watts of input power and 40 mW RF output

power.
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A third approach involves a relatively simple modification of the TRW

DSP S-band transmitter, depicted functionally in Figure 4-44. The modlfica-

tion consists of adding a frequency divider, mixer, and three multipliers
(x 5, x 2, and x 4), as illustrated by the subassemblies in dashed lines.

A balanced varactor quadrupler multiplies the S-band signal to X-band.

A third approach involves a relatively simple modification of the

TRW Model_35 S-band transmitter, depicted functionally in Figure 4-
The modification consists of adding a frequency divider, mixer, and three

multipliers (x 5, x 2, and x 4), as illustrated by the subassemblies in

dashed lines. A balanced varactor quadrupler multiplies the S-band signal
to X-band,

The mixer provides a coherent signal at a frequency of 220f, elimi-

nating the requirement for the x II multiplier. Minor retuning of the

final stage of amplification, from 240f to 220f, may be required to im-

prove its performance as a driver for the new quadrupler.

Table 4-16 summarizes the key performance characteristics of the

latter two approaches, reflecting the modifications which have been
described.

Table 4o16. Summary Characteristics of Candidate

X-Band Transmitter Driver

Input frequency

Drive power required

Input power

Output frequency

I Modified MotorolaMVM-73

114.6 MHz (12f)

0 dBm +2 dB

4 watts

B415 MHz (880f)

Modified DSP

I14.6 MHz (12f)

0 dBm + l dB

2.5 watts

8415 MHz (880f)

Output power

Modulation

Size

Weight

EMI
Harmonics of
19.125 MHz

Spurious

Transmitter driver

40 mW (minimum)

Linear PM

(not required)

2 x 6.9 x 8 inches

4 pounds

-30 dB

-50 dB

Add _ 6 circuit. Delete

power amplifier stage

20 mW (minimum)

Linear PM

1.52 x 4.52 x 4.53 inches

2 pounds

_40 dB

-60 dB

Add mixer, 3 multipliers
(x 5, x 2, x 4) and ÷ 6
frequency divider
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The DSP transmitter is recommended for the orbiter spacecraft because

development cost and risk are significantly less than for an entirely new

design. Secondly, stringent weight and power limitations favor using the

DSP approach compared to the Motorola unit although the modifications are
more extensive.

4.8.7.4 X-Band TWTA

Solid-state technology at X-band frequencies is not sufficiently

advanced at this time to design transmitters capable of developing the

required RF power levels. A major disadvantage is the relatively poor
DC-to-RF conversion efficiency which severely impacts the electrical

power requirements. Therefore, solid-state devices are probably not
viable candidates for this application, at least at this time. TWTA's

offer a much less risky approach based on existing and proven techniques.

A survey of X-band TWTA development is summarized in Table 4-17.

The Hughes Model 285H 23-watt TWT developed for the Mariner-Jupiter-

Saturn (MJS) mission in 1977 is the most promising candidate for the

Pioneer Outer Planets Orbiter. Significant improvement in tube efficiency

is achieved with a dual-stage depressed collector design. Delivered out-

put power of 24 watts with a tube efficiency of 46 percent has been

demonstrated in the laboratory. The specification requirements include

dual power levels of 13 watts and 22-24 watts. The composite TWTA (tube

and converter) is estimated to weigh approximately 9 pounds.

Procurement specifications for the MJS X-band TWTA transmitter

include the following preliminary requirements:

Frequency

Power output

Gain (minimum)

Primary power

Weight

DC-RF conversion efficiency

8415 MHz

22-24 watts (high power mode)
13 watts (low power mode)

35 dB

30 VDC + 2 VDC

9 pounds

36 percent (high power mode)

The MJS TWTA is potentially the most attractive candidate for the

Pioneer outer planets spacecraft because the similarity of performance

requirements for the respective deep space missions will permit its

adaptation with minimal modifications.

4.8.7.5 Conscan Processor

The orbiter spacecraft is capable of operation at spin rates as low

as 2 rpm to accommodate the special requirements of selected instruments.

Relatively minor modifications to the conscan processor are required to

prevent register overflow. Those items requiring capacity increases of
l bit include:
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a) A cos e accumulator

b) A sin e accumulator

c) Amplitude estimator

d) Division logic

e) Amplitude comparator.

A more complete discussion of these design modifications and their effect
on conscan operations in included in Section 4.6.6.1.

=

L
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5. SPACECRAFT PERFORMANCE

5.1 ACCOMMODATION OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS

5.1.1 Mechanical

The spacecraft is capable of accommodating instruments in which the
sensors and electronics must be separated to the extent necessary to

achieve either the viewing or environmental requirements of the instru-

ment. Surfaces are provided within an environmentally controlled and pro-

tected compartment for mounting the scientific instruments. The equip-

ment compartment is designed so that scientific instruments or sensors
can be mounted externally on at least two of its surfaces that are parallel

to the spin axis and one that is perpendicular to the spln axis. The

surfaces of the equipment compartment on which instruments can be mounted
are flat to within O.OOl inch per inch of dimension.

The spacecraft is designed to provide a boom on which to mount a
magnetometer sensor weighing no more than 2 pounds. The boom has a flange

to support the sensor and provision for cabling between the sensor and
remote electronics. The length of the boom (approximately 17 feet) is

selected to meet the specified magnetic requirements.

The equipment compartment is designed to provide ready access for

mounting, inspecting, and removing instruments with minimum disturbance

to other equipment or instruments.

5.1.1.1 Field of View

Openings in the equipment compartment required by instruments within

the compartment are mainly in the sidewalls. The openings may have any

shape which does not compromise the spacecraft structural integrity or

thermal requirements. For instruments having viewing ports through the
side panels, a portion of the field of view is blocked by the high-gain

antenna.

A pointable science package is provided, allowing the cone angle of

the scan to be varied, to permit viewing of the planet from various por-
tions of the orbit. It also could be oriented toward any of the satel-

lites during satellite encounter. An imaging camera, the IR instrument,
and the UV instrument are located on the pointable science package.

5.1.I.2 Instrument Mountin_ and Orientation

Figure 3-5 shows the suggested physical arrangement of payload

instruments in the equipment bay of the Jupiter orbiter spacecraft. Most

of the instruments are housed in the two payload compartments attached to

the opposite sides of the main structure. As in the baseline Pioneer F/G,

the plasma analyzer is located on top of the elongated hexagonal science

compartment.
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The specified orientations and clear field-of-view requirements of
the sensors are readily met by the arrangement shown, with the exception
of the optical instruments {imaging camera, UVphotometer, and IR
radiometer) which are located in the articulated package on the -X axis.

The articulated package rotates about an axis parallel to the Y axis,
permitting any cone angle from 40 to 175 degrees. Although viewing in the
forward direction is partially obscured by the antenna reflector, this
limitation is offset by advantages inherent in the selected placement of
the instruments:

e Shielding by the antenna dish against direct sunlight and
avoidance of a separate, less effective, light shade

Thermal protection of the instruments inside the payload
compartment

Shielding of the optics against dust impingement during
cruise phases and Saturn ring encounter.

Actually, the cone angle range limitation imposed by the selected
camera arrangement does not restrict planet or satellite viewing sig-
nificantly. These bodies are to be observed primarily from the sunlit
side which meansat cone angles greater than 90 degrees. The relative
geometry of the Jupiter and Saturn encounters permits observation of the
planet's bright limbs at cone angles greater than 90 degrees practically
to the point of terminator crossing.

The only observation objective that would be restricted is that of
obtaining images of Saturn's rings under certain back-llghting conditions.

5.1.2 Thermal

Temperatures in the vicinity of the scientific instruments that are

mounted within either equipment compartment, or to the exterior surface

(within the insulation blanket) of the compartment are maintained between
0 and 90°F when the instrument is powered. Instruments not mounted within

the equipment compartments or to exterior surfaces of a compartment (within

the insulation) must provide their own temperature control.

5.1.3 Electrical

All scientific instrument loads are supplied from the primary DC bus.

Each instrument receives electrical power through an individual, fused,

branch circuit. The DC bus voltage, measured in the PCU, is 28 volts,

+l percent short-term deviation with an additional +l percent long-term

_rift superimposed. Voltage at the terminals of a s-cientific instrument

will be lower by the voltage drop through the fuse and wire of its branch
circuit. Typically, this is O.l to 0.2 volt. Those instruments requiring

other voltages must provide their own converter. If the total load exceeds
the power subsystem capability, loads will be dropped in an automatic

sequence. The first group to be turned off includes all scientific
instruments.
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An estimated 60 watts of power is allocated for the scientific

instrument payload on the Jupiter orbiter spacecraft. A reduced alloca-
tion of 35 watts for the Saturn orbiter configuration is consistent with

the payload weight capacity for that mission and the RTG power generation

capabilities at the end of the six-year mission.

In case of power shortage due to failure of one RTG, the total power

allocation for the experiments has to be reduced and used on a time-shared

basis.

Each instrument has provision for maintaining its own electrical load

on or off in accordance with a state signal supplied by the spacecraft and

controlled by ground command.

The spacecraft provides a cable harness to supply each scientific

instrument electrical power, data signals to and from the instrument, and

command signals. Cables between the sensors and electronics are supplied

with the instruments except for the magnetometer and the meteoroid

detectors if included in the science payload.

5.1.4 Signals to the Instruments

The data handling subsystem supplies commands, spacecraft opera-

tional status, and timing signals to the scientific instruments, as

required. They are similar to those provided for the Pioneer F/G space-
craft and are identified in Table 5-I.

5.1.5 Data from the Instruments

The characteristics of digital, analog, timing, and operational

status signals from the scientific instruments to the data handling sub-

system are summarized in Table 5-2.

5.1.5.1 Data Handling

The input data signals to the DTU from the instruments consist of

serial digital, bilevel, and analog type of signals which are assembled

into frames composed of 192 bits. The data handling capability is sum-

marized in Table 5-3.

The serial digital data are accepted in multiple groups of complete
3-bit words in the main frame and as 6-bit words in the subframes. Bilevel

data are formatted into groups of 6 bits. All analog data are encoded to
6-bit words. The maximum encoding error due to all analog-to-digital

conversion process effects is _l bit (I.6 percent of full scale).

Mainframe Organization. The mainframe format arrangement is

illustrated in Figure 5-I. The size of the mainframe is 64 words

(192 bits). Forty-eight words are assigned to a maximum of 12 serial
digital data channels for each of two basic scientific (mainframe)

formats (A and B). Sixteen words are permanently assigned to fixed words
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Table 5-I. Signals Available to Scientific Instruments

Nomenclature Signal Description

Mainframe rate pulse

Science subframe rate
pulse

Word rate pulse

Bit shift pulse

Roll index pulse

Sector generator pulse

32.768 kHz clock
(high clock)

2048 Hz clock
(low clock)

Bit rate ID signal

Mode ID signal

Format ID signal

Word gate

Function commands

On/Off commands

End of memory

A pulse at the end of each frame

A pulse every 64 frames except when
operating in a Format D; then every
128 frames

A pulse generated during the last bit
period of each word

Pulses continuously generated at the
operating bit rate

A single pulse per spacecraft revolution

512 pulses per spacecraft revolution.
64 and 8 pulses per spacecraft revolu-
tion.

A square wave with a 32.768-kHz r_petl-
tion rate

A pulse train with a 2.048-kHz repeti-
tion rate

Continuous states indicating operating
bit rate. 3-wire connection (l wire
per bit with 000 = lowest bit rate and
Ill = highest bit rate)

Continuous states indicating operating
mode

States indicating operating
format

Gate to each instrument to indicate
time of reading out digital data to
DTU. Separate line for mainframe and
subframe digital words

Pulse upon receipt of a ground command.
Separate line for each command.

Step signal upon receipt of a ground
command. Single line connection.

A pulse when DSU reaches last memory
location.

Origin

DTU

DTU

DTU

DTU

DTU

DTU

DllJ

DTU

DTU

DTU

DTU

DTU

CDU

CDU

DSU

i

Table 5-2. Data from the Scientific Instruments

Nomenclature Signal Description

Y

Digital data

Instrument operational
status

Analog data

Data store gate

Bit shift clock

Enable signal

A pulse shall indicate "one" and no pulse
shall indicate "zero"

Bilevel states indicating operational con-
ditions of instruments. Separate line
required for each signal,

Normalized analog voltage. Separate line
required for each word

Gate to DSU to indicate data is to be
stored in buffer

Clock pulses to DSU for shifting digital
data into DSU buffer

Controls assignment of DSU to
instruments
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Table 5-3. Scientific Instrument Data Handling Capability

V

Available
Channel Type Channels

a) Serial Digital

Mainframe format A

Nainframe format B

Special single channel (formats Dl to D8)

Science subframe

b) Bilevel

Science subframe

c) Analog

Science subframe

12"

12"

8

20

24

40

*Patchable word allocations

WORD - I

17

25

33

41

49

57

MODE BIT RATE
IDENTIFI- IDENTIFI-

CATION CATION

FORMAT l

IDENTIFI- I,_ ....
CATION
(5BITS) l

l

SUBCOMMU_ ATOR
IDENTIFICATION --_
(7BITS)

FRAME SYNCHRONIZATION --

__ SCIENCE
SUBCOMMUTATOR

,__ ENGINEERING --_,It
SUBCOMMUTATOR

8
-I_

16

24

32

I_ 40

48

56

64

v

Figure 5-I. Mainframe Organization
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for the purpose of synchronization and format, mode, bit rate, and sub-
commutator identification. The assignment of mainframe word allocations,

in word lengths of one or more groups of 3 bits is accomplished by means

of a 50-pin patch plug. The rearrangement of mainframe words does not
require redesign of, change of permanent wording in, adding to or removing

modules or circuits from the DTU. This feature facilitates changes in the

format after the telemetry unit has been fabricated and tested.

Each mainframe word slot_is sampled at a rate of BR/192 where BR

is the bit rate in bits per second.

Science Subcommutator Organization. The science subcommutator

accepts analog, digital and status (bilevel) housekeeping information

(temperature, mode status, etc.) from the instruments. This subcom-
mutator consists of 64 6-bit words located in the 39th or 40th word

positions in the main frame. The subcommutator format arrangement is
illustrated in Figure 5-2 where A denotes an analog input converted to

6 bits, D denotes a 6-bit digital word, and B denotes six bilevel inputs.

When the subcommutator is used in format A or B, each subframe is

sampled at a nominal rate of BR/12,288 where BR is the bit rate in bits

per second.

Special Formats. Eight special formats (D-l through D-8) are avail-
able to enable investigators to sample data from certain instruments at a

high rate by reducing the transmission rate of other data. All 192 bits

of a D format are allocated to a single instrument (except for format D-2)

with data supplied on a single input channel. The selected special format
is only telemetered at the main frame rate interleaved with format A or

format B, on an alternating basis. Each word in this total format is

sampled at a nominal rate of BR/384 where BR is the bit rate in bits

per second. The special event channel supplying data is selectable by
command.

Buffer Mode Formats. Formats D-l and D-2 are designated as buffer

mode formats, where buffer storage in the DSU is read out when the DTU

is operated in these formats. The buffer mode formats are restricted to

real-time operation.

Format D-l is dedicated to a single instrument requiring very high

sampling rates. Consequently it is necessary to store the data in the

DSU during the fraction of a spacecraft revolution in which sampling

occurs for subsequent transmission at the prevailing telemetry rate. As

soon as the data sample has been shifted into the DSU, readout of this data
commences as the DTU alternates format D-l with either format A or B at

the operating data rate.

Format D-2 is configured to accept data from two instruments. The

first 24 bits from one instrument is read out direct, without intermediate

storage, i.e., identical to format A or B. The remaining 168 bits from

the second instrument are buffered by the DSU, the same as format D-l.

V
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Frame Identification. It is possible to identify unambiguously the

frame count up to 8192 frames. The telemetry frame count advances by

unity for each transmission of a normal 192-bit frame. For main frames

containing any of the special D formats the frame count is incremented
for each 384-bit transmission.

Bit Rates. The bit rate for sampling the input data is selectable

by command and is independent of format and mode. Eight bit rates are
provided:

Jupiter Orbiter Saturn Orbi ter

a) 32,768 bits/s 8,192 bits/s

b) 16,384 bits/s 4,096 bits/s

c) 8,192 bits/s 2,048 bits/s

d) 1,024 bits/s 1,024 bits/s

e) 512 bits/s 5]2 bits/s

f) 256 bits/s 256 bits/s

g) 64 bits/s 128 bits/s

h) 32 bits/s 64 bits/s

The bit rate is accurate within +_0.02 percent of the specified value.

Accommodation of Data Handling and Telemetry Requirements. The space-

craft provides teTemetry data rates of 33 and 8 kbits/s (using the X-band

high-power mode) at Jupiter and Saturn, respectively. Use of S-band as a

backup mode would only permit data rates of I024 and 256 bits/s, respec-

tively. The total data rate (approximately 1600 bits/s) of all instruments

except the image system can be readily accommodated with X-band transmis-

sion. Storage of the science data during earth occultation can be handled

comfortably by the data storage unit (DSU) providing a total capacity of

approximately 1.5 megabits.

The main concern is accommodation of the image system data require-

ments in terms of data handling, data storage, and telemetry. An image
system with even a relatively small number of sensor cells requires

hundreds of kilobits of buffer storage capacity and a large percentage of

the available telemetry bit rate. Multispectral imaging implies an in-

creased number of image frames compared to a single instrument and hence,

still greater data handling and telemetry requirements.

Figure 5-3 is a nomograph designed for convenient evaluation and

tradeoff of image system data requirements versus capabilities. The chart

at the lower left gives the bit rates, required to transmit a desired

number of image frames per hour, as a function of the number of sensor

cells in the array. The diagonal parametric lines indicate the frame rate

as well as the number of spacecraft revolutions between exposures. The

lower horizontal scale shows the required buffer storage per frame. A
typical value of 8 data bits per cell is assumed here.
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The chart at the upper left indicates the angular resolution obtain-

able with a given number of cells and a given fleld-of-view angle. The

chart at the upper right converts angular resolution to surface resolution

for a given observation distance. It also shows the distances at which

Jupiter's and Saturn's disk would cover the entire field of view of a

2 x 2 degree image system, and the surface resolution corresponding to
these distances.

The illustrative example shown in the chart indicates that for a line

scanner with 200 image cells the required buffer storage is 320 kbits, and

a frame rate of two images per hour corresponds to a bit rate of 178 bit/s.
With the less conservative assumption of 6 rather than 8 data bits per cell,

the storage requirement would be 240 kbits and the data rate 134 bit/s.

With a 2 x 2 degree field of view this line scanner achieves an angular

resolution of 0.16 milliradian and a surface resolution of 16 km at a
distance of lO5 km.

Tradeoff options between data requirements and imaging capability

can be readily evaluated with the aid of the nomograph. For example, it

is evident that doubling the number of line-scan elements for a given

FO_-size would unnecessarily improve the surface resolution to 8 km at

IOs km distance while multiplying the storage and telemetry requirements

by a factor of four.

As another example we consider satellite viewing. An increase in

FOV-size from 2 x 2 to 4 x 4 degrees would simplify the task of obtaining

satellite pictures if the relative encounter geometry is not known ac-

curately in advance. This can be achieved if the cell number is kept

unchanged without burdening the telemetry and storage requirements. Sur-
face resolution would then be 32 km at IOb km distance (rather than 16 km).

Loss of resolution by a factor of two may be justifiable in exchange for

increasing the probability of obtaining satellite images by a factor of
four in close satellite encounters.

At X-band telemetry bit rates of 2048 to I024 bit/s the acquisition

rates determined in this example can be easily accommodated.

If the communication system is constrained to operate at S-band (as

a backup mode), the data rate of 256 bit/s available at Saturn would per-

mit about one image frame per hour.

Of particular interest is the flexible manner in which image system

data can be interleaved with other science and engineering data such that
under all conditions not more than half of the available telemetry data

rate will be allocated to image system data. This flexibility is provided

by the interchangeable DTU formats of the baseline Pioneer data handling

subsystem that can be directly adapted to the science and engineering

telemetry needs of the orbiter mission.
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5.1.6 Pointing and Scanning Capabilities

Owing to the spacecraft spin motion all scientific instruments (ex-

cept those with sensing orientation parallel to the spin axis) perform

their in-situ or remote sensing operations by scanning around a stable,

inertially fixed axis. The spacecraft provides a method for controlling,

automatically or by ground command, the spacecraft attitude to meet the

requirements of the scientific instruments and the communications

subsystem.

5.1.6.1 Spin Rate

The nominal spin rate after initial despin and appendage deployment

is 4.8 rpm + IO percent, a compromise between minimizing spin axis drift
and minimizTng propellant weight required to control the attitude. Imaging

experiment smear limitations impose a new minimum spin rate requirement of
2 rpm, typically for limited periods during orbital operations. The spin

rate may be controlled over a range from 2 to 15 rpm, with a resolution

of 0.003 rpm, by ground commanded pulse firing of the spin control
thrusters. The spin period is measured on the spacecraft and telemetered

to earth as an engineering measurement.

A retardation of the spin rate due to eddy currents induced in the

spinning spacecraft by the interaction of the planetary magnetic field
will occur during the orbital phase of the mission. The magnitude of this

effect depends on the magnetic characteristics of the spacecraft and the

magnetic field encountered at the planet. An estimate of the spin rate

change for various Jovian field strengths and periapsis distance, based

on the Pioneer F/G spacecraft, is given in Section 4.4.4.1.

5.1.6.2 Roll Attitude Determination

Roll attitude timing data are telemetered to permit correlation of

science and engineering data with the spacecraft roll attitude (clock

angle). The roll attitude information is accurate to within +_0.5 degree

at the nominal spin rate of 4.8 rpm.

5.1.6.3 Pointin 9 Accuracy

The Pioneer spacecraft is normally earth-pointing following an
initial orientation maneuver soon after separation from the launch vehicle.
The residual pointing error, following a conscan operation using the high-
gain antenna, will normally not exceed 0.3 degree. This may be reduced
to approximately 0.I to 0.2 degree by open-loop propulsive operations.

The spacecraft attitude can be measured by means of telemetry data
acquired while conical scan_ing. The accuracy of this attitude informa-
tion is estimated to be within 0.04 degree when the pointing error is

0.5 degree or less.

_ i
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5.1.6.4 Attitude Drift

The two most significant environmental disturbances experienced
during the Pioneer mission are:

Solar radiation pressure

Interaction of planetary magnetic field.

Solar Radiation Pressure. Bombardment of the surfaces of the space-

craft by photons emanating from the sun exerts small but significant
forces. Because the center of gravity and center of pressure are not

coincident, the resultant torque induces a drift of the angular momentum

vector. The angle of solar radiation incidence, as well as the intensity,
changes during the mission causing a varying drift rate. The drift rate

approaches 0.09 degree/day briefly during the early part of the mission

due to the large angle of incidence. However, this rate rapidly decreases
by a factor of lO and is not exceeded during the remainder of the mission.

Magnetic Torque. The interaction of the magnetic field of the planet
with the intrinsic magnetic moment of the spacecraft, due to ferromagnetic

materials and stray current, induces small moments, parallel and normal

to the spin axis. These torques cause small changes in spin rate as well

as precessions of the spin axis. The estimated accumulated precession

during one Jovian orbit is approximately 0.008 degree, based on the mag-

netic and inertia characteristics of the Pioneer F/G at 4.8 rpm.

5.2 ATTITUDE CONTROL PERFORMANCE

5.2.1 Operational Modes

There are four basic modes of spaaecraft control: precession, AV

(velocity correction), spinup and despin. In each mode there are a number

of ways in which the operation may be performed.

Precession. A precession can be accomplished in four dif-

ferent ways: fixed-angle, conscan, real-time and programmed.

- Fixed-Angle. A precession pulse is initiated at one of

four fixed angles relative to the phase reference: O, 90,

180 or 270 degrees, for each command.

- Conscan. This is a closed-loop precession toward the earth

line. Upon command, a thruster pair will fire each third
or fourth revolution in a direction to reduce the earth

pointing angle, until a threshold is reached which disables
the mode.

- Real-Time. A preselected thruster pair fires upon receipt
of a real-time command. The commands must be timed on the

ground with the spin phase.
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- Programmed. A precession pulse is fired from a preselected
thruster pair once per revolution at a programmedangle
for a programmedtime period. Twoprecession programs may
be stored.

_V. There are three ways of achieving a velocity correction:
programmed,real-time, and VSCT.

- Programmed. A continuous firing of preselected thrusters
(fore or aft) or of the lO0 Ibf main engine occurs for a
programmedtime period. A programmeddelay (to provide
wobble damping) precedes and follows the _V firing.

- Real-Time. This is initiated by ground commandand fires
a preselected thruster pair for a preselected duration
each time a commandis received.

Spinup. Spinup may be by command or automatic.

- Real-Time. Each time a command is received a single spin-

up pulse is fired from the appropriate thruster pair.

- Automatic. Upon completion of the first programmed pre-

cession, unless commanded off, or upon command an auto-

matic spinup to 15 rpm occurs.

Despin. Despin may occur by real-time command to 16 or

4.8 rpm or may occur automatically to 4.8 rpm.

- Real-Time. Each time a command is received a single spin-

down pulse is fired from the appropriate thruster pair.

- Initial. Initial despin occurs automatically, being

initiated by the DTU sequencer or by ground command.

Termination at a nominal 16 rpm occurs when either despin

sensor assembly determines that the centrifugal accelera-

is proper.

- Automatic. Upon completion of the programmed _V (unless

commanded off), or upon command, an automatic despin to

4.8 rpm occurs.

5.2.2 Stored Program

Control of the duration of all programmed functions is redundant so

that the expiration of either the primary or redundant time setting will
terminate the function. This is a fail-safe feature.

The stored program will occur automatically, once begun, unless

interrupted by ground command. The sequence will occur as follows:

Delay
Precession No. l
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Spinup (to 15 rpm), unless inhibited
Delay
_v
Spindown (to 4.8 rpm)

Delay
Precession No. 2

This program provides for the completely automatic execution of a velocity

correction at any desired angle and the return to earth pointing. The

program may be loaded in advance and verified through telemetry prior to
execution.

The stored program values are given in Table 5-4.

Table 5-4. Program Storage Parameters

Function

I I III

Maximum No. of

Value quantization Bits

Precession - l angle 360 deg 0.703 deg 9

Precession - l magnitude 16,376 sec 8 sec II

Precession - l redundant magnitude 16,320 sec 64 sec 8

Delay 8,128 sec 64 sec 7

_V magnitude 8,191 sec l sec 13

AV redundant magnitude 8,160 sec 32 sec 8

Precession - 2 angle 360 deg 0.703 deg 9

Precession - 2 magnitude 16,376 sec 8 sec II

Precession - 2 redundant magnitude 16,320 sec 64 sec 8

5.2.3 Thruster Selection

The thruster selections consist of the following:

I Thruster Valve Selection. Commands may preselect which
thruster combinations will be used in each mode. These

selections remain in effect until changed.

Maneuver or Mode Enable. The mode may be preselected or

is automatically changed during a programmed maneuver.

This selects which of the given thrusters are used for

precession, AV, etc.
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Pulse Duration Selection. The duration of the real-time

type pulses may be preselected. This selection changes the

frequency of clocks entering redundant counters which

determine the pulse duration. The selectable pulse widths
are:

0.03125 second
0.125 second

0.5 second

l.O second

2.0 seconds

5.2.4 Control Effectivity

The effectiveness of the thruster firing is dependent on the vehicle

mass properties. Table 5-5 shows the nominal effect per second of firing

for precession, spin, and AV. The data shown reflect mass properties of

the Jupiter and Saturn orbiters at beginning of life (BOL), i.e., launch,

and end of life (EOL), i.e., propellant depletion. These figures apply

approximately to both pulsed and continuous firings. For pulsed firing

at pulse lengths other than one second the effects change proportionally.

Table 5-5. Nominal Maneuver Rates

(Change per second of

thruster firing)

(Two l.l-lb Thrusters Firing)

Maneuver

J

Jupiter Mission Saturn Mission

BOL EOL BOL EOL

Precession (deg) 0.88 l.ll 1.07 l.ll

Spin (rpm) 0.080 0.094 0.090 0.098

A_ (m/sec) 0.009 0.021 0.015 0.024

The table can be used to determine the rate of maneuvers as well as

the minimum quanitifcation of the maneuver.

Note that AV firings with the lO0-1bf axial engine provide rates
approximately 45 times greater; i.e., from 0.37 to 0.98 m/sec/sec.

5.2.5 Spin Rate

The nominal spin rate after despin and appendage deployment is

4.8 rpm _ lO percent. The spin rate can then be adjusted by ground control,
with a resolution of 0.003 rpm. The actual spin period may be measured on
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the spacecraft and telemetered to the earth. The spin rate achieved by
the automatic spinup or despin will have a tolerance of +lO percent. The
despin to 4.8 rpm will require fine adjustment following-the completion of
the programmedmaneuver.

5.2.6 Stellar Reference

The stellar reference assembly (SRA) issues a star pulse whenever a

suitable star enters the +19-degree field of view. It issues a "signal"

pulse for sources of energy _50 percent of an equivalent Canopus (_0.16 de-

gree accuracy) and a "discrete" pulse for sources of energy >180 percent

of an equivalent Canopus (+_0.75 degree accuracy). The jitter is about

+0.06 degree. The second mode applies to nonstellar energy sources such

a-s the lighted disk of Jupiter or Saturn. Under normal operation pulses

will not be produced in response to Jupiter or Saturn. If pulses do

occur, as caused by such a bright source, a saturation of the SRA output

occurs, for a maximum of 0.3 second.

The SRA is mounted 25 degrees from the spacecraft Y axis. Since

Canopus varies in angle relative to the celestial equator over each year,

star delay circuits are provided to enable commanded angle compensation.
Circuits are also provided to aid in the acquisition of Canopus and to

reduce the probabilities of loss of acquisition or of acquisition of some

star other than Canopus.

5.3 PROPULSION PERFORMANCE

5.3.1 Functions of Primary and Auxiliary Propulsion Subsystems

The primary (bipropellant) propulsion subsystem will be used for all

major maneuvers where the orientation of the thrust vector coincides with

the +Z axis. Although it is normally required that the spin axis always
remain earth-oriented, some exceptions are permissible, e.g., the initial

trajectory correction maneuver where adequate telecommunications coverage
is available via the medium-/low-gain antenna system, and orbit plane

change maneuvers that are essential for attaining mission objectives.

The auxiliary (monopropellant) propulsion subsystem will be used
as in Pioneer lO/ll for small AV corrections during all mission phases,

including maneuvers with AV components normal to the earthline, and atti-

tude control maneuvers.

Operational modes used by the primary and auxiliary propulsion

systems and the execution logic were discussed in Section 5.2.1.

From a performance standpoint it is preferable to use the high-thrust,

high-lsD bipropellant system rather than the monopropellant system for all
AV maneuvers where axial forward thrust is consistent with the spacecraft
orientation constraints in order to keep total maneuver time short and to

economize propellant expenditure.

v
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If repeated satellite encounters are included in the mission objec-
tives the cumulative AV requirements for pre-encounter and post-encounter
corrections may be so large as to demandthe use of the bipropellant system,
even though repeated spin axis reorientations off the earthline maybe
necessary for this purpose. Thus, if cumulative _V maneuversof 200 m/sec
are required for this purpose during the orbital mission phase, propellant
savings of 25 to 30 pounds maybe achievable, depending on the extent of
spin axis reorientation required for each maneuver.

5.3.2 Bipropellant Sxstem Performance

The AV performance of the N204/MMH bipropellant system characterized
by a specific impulse of 292 seconds is discussed in Section 6.4 (see

Figure 6-6). Losses incurred during orbit insertion due to finite burn

time and earth pointing constraints are discussed in Section 6.8 and

Appendix B. As discussed in Sections 6 and 7 the total main thrust maneuver

capability of 2400 and 1600 m/sec of the Jupiter and Saturn orbiters, pro-

vided by ll5 and 600 pounds of bipropellant mass, respectively, is allocated
as listed in Table 5-6.

Table 5-6. Summary of Bipropellant System Performance

Orbit insertion

III I

Saturn 0rbi t___Jupiter Orbiter
AV

(mlsec) (IW_) :VCm/sec) (1W_)

1800 800 1350 542

Plane change 300

Midcourse and orbit corrections 300

176 - -

176 200 58

Total 2400 I152 1550 600

-\

5.3.3 Monopropellant System Performance

Performance capabilities of the monopropellant hydrazine system,

characterized by a specific impulse of 220 seconds for continuous thrusting

and 150 to 175 seconds for short-pulse firing were estimated for the Jupiter

and Saturn orbiter missions and are given in Table 5-7. The total propel-

lant mass provided is 50 pounds in both missions.

The table includes propellant expenditures for attitude control and

_V maneuvers. The attitude control maneuvers include:

- spin control operations: initial despin from 60 rpm, spinup

and despin maneuvers for main thrust applications and despin/

spinup maneuvers for repeated operation at 2 rpm as desired

for improved imaging
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Table 5-7. Summaryof Monopropellant System Performance

(Propellant Expenditures in Pounds)

im

Jupi ter Saturn
Orbiter Orbiter

A. ATTITUDE CONTROL MANEUVERS

I. Spin-Up/Down Maneuvers I

• Initial despin to 15 rpm 1.8 l.3

• Spin-up/down (4.8- 15- 4.8 rpm) for

high thrust maneuvers (six for Jupiter,

four for Saturn Orbiters)

14.5 9.0

2,

• Spin-down/up (4.8 - 2 - 4.8 rpm) for"

improved imaging

Precession Maneuvers 2

6.6 6.2

For off-earth AV-thrust, average

90 degrees (12 for Jupiter, 8 for
Saturn orbiter)

8.2 5.1

• Cumulative small precessions in cruise

and orbital phases (estimated)

2.5 5.1

Total for ACS Maneuvers 33.6 26.7

B. AV - MANEUVERS

Remaining propellant mass 3

AV maneuver capability 4 (m/sec)

16.4 23.2

24 46

IAverage Isp = 220 sec in continuous thrust mode

2Average Isp = 150 sec in pulsed thrust mode

3Total propellant mass 50 Ibm

4Assuming average weight of 1500 (llO0) Ib for Jupiter (Saturn) orbiter

V
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- precession maneuvers for off-earthline thrusting and for

periodic spin axis realignment with the earthline.

Assumptions regarding these maneuver modes are listed in the table. Com-

pared to Pioneer lO/ll the ACS maneuvers require considerably more propel-
lant since

•O The spin-moment-of-inertia (Iz) in the deployed configuration
is three to four times larger

• The missions have considerably longer nominal durations, and

Many spinup/down and spin axis reorientation maneuvers are

required that do not occur in the Pioneer lO/ll planetary

flyby missions.

The AV maneuver capabilities provided by the hydrazine system are only

24 m/sec for the Jupiter orbiter and 46 m/sec for the Saturn orbiter; as

noted in Table 5-7. These relatively small amounts are considered adequate

since they are used to provide a trim maneuver capability. The main pro-

pellant system is used to provide midcourse and orbit change maneuver capa-

bilities of 600 m/sec in the Jupiter orbiter mission, but only 220 to
250 m/sec in the Saturn mission (depending on the mission year).

For additional data on maneuver performance in the two missions see

Figures 6-29 and 7-14 and Tables 6-8 and 7-3.

5.4 POWER SUBSYSTEM

The design and functional characteristics of the power subsystem are

described in Section 4.5. This subsystem consists of two RTG power sources,

a power control unit (PCU), an inverter assembly, a central transformer,

rectifier and filter assembly, a shunt regulator and shunt radiators.

The multi-hundred watt (MHW) radioisotope generator being developed

by GE for use on the LES 8 and 9 satellites was tentatively adoped as power

source for the Pioneer Jupiter and Saturn orbiters. The SNAP-19 HPG

(high-performance generator) being developed by Teledyne is an alternate

power source candidate with four generator units instead of two MHW units,

providing adequate power to meet mission requirements.

Figure 5-4 shows the projected power output of two MHW's and four

HPG's versus time from launch. The two MHW's are expected to provide a

total power of 160 watts during ground operation, 300 watts at the beginning

of life in vacuum, decreasing to 265 watts after 3.5 years of operation

(Jupiter mission) and to 242 watts after 6 years (Saturn mission). The

power budget presented in Table 3-5 shows the two MHW's will support the

maximum steady-state loads of the Jupiter (237 watts) and the Saturn

(211 watts) orbiters, as well as the maximum pulse loads of 14 watts

occurring in the two missions. A requirement for storage batteries (as

in Pioneer lO/ll) and associated charge control circuitry can thus be

avoided, and questions as to reliable long-life battery performance do not
have to be considered.
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Figure 5-4. RTG Performance Predictions

In case of failure of one MHW unit sufficient power would still be
available to support minimum mission requirements, although some of the
loads would have to be selectively commanded off in an alternating se-
quence. For example, the X-band transmitter could be used intermittently
for high data rate telemetry of stored science data, while some science
experiments are turned off. A single-unit failure would be less disruptive
if four RTG's of the HPG type were selected as power sources.

The approach selected to handle the shunt load heat dissipation prob-

lem early in the mission when the full available RTG power greatly exceeds

spacecraft load requirements is discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.5.

5.5 COMMUNICATIONS CAPABILITY

5.5.1 Uplink

Control of the spacecraft and scientific instruments operating modes
is accomplished by transmission of PCM/FSK/PM modulated S-band signals
from the Deep Space Stations. The signal strength at the input to the
spacecraft receiver, as a function of the communications range, is de-
picted graphically in Figure 5-5 for various ground station configura-
tions (antenna diameter and transmitter power) and spacecraft receiving
antennas. In the absence of command modulation satisfactory receiver
lock, and consequently two-way Doppler tracking, is achieved with an input
level of at least -149.8 dBm (receiver threshold). However, an additional

2.8 dB is rRquired when commanding to meet the decoding performance cri-
terion: I0 -_ probability of executing a false command. A nominal carrier
phase modulation index of I.I radians is selected to maximize the recep-
tion distance for commands.

J
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Figure 5-5. Uplink Communications Performance

It is apparent that command control is possible at the extreme range
of Saturn, even if the spacecraft is significantly off-earth-pointing and

receiving on the omni antenna. However, a 64-meter station and at least
100 kW of transmitter power are required. While a viable downlink is not

possible if the pointing error exceeds 2 to 3 degrees, the capability for

command access permits open-loop corrective precession maneuvers to recover

the earth-pointing attitude and resume normal telemetry operations. Pointing

errors as great as 10 degrees may be corrected automatically via closed-

loop (conscan) precession using the spacecraft medium-gain antenna and a
64-meter station.

-v-
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5.5.2 Downlink

Figure 5-6 depicts predicted downlink data rate performance (S- and

X-band transmission) achievable with the spacecraft high-gain antenna,

based on nominal link parameter values. Increased receiver detection

degradation, attributed to imperfect phase coherence in the phase lock

tracking loop, causes the data rate capability to diminis_ faster than

the ideal inverse square of the communications range (I/R_) would indi-
cate. Estimates at rates lower than 64 bit/s represent extrapolations of

measured empirical data at the higher rates. The telecommunications design

control table, Table 5-8 delineates the link parameters which were used in

the performance evaluation.
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Table 5-8. Telemetry Link Design Control Summary

_r

T_

Parameter

I. Frequency (MHz)

2. Spacecraft transmitter power (dBm)

3. Spacecraft coupllng loss (dB)

4. Spacecraft antenna gain (dBi)

5. Antenna pointing loss {dB)

6. Polarization loss (dB)

7. Space loss (dB)

8. Atmospheric attenuation (dB)

9. Ground station antenna gain (dB)

lO. Total received power (dBm)

If. Ground station system noise temperature (oK)

12. RelatlVeoincrease in system noise temperature
losses (K)

13. Ground station noise spectral density
(dBm/Hz)

14, Total received power to noise spectral
density ratio (dB-Hz)

Carrier Channel Performance

15. Carrier modulatlon loss (dB)

16. Carrier power to noise spectral density
ratio (dB-Hz)

17. Carrier loop threshold loop bandwidth (dB)

18. Carrier loop SNR threshold (dB}

Ig. Carrier performance margin (dB) at l AU

20. Range for zero carrier margin (AU)

Telemetry Channel Performance

21. Data modulation loss (dB)

22. Available data power to noise spectral

density ratio at I AU (dB-Hz)

23. Eb/N o (dB) required plus re- i zI,024
celver loss for a lO-j frame 256

deletion rate at bit rate I 128
(blts/s) of [ _64

24. Data power to noise spectral l 32,768

density required for bit rate _ 16,384
{bits/s) of 8,192

, 4,096
1,024

256

( 54
32

25. Maximum communication range J R(32,768)

R(x) in AU at bit rate X 1 R(16,384)
R(8,1g2)

i R(4,096)
I R(l ,024)

R(256)

! R(64)
R(32)

Nominal Value

|
26-Meter

I ........
64-Meter

S-Band /iX-Band

2300.0 2300.0 8400.0

39.0 39.0 41.3

-2.0 -2.0 -1.8

32.8 32,8 44.1

-2.2 -2.2 -o.g

-0.2 -0.2 -0.2

-263.1 -263.1 -274.3

0.0 0.0 -0.2

53.3 51.7 71 .S

-142.4 -134.0 -120.7

33 22 27

4 2 6

-182.9 -184.8 -183.4

40.5 50.8 62,7

-7.8 -7.8

32.7 43,0

4.8 4.8

10,0 10.0

17.9 28.2

7.8 25.7

-0.8 -0.8

Source/Notes

S-band: 8 watts; X-band: 13 watts

S-band: Pioneer F measured values

X-band: Waveguide with 5.5 dB/lO0 ft loss (8 ft);

no dtplexer; coax switch with 0.4 dB loss; plus
allowance (l dB) for couplings and VSWR loss

9-ft parabollc reflector. S-band: Pioneer I0
measured value, X-band: Scaled from S- to X-band,

S-band pointing error: 1.4 deg. X-band pointing
error: 0.25 deg.

Spacecraft antenna axial ratio: 3 dB (measured),

DSS antenna (210-ft) axial ratio: 1.48 dB (JPL

document 810-5).

Communication range: I AU (reference point)

JPL document 810-5

Referenced to maser input (JPL document 810-5).

Includes antenna elevation angle sag.

JPL document 8lO-S

JPL document 810-5

-7.8 Modulation index: 1.15 radlans

54.9

4.8 2 BLO = 3.0 Hz (JPL document 810-5)

lO.O JPL document 810-5

40.I

lOl Modulation index: 1.15 radians

-0.8 Modulation index: 1.15 radlans

39,7 50,0 61,9

5,0 5,0 5.0

5.7 5.7 5.7
7.5 7.5 7,5
8,3 8,3 8.3

50. l 50.1 50.1
47.1 47.1 47.1

44.1 44.1 44.1
41.1 41.I 41.I

35.1 35.1 35.1

29,8 29.8 29.8
26.4 26.4 26.4
23.4 23.4 23.4

0.3 1.0 3.9
0.4 1.3 5.5
0,6 2.0 7.8
o.g 2.9 I1.0

1.7 5,6 21.8
3.1 lO.l 40.3

4.6 15.l 59,5

6,5 2l .2 84

NASA/ARC measurements at JPL CTA-21

v

A range of bit rates extending from 32,768 to 32 bit/s has been

investigated to accommodate the anticipated high data rate requirements of

photo-imaging instruments as well as the limited capabilities of the S-band

link at the extreme planetary ranges. Further, convolutional encoding with

sequential decoding, identical to that applied to Pioneer F/G has been
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retained to enhance the communication link efficiency. While it is recog-
nized that the DSNis not presently configured to decode convolutionally
coded data at rates exceeding 2048 bit/s, it is anticipated that such
capability will be introduced to meet the requirements of these and other
future missions.

The carrier channel performance is determined by the choice of
modulation index, the phase-lock loop noise bandwidth (2 B_n), and the
threshold signal-to-noise ratio. The constraining design _ndition is
the S-band transmission to the 26-meter antenna ground station at Jovian
ranges, operating as a backup for 64-meter operations_ A 3-Hz loop band-
width is essential to satisfactory performance of this link. Projected
DSNcapabilities include provision for 3-Hz loop bandwidth receiving
capability at selected deep space stations. Design control table entries
for the 64-meter receiving station also reflect the use of a 3-Hz loop
bandwidth, although the predicted data rate performance is not adversely
affected if a wider bandwidth is selected. Moreover, uninterrupted
tracking capability through the periapsis region, with attendant high
Doppler rates, will necessitate use of wider bandwidths.

Selection of a phase modulation index of 1.15 radians is consistent
with maximizing the data rate and meeting the modulation limitations of
the DSN,assuming a loop noise bandwidth of 3 Hz. A somewhatlower modu-
lation index is preferred for the S-band link if a wider loop bandwidth
is selected or desired. There is no need to adjust the X-band modulation
index because the maximumcommunication range (ll AU) does not approach
the carrier-power-limited range (lOl AU). A commandablemodulation index
would permit optimizing the performance for the operating conditions. It
has not been incorporated in the orbiter spacecraft configuration because
S-band telemetry at extreme ranges is limited to backup support for the
prime X-band link.

Figure 5-7 shows the predicted telemetry data rate profiles for the
X- and S-band links configured for the orbiter spacecraft, including the
estimated receiver detector degradation effects noted above. A maxlmumof
8 data rates are available and selectable by ground commandwith the logic
provided within the Pioneer DTU. In order to cover as wide a range of data
rates as possible, and minimize modifications, it was necessary to omit
some intermediate values. Table 4-13 summarizes the available bit rates
for Pioneers 6/9, Pioneer F/G the Outer Planets Pioneer baseline, and the
tentative orbiter spacecraft. The final selection of bit rates for a
given mission may cater to specific scientific requirements, the RF power
levels, and the target planet.

Z_

*Note that S-band transmission to the 26-meter antenna ground station is

insufficient to provide the minimum bit rate of 32 bits/s at Saturn
communication distances. The 64-meter antenna would have to be used to

receive S-band transmissions.
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Figure 5-7. Telemetry Bit Rate Versus Range Profile

(Jupiter Orbi ter)

The data rate profile for the high power (22 to 24 watts) X-band
transmission mode is not shown in Figure 5-7. However, the achievable

data rate at a given range is approximately twide the rate illustrated

for the low-power mode (13 watts). Consequently, the high-power mode
affords a maximum data rate of 32,768 kbits/s at Jupiter and 8192 kbits/s

at Saturn.

5.5.2.1 Antenna Pointing Errors

The link budgets of Table 5-8 are based on relatively small antenna

pointing errors and losses (line 5). For the X-band link the loss is
0.9 dB and the pointing error is 0.25 degree. The pointing errors have

the following components, in degrees (Table 5-9):
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Table 5-9. S-Band and X-Band Pointing Errors

_"_inting Error (deg)

Component __

Antenna actual electrical axis
relative to intended axis*

Antenna intended axis relative
to spacecraft body Z axis

Spacecraft body Z axis relative
to spacecraft spin axis*

Spacecraft spin axis relative
to the earth line

Total pointing error

S-Band

O.l

0.9

+0.09

X-Band

0.05

+0.09

0.4

l .44

0.15

0.25

These two quantities root-sum-squared.

-v--

The first entry indicates the X-band antenna pattern would be favored in

adjusting the feed position with respect to body axes during installation

and alignment, but its narrow beamwidth would permit such fine adjustment

by pattern measurements. The second entry shows the intended O.9-degree

permanent offset of the medium-gain antenna S-band pattern for conical

scanning.

The third entry indicates a range encompassing predictable and un-

predictable principal axis tilts due to mass properties effects. (The

predictable component is reduced from Pioneer F/G because the center of

mass now remains located on the spacecraft centerline, and principal-axis

tilt is minimized, with the deployment method adopted for the orbiter).

The fourth entry represents the offset of the spin axis from the

earth line. For X-band this component has been reduced about as much as

possible. To achieve 0.15 degree requires careful measurements with the

conscan signal processor, and correction by open-loop pulses as well as

closed-loop homing, as it represents residual error less than the closed-

loop threshold setting. The 0.4 degree for S-band tolerates a less accu-

rate earth-pointing procedure, and several days' drift of the spacecraft-

earth line since the last earth-pointing update.

The first and third entries, being essentially random and equally

distributed in X and Y directions are combined by root-sum-squaring.

Otherwise, all entries are added algebraically, to be applicable at the

worst point in the spin cycle.
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Actually, while careful attention to orientation procedure is re-
quired to optimize performance of the X-band link, this is not required
during most of the interplanetary cruise phase and part of the orbital
phase of the Jupiter and Saturn missions.

5.6 RELIABILITYANDEXTENDEDLIFE CAPABILITY

Primary concerns regarding the reliability of the Pioneer Outer
Planet Orbiter spacecraft comparedwith Pioneer F/G include the following:

Lifetime extension from 2.5 years to 3.5 years in the
Jupiter orbit mission, and to 6 years in the Saturn orbit
mission.

Addition of a major new subsystem, i.e., the bipropellant
propulsion system and support structure introducing new
failure modesthat can critically affect mission success.

• Addition of an articulated sensor platform.

Exposure to uncertain trapped particle radiation and meteor-
oid flux environments in the vicinity of Jupiter and Saturn
during the orbital phase, especially during the close plane-
tary approach at each periapsis passage.

These concerns are mitigated to somedegree by several factors. Integrated
exposure to environmental effects originating from the sun is not increased
because of comparable solar distances involved. Anomalies not related to
depletion or wear-out are likely to have a lower incidence rate during the
extended part of the mission. By careful selection of orbital charac-
teristics certain knownhazard zones in close vicinity of the target
planets can be avoided (e.g., zones of maximumtrapped radiation fluence
near Jupiter based on data obtained from the Pioneer IO and II encounters,
and the ring area of Saturn's equatorial plane).

For operational reasons certain componentsof the spacecraft are in
line (in the reliability sense) at later times in the outer planet orbiter
missions than their counterparts in the Pioneer F/G flyby missions, and
redundancy must be implemented accordingly. Examplesare attitude refer-
ence sensors, spin control thrusters and critical elements of the added
main propulsion system.

5.6.1 Fail-Safe Desig n Policy

For the Pioneer orbiter missions the following fail-safe policy is

proposed and observed:

=

The spacecraft should be designed with appropriate redundancy, work-

arounds and backup capabilities which will eliminate as many elec-
tronic, mechanical, and electromechanical failure modes as sources

of spacecraft failure as practical. When redundancy or backups are

employed, circuits, interfaces between units, and switching circuits
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should be designed with fault isolation so that a failure in one

unit does not propagate into, or interfere with the operation of,

the redundant units or backup modes.

Electrical or electromechanical random single-point failures should
be eliminated from equipment which must successfully operate at a

high duty cycle throughout the mission, and from equipment which is

especially critical to the success of the mission. For the purposes

of this single-point failure criterion, failure or degradation from

predictable wear-out shall not be regarded as random, and the design

should be capable of surviving a single random failure in addition

to expected wear-out failures.

The spacecraft should be designed so that it can survive failures

occurring when the spacecraft is not being monitored by the ground,

since those that occur in deep space require long periods for

telemetry detection, problem diagnosis and corrective command
transmission.

The above policy is intended to be a firm but not an inflexible

guideline to the spacecraft design. In implementing the policy in specific

cases, competing factors - such as cost, practicality, schedule, weight,

redesign or repackaging of existing equipment, possible introduction of
higher probability failures, increased risks of operator errors, etc. -

should be taken into account and possibly weigh heavier than the above

reliability policy. These considerations should carry more influence in

establishing the spacecraft design than numerical reliability calculations

alone because the assumptions underlying numerical calculations -exponen-

tial probability of failure-have limited applicability to this mission
class.

5.6.2 Single-Point Failures

The following single-point failure considerations apply in the

Pioneer orbiter spacecraft:

a) Spin Control. As in the Pioneer F/G design, the primary control
of spin rate is by two nonredundant thrusters - one to spin up,

and the other to spin down. In Pioneer F and G, no backup

thrusters were provided, because, in the normal mission, major

spin rate changes are not required after 20 days (the second
midcourse maneuver). In the orbiter missions, however, repeated

spinup and despin maneuvers are necessary l) to establish an

increased spin rate for greater attitude stability during main

thrust events, and 2) to establish a lower than nominal spin rate

for improved image system operation. These events occur during

the final year of the mission; prior to and after entering the

planetary orbit phase. This necessitates the addition of a set
of redundant spin control thrusters. These additional thrusters

are also advantageous in eliminating undesirable precession

coupling torques which would occur in the case of a single

thruster pair due to unavoidable large variations of the center-
of-mass location.
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b) Propulsion System. Redundancy is provided in the pressurant and

propellant control assemblies of the main propulsion system. As
on Pioneer F/G the four velocity/precession control thrusters

are a redundant set, i.e., any one of these thrusters could fail

without impairing the required control functions. However, in

both the main and auxiliary propulsion systems the propellant

tanks, including bladders and pressure gauges, are nonredundant.

This single-point failure possibility is tolerable primarily

because of the great weight and space penalty which would be

incurred to attain full redundancy.

c) Conscan Signal Processor. As in the Pioneer F/G design this
unit is nonredundant. The function is twofold: to determine,

by use of the spacecraft's offset antenna pattern and reception

of uplink transmission, the magnitude and direction of the

pointing error of the spin axis from the earthline; and to con-
trol precession thrusters which will correct this pointing
error.

On Pioneers lO and II the conscan unit is being used routinely

for attitude determination, but only infrequently for controlling

the correction maneuver. (In most cases, attitude is controlled

directly by open-loop precession commands.)

However, there is an operational mode in which the pointing error

is determined from the downlink transmission by similarly pro-

cessing on the ground the signal received at the DSN station.

The Pioneer orbiter spacecraft, having a permanently offset

S-band antenna feed is less likely to have either the primary or

backup modes of attitude determination unavailable because of

spacecraft equipment failure.

d) Deployment Dampers. Each deployed appendage -two RTG's and the
magnetometer boom - has a single rotary viscous damper which

serves to restrain the rate of deployment. As in Pioneer F/G,

this component is nonredundant. This is justified by the fact

that the component is used only once, on the first day of the
mission.

5.6.3 Wear-Out Life

Since most of the equipment on the spacecraft is derived from the
Pioneer F and G program with a specified mission time of 900 days it is

necessary to review that equipment for its ability to survive the longer

planetary orbiter missions. The spacecraft must be designed with all

expendables and known wear-out phenomena sized for six years.

The fact that most of these components were qualified for a 900-day
mission must not be construed as necessarily meaning that their lifetime
is limited to that period, Indeed, many of the potentially life-limited
components of Pioneer F/G (or similar equipment) have been used on space-
craft with five- or seven-year missions.
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Table 5AOlists the equipment currently identified as potential

sources of wear-out, a description of their wear-out phenomena, the cir-

cumstances of their use in the orbiter missions, and possible provisions

which could be implemented where necessary.

•Table 5-I0. Life-Limited or Time-Variable Components

Equipment Aging Pheno_na Comments

Traveling wave tube Cathode depletion State-of-the-art theoretical barium exhaustion times are
assemblies currently in excess of lOO,O00 hours (ll.5 years). Redun-

dant TWFTA'sare provided.

Degradation of insulation in high- State-of-the-art packaging and insulation concepts permit
voltage power supply causing arcing six-year lifetimes to be achieved

Thruster assemblies Degradation of seal and seating
integrity

Catalyst bed degradation from cold
starts

Degradation of sun sensing

i devices

Thrusters have demonstrated 500,000 pulses life without
leakage. Orbiter mission worst case thruster requirement
is 5-I0,000 pulses. Proper thermal control will provide

assurance of seal/seat integrity.

The catalyst bed has a design life of 150 cold starts which
falls within orbiter mission requirements. The catalyst

bed is maintained at temperatures high enough to alleviate
the cold start problem.

Propellant expulsion Long-term degradation under expo- Mission life exceeds demonstrated endurance of existing

bladders sure to N204 or MMH Teflon bladders. Additional llfe testing and/or selection
of new materials may be necessary.

Thermal coatings Long-term aging and discoloration Integrated ultraviolet and particulate radiation is com-
of thermal surfaces parable to Pioneer lO/ll. No problems anticipated.

Star sensor Lens fogging from long-term or Integrated solar radiation and electron and proton fluences

intensive short space radiation are comparable to those on Pioneer lO/ll, or earth orbiters
with one year life

Sun sensors Not required beyond first year of mission

m

!

5.6.4 Radiation and Micrometeoroid Environment

While the radiation and micrometeoroid environment during transit is

comparable to that of the Pioneer lO/ll mission - actually the micrometeor-
oid flux in the asteroid belt was found to be several orders of magnitude

less than anticipated - the orbital phase may present potentially more
severe environmental hazards in Close vicinity of the target planets.

Estimates of electron and proton radiation levels near Jupiter,

based on models of particle fluences assumed during the development of

Pioneer F/G and updated by results of the Pioneer lO Jupiter encounter
in December 1973 are discussed in Section 2.1.I.4. By a conservative

choice of periapsis altitudes at Jupiter and Saturn, or by timinq the

flyby events to occur in a zone of low radiation fluence (even at low

altitude) the accumulated effects can be held to a level less damaging

than that to which Pioneer lO was exposed during its low inclination

flyby at 2.8 Rj closest approach.
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Regarding the exposure to micrometeoroid impact in the vicinity of
the target planets it can be shown that the predominant relative motion
of particles encountered by the spacecraft during the orbital phase is
from the rear hemisphere, typically within 30 to 45 degrees of the spin
axis. This relative velocity orientation is similar to that of asteroidal
micrometeoroids encountered during the cruise phase, such that the micro-
meteoroid shield and Armalon blanket enclosing the retro-propulsion stage
gives effective protection during the orbital phase as well.

5.6.5 Reliability Analysis

This section presents results of the reliability analysis of the
proposed Pioneer configurations for the 3.5-year Jupiter and 6-year Saturn
orbiter missions.

The analysis uses the baseline Pioneer F/G design (Reference l)

with the modifications identified in this document and in Reference 3,
"Outer Planets Pioneer Spacecraft," and Reference 4, "Extended Life Outer

Planets Pioneer Spacecraft." The principal changes include the following:

• Addition of the bipropellant main propulsion subsystem

e Addition of a modularized hiQh capacity CMOS DSU

m Addition of two dual-mode X-band transmitters

e Deletion of the storage battery.

Table 5-11 gives a more complete list of the changes from the base-

line Pioneer F/G configuration that affect overall reliability. Table 5-12

summarizes subsystem and system reliabilities for the Pioneer F/G, Jupiter
orbiter, and Saturn orbiter missions. The table also includes Pioneer F/G

reliabilities extrapolated to the mission times of the Jupiter and Saturn

orbiter to permit reliability comparisons among the three systems. Relia-

bility versus time characteristics of the three systems are plotted in
Figure 5-8. Differences between the Jupiter and Saturn orbiters are

mainly due to dissimilar duty cycles of the nearly identical equipment

used (e.g., propulsion valves, conscan, and S-band transmitter) whereas
differences between the orbiter missions and Pioneer F/G are due to major

equipment differences.

Extension of failure rates from the Pioneer F/G reliability model up

to six years, as used in this analysis, is probably unduly pessimistic,
because these failure rates reflect data based on much shorter missions,

including a number of earth-orbiting spacecraft programs. Thus infant
failures and failures in the temperature-cycling earth-orbit environment

tend to produce failure rates which are too high for the long mission with

its unchanging environment. Therefore the 0.45 figure is not a realistic

estimate of the probability of mission success of the Saturn orbiter.

Nevertheless, the calculations point out those portions of the spacecraft

design where reliability augmentation would be comparatively most effective.
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Table 5-11. Summary of Equipment Changes to Pioneer F/G

for the Jupiter and Saturn Orbiter Missions

Structure Subsystem and Mass Properties Control

• Additional structure to accommodate stage and support spacecraft proper

0. Reinforcement of magnetometer and RTG booms

• Increased equipment and structural weight requires increased duty cycling
of monopropellant hydrazine system

• Added rotational sensor package with associated drive electronics

Propulsion Subsystem

e Added bipropellant stage including four propellant tanks and one pres-
surant tank

• Addition of pair of partially redundant spin/despin hydrazine thrusters

Thermal Subsystem

e Additional thermal control demands required for added propulsion stage

e Relocation of louvers to accommodate configuration change

e Deletion of battery thermal control

Attitude Control Subsystem

e Addition of auxiliary roll reference sensor and electronics

e Addition of circuitry to PSE for auxiliary roll reference sensor and to
incorporate controls for higher spin rate mode during high thrust
_V maneuvers

• Addition of valve driver circuits for redundant spin/despin thruster cluster

Data Handlinq Subsystem

• New high capacity CMOS DSU replaces Pioneer F/G core memory

Communications Subsystem

• Subsystem modification by addition of dual-mode X-band transmitters
(13 and 23 watts)

• Movable S-band antenna feed replaced by dual S-band/X-band feeds
(all stationary)

Electrical Power Subsystem

• Four SNAP-19 RTG's replaced with two MHW RTG's

e Battery and associated charge and control circuitry deleted

Command Subsystem

e Increased command processor real-time command capability by approximately
20 commands primarily to accommodate new propulsion stage

e Revised command memory capacity to store 16 redundant commands and their
associated time tags (formerly 5 nonredundant commands)
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Table 5-12o System Reliability Summary

Pioneer F/G Jupiter Orbiter Saturn Orbiter
Subsystem t = 21,600 hours t --30,660 hours t = 52,560 hours

(3.5 years) (6.0 years)

Structure

Propulsion (monopropellant)

Propulsion (bipropellant)

Thermal

Attitude Control

Data Handling

Communications

Electrical Power

Command

Meteoroid Hazard

System

0.9948 0.9947 (0.9946)*

0.9508 0.8849 (0.9307)

..... 0.9474 (......)

0.9994 0.9999 (0.9993)

0.9823 0.9597 (0.9705)

0.9416 0.9744 (0.8945)

0.9633 0.9295 (0.9362)

0.9934 0.9975 (0.9906)
I

0.9679 I 0.9716 (0.9547)

0.9900 I 0.9900 (0.9900)

-- r0.8016 0.6954 (0.7039)

0.9940 (0.9940)*

0.7921 (0.8833)

0.9109 ( ...... )

0.9999 (0.9988)

0.9147 (0.9300)

0.9127 (0.7599)

0.8445 (0.8524)

0.9942 (0.9839)

0.9303 (0.9237)

0.9600 (0.9900)

.j 0.4489 (0.4753)

The numbers in parentheses show the Pioneer F/G reliabilities extrapolated to 3.5 and
6.0 years, respectively, for system comparison.

0.90

, \\\ ! ./P,o.,EER

0.70 , ____ ,k,X

X

o.soi ..... 1
0.40

ORBITER

4

MISSION TIME _YF.ARS)

Figure 5-8.

2 5 6 7

Reliability Vs. Time Histories of the Pioneer F/G,

Jupiter, and Saturn Orbiter Missions

8
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Before reviewing specific areas, note that the above tabulation in-

cludes only the parts of the flight spacecraft considered to be the

responsibility of the spacecraft contractor. RTG's and scientific instru-
ments are excluded.

The following subsections present equipment failure rates used in

the analysis and identify areas in which significant reliability gains

might be realized through the addition of redundancy and configuration
modification.

Piece Part and Equ_ipment Failure Rates

The electronic piece part failure rates used in the Pioneer F/G

reliability analyses are also applicable to the orbiter spacecraft and are

used in this document (see Appendix C). In Reference 15 these failure rates

were updated on the basis of actual mission experience of TRW's spacecraft
(Reference 16). However, this updating yielded only a small net effect

since some generic part failure rates increased and others decreased with

respect to the 1970 rate model, depending on in-flight hours of operation

and the number of accumulated individual part failures.

The hydrazine thruster reliability model was updated in this study

based on orbital information which has become available since the comple-

tion of the Pioneer F/G spacecraft development. It should be emphasized,

however, that propulsion equipment failure rate data is extremely limited

compared to electronic piece parts because of the small number of hydra-

zine thrusters relative to the number of electronic components on-board

any given spacecraft. Thus, owing to the few failures of thrusters experi-

enced in flight the failure rates given in Table 5-13 are extremely
conservative.

Table 5-13. Hydrazlne Thruster Failure Rates

Failure Mode

l) Steady-state burn

2) Pulse mode

3) Cold start

4) Leak mode

Failure Rate (x lO-9)

8647/second of burn

563/pulse

485,000/coid start

70/hour

Table 5-14 lists the failure rates used in the analysis of the bipro-

pellant system (Reference 17). As mentioned previously, these data have a

lower confidence level than failure rates for electronic parts in view of

the much more limited data base from which they are drawn.
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Table 5-14. Blpropellant System Failure Rates

i iii i i

Equipment Failure Rate
(x lO-9/hr)

Nitrogen Tank
Leak x = 26

Temperature Transducer
Leak 14

Faulty reading 1386

Pressure Transducer
Leak 14

Faulty reading 1386

Filter
Loss of function 32

Check Valve

Leak to space 14
Fail open 45

Relief Valve
Leak 214
Fail closed 50

Propellant Tank
Leak 26
Bladder 189

Bipropellant Valve
Leak to space 7
Leak downstream 300

Fail closed 58

Equipment Failure Rate
(x lO'9/hr)

Heater
Short 1

Open 1

Gimbal Bearing 80

Thruster (failure/hour
of burn)

Chamber burnthrough 493,000
Injector failure 400,000

Regulator
Leak to space 7
Leak downstream 332
Fail closed 68

Explosive Valve (NC)
Fail to fire probability 0.0038
Premature flre probability 0.0009

Explosive Valve (NO)

Fail to fire probability 0.0019
Premature fire probability 0.0015

Burst Disc

Premature burst probability 0.00025

Fail to burst probability 0.00025

Fill Valve (redundant)

Leak to space I13

z

v

Subsystem Reliability

Detailed reliability block diagrams are shown in Figures 5-9 through

5-17 for each of the Jupiter and Saturn orbiter subsystems. Brief com-

ments regarding the effects of changes from Pioneer F/G subsystems are

given below.

Structure Subsystem. The reliability of the basic structure is not
affected by the increased mission duration since structural reliability is

assumed to be time-independent once launch is completed.

The structure added to the Pioneer F/G baseline configuration to

accommodate the bipropellant system is assumed to have an insignificant

effect on structural integrity if high enough design margins of safety
are used.

Meteoroid Hazard. Estimates of the probability of noncatastrophic

spacecraft failure are based upon the experience of the Pioneer lO space-

craft during its interplanetary cruise, including the crossing of the

asteroid belt, and at the Jupiter encounter. Current hypotheses of the
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t: :

Figure 5-9. Structure Subsystem Reliability Block Diagram

planetary environments of Jupiter and Saturn were also taken into account.

These probabilities were estimated to be approximately 0.99 for the

Jupiter mission and 0.961 for the Saturn mission.

Hydrazine and Bipropellant Propulsion Subsystems. The additional
mission time and the major increase in thruster activity detailed in

Table 5-15 significantly decrease the hydrazine propulsion subsystem relia-

bility. The addition of a pair of partially redundant spin/despin thrusters
serves to counterbalance the effect of the increased thruster activity,

but at the expense of the leak-to-space failure mode.

Table 5-15. Propulsion Activity and Duty Cycling

System

Bipropellant

System

Monopropellant

System

Each_V Thrusters

Cold starts

Steady-state burn

Pulses (125 ms)

Each spin/despin

Cold starts

Steady-state burn

Pulses (12S ms)

Pioneer F/G

No bipropellant

system

7

8500 sec

7600

6

132 sec

3OO0

Jupiter Orbiter

Six firings for a
total of SO minutes

of burn

7

21,250 sec

10,640

30

I188 sec

SO00

Saturn Orbiter

Four firings for a
total of 46 mlnutes

of burn

11

31,874 sec

17,100

24

792 sec

6000
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Figure 5-I0. Hydrazlne Propulsion Reliability Block Diagram

Earlier studies have shown that the RTG radiation environment will

probably cause only an insignificant hydrazine degradation. The RTG

radiation environment may, however, adversely affect the elastomeric

bladder and diaphragm materials in both subsystems.

Passive surface tension devices which are currently being developed

and perfected should offer a solution to this potential problem as well as

to the more conventional burst and leak problems of bladders and dla-
phragms. At thls time the reliability of the 'surface tension devices

cannot be quantified, but should certainly exceed that of the bladders.
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Figure 5-II. Bipropellant System Reliability Block Diagram

The large fuel and oxidizer tanks of the bipropellant system will
have an increased vulnerability to the micrometeoroid hazard, but a thin

double wall shielding should minimize this hazard with a minimum expendi-

ture of weight.

The current flight-proven bipropellant designs use explosive devices

for fuel and pressurant control. Long-life missions may require the

replacement of the ordnance devices with solenoid valves since long shelf

life reliability characteristics have not been well established.

Thermal Subsystem. A principal change in thermal control reliability

characteristics Is introduced by the addition of the new propulsion stage.

Thermal control of the propellant tanks, feed lines and main retro-engine

by electrical and radioisotope heaters adds several failure modes to the

overall spacecraft system. Furthermore, the change in the method of waste

heat dissipation from the equipment compartment via side louvers adds some
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complexity and operating constraints. These changes are taken into con-

sideration in modifying the thermal control subsystem reliability from
that used for Pioneer F/G.

The reliability block diagram does not reflect the additional

heaters for the new propulsion stage. These additional items are

accounted for in the bipropellant stage block diagram.

I ITHE  LTHERMAL _ LOLPv'ERS

INSULATION j j (REDUNDANT)

R = 0.99985 R- 0.999995

THERMAL SUBSYSTEM RELIABILITY PREDICTION = 0.99985 (JUPITER AND SATURN)

Figure 5-12. Thermal Subsystem Reliability Block Diagram

ACS Subsystem. An auxiliary roll reference assembly has been added

for attitude control during periods of ineffectivity of the sun sensor and

star reference assembly (in close vicinity of the planet). The ACS sub-

system also includes the articulated sensor package drive and electronics.

These changes only reflect in a small overall effect on ACS reliability.

Data Handling Subsystem. Five solid-state (CMOS) memory units com-

prise the Pioneer orbiter DSU. Each unit contains 1200 chips, l percent

of which may be lost as an acceptable degradation level. It is also

assumed that the DSU is required only after arriving at the planet.

Thus, a high DSU reliability is achieved.

Communications Subsystem. The 8-watt TWTA's from Pioneer F/G are
retained. The X-band TWTA's have been added to the subsystem to permit

downlink communication at higher data rates.

Electrical Power Subsystem. The four SNAP-19 RTG's have been re-

placed by two MHW RTG's with significantly increased power level. This

permits the deletion of the battery and simplification of the inverter

and power control unit design.

Command Subsystem. The command processor has been enlarged to pro-
vide a_-JTtion_ commands for control of the bipropellant system and other

additional equipment. An enlarged and improved command memory has re-

placed the existing assembly in Pioneer F/G.
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Figure 5-17. Command Subsystem Reliability Block Diagram

5.6.6 Reliability Improvements

Table 5-16 shows the reliability improvements which can be achieved

for selected units for both orbiter missions. The units were selected on

the basis of potential reliability growth. If all the changes were imple-

mented the Jupiter mission reliability would increase to 0.7824 (from

0.6954) and the Saturn mission to 0.5831 (from 0.4489).

Table 5-16. Selected Reliability Improvements for

Individual Spacecraft Units

Propulsion

Add redundant pressure
transducer

ACS

Add redundant channel to DSL

and undervoltage circuitry

Data Handling

Add second standby pro-
grammer output 1oglc

Add second redundant digital

main frame multiplexer

Communications

Add standby redundant conscan
processor and TRF

Add second redundant receiver

and TRF

Command Subsystem

Add second redundant digital
decoder, command processor,
and TRF

All of above changes incorporated

into the spacecraft system

Jupiter Orbiter

Nominal

0.9749

0.9800

L

0.9892

0.9893

I

0.9892
, 0.9697

I
0.9761

I

_ 0.6954
i

!

Improved

0.9990

0.9972

0.9987

o.gggl

b
0.9999

0.9947

i 0.g963
!

0.7824

I

Saturn Orbiter

Nominal Improved

0.9574 0.9976

0.9472 0.9879

i 0.9705 0.9942

i 0.9709 0.9959

0.9784 0.9995

0.9219 0,9776

I
)

0.9375 0 .g844

i

0.4489 0.5831

I
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6. MISSIONPERFORMANCEOFTHEJUPITERORBITER

6.1 LAUNCHOPPORTUNITIES

Jupiter orbit missions being considered in this report start with the

1981/1982 launch opportunity. Favorable conditions for launching a space-

craft from earth to Jupiter repeat with the synodic period of approximately

400 days, thus shift by about one month in successive years. Figure 6-I

shows the sequence of launch opportunities to Jupiter in the 1970's and
1980's. It also indicates those for Saturn missions, to be discussed in

Section 7. The yearly shift of favorable launch seasons is only about

half a month in that case because of the 378-day synodic period for earth
and Saturn.

_J

R I I

YEAR

Figure 6-I. Launch Opportunities for Jupiter
and Saturn Orbiter Missions in

the Ig70's and IgSO's

Since the orbit of Jupiter is slightly inclined (I.3 degrees) relative

to the ecliptic and has a significant eccentricity (e = 0.048), the charac-

teristics of earth-Jupiter trajectories vary with each launch opportunity,

completing a cycle in approximately 12 years. These effects are summarized
as follows:

Because of the inclination of Jupiter's orbit, out-of-plane

components increase the earth departure velocity requirements

twice per cycle. Opportunities with the lowest launch energy

requirements correspond to arrival at Jupiter when it is

close to the nodal line and occur in July 1975, January 1982

and June 1987.
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The eccentricity of Jupiter's orbit increases trip time and
launch energy somewhatonce every 12-year cycle, which makes
launches in the mid 1980's somewhatmore favorable than those
in the early 1980's.

Successive launch opportunities occur with the earth at a
different location in its orbit. Becauseof the inclination
of the earth's equator to the ecliptic plane this introduces
a variation in the geocentric characteristics (declination
and right ascensior) of the outgoing asymptote from year to
year.

As a result the earth-Jupiter trajectory characteristics vary con-
siderably in the period from 1981 to 1986. Launch energy requirements are
at a maximumin 1981-1982 and at a minimumin 1985-1986 for trajectories
with short trip times. These variations are indicated in Figure 6-2 for
nearly two cycles of the departure energy C3 at launch opportunities in
the 1970's and 1980's.

"-..._j

i30-DAY OPPORTUNITY

r--_IMINIMUM LAUNCH ENERGY FOR GIVEN FLIGHT TIME

2O0

, ! II
"2i II

80_19

' 41 iiii In.,
120

- i I! Ill,:2 [ii .....
1981 1992 1983 1984 19_ 1996 19'87 " " 1988 1989 1990

LAUNCHOPPORTUNITY{YEAR)

Figure 6-2. Variation of Injection Energy Requirements with

Launch Year for 400-, 500-, and 500-Day
Earth-duplter Transfers
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The month of the launch opportunity progresses from December in 1981

to May in 1986 which causes a change in earth declination from +2 degrees

in 1981 to values as low as -45 degrees in 1985 for trajectories with the

relatively lowest launch energy. Consequently, missions in 1985 and 1986

must be penalized in launch requirements in order to avoid trajectories

with excessively large (negative) declination so as to meet azimuth con-

straints typical for launches from ETR.

Type II trajectories (those in which the spacecraft travels more than

180 degrees around the sun between earth and Jupiter) could alleviate the

more severe launch energy requirements, but a considerable increase in

flight time would accrue, making this approach unattractive. Therefore,

only Type I trajectories are proposed.

The yearly variation in geometrical characteristics of the earth-

Jupiter transfer trajectories also reflects in a periodic change in arrival

velocity at Jupiter which is shown in Figure 6-3 for flight times of 400,

500 and 600 days. The largest arrival velocities occur for trajectories
launched in 1981 and 1982, the lowest for those launched in 1986 and 1987

(see also Section 6-3.

6.2 SELECTION CRITERIA FOR EARTH-JUPITER TRAJECTORIES

Principal criteria for selection of earth-Jupiter trajectories may

be divided into those involving operations at or near earth, and those

applying at Jupiter.

The significant parameters at earth are:

Launch energy, C3, required to inject the spacecraft onto a
trajectory to Jupiter.

DLA, the declination of the launch asymptote, and its influence

on the launch azimuth and on the coast time to be sustained by

the second stage of the launch vehicle.

The duration of the launch period (number of consecutive days

on which the launch may be conducted) and the launch window

(minutes of each launch day, when a launch is possible).

The significant parameters at Jupiter are:

V., or asymptotic planetocentric arrival velocity, which
governs the velocity impulse necessary to attain a given size
orbit.

The declination (in Jovian latitude) of the approach asymptote.

This indicates the minimum inclination of the ensuing orbit

which can be obtained without a plane change.

The arrival date at Jupiter, which has several subsidiary

considerations. First, to maintain communication, arrival
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130-DAY OPPORTUNITY

r"_-IVELOClTY CORRESPONDING TOMINIMUM
LAUNCH ENERGY FOR GIVEN FLIGHT TIME
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Figure 6-3. Variation of Jupiter Approach Velocity V_ wtth
Launch Year for the 400-, SO0-, and 600-Day
Earth-Jupiter Transfers

at times of earth-Jupiter conjunction is to be avolded.

These arrival dates generally correspond to trip times of

700 and If00 days.

The in-plane direction of the approach asymptote varies with
arrival date; thus a certain band of arrival dates is favor-

able for orbit insertion with the thrust along the earth line.

This band corresponds to trip times of approximately 750 to

1000 days.
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A third consideration is to aim for specific arrival dates
which facilitate close encounters with the Galiiean satel-

lites during the Jupiter orbit phase.

The total trip time from earth to Jupiter is the key parameter

affecting the launch energy (C_) and the asymptotic arrival velocity (V_)

in a given mission year, thus determining the total spacecraft mass that

can be launched from earth as well as the propellant mass required for

orbit insertion at Jupiter. Generally, trip times of at least 700 to

800 days are desirable for keeping C3 and V_ at sufficiently low values
consistent with a large total spacecraft mass and a reasonably low propel-

lant mass. Optimal launch dates are nearly fixed for a given mission year,

thus selection of the trip time reflects primarily in the choice of arrival

date. Given a preferred trip time the final choice of departure and

arrival dates will be influenced by constraints on launch and arrival

geometry discussed earlier.

6.3 DEPARTURE ENERGY AND ARRIVAL VELOCITY FOR

THE 1981, 1983 and 1985 LAUNCH OPPORTUNITIES

Departure energy and arrival velocity characteristics for trip times

ranging from 400 to lOOO days are shown in Figure 6-4 for the 1981, 1983

and 1985 launch opportunities. (Note that the 1981 opportunity extends into

January 1982. Data for the 1984 opportunity were omitted in the graph.)

The dashed parameter lines of fixed trip times represent portions of the

nearly periodic variation of trajectory characteristics repeating approxi-
mately every 12 years. Data points of the 1980 launch opportunity are
shown to indicate the trend.

The procedure by which the data in Figure 6-4 are derived from the

complete set of trajectories available in these mission years (see
Reference !8) is illustrated by curves of C3 and V_ versus departure date

for fixed values of flight time, applying to the 1981 launch opportunity

(Figure 6-5). Allowing a 15-day launch period has the effect of adding a
5 km /s_ increment to the minimum C3 requirement for each trip time. These

C3 increments are reflected in the data shown in Figure 6-4.

Note that the bar graphs of minimum CR and V_ values previously pre-
sented in Figures 6-2 and 6-3 include a 30-day launch period but are other-

wise consistent with the data in Figure 6-5.

It is evident from these data that flight times of at least 700 days

are desirable in order to bracket departure energies and arrival velocities

within ranges that will yield favorable spacecraft weight characteristics

and retro-propulsion requirements. Performance implications of these re-
sults will be further discussed in the following section and in Section 6-8.
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6.4 RETRO-PROPULSIONPERFORMANCECHARACTERISTICS
ANDTRADEOFFS

The performance of the Pioneer propulsion stage can be assessed by

determining the AV capability of the stage parametrically as function of

propellant weight and spacecraft inert weight. The carpet graph shown in

Figure 6-6 gives the _V capability versus total injected weight with

spacecraft inert weight and usable propellant weight as parameters. These

curves were derived for a bipropellant (N204/MMH) system with 292 seconds
of specific impulse.

_800

2400--

2000

I

I

1200

_ USABLE

PROPELLANT
WEIGHT
(POUNDS)

SPACECRAFT 800j

PLUS STAGE
-- INERT WEIGHT ....
(POUNDS) Iooo'

400 .......

o

400 800 1200 1600 2000 2400
INJECTED GROSS WEIGHT (POUNDS)

Figure 6-6. AV Capability Vs. Injected Weight

Propellant expenditures of up to 50 pounds by the auxiliary hydra-
zine propulsion system in performing attitude control maneuvers and small

midcourse corrections have been neglected in obtaining the performance

curves shown in Figure 6-6 thus giving a conservative, low estimate of

retro-stage performance. Upper brackets of the stage AV capability are

obtained by increasing these AV values by a percentage equal to the weight
fraction of the nominal inert weight that is actually allocated as hydra-

zine propellant, typically 4 to 6 percent.

The graphs show that an orbiter spacecraft with 900 pounds of inert

weight and a usable propellant weight of ll50 pounds has a total AV capa-

bility of 2400 m/s. In the performance range of interest weight tradeoffs

between dry weight and gross injected weight and between dry weight and

propellant weight are governed by these relationships:
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O The exchange ratio of total injected weight to inert weight

with AV capability held constant is about 2:1 in the per-

formance range of interest.

Thus, to maintain a fixed AV capability any change in space-

craft inert weight must be accompanied by an equal change

in propellant weight.

An increase or decrease in injected spacecraft weight due to

launch vehicle performance variation, change in adapter

weight penalty, or change in launch energy requirements is

to be apportioned in equal parts to changes of inert weight

and propellant weight if the same AV capability is to be
maintained.

The exchange ratio B_V/BWaros s is given by i_n g/Wnrn_ _.
This value is 1.4 to 1.6 _/s per pound in th_perfSh_fice

range of interest. Thus addition of ] pound of prope]lant

to a spacecraft with a fixed dry weight increases the _V

capability by about 1.5 m/s.

In Figure 6-6 the maximum AV performance capability is delineated

by the maximum launch vehicle capability (W,_c m_v), the maximum pro-

pellant capacity of the stage (Wpr_n m_) aBB_fie'"_Bwest achievable dry
weight of the spacecraft (W_ V m4n_ Tfiis is illustrated in Figure 6-7

by two examples correspondifig_t_'_onditions where the maximum AV capa-

bility is determined (a) by the dry weight and propel]ant weight and (b)

by the dry weight and the injected weight limit. The maximum AV capa-

bility consistent with condition (b) is attained by appropriate variation

of the propellant load, such that the three limit curves intersect in
one point.

v

Z

.<

%
.,, SPACECRAFT

_/H/L INERT

MAXIMUM LAUNCH i_

VEHICLE CAPACITY ._,J "_,
_ j

I
GROSS INJECTED WEIGHT

a) 6V CAPABILITY LIMITED BY
SPACECRAFT MASS AND
PROPELLANT CAPACITY

PROPELLANT WEIGHT
COMMENSURATE
WITH LIMITS I AND 3

X ',bARGER

SMALLER\ \ __h//////_/

MAX _,_

GROSS INJECTED WEIGHT

b) A,VCAPABILITY LIMITED BY
LAUNCH VEHICLE CAPACITY.
PROPELLANT CAPACITY
CONFORMS TO THIS LIMIT

Figure 6-7. AV Performance Limits
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In the case of the 1981 Pioneer orbiter mission the upper limit of

AV capability is determined by the spacecraft dry weight and the propel-

lant capacity rather than by launch vehicle capability. The Titan IIIE/

Centaur/TE 364-4 provides a margin of several hundred pounds in this

mission year. This performance margin can be used to accommodate more

demanding launch requirements at subsequent launch opportunities.

6.5 LAUNCH VEHICLE PERFORMANCE

The launch vehicle designated for use in performing the Pioneer

Jupiter and/or Saturn orbiter missions in the early 1980's is the

Titan IIIE/Centaur D-IT/TE 364-4.* The payload fairing is the nominal
14-foot diameter Centaur shroud also to be used in the 1976 Viking and

1977 Mariner Jupiter-Saturn missions. The dynamic envelope of this shroud

is that indicated in the configuration drawing in Section 3.

Figure 6-8 shows the injected gross payload weight capability of

this booster versus C3 for due east launch from ETR with a nominal

lO0 n ml parking orbit. This performance curve is an updated version of
that specified in earlier Pioneer mission studies (References 5 and 12).

2400

'7

0

0

o
0

1200

800

EAST LAUNCH FROM ETR
100 NMI PARKING ORBIT

\
h,,.

• PAYLOAD ADAPTER WEIGHT INCLUDED IN CURVE _

• DISCONTINUITY INDICATES ADDED TRUSSADAPTER
ON CENTAUR STAGE FOR HEAVY PAYLOADS

• STANDARD (ViKiNG) 14 PT CENTAUR SHROUD

I
I00 120 140

INJECTION ENERGY C3 (KM2/SEC 2)

400
B0 160 180

Figure 6-8. Titan IIIE/Centaur D-IT/TE 364-4 Injection Performance

This designation is still tentative but has been assumed as ground

for purposes of this report.
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A parking orbit coast period of up to 25 minutes can be accommo-

dated by the Centaur stage without weight penalty. Extended coast periods

of up to l hour can also be accommodated but require an increase in the

Centaur attitude control propellant and tankage weight which reflects in

a 70-pound payload penalty for parking orbits of up to l hour. Actually,

in the Pioneer Jupiter and Saturn missions contemplated here extreme

coast period durations such as these will not be required.

The discontinuity in the booster performance curve (Figure 6-8)

reflects the addition of an adapter truss which is required to reinforce

the Centaur stage mount when heavy payloads in excess of 1200 pounds are
to be launched.

Note that the gross spacecraft weight given in Figure 6-8 includes

the weight of the payload interstage adapter, that is a weight penalty
of 50 to 65 pounds depending on the weight of the spacecraft to be carried

by this structure. The actual net spacecraft weight injected by the launch

vehicle is obtained by subtracting the adapter weight.

For the purposes of this report the injection accuracy of the
Titan IIIE/Centaur/TE 364-4 is the same as that given in PC 221 (Launch

Vehicle - Pioneer F Spacecraft Interface Document) for the Atlas SLV-3C/

Centaur/TE 364-4 vehicle. The acoustic and vibration environments are

the same as those prescribed in PC 210.03 (Pioneer F and G Spacecraft

Specification) for qualification and acceptance level testing of the

Pioneer F and G spacecraft.

6.6 LAUNCH PHASE

6.6.1 Launch Constraints

The following launch phase constraints may impose operational re-

strictions and/or performance penalties:

Duration of the launch period for a given mission year

Duration of the daily launch window

Azimuth restrictions on launches from ETR

Time limitation on parking orbit coast prior to

the interplanetary injection burn

Location of the ground track and the injection burn

relative to available ground station coverage.

Performance penalties due to the requirement of a 15-day launch

period have been previously discussed in Section 6.3. The maximum G_ ^
increment corresponding to this requirement is of the order of 5 km_Tsec z

and reflects in a weight differential of about lO0 pounds in typical

Jupiter missions.

Constraints due to the minimum daily launch window, the permissible

range of launch azimuths and the parking orbit coast capability of the
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Centaur stage are interrelated and depend on the required declination of
the departure asymptote. This will be discussed below.

The position of available ground tracking and commandstations
relative to the spacecraft during the launch and pre-inJection phase does
not impose restrictions other than those included in the permissible range
of launch azimuths. Tracking and commandcapability during and after the
injection phase can be provided either by existing ground facilities or
by ships stationed appropriately as has been the case in previous inter-
planetary launches. Thus, no significant new launch restriction is
imposed by this requirement.

6.6.2 Declination of Departure Asymptote

Declinations of the departure asymptote for earth-Jupiter launch

opportunities between ig81 and 1985 are shown in Figure 6-9 as function

of trip time. The declination angles shown, ranging from +2 to -50 de-

grees, correspond to trajectories with minimum departure energy for the

given values of trip time. Favorable declination angles which impose

little or no azimuth penalty are associated with the 1981 and 1983 launch

years. These declinations, ranging between 2 degrees north and 28 de-

grees south can be reached either by the direct ascent mode or by orbital
ascent with a short coast period at a nearly due east launch azimuth.

Declinations more southerly than -28.8 degrees, that are associated with

the later launch years in the range of trip times of interest here (i.e.,

trip times greater than 700 days) require significantly off-east launch
azimuths and hence impose some performance penalty.

IO
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0 _ I""-1981/82 _"_
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Figure 6-9.
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Declination of Departure Asymptote Vs. Trip Time

for Earth-dupl ter Trajectorles
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6.6.3 Launch Azimuth and Parking Orbit Coast Time

The required launch azimuth is shown as a function of departure

asymptote declination 6 in Figure 6-I0 for several launch window durations.

0ff-east azimuth requirements increase rapidly as the declination angle

rises above +28.8 degrees or falls below -28.8 degrees. Weight penalties

begin to accrue if the off-east angle is significantly greater than 10_de-

greys, as shown in Figure 6-11 for injection energies of 90 and i20 km:/
sec-. Thus forJAeJ = 40 degrees a weight penalty ranging from 57 to 71

pounds must be taken into account for the C3 values considered here.

140

130

_. 120

0
z
.,(

---- 110

100

DALLY
LAUNCH WINDOW
DURATION

(HOURS)/

/

9O
0 -+10 :_20 _-30 _40 _'50 _60

DEPARTURE DECLINATION 6 (DEG)

Figure 6-10. Minimum Southerly Azimuth Angles at ETR

Vs. Departure Inclination 6

A reasonably short daily launch window of 30 minutes to l hour, as

such, does not have a significant effect on azimuth angles in either of

the two regimes of declination angles J6J s 28.8 degrees or J61 > 28.8 de-

grees, as seen in Figure 6-I0 and 6-11. The weight penalty corresponding

to this change in azimuth angle generally does not exceed 10 pounds.
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Orbital coast time is related to departure asymptote declination and

launch azimuth as shown in Figure 6-12. Coast times extending signifi-

cantly beyond 25 minutes require modifications of the Centaur stage and

thus impose weight penalties as explained in Section 6.5. However, for
the southerly declinations typical for the earth-Jupiter trajectories

being considered the coast periods generally do not exceed 25 minutes.
In some instances the direct ascent mode can be used with azimuths in the

range of 90 to ll4 degrees, i.e., in the sector of azimuth angles at ETR

where launch permission is generally granted on a routine basis. The

maximum off-east azimuth weight penalty is about 30 pounds in this mode.
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Figure 6-12. Orbital Coast Time Requirements
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6.7 SELECTEDNOMINALEARTH-JUPITERTRANSFERTRAJECTORIES

6.7.1 Trajectory Characteristics

On the basis of the selection criteria and constraints discussed

earlier, two sample earth-Jupiter trajectories were chosen from data in

Reference 18 for the 1981 and 1985 launch opportunities. Their principal

characteristics are listed in Table 6-I. The table includes departure

and arrival dates, trip t!me, departure energy C3, departure and arrival
hyperbolic excess velocitles and declinations, heliocentric transfer

ngle, communication distance at arrival, and approach illumination angle
the angle between Jupiter's heliocentric radius vector and the incoming

hyperbolic excess velocity). From this angle, the arrival velocity, and

the selected periapsis altitude the angle between the velocity vector at

periapsis and the earth-line can be derived. This value, as well as the

cosine-loss involved with the spacecraft in the nominal earth-polntlng

mode while performing the Jupiter orbit insertion maneuver at periapsis

are also given in the table. This and other orbit insertion performance

penalties will be discussed in Section 6.8.

Table 6-I. Selected Earth-Jupiter Sample Trajectories

Characteristics Trajectory l Trajectory 2

Departure date

Arrival date

Trip time (days)

Injection energy C3 (minimum) (km2/sec2)

Injection energy C3 (IS-day launch period) (kmZ/sec2)

Departure hyperbolic velocity (km/sec)

Departure as3_mptotedeclination (deg)

Inclination relative to ecliptic (deg)

Heliocentric transfer angle (deg)

Arrival hyperbolic veloclty (minimum) (kln/sec)

Arrival h_lic velocity (IS-day launch period} (km/sec)

Arrival asymptote declination {d_)

Earn-spacecraft distance at arrival (AU)

Approach illumination angle*, (d_)

Angle between velocity vector at perlapsls amJ earth line*

(rp = 3 Rj) (deg)

Coslne-loss for orbit insertion in earth pointing mode* (percent)

==,

I January 1982

IO March 1984

800

78.97

79.23

8.89

1.45

1.3B

169.1

5.77

6.87

z.g

5.49

55.6

-1.5

0.034

*See also discussion in Sectlon 6.8

14 April lgB5

4 May 1987

750

85.72

87.38

9.26

-42.7

-5.1

164.9

6.76

6.76

6.1

5.81

62.1

1.5

0.034

6.7.2 Trajectory Time History, Pointing Angles
and Communication Distances

.... "- t "

Figure 6-13 shows the two Sample transfer trajectories projected into

the ecliptic plane with time marks at lO0-day intervals. The time history

of communication distances and earth-spacecraft-sun angles during transit

is given in Figure 6-14 for the first sample mission.
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Figure 6-13. Sample Earth-Jupiter Trajectories (Projected Into Ecliptic)

For the spacecraft in orbit about Jupiter, the communication dis-
tances and earth-spacecraft-sun angles are presented in Figure 6-15 which

shows the relative positions of sun, earth and Jupiter. The relative

motion of earth as seen from Jupiter is approximated by a circle of l AU

radius with time marks indicating monthly intervals. The synodic period

of 400 days, rather than one year, is required to complete one revolution.

Actually, Jupiter's distance from the sun varies slightly during the time

interval in question as shown in the graph. This variation can be taken

into account to correct the indicated earth-Jupiter distances if neces-

sary. In the case of the first sample trajectory the earth-spacecraft
distance decreases from its initial value of 5.5 AU at the lO March 1984

arrival date, reaching 4.25 AU after 3.5 months in orbit, then increases

to 6.15 AU during the next 6.5 months. The earth-spacecraft-sun angle

varies between -12 and +12 degrees. Earth-sun alignments (syzygies)

occur around 15 July 1984 and l February 1985.

Figure 6-15 also shows a second set of time marks to indicate com-
munication distances and angles occurring during the orbit phase of the

second sample trajectory following the arrival on 4 May 1987.
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6.8 JUPITER ORBIT INSERTION

6.8.1 Orbit Insertion Retro Velocity Requirements

The retro velocity required to enter an orbit of specified size

about Jupiter is minimized if the retro maneuver is impulsive, tangential

to the arrival trajectory, and co-apsidal, i.e., occurring at the common

periapsis of the hyperbolic arrival trajectory and the elliptical orbit.

Tangential thrusting also implies that the elliptical orbit is coplanar

with the arrival trajectory.

For a given retro-maneuver_V capability, an orbit with minimum

apoapsis distance, lowest eccentricity and shortest orbital period is

attained if orbit insertion is performed at the closest permissible approach

distance. The desired distance depends on scientific mission objectives

and is constrained by the maximum acceptable trapped particle radiation

level in close vicinity of Jupiter.

Figure 6-16 shows the relation between orbit size, orbital period

and orbit insertion velocity requirement. The AV values shown correspond

to the idealized condition of impulsive, cotangential orbit insertion at

periapsis, for a hyperbolic approach velocity V® = 6 km/sec. For example,

a 1.8 km/s retro maneuver performed at the periapsis distance of 3 Jupiter

radii (Rj) achieves an orbit with 40 Rj apoapsis radius and a period of

12 days. The graph also shows that if this maneuver were performed at

lO R_ it would only achieve a much more eccentric orbit with an apoapsis

radi_s of lO0 Rj and an orbit period of 50 days.

Retro AV requirements for achieveing specified orbital dimensions
increase with the arrival velocity V_. As a corollary, the effective-

ness of a given _V maneuver capability decreases as V, is increased

such that only orbits with less tight dimensions can be achieved. The

equivalent change in _V requirement necessary to compensate for this

loss in effectiveness can be determined from the data presented in

Figure 6-17 using the retro velocities indicated in Figure 6-16 (for
V_ = 6 km/s) as reference values. (The basis for this method of deter-

mining equivalent AV requirements will be discussed in Appendix B.)

Consider for example, a change from V_ = 6 km/s to 9 km/s. Figure 6-16

shows that for V_ = 6 km/s, AV = 1500 m/s and periapsis radius of 3 Rj

the apoapsis radius would be 50 Rj, and the orbit period 17 days.
Figure 6-17 indicates that the increase of V, to 9 km/s is equivalent

to a reduction of AV by 620 m/s at the given 3 Rj periapsis radius. Thus,

the attainable orbit would have an apoapsis radius of 150 Rj and a period
of 75 days.

6.8.2 Effects of Finite Thrust Acceleration and Constant Thrust Direction

The data given in Figures 6-16 and 6-17 are based on the assumption

of impulsive retro thrust maneuvers. Actually, the maneuver must be

performed during a finite time interval at an acceleration level suf-

ficently small to avoid excessive structural loads on deployed appendages.

This reflects in a performance penalty which increases with the length of

the thrust period because: a) the orientation of the thrust vector is
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Figure 6-16. Characteristics of Orbits about Jupiter

nontangential during part of the burn period if the maneuver is performed

in the fixed earth-pointing mode; b) a part of the maneuver is executed

at other than the optimal, smallest distance from the plant. By far the

most significant effect is the cosine-loss due to non-cotangential thrust

orientation. This fact permits approximation of the performance loss aV L
with good accuracy by the simple relation

2

l Vesco At 2
= _ _V

AVL 48 ro 2 (rp/ro)3
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where

At = AV/a is the finite burn time

a = thrust acceleration, assumed as constant

Vesco = escape velocity at surface

r 0 : surface radius

rp = periapsis radius.

in addition to defining the functional dependence of the velocity penalty
on burn time and periapsis radius at Jupiter, this equation is also
applicable to retro maneuvers at large planets other than Jupiter (e.g.,

Saturn) through appropriate change of the parameters Vesco and r o.
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Figure 6-18 shows the AV penalty at Jupiter for maneuvers at 2 Rj
with retro velocities ranging from 0.5 to 2.5 km/s. The AV penalty

accruing during a maneuver where the thrust acceleration changes as a

result of propellant depletion can also be estimated from this graph.

For example, with AV = 2 km/s and accelerations varying between 0.05 and

0.08 g's the AV penalty will be approximately the mean value between

60 and 25 m/s; i.e., about 40 to 45 m/s. If the periapsis radius is

increased to 3 Rj the penalty reduces to 30 percent of this value, or
about 15 m/s.

These results show that the selection of a 100 Ibf thruster for the

Jupiter orbiter introduces only a minor maneuver performance penalty
(see Section 3.7).
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o

_J

_0. I
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i ....

Figure 6-18. AV Penalty for Finite Thrust Orbit Insertion at Jupiter

6.8.3 Orbit Insertion in the Earth-Pointing Mode

A principal guideline for operating the retro propulsion system is

to perform all maneuvers in the earth-pointing mode in order to avoid loss

of communications coverage prior to, during, and after the maneuver

phase. The risk of failure to reacquire communications is thereby also
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being avoided. However, this requirement imposes a significant constraint
on the orbit insertion phase as well as on subsequent maneuvers.

In order to perform an effective orbit insertion in the earth-
pointing mode it is necessary to select geometrical conditions of arrival
consistent with the requirement that the velocity vector at periapsis be
nearly parallel with the earthline. Orbit insertion maneuversperformed
with an appreciable misalignment of the thrust vector (i.e., the earthline)
from the tangent at periapsis are penalized by cosine losses.*

A detailed discussion of this geometrical pointing constraint, its
influence on arrival date selection and performance penalties due to non-
optimal arrival dates is contained in Reference 5,Appendix A-6. Addi-
tional details applicable to Jupiter missions in the 1981 to 1986 time
period are given in Appendix B of this document.

Figure 6-19 shows the deviation _ from the ideal orientation of the
thrust Vector at periapsis for arrival conditions of minimumenergy traj-
ectories launched in 1981 and 1985 with trip times varying from 700 to

r0ol--

o lool-z I

OL OL

700 750 _ 850 900 950

TRIP TIME (DAYS)

Figure 6-19.

See also Appendix B

Jupiter Orbit Insertion in Earth Pointing Mode:

Deviation Angle (4) and Cosine Losses (_VL)
Vs. Trip Time
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950 days. A periapsis radius of 3 Rj is assumed. At the bottom of
Figure 6-19 the corresponding cosine-loss is shown. Assuming a retro
maneuver AV of 1.8 km/s these losses can be as large as 140 m/s and

95 m/s for the two sets of trajectories in the range of trip times shown.

In selecting sample trajectories for the 1981 and 1985 opportunities
(see Section 6.7) flight times of 800 and 750 days, respectively, were

adopted at which these orbit insertion losses are nearly zero.

6.9 JUPITER ORBIT CHARACTERISTICS

6.9.1 Orbit Size

Orbits are contemplated for a Pioneer Jupiter orbiter mission which

come to within a fraction of a planet radius of the visible disk of

Jupiter, or which remain at altitudes no lower than 4 to 6 radii. Eval-
uation of data obtained during the Pioneer lO flyby in December 1973 will

influence the selection from a standpoint of survivable radiation hazards.

The apoapsis of the orbit from the planet center may range from 30 to
over lO0 radii.

The purpose of close approaches to Jupiter is to sample that portion

of the trapped radiation environment which exists at low altitudes. While

the large distances from Jupiter at apoapsis are partly dictated by pro-

pulsion considerations, they also cater to the scientific objectives of

examining the interaction between the magnetospheric environment of Jupiter
and the solar wind, and the optical observation of the planet Jupiter as

the spacecraft stands off, slowly moving at high altitude in orbit.

6.9.2 Eccentricity

Regardless of the size of the orbit about Jupiter, a dominant feature

is its high eccentricity. This is due to the limited amount of propellant
which can be carried by the spacecraft. It is not likely that much more

than 2 km/s total velocity increment is available to establish and alter
the orbit. The data shown in Figure 6-16 indicate that the apoapsis dis-

tance will generally be more than ten times as great as the periapsis dis-

tance, under these circumstances. Thus, the eccentricity is greater than

0.8.

For a given periapsis distance of the orbit, the orbit insertion

velocity increment decreases as apoapsis distance is raised. Conversely,

for a given apoapsis distance, propellant requirements decrease as

periapsis distance is lowered.

6.9.3 Orbit Periods

As seen in Figure 6-16, the orbits corresponding to apoapsis and

periapsis distances of the ranges described above have orbit periods

generally from lO to 50 (earth) days. Because of the high eccentricity of
these orbits, a large part of this time is spent at the greater distances
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from the planet. In none of the orbits being considered does the space-
craft spend more than about lO hours within five R_ of the planet during
any single orbital passage. For an orbit with an _ccentricity of 0.8,
79 percent of the time is spent at a distance greater than halfway from
the planet to apoapsis. For an eccentricity of 0.9, the figure is
80 percent.

Thus, while the orbiter is in continuous orbit about the planet
Jupiter, from several points of view it is more appropriate to think of
this phase of the mission as repeated, discrete periapsis passages sepa-
rated by long periods where events are relatively slow moving.

6.9.4 Inclination

An important parameter which influences the inclination of the

orbit relative to Jupiter's equatorial plane is the declination of the

approach asymptote, a characteristic of the interplanetary trajectory

(see Figure 6-9). For the sample missions selected for 1981 and 1985 the

declination is 2.9 and 6.1 degrees. (This declination is northerly,

implying an arrival from slightly south of the Jovian equator, and a

crossing to the north of the equator at the first node crossing.)

The propulsive entry into orbit of Jupiter is most efficient if the

orbit plane is coincident with the plane of the approach trajectory. By

appropriately targeting the arrival trajectory with respect to the planet,

the approach trajectory plane, and hence the orbit plane, can be made to
attain any inclination with respect to the equator of Jupiter which is

not smaller than the inclination of the arrival asymptote. Thus, inclina-

tions from nearly zero to 90 degrees may be achieved with no penalty in

propulsion requirements.

Strictly equatorial-plane orbits, designed to achieve encounters with

the Jovian satellites, require additional propellant to change the plane

from that initially entered to the desired one. This is best accomplished
in a second maneuver in the vicinity of apoapsis of the orbit, rather

than as part of the initial orbit insertion maneuver.

Figure 6-20 illustrates the options available in selecting the

inclination of an orbit of given size and shape, entered into from a
given earth-Jupiter trajectory. It depicts a surface of revolution ob-

tained by rotating one such elliptical orbit about a line through Jupiter
parallel to the approach asymptote. Elliptical orbits at various inclina-

tions are indicated by sections through this surface of revolution by

planes parallel to the approach asymptote direction.

6.9.5 Orbit Perturbations

Appendix B presents data on the perturbations of the spacecraft

orbit about Jupiter which are expected due to the oblateness of that

planet. These effects are due to the J2 term in the gravitational har-
monics of Jupiter, a term which is well known, and which dominates all
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Figure 6-20. Options of Orbit Inclination Attainable at Orbit Insertion

other aspects of nonsphericity of the planet. The nature of the per-

turbations is the same as those affecting the orbits of satellites of the

earth, namely regression of the line of nodes, and advance of the

apsides.

The magnitude of these effects is relatively small, when evaluated

for the orbits under consideration. For example, posigrade equatorial

orbits either l x lO0 or 2 x 40 Jupiter radii will have a net advance of

the line of apsides relative to inertial space equal to the progression

of Jupiter in its own 12-year orbit about the sun. Thus, one of these
orbits would maintain a constant attitude with respect to the sun line.

Perturbation of the spacecraft orbit by the gravitational influence
of the Galilean satellites can also be significant. While massive changes

in the spacecraft energy relative to Jupiter, for example, enough to hurl

the spacecraft to escape from Jupiter, are not expected from even close

encounters with the Galilean satellites, there can be enough deflection of

the spacecraft from its nominal orbit to cause it to depart significantly

from quasi-synchronous satellite encounter orbits which will be discussed

in the following section. Also, if the spacecraft were in an orbit with

a very low or grazing periapsis, perturbations induced by a close passage

to one of the Galiiean satellites could lower periapsis enough to cause

entry into the Jovian atmosphere (see also next section).

6.9.6 Satellite Encounter Orbits

While a very significant scientific mission can be performed by a

Jupiter orbiter without specific reference to the natural satellites of

Jupiter, there is substantial interest in the characteristics of the
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Jovian satellites, particularly the four Galilean satellites, and missions
have been identified which not only approach these satellites close enough
for high resolution imaging, but do so by meansof orbits which are in
synchronism with the natural synchronism of the first three Galilean
satellites, so as to experience repeated patterns of satellite encounter.
(Reference 19).

Figure 6-21 shows the repeating figure of syzygy of satellites Io,
Europa and Ganymede,an alignment which repeats every 7.05 days, but in an
orientation which has regressed 5.2 degrees from the preceding occurrence.
Figure 6-22 shows the final orbit, which encounters each of these satel-
lites in each periapsis passage, subject to the slow drifting in and out
of optimum passage because of the regression of the syzygy line.

SYZYGY

GANYMEDE

JUPITER

5.2°

7.05 DAYS

ELIEOPA

Figure 6-21. Satellite Alignments
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By appropriate targeting and close encounters with Galilean satel-
lites orbit perturbations can be achieved that actually help in conducting
an extended satellite tour with repeated flyby options. In-plane as well
as out-of-plane perturbations can be utilized to advantage to shape the
orbit as desired. Table 6-2 lists representative satellite tour encounter
histories with up to II successive encounter events occurring in a period
of less than one year (from Reference 20). The referenced report also
covers the navigation and guidance maneuver requirements involved in
achieving the successive encounters. Additional work on defining favorable
orbit profiles of this type is currently in progress at JPL.

MODE 7

TIN AT PERIAPSIS
SYZYGY TIME ÷ 0.2,49 DAY

14.222-DAY ORBIT

2.29 X 45.131

Figure 6-22. Three-Satellite Encounter
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6.10 ORBIT CORRECTIONS

Major propulsive maneuvers are required during the orbital phase
in order to

change orbital dimensions

control the time of perlapsls passage

change the orbital inclination.

Changes in the dimensions of the orbit may be desired as a normal

sequence of events associated with a specific mission and its require-

ments, or they may be instituted for the purpose of trimming orbits to

more precise dimensional requirements. For optimum propulsion efficiency,

the periapsis radius of an orbit should be changed by a tangential maneu-

ver at apoapsis, the apoapsis radius by a tangential maneuver at peri-

apsis. Appendix B presents the AV requirements associated with such

changes in orbit size.

Controlling the time of periapsis passage for an orbit of specified

dimensions is achieved by successive orbit size changes, with the space-

craft traversing interim orbits for phasing adjustment prior to entering
the desired orbit.

Maneuvers to change the orbit plane are performed to obtain an equa-

torial, or near-equatorial orbit, primarily to achieve favorable conditions

for encounters with the Galilean satellites, all of which are in orbits

which are very nearly circular and very nearly in the equatorial plane.

Multiple encounters with these satellites can be more readily achieved

when moving in the same orbital plane.

It was noted earlier that the minimum inclination attainable with an

optimum coplanar initial orbit entry is equal to the declination of the

approach asymptote to the Jovian equator. While out-of-plane thrusting at
the initial orbit insertion maneuver could reduce the inclination of the

initial orbit to zero, it is much more efficient to perform a subsequent

propulsive maneuver, preferably close to apoapsis, where the required out-

of-plane component is much smaller.

Figure 6-23 shows principal parameters involved in defining plane

change maneuver requirements, namely the targeting, or aim angle, e, the
initial orbit inclination i and the true anomaly, Y +_, of the orbital

position (node _) where the plane change is executed. (The parametrical

definition of these quantities is given in Figure 6-24.) The graph

indicates the best choice of the initial inclination i and the aim angle

such that the plane change maneuver is minimized. It can be seen that the

optimum position for plane change maneuver is somewhat prior to apoapsis.

The example illustrated is for a 2.29 x I00 Rj orbit, with arrival decli-
nations of 7 and lO degrees.
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Figure 6-24. Geometry of Orbit Plane Inclination

As shown by the example in Figure 6-23 the plane change maneuver
involves a very large AV expenditure (300 and 400 m/s), even in the

optimum case. Hence, the importance of optimizing the orbital parameters

that control the maneuver requirements by appropriate choice of the aim
angle 8.

The plane change maneuver is, generally, the largest single maneuver

of the mission except for the orbit insertion. This is borne out by the
_V budgets adopted in Reference 21 for several classes of Jupiter orbit

missions in the late 1970's and early 1980's. TheseAV budgets listed
in Table 6-3 may be regarded as typical.
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A matter of practical concern is the feasibility of maintaining the

spacecraft in the earth-pointing mode while thrusting. Generally, the
orbit trim maneuvers to be performed at periapsis or apoapsis require a

thrust orientation parallel to the initial orbit insertion thrust vector,

hence parallel with the earth line, assuming that rotation of the nodal

line and apsidal llne and their influence on the apsidal velocity orienta-

tions are small enough to be ignored. Typically these rotations amount to

only l to 2 degrees in 50 days for the orbit sizes and inclinations con-

sidered (see Appendix B).

On the other hand, the large maneuvers involved in performing orbital

plane changes require thrust axis and, hence, spin axis orientations per-

pendicular to the initial orbit plane, which means orientations nearly per-

pendicular to the earth line. Actually, the spacecraft can execute small
trim maneuvers in a direction normal to the spin axis, by using the spin/

despin thrusters in the pulsed operating mode. However, this mode would

not be adequate for executing the desired large out-of-plane maneuver. To

permit a plane change maneuver would require a departure from the operating

constraint which nominally prohibits spacecraft reorientations off the earth

line at large distances from earth. This exception would appear to be

warranted to provide greater mission flexibility, particularly in meeting

the important objectives associated with plane change requirements.

6.11 NAVIGATION

Questions addressed in this section concern navigational requirements

of outer planet orbit missions and capabilities of earth-based radio guid-
ance used in achieving these missions. Of particular interest are questions

related to

• Midcourse navigation during the interplanetary transfer

• Terminal navigation on approaching the target planet

• Effect of inaccuracies at orbit insertion on characteristics

of the capture orbit

e Navigation to close encounters with planetary satellites

during the orbital phase

m Requirements, if any to use on-board sensors for augmenting

earth-based navigation.

Results of previous studies of navigation and guidance in outer planet

flyby missions, probe missions, and orbiter missions (References 22, 23,

and 24) establish techniques applicable to the Pioneer Outer Planet Orbiter

missions and provide data that will be referred to in this section.

For convenience of presentation (and to avoid repetition in Section 7)

the discussion will cover navigation capabilities of Jupiter as well as

Saturn orbiter missions.
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6.11.1 Navigational Requirements

Successful planetary orbit injection and performance of subsequent

orbital operations hinge on the accomplishment of a sequence of navigation

and guidance tasks, beginning at launch and continuing throughout the
mission. These include:

l) Launch and interplanetary injection guidance

2) Midcourse navigation and error correcting

3) Planetary approach navigation and terminal guidance, if

necessary

4) Command and execution of Orbit injection maneuver to achieve

initial capture orbit

5) Orbit phase navigation and trim maneuvers, repeatedly if

necessary (see Section 6.10).

Qualitatively, the requirements are similar to those met in earlier planet

exploration missions, notably the Mariner 9 Mars orbiter in 1971 (tasks l

through 5) and Pioneer lO Jupiter flyby in 1973 (tasks l through 3).

The required midcourse and terminal navigation tasks and, in the case

of Mariner 9, the orbit injection and trim maneuvers and related navigation

tasks were performed with high accuracy using earth-based radio navigation

only.

Actually, Mariner 9 also used its high-resolution TV image system to

provide optical navigation fixes on approaching Mars, but only as back-up

option and for a practical demonstration of the technique. Celestial navi-

gation fixes will be required to augment the accuracy achievable by radio

navigation in some outer planet swingby and probe delivery missions (Refer-
ence 23).

Planetary approach navigation in the Jupiter and Saturn orbiter mis-
sion does not require such augmentation, as will be shown below, since

inaccuracies of the initial capture orbit due to approach navigation errors

can be readily corrected by subsequent trim maneuvers.

Navigational requirements and accuracies achievable in orbiter mis-

sions with close satellite encounters and repeated swingby maneuvers have

been investigated in Reference 20. Althouqh a firm requirement has not

been established, the use of an on-board navigational sensor may become

necessary in such missions.

The Pioneer Outer Planet Orbiter as configured in the present design

concept does not include an optical navigation sensor. However, recent

studies of a scanning V-slit star mapper by TRW (Reference 25) and related

studies by JPL (Reference 23) show this instrument to be a promising candi-

date for missions that require augmentation of radio-navigation accuracy.
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As shown in Reference 12, the star mappercan be incorporated into the
Pioneer spacecraft with only minor system modifications, replacing the
Pioneer F/G stellar reference assembly that was adopted in the present
outer planet orbiter design.

6.11.2 Pioneer lO and II Orbit Determination Accuracy

Thehigh guidance accuracy that can be achieved in outer planet mis-

sions by the earth-based radio-navigation and orbit determination technique,
as demonstrated by the Pioneer lO Jupiter flyby in December 1973, is suf-

ficient to meet the planetary orbit injection accuracy requirements of the

Jupiter and Saturn orbiter missions. Preliminary data derived from post-
encounter analysis of the Pioneer lO Jupiter flyby indicate that the tra-

jectory uncertainty relative to the planet was within 30 km at the closest
approach point.*

Reference 26 presents a detailed analysis of encounter accuracies

at Jupiter that were projected for Pioneer lO and II prior to the first

Jupiter flyby. Error sources taken into account in the orbit determination

process include

• Tracking station location errors

Signal transmission errors, e.g., interactions with the

ionosphere and troposphere

e Errors due to ground station equipment

Spacecraft-related errors such as gas leaks and solar

radiation pressure

Errors in the assumed physical and orbital characteristics

of the target planet.

The best orbit determination accuracy is achieved if principal uncertainties

of the computation model, e.g., station location error, target planet mass

and ephemeris, as well as spacecraft-related error sources are being updated

along with the predicted spacecraft state variables by the weighted least-

squares iteration procedure which is used in orbit determination.

Table 6-4 lists best estimates of the Pioneer lO and ii Jupiter

approach trajectories uncertainties as function of time prior to encounter

(from Reference 26).

Figure 6-25(a), (b) shows sequences of Ic error ellipses of the

Pioneer lO and II approach trajectories in the impact parameter (B) plane,

illustrating the characteristics listed in Table 6-4. These data show that
as a result of the focusing effect of the planetary gravity field a major

improvement of the projected trajectory accuracy is achieved compared to

v

Final evaluation of the encounter data is still in progress at this time.
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Table 6-4. Pioneer 10 and 11 Encounter Accuracy Projections
(from Reference 26)

Pioneer I0

Target Statistics

Sigma B, km

Sigma B.R, _m

Sigma B.T, km

Sigma TCA(1), sec

SMAA, km

SMIA, km

Theta (2) , deg

i

E-50 to E-50 to
E-20 days E-lO days

845 560

2460 2317

670 419

29 16

2460 2321

668 391

91 94

E-50 to
E-6 daysl

322

2231

262

16

2244

10g

96

(1)TCA = Time of closest approach

E-50 to
E-l day

64

554

71

3.8

558

3.2

97

Pioneer II

E-50 to E-50 to E-50 to E-50 to
E-20 days E-10 days E-5 days E-l day

1959 954

2705 Ill{

666 645

32.38 27.52

2707 I123

658 633

92.28 97.57

417

357

606

20.87

627

318

17.34

72

93

183

5.29

204

13

26.87

(2)Theta = Orientation angle of semi-major axis (SMAA) of error ellipse in B-plane

Notation:

B impact parameter
R, T coordinates of impact parameter plane at Jupiter
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the interplanetary cruise accuracy (estimated at about 2000 to 3000 km (Ic)).
This is true especially during the last days before the encounter, with the
semi-major axis of the Ic error ellipse being 558 kmfor Pioneer lO and
204 km for Pioneer II, as projected at E-l day. The higher accuracy of the
Pioneer II encounter data is explained by the improved knowledge of Jupiter's
mass and ephemeris obtained from the preceding Pioneer lO flyby. The maxi-
mumuncertainty of the azimuthal componentof Jupiter's ephemeris is ex-
pected to be reduced from the a priori best estimates of 750 km (Ic) to less
than 400 kmas a result of both Pioneer lO and II flybys.*

Further improvementsof Jupiter's ephemeris, and similar improvements
expected for Saturn from the current maximumuncertainty of lO00 km (l_),
will result from the Mariner 1977 Jupiter/Saturn mission and will increase
the confidence of achieving subsequent Jupiter and Saturn orbiter missions
with high accuracy by meansof radio navigation methods only.

It should be noted that the above analytical accuracy predictions
quoted from Reference 26 are conservative, having been derived on the
basis of a conventional orbit determination procedure that uses range rate
information only. Actually, newdata types being used for the first time
in Pioneer lO and II include:

l) Precision turn-around ranging obtained through frequency-
ramping of the DSNsignals and

2) Precision angle measurements obtained by near-simultaneous

tracking from Goldstone and Canberra, using these stations

for quasi-very-long-baseline interferometry (QVLBI).

The orbit determination accuracy actually achieved for Pioneer lO demon-

strates an improvement by an order of magnitude compared to the conven-

tional radio-navigation techniques used in earlier planetary missions.

6,11.3 Accuracy of Saturn Approach Navigation

An analysis of Saturn approach navigation accuracy was performed in
the previously quoted JPL study (Reference 23). Figure 6-26 shows the

predicted Ic dispersions obtainable as a function of time before encounter
for the case of "loose" and "tight" station location errors and for dif-

ferent epochs of initiating the tracking and orbit determination process.

Data types used in the radio-navigation procedure include: range rate,
range, differenced range rate and differenced range. We observe that in

the absence of on-board optical navigation the terminal verification accu-

racy is at best as good as the ephemeris uncertainty of the planet
(~lO00 km, l_). Conclusions derived in Reference 23 state that the best

accuracy achievable at Saturn by radio navigation alone meets the require-

ments of flyby and probe delivery missions but not those of planetary

Preliminary data received from JPL. Updating of Jupiter's ephemeris from

Pioneer lO encounter data is still in progress.
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swlngby on a probe mission to Uranus. Saturn ephemeris improvements to

be expected from the Mariner Jupiter/Saturn flyby mission (and possibly

from the Pioneer II mission if it continues to a successful 1979 Saturn

encounter after the 1974 Jupiter flyby) would aid navigation capabilities
for an orbiter mission in the early 1980's.

6.11.4 Effect of Encounter Accuracy on Capture Orbit Characteristics

Characteristics of the initial capture orbit will reflect the uncer-

tainty of the spacecraft state variables relative to the planet at the time

of the injection maneuver. Principal influences of the spacecraft tra-

jectory dispersion at encounter on the parameters of the capture orbit can
be summarized as follows.

I) Effect of position uncertainty

O

e

Radial component - Affects the orbit dimensions

achieved by the specified insertion velocity

increment, _V.

Normal component - Affects out-of-plane elements

(orbit inclination and longitude of ascending node).
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O Tangential component - Primarily affects the apsidal

orientation; may cause an efficiency loss due to change
from optimal timing of the insertion maneuver (cosine-

loss).

2) Effect of velocity uncertainty

$ In-plane components - Affects orbit dimensions and

apsidal orientation; may cause cosine losses.

e Out-of-plane component - Affects orbit inclination and

nodal position; also causes cosine losses.

Table 6-5 gives results of a preliminary analysis of deviations from

assumed nominal capture orbit characteristics at Jupiter and Saturn due to
spacecraft position and velocity dispersions. The effect of maneuver

execution error is included in the velocity dispersion. The following

assumptions are made in this analysis:

lo position dispersion:

(assumed equal in all
directions)

300 km at Jupiter
600 km at Saturn

lo velocity dispersion:

(assumed equal in all

directions and including
AV execution errors of

l percent)

20 m/s at Jupiter
30 m/s at Saturn

The sensitivities @r_/@r n and _r_/@V of the orbital dimensions to dis-

persions in periapsi_ radius rn _nd Velocity Vp and the sensitivity of
the orbit period to apoapsis cBanges resulting from these dispersions
(see Appendix B6) are used in the analysis.

These results indicate that deviations from the assumed nominal cap-

ture orbit characteristics are relatively small in the case of Jupiter

orbits, but considerably larger for Saturn orbits. In any case, they

can be readily corrected by subsequent orbit trim maneuvers. This sup-

ports the conclusion that radio navigation accuracy is sufficient for

achieving successful orbit insertion at Jupiter and Saturn.

For comparison, it is interesting to consider the Mars orbit inser-

tion accuracy achieved by Mariner 9, the only planetary orbiter mission

by U.S. spacecraft to date. Planned and actual capture orbit character-

istics are listed in Table 6-6. Because of the low periapsis altitude

of that mission (40 percent of the planet's radius) the orbit inclination

and apsidal orientation are more sensitive to dispersions of the periapsis

location than those of the Jupiter and Saturn orbits assumed in Table 6-5.

The small actual dispersion (+48 km) of the Mariner's periapsis distance

is representative of radio navigation and guidance capabilities of the

early 1970's in a mission to a nearby planet.
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Table 6-5. Effect of Periapsls Dispersions on Capture Orbit

Characteristics

Nominal Periapsls Radius rp/Rj

Nominal Apoapsis Radius ra/rJ

(1), lO3 km
Ara due to Arp

(I), lO3 km)
_ra due to AVp

, lO3 km
_ra(RSS )

_ra(RSS), percent

(I) days
aTp due to Ara(RSS) ,

_Tp due to Ara(RSS), percent

An, degrees

_(2!, degrees

Ai, degrees

Assumed Dispersions

Arp, km

aVp, m/sec

Saturn

4 3

20 40 40 80

36.0

3.3

36.2

2.5

0.152

3.5

Jupiter

2

40 20

132.0 I0.5

12.3 2.4

132.6 I0.8

4.6 0.8

0.761 0.045

6.3 0.9

0.12

0.05

0.12

300

20

37.5

9.0

38.6

1.4

0.222

1.7

0.06

0.08

0.06

264

40.2

267.0

II.l

2.65

15.8

2

80 40

960 126

150 34.2

971.6 130.6

20.I 5.4

13.4 1.30

30.0 7.3

0.28

0.13

0.28

6OO

30

456

132

474.7

9.8

6.52

14.1

o.Ig

0.16

o.Ig

(1)Sensitivities 3ra/@rp, @ra/BVp and @Tp/@ra given in Appendix B.6

(2)Initial orbit inclination assumed to be 30 degrees

Table 6-6. Capture Orbit Characteristics of the

Mariner Mars (Ig71) Mission

Orbit period

Periapsis altitude (hp)

Apoapsis altitude (ha)

Orbit inclination to equator (i)

Apsidal orientation (_)

Planned Actual

12.43 + 1.33 hours 12.567 hours

1350 + 285 kilometers 1398 kilometers

23,330 + 1366 kilometers 17,982 kilometers

64.0 + 3.0 degrees 64.3 degrees

140 + 2.4 degrees 139.7 degrees

_r
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6.11.5 In-0rbit Navigation

It is necessary, of course, that adequate in-orbit navigation be

performed prior to the trim maneuvers designed to compensate for imperfec-
tions of the nominal maneuvers. At least one-half orbit is available for

tracking to provide such navigation in each case. Regarding the critical

parameters, orbit period, apsis radii, and time of periapsis passage,
there should be little difficulty in achieving the required accuracy by

means of the normal doppler tracking derived from the coherent uplink and

downlink operation via the spacecraft transponder.

However, since doppler tracking is insensitive to the inclination
of the orbit about the earth line, auxiliary data are required for deter-

mination of the orbit inclination and the orientation of the line of nodes

relative to the equatorial plane. Such data may be obtainable from the

entry and exit times of solar eclipses provided the orbit plane is not

coplanar with the earth and sun lines. In the case of Saturn orbits the

times of ring crossing and the entry and exit times of earch occultation

by the rings can provide additional auxiliary orbit determination data.
Methods of detection of these event times, accuracy of detection, and

influence of measurement errors on orbit determination require further

analysis.

6.11.6 Approach Guidance Maneuver

Since the accuracy of predicting the actual spacecraft position and

velocity at the point of closest approach improves rapidly during the

final days before the encounter, a small terminal correction maneuver may
be desirable at that time. Such a maneuver will generally include com-

ponents parallel and normal to the earth line (i.e., the spacecraft spin
axis orientation).

Since reorientation of the spacecraft for maneuver purposes is ruled

out during the critical pre-encounter phase it will be necessary to use
axial AV thrusters in combination with spin/despin control thrusters to
obtain the desired thrust vector orientation. The spin/despin thrusters

are operated in the pulsed mode. Precession coupling due to thrust vector

offset from the center of mass is compensated by the AV/precession con-
trol thrusters.

Typically, the correction maneuver will not require more than a

few m/s, e.g., a lateral maneuver of 2 m/s performed at a distance of
5 x I06 km, about five days before the encounter, shifts the impact

parameter by 1000 km. This maneuver can be performed by operating the

spin or despin thrusters in pairs in two-second pulses twice per revo-
lution for a total of 10 minutes. This indicates that the desired

terminal corrections can be performed without burdening spacecraft

operations significantly.

"v"

If terminal maneuvers are to be avoided altogether, it is still

possible to use later tracking data to update the commanded orbit inser-
tion velocity, thereby compensating for known residual errors in periapsis

location, and thus to achieve a capture orbit with very nearly the desired

apoapsis distance and orbit period.
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6.12 OPERATIONAL SEQUENCES AND TIME LINES

This section discusses the operation of the Pioneer Jupiter orbiter

spacecraft from injection by the launch vehicle into transfer orbit through

the encounter with Jupiter and the Galilean satellites. Emphasis is placed

upon events and operations of the orbiter which are unlike those of

Pioneer F and G. Operational commonality with Pioneer F and G is noted

wherever applicable.

6.12.1 Summary of Operational Sequence for a Typical Mission

Table 6-7 summarizes the flight operations required for a particular

orbiter mission. A mission including a three-satellite encounter (Europa,

Io and Ganymede) was selected to demonstrate, as fully as possible, the

flexibility of spacecraft operation. The first segment of the mission

sequence has been condensed, since it is identical to that of Pioneer F

and G. Sections 6.12.3 and 6.12.4 discuss, in some detail, those opera-

tions peculiar to the orbiter.

6.12.2 Post-Launch Operations

The operations commencing with separation of the spacecraft from the

launch vehicle third stage and ending with the termination of the initial
orientation maneuver are identical to Pioneer F and G (Reference l).

These operations include spin rate reduction from a nominal 60 rpm to near

15 rpm, RTG and magnetometer boom deployment, and initial orientation to

earth pointing, or near-earth pointing.

6.12.3 Spacecraft Maneuver Operations

Three types of spacecraft maneuvers are required during a mission:

Changing the orientation of the spin axis (performed

open-loop or closed-loop)

• Increasing or decreasing the spacecraft spin rate

AV maneuvers, performed in either the +Z or -Z direction

with two one-pound thrusters, or in the +Z direction with

the main (high-thrust) engine.

Open-Loop Maneuvers

These attitude control maneuvers are required to reorient the space-

craft for velocity corrections. As in Pioneer F and G, commands are loaded

into the program storage and execution (PSE) logic of the control elec-

tronics assembly for timing and firing of the precession control thrusters

in relation to the pulses from the sun sensor assembly. The PSE also con-

trols the elapsed time over which these thrusters are fired, thereby con-

trolling the spacecraft spin axis precession angle along the reorientation

rhumb line. After velocity correction, the spacecraft precession control

thrusters are fired in response to stored commands in the PSE, returning

the spin axis to the nominal prior orientation.
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Table 6-7. Flight Operations Summary.
Encounter Mission

Operation

I. Launch

2. Post launch

3. Earth pointing

4. First midcourse
correction

5. Second midcourse
correction

6. Spacecraft oppositiol

7. Spacecraft
conjunction

8. Spacecraft opposition

9. Spacecraft
conjunction

lO. Approach science

II. Enter magnetosphere

12. Periapsis (1)
orbit entry

13. Occultation

14. Initial orbit scienc(

15. Plane change

16. Apoapsis (I)
Periapsis trim maneu-
ver (if required)

Approximate Time

I-I-82 L

I-I-82 L

Periodically throughout
mission

I-5-82 L + 5

1-21-82 L + 20

6-23-82 L + 70

II-6-82 L + 315

6-4-83 L + 520

12-I0-84 L + 710

2-19-84 L + 780
to 3-9-84

3-6-84 L + 796

3-I0-84 E = L + 800

3-10-84 E + 0.I

3-I0-84 E + 0.3
to 6-7-84 to E + 8g

3-24-84 E + 14

4-4-84 E+25

Requlrements

Liftoff through sepa-
ration from launch
vehicle

Despin, deployment,
initial orientation

Conical scan ho_ing on
earth through uplink
signal

Orient (180 degrees
Spin to 15 rpm
AV firing
Despin to 4.8 rpm
Reorient (lO0 degrees

Orient _90 degrees
_V firing
Reorient _go degrees

Point science package
toward Jupiter

Spin to 15 rpm
AV firing
Despin to 2 rpm

Coherent operation,
S- and X-band

All instruments.
Particles and fields

instruments routinely.

Orient ~gO degrees
Spin to 15 rpm
_V firing

Despin to 4.8 rpm
Reorient ~90 degrees

AV firing

**Velocity/precession thrusters
Spin control thrusters

Three-Sate111 te

Remarks

Initiated by launch vehicle

Initated by spacecraft

sequencer

Performed on command

VP thrusters*
SC thrusters**

lO0-pound thruster
SC thcusters
VP thrusters

VP thrusters
VP thrusters
VP thrusters

Sun-earth-spacecraft
alignment

Earth-sun-spacecraft
alignment

Sun-earth-spacecraft
alignment

Earth-sun-spacecraft
alignment

SC thrusters
lO0-pound thruster
SC thrusters
(Earth-line maneuver; enter

2.29 x I07 Rj orbit)

Duration three hours

Science interrupted by
earth pointing about every
third day, and AV maneuvers

VP thrusters
SC thrusters

lOO-pound thruster
SC thrusters
VP thrusters

VP thrusters
(earth-line maneuver)
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Table 6-7. Flight Operations Summary. Three-Satellite

Encounter Mission (Continued)

Operation

17. Periapsis (2)
Orbit time trim

18. Jupiter opposition

Ig. Apoapsis (2)

20. Periapsis (3)
Apoapsis reduction
maneuver

21. Satellite encounter
orbit science

22. Apoapsis (3)

23. Periapsis (4)
Orbit time trlm
Enter satellite-

synchronous orbit

24. Occultation

25. Io encounter

26. Ganymede encounter

27. Apoapsis (4)

28. Europa encounter

29. Periapsis (5)
Final trim maneuver
(if required)

30. Occultation

31. Io encounter

32. Ganymede encounter

Approximate Time

4-30-84 E + 50

5-II-84 E + 62

5-18-84 E + 69

6-7-84 E + 89

6-7-84 to
end of
mission

E+89

6-15-84 E + g7

6-23-84 E + I05

2 to 5
hours after
number 23

6 hours
after
number 23

20 hours
after
number 23

6-30-84 E + I12

lO hours
before
number 29

7-7-84 E + ll9

2 to 5
hours after
number 29

6 hours
after
number 29

20 hours
after
number 29

m

Requirements

Spin to 15 rpm
AV firing

Despin to 4.8 rpm

Spin to 15 rpm
AV firing
Despln to 4.8 rpm

All instruments
Imaging, IR, UV instru-
ments pointing to
Jupiter, apoapsis to
periapsis; to satellites
at encounters

Spin to 15 rpm
AV firing
Despin to 4.8 rpm

AV firing

Remarks

SC thrusters

O0-pound thruster
SC thrusters
(Earth-line maneuver; change

to 2.29 x gO Rj orbit)

Sun-earth-Jupiter alignment

SC thrusters
lO0-pound thruster
SC thrusters
(Earth-llne maneuver; change

to 2.29 x 47 Rj orbit)

Science interrupted by
earth pointing about every
third day.

SC thrusters
lO0-pound thruster
SC thrusters
(Earth-line maneuver; change

to 2.29 x 45.2 Rj orbit)

VP thrusters
(Earth-line maneuver)

2.2g x 45.1 Rj orbit)

Items 28, 30, 31 and 32
repeat each periapsls
(14-day intervals)
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Closed-Loop Maneuvers

Closed-loop precession maneuvers utilize the conical scan signal

processing of the uplink RF signal to establish earth pointing and com-

mands to the precession control thrusters. Operation is the same as in
Pioneer F and G.

Spin Rate Adjustment

For spin rate adjustment paired thrusters are used which can be

commanded in real time or operated via stored commands in the PSE of the
CEA. These thrusters are commanded in a continuous rather than a

pulsed mode.

Maneuver Sequence Usin 9 High-Thrust Enqine

All AV maneuvers which use the high-thrust engine will be performed

at elevated spin rates (15 rpm). The sequence of events, starting with

the spin axis in the nominal earth-pointing orientation and the spin rate

at the nominal value of 4.8 rpm is as follows:

Command the spin thruster to achieve the nominal spin rate
increase

At termination of spinup, verify on ground spin period via

sun sensor (or star sensor) pulses

• Trim spin speed (if necessary)

e Allow time for decay of residual wobble

• Command and execute AV maneuver

• Determine spin rate via sun sensor (or star sensor) pulses

• Command the despin thruster return to nominal spin rate

• Verify and trim the spin speed (if necessary)

Correct earth pointing error (closed loop) via conscan

and precession control thrusters.

For high-thrust maneuvers at other than the nominal earth-pointing

orientation the above sequence is modified by introducing steps to precess

the spin axis (in the open-loop mode) to the desired thrust orientation

and to return it to the nominal orientation after completion of the
AV maneuver.

The sequence for velocity adjustment performed by the precession
control thrusters is unchanged from that used in Pioneer F and G.
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6.12.4 Typical Operations In Jupiter Orbit

The mission sequence summary of Section 6.12.1 typifies the operation

of a Jupiter orbiter in a three-satellites (Europa, Io, and Ganymede) en-

counter mission. Operational aspects are expanded here based on the above
sections and Sections 3 and 4.

A number of spacecraft maneuvers are required to insure execution of
the mission. These maneuvers include orbit entry, plane change, orbit

trimming, earth pointing updating and spin rate corrections, to be dis-
cussed below.

Deboost and Orbit Trimmin 9

Figure 6-27 shows the location of impulsive velocity maneuvers that
are required to synchronize the spacecraft position with respect to the

Jovian and satellite positions. The operation numbers are referred to

Table 6-7 and are the following at periapsis:

Operation 12: Deboost to I07 Rj apoapsis

Operation 17: Periapsis time trim

Operation 20: Deboost to 45 Rj apoapsis.

Near apoapsis a plane change maneuver (Operation 15) required to obtain

zero inclination is performed during the first orbit.

The largest velocity change (deboost) will be performed while earth
pointed. Subsequent AV adjustments at periapsis will not require a pre-
cession maneuver, in spite of motion of the earth during the first and

second orbits, because cosine losses are very small. 0nly the plane
change AV maneuver will require a reorientation as described above.

Earth Pointin 9 Updates

Correction of the spin axis pointing direction will be required on

a periodic basis as a result of one or more of the following:

e Disturbance torques

Geometry dependent effect due to relative motion of

spacecraft and earth.

Updating of earth pointing can be performed in the closed-loop mode uti-

lizing the conical scan signal processing, or in the open-loop mode by

commanding the precession thrusters "on" for a given duration at the

appropriate time in the spin cycle. Updating will not be scheduled while

making scientific measurements near Jupiter or satellites.
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/ )OPERATION 17, END OF FIRST ORBIT

'_ (ORBIT TRIM)OPERATION 20, END OF SECOND

ORBIT (DEBOOST TO 45 Rj APOAPSIS)

Figure 6-27. Orbit Adjustment

Figure 6-28 shows updating of earth pointing during the orbital

phase for the 14.2-day and 45-day orbits near the time when the earth lies

between the sun and Jupiter. The earth-line is rotating at an average

rate of approximately one degree every four days, as seen from the space-

craft. Slight changes in this rate during each orbit are due to the

orbital motion of the spacecraft. Spin axis pointing corrections of

one degree are performed whenever the pointing error reaches 0.5 degree.

Spin Rate Chanqes and Corrections

Repeated major spin rate changes are required a) to attain a high

rate (15 rpm) for increased stability during thrust phases, b) to attain
a low rate (2 rpm) for improved image system operation, and (c) to restore

the nominal spin rate (4.8 rpm) after each of these excursions.

Spin rate variations may occur because of induced eddy currents and

magnetic field interaction. Spin rate retardation will be most pronounced

near periapsis. Determination of spin rate and corrective thruster firing,

if necessary, will be performed after each Jupiter pass when scientific

data gathering is complete.
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Figure 6-28. Updating of Earth-Pointing During Orbital Phase

Science Payload Op_eration

Science payload operations required in a typical Jupiter orbit mis-

sion are summarized in Section 5.1. The operation of the rotatable sensor

package during each passage of Jupiter is of particular interest. The

servo drive reorients the package each spin revolution so that the field-

of-view of the sensors is pointed nominally at the center of the object

being viewed. Reindexing parameters required in the drive logic are

selected such that the actual cone angle tracks the idealized cone angles

in an open-loop sense. For improved tracking of the actual, non-uniform

cone angle changes the drive motor stepping rate, or the number of steps

per roll pulse, can be varied at appropriate times during each orbital

pass. The package is reindexed at every spacecraft revolution so that

several complete images of Jupiter can be obtained by the line scan

camera during each pass,
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6.13 PERFORMANCESUMMARY

6.13.1 Orbit Performance Chart

Figure 6-29 is a nomograph designed to permit convenient parametric

evaluation of overall performance characteristics of the Pioneer Jupiter
orbiter.*

Performance is measured in terms of AV maneuver capability,

as indicated by the ordinate of the upper quadrants of the
chart.

The upper right quadrant determines AV capability as function

of injected spacecraft weight with inert weight and propel-

lant weight as parameters.

The upper left quadrant shows the orbit dimensions achievable

depending on the insertion maneuver AV and the arrival

velocity, V_.

The two lower quadrants show the influence of launch vehicle

performance in terms of injected weight vs. injection energy

C3 (right quadrant), and the influence of the choice of
trajectory characteristics (left quadrant).

The curves used in the nomograph present data previously shown in Fig-
ures 6-4, 6-5, 6-8, 6-16, and 6-17.

In the example illustrated by dashed lines the gross spacecraft

weight of 2100 pounds** injected by the Titan/Centaur launch vehicle at

a departure energy C3 = 90 km_/s _ has a total AV capability of 2450 m/s,

assuming an inert spacecraft weight of 900 pounds and a usable propellant
weight of 1200 pounds. The trajectory characteristics (lower left) i_di:

cate that at the 1985 launch opportunity an injection energy of 91 km_/s z

can achieve a 700-day transfer trajectory to Jupiter with a hyperbolic

arrival velocity V, of 7.5 km/s. At this arrival velocity an injection

maneuver of 1800 m/s can achieve an orbit of 3 x 50 Jupiter radii, having

a 17-day period. The available maneuver capability of 2350 m/s (obtained

from the total AV capability of 2450 m/s by allowing lO0 m/s for mid-

course maneuvers) thus provides about 550 m/s for orbit change maneuvers

in addition to the required 1800 m/s injection maneuver. For conserva-
tism we have assumed that all attitude control (precession and spin

control) propellants are still on board when the AV maneuvers are

performed.

This nomograph was designed by W. J. Dixon of TRW Systems and first used

in a 1970 study of Jupiter and Saturn orbiters.

Allowing for 65 pounds of interstage adapter weight that is included in

the launch vehicle performance curve.
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For a change in conditions from those illustrated by the above

example, the chart shows that a reduction of trip time has the twofold

effect of l) increasing the required injection energy, thus reducing the

total spacecraft weight, propellant capacity and hence, AV capacity, and

2) increasing V_, thus increasing the eccentricity of the orbit achievable

with a given AV allocation. For example, a 100-day reduction in trip time
would increase C3 by 4 km /s_ causing a 100-pound reduction in spacecraft
injected weight, a 100-pound reduction in propellant weight and thus a

140 m/s reduction in AV capability. The trip time reduction also increases

Vm to 9.5 km/s which in turn increases the AV requirement for achieving a

3 x 50 Rj orbit to 2220m/s. As a result, the AV allocation for orbit
changes would be reduced from 550 m/s to 130 m/s. If, on the other hand,

the orbit change AV allocation is to be held constant at 550 m/s the

100-day trip time variation would require a change in the dimensions of

the achievable capture orbit from 3 x 50 to 3 x 100 Jupiter radii.

These examples illustrate the utility of the performance nomograph.

It should be noted that more detailed aspects of mission performance

covered previously in this section are omitted in the homograph:

• Launch phase penalties

• Orbit insertion penalties

Deviation from optimum transfer trajectory characteristics

(except for 15-day launch window allowance).

6.13.2 Spacecraft Performance Summary in 1982

and 1985 Sample Missions

Performance characteristics of the Jupiter orbiter in the selected

1982 and 1985 sample missions (Sectio_ 6.7) are summarized in Table 6-8.

The less demanding launch energy requirements in 1981/1982 reflect

in a greater unused margin of launch vehicle capability (394 pounds) in

the first mission. The weight margin in the second mission (launch in

1985) is only ll9 pounds. These data reflect a conservative tank size
selection:

l) Limiting the propellant weight to the maximum weight
capability available in the mid-lg80's, avoiding propellant

off-loading at earlier mission years and an attendant

increase in dynamic loads due to propellant sloshing

2) Reducing propulsion system dry weight

3) Allowing a greater margin for weight contingencies that

may accrue in subsequent design studies.
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Table 6-8. Performance Summaryof Jupiter Orbiter

Launchyear

Trip time, days

Injection energy C3, km2/sec2
Maximumlaunch vehicle weight capacity, Ib

Launchweight penalty (estimated), Ib

Adapter weight allowance, Ib

Injected gross spacecraft weight, Ib

Launch vehicle capability margin, Ib

Total usable propellant weight, Ib

- Propellant used in transit, Ib
- Propellant used for orbit insertion_ Ib
- Propellant used for orbit changer Ib

Science payload weight, Ib

Spacecraft less usable propellant, Ib

Arrival velocity, km/sec
Total AV capability at arrival_ m/sec

Orbit injection AV: m/sec

Allowance for orbit changes_ m/sec

Initial orbit dimensions, Rj
Orbit period, days

1981/82
8OO

79.3
2600

15

65

2126

394

1202

3O
978
174
120

924

6.9

2280

1800

480
3x46

14.94

Bipropellant weights and maneuver capabilities only

1985

750

87.4
2350

40

ll9

6.8

3x45

14.49
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7. MISSIONPERFORMANCEOFTHESATURNORBITER

Principal considerations regarding launch phase constraints, tra-
jectory selection criteria, orbit insertion requirements and constraints,
orbit characteristics and orbit changes previously discussed for the
Pioneer Jupiter orbiter also apply to the Saturn orbiter mission. Drawing
on the data presented in Section 6, this section only covers specific
characteristics of the Saturn orbiter that differ from those of the Jupiter
orbiter. To facilitate performance comparisons, the Saturn orbiter charac-
teristics will be presented in the same format with back reference to the
corresponding Jupiter orbiter characteristics stated in Section 6.

7.1 LAUNCHOPPORTUNITIES,LAUNCHPHASECHARACTERISTICS,
DEPARTUREANDARRIVALVELOCITY

Launch opportunities for Saturn missions occur about once every year
governed by the 378-day earth-Saturn synodic period. The yearly launch
seasons for Saturn missions in the 1970's and Ig80's were previously shown
in Figure 6-I together with those for Jupiter missions.

Indirect missions via Jupiter swingby are not being considered be-
cause of the greatly increased hyperbolic approach velocities at Saturn
and the excessively large retro AV requirements that would result from
this mission mode. Note also that indirect mission opportunities via
Jupiter do not occur during the time period considered in this report.

Variations of launch energy requirements in the 1970's and 1980's are
shown in Figure 7-I for flight times ranging from 500 to 1625 days, corres-
ponding to those for Jupiter missions (Figure 6-2), but governed by the
15-year interval between successive nodal crossings of Saturn's orbit
around the sun. For long flight times the launch energy has a minimumat

the 1986 launch opportunity.

Variations in arrival velocity at Saturn with launch year are shown

in Figure 7-2, corresponding to Figure 6-3 for Jupiter missions. An
appreciable variation is noted only for missions with short trip times,

with maxima occurring at 1987/1988.

Figure 7-3 summarizes the departure energy and arrival velocity re-

quirements for the 1982, 1984 and 1986 mission years with trip times

ranging from 800 to 1800 days, corresponding to Figure 6-4 for Jupiter

missions. The 1982 launch opportunity extends into 1983. The 1985 oppor-

tunity is omitted in the graph. As in Figure 6-4 it should be noted that
the data reflect a 15-day launch window and only show the minimum energy

departure envelope.

Declinations of the launch asymptote are shown in Figure 7-4 for

launch years between 1982 and 1986 with trip times ranging from 800 to

1800 days, corresponding to Figure 6-9 in the case of Jupiter missions.

The launch declinations are northerly in 1982, with a maximum of 20 de-

grees for a 1500-day trip time. Small north and south declinations occur

during the 1985 opportunity. In 1986 all declinations are southerly,
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30-DAY OPPORTUNITY (WHEN NOT SHOWN, INCREMENT IS NEGLIGIBLE)
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between -8 and -16 degrees. Thus, the later launch opportunities are more

favorable not only in terms of the launch energy requirements but also

with regard to avoidance of launch azimuth penalties and extended orbital
coast times.

7.2 SELECTED NOMINAL EARTH-SATURN TRANSFER TRAJECTORIES

On the basis of the selection criteria and constraints discussed

previously two sample earth-Saturn transfer trajectories were chosen from
data in Reference 18 for the 1982 and 1986 launch opportunities. Their

principal characteristics are listed in Table 7-I, corresponding to

Table 6-I for Jupiter missions.

Table 7-I. Selected Earth-Saturn Sample Trajectories

Characteristics Trajectory l Trajectory 2

Departure date

Arrival date

Trip time (days)

Injection energy C3 (minimum) (km2/sec2)

Injection energy C3 (15-day launch period) (km2/sec2)

Departure hyperbolic velocity (km/sec)

Departure asymptote declination (deg)

Inclination relative to ecliptic (deg)

Heliocentric transfer angle (deg)

Arrival hyperbolic velocity (minimum) (km/sec)

Arrival hyperbolic velocity (IS-day launch period) (km/sec)

Arrival asymptote declination (deg)

Earth-spacecraft distance at arrival (AU)

Approach illumination angle, (deg}

Angle between velocity vector at periapsis and earth line

(rp = 3 RS) (deg)

Cosine-loss for orbit insertion in earth pointing mode (percent)

5 Jan. 1983

lO Dec. 1987

1800

122.5

123

ll.l

14.2

3.47

159.0

5.89

5.95

-12.8

I0.97

60.8

+2.5

O.l

29 Jan. 1986

3 Jan. 1991

1800

108.0

ll6.1

10.8

-15.4

-0.73

167.9

6.1

6.1

-21.7

I0.97

58.4

0

See discussion in Section 6.8

- j

Figure 7-5 shows the sample trajectories projected into the ecliptic

plane, with time marks at lOO-day intervals, Figure 7-6 shows the time

history of communication distances and earth-spacecraft-sun angles during

transit. Corresponding data for the sample earth-Jupiter trajectories

were shown in Figures 6-13 and 6-14.

Figure 7-7 shows the relative geometry between the spacecraft in

Saturn orbit, the earth and sun (corresponding to Figure 6-15 for the

Jupiter orbiter). In the case of the first sample trajectory the earth-

spacecraft distance decreases from its initial value of ll.O AU at the
lO December 1987 arrival date to 9.1AU after 5.5 months in orbit, then
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ARRIVAL DATE- _l__,_,_- ,._-- _ I yr I - _-
MISSION I _-_ ,,,,,_ "_ 3/! _ I _ 6u'''--_

(12/10/87) _ 3___

NOTE:

II TIME MARKS INDICATED ON OUTSIDE OF EARTH ORBIT CORRESPOND TO SAMPLE MISSION lo

INSIDE TO MISSION 2.

RELATIVE DISTANCES AND ANGLES SHOWN ARE APPROXIMATELY VALID FOR BOTH

MISSIONS 1 AND 2.

Figure 7-7. Relative Sun, Earth, and Saturn Positions During
Orbital Phase of Sample Missions l and 2

increases again to II.I AU during the next 6.3 months.

spacecraft-sun angle varies between -6 and +6 degrees.
around 20 May 1988 and 30 November 1988.

The earth-

Syzygies occur

A second set of time marks indicates communication distances and

angles occurring during the orbit phase of the second sample trajectory,

following arrival on 3 January 1991.

7.3 SATURN ORBIT INSERTION

7.3.1 Orbit Insertion Retro Velocity Requirements

Figure 7-8 is a parametric plot of orbital period and retro-maneuver

_V requirements In terms of orbit dimensions for V_ t6ikm/s. As in thecorresponding plot for Jupiter orbits (Figure 6-16) T s assumed that the

orbit insertion maneuver is performed impulsively and under idealized con-

ditions. A change in arrival velocity from the nominal value of 6 km/s

is equivalent to a reduction of AV as shown In Figure 7-9 (cf. Figure 6-17

for Jupiter orbit insertion). Thus, for example, with an increase of

hyperbolic arrival velocity to 7 km/s and orbit insertion at 3 Saturn radii

the equivalent reduction in AV is 270 m/s. Assuming a retro-maneuverAV

of 1400 m/s, the apoapsis radius would be increased from 50 RS to lO0 Rs

as a result of this change in arrival velocity, and the orbital period

from 26 to 67 days, Comparison with the orbit insertion characteristics
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at Jupiter shows that Saturn orbits are muchmore sensitive to increases
in arrival velocity. This characteristic and the limited propellant load
available makes the selection of long flight time trajectories with low
arrival velocities, close to 6 km/s, an essential mission constraint for
the Saturn orbiter.

7.3.2 Influence of Ring Particle Impact Hazard
on Orbit Selection

Injection at periapsis distances appreciably lower than 3 Rs where
acceptable orbit dimensions can be achieved without exceeding the avail-
able AV capability becomesproblematic becauseof the ring particle impact
hazard.

An upper boundof the numberof particle impacts during the ring
plane crossing adopted from an earlier Saturn flyby mission study (Refer-
ence 12) is given in Table 7-2.* These results are based on the current
model of particle flux density in Saturn's rings as defined in Refer-
ence 7. The total cross-section area of the propulsion stage exposed
to the particle flux is about 1.5 mZ. The ring crossing is assumedto
occur at the distance Of 2.30 RS. (It is noted that just inside the
perimeter of ring A, at R = 2.29 RS, or 600 km closer to the planet, the
estimated particle numberdensity in NASA'smodel is six times greater
than at 2.30 RS.)

Table 7-2. Upper Boundof Numberof Hits Sustained by Propulsion
Stage During Saturn Ring Plane Crossing

Number of Hits Ni

4.7

3.1

0.96

0.31

By Particles of

Radius ri (cm)

or Larger

O.l

0.133

O.287

0.62

Mass m i (grams)

or Larger

4.2 x lO -3

O.Ol

O.l

l.O

Assumptions:

• Ring plane crossing at 2.3 Rs

• Velocity component perpendicular to ring plane: 8 km/sec

• Intercept angle relative to spacecraft -Z axis: 4.5 deg

• Exposed area of propulsion stage: 1.5 m2

• Particle density: l gram/cm 3

%._J
See also Figure 2-2 in Section 2.1.I.3)
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As shown in Table 7-2, the upper bound of the number of hits sus-
tained by the (shielded) area of the propulsion bay by particles of radius
0.1 cm (mass = 4.2 x I0-3 grams) is 4.7 per ring crossing. The numberof
hits by particles of radius 0.62 cm (mass= 1.0 gram) is 0.31 per crossing.
According to the model assumedthe numberof hits decreases by a factor
of about 3 with each order-of-magnitude increase in particle mass.

These estimates are on the conservative side, assuming an upper
bound of particle flux and a relatively close ring crossing distance.

Concern with ring particle impact hazard in future Saturn mission
planning is evidenced by the fact that the projected closest approach dis-
tance in the 1977 Mariner Jupiter/Saturn flyby mission is between 4 and
5 RS and the distance at ring plane crossing is 5 RS or larger.

It is advantageous for purposes of minimizing retro AV requirements
to exploit the fact that the periapsis distance can be madeappreciably
less than the minimumpermissible distance at the ring plane crossing if
the spacecraft orbit is inclined to the equator and the periapsis is
located sufficiently far off the ring plane crossing points (nodes). Fig-
ure 7-I0 illustrates this condition with the periapsis located symmetrically
between the nodal points of the orbit plane.

NOaH

EGION OF
ACCEPTABLE
AIM ANGLES

I (NEARtY
SYMMETRICAL
P-LOCATIONS)

\

LOCUS OF
PERIAPSIS

L0 CA_;t_.'/

/

EQUATOR

\
MERIDIAN
TH ROUGH

IMPACT /\
PARAMETER--
PLANE

DEFINITION OF '_
COORDI NATES
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P-LOCAT,ON I --"'_
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BETWEEN //
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° Figure 7-I0.

SOUTH
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Principal parameters that govern the orbital geometry in three-

dimensional space (see Figure 7-I0) are the declination 6a_ _ of the arrival

velocity vector and the aim angle ealm of the planetocentf_ approach

trajectory. Baim is defined as the 6_ientation of the _vector relative

to the T axis in the impact parameter plane as illustrated by the sketch

at the upper right in Figure 7-10. While 6_r r is fixed for a given he!io-
centric transfer trajectory, the aim angle 6aim can be selected accordlng
to preferred planetary approach and orbit characteristics.

The geometrical relations illustrated in Figure 7-I0 show that the
orbital inclination (i) and the argument of the periapsis (m) as measured

from the ascending node (_) are controlled by the choice of aim angle,

eaim. The aim angle which minimizes the orbit inclination (imin = _arr),

is different from that which places the periapsis location (P) sym-
metrically between the ascending and descending nodes, at m = 90 degrees.

Orbits with periapsis locations in the vicinity of the symmetrical case

correspond to a limited range of aim angles, as indicated by the shaded

region in Figure 7-10. Constraints imposed on the aim angle to assure that

the ring crossing distance is greater than a specified boundary rB are

shown in Figure 7-11 as function of the periapsis distance rn. (Distances

rB and rn indicated in this graph are normalized with respec_ to Saturn's
radius.) _ It is noted that the aim angle constraints narrow down to a

small range as the periapsis distance approaches half the value of the

specified ring crossing distance rB. The minimum value ro = I/2 rB
corresponds to the symmetrical case, m = 90 degrees. Thi_ condition

reflects the fact that for large orbital eccentricities the distance at

the semi-latus rectum is approximately twice that at the periapsis since

these orbits are closely approximated by parabolas.

Figure 7-12 shows the AV reduction achievable by lowering the peri-

apsis to distances closer than the specified minimum ring crossing dis-

tance. Two cases are illustrated with ring crossing distances set at

2.3 RS (nominal outer perimeter of Saturn's Ring A) and 3 RS, and with

apoapsis distances ranging from 40 to lO0 RS. The resultin_ AV reduction
can be as large as 400 and 700 m/s, respectively, at the corresponding

lower limit of possible periapsis distances. This amounts to 27 and

47 percent, respectively, of the total available AV capability, assumed

to be 1500 m/s. The results show that an optimum choice of the periapsis

location is very important in planning the Saturn orbit mission and that

tight constraints on selecting the aim point and orbital inclination are
to be accepted in order to make the most effective use of the limited AV

capability of the Saturn orbiter spacecraft.

7.3.3 Effect of Finite Thrust Acceleration and

Constant Thrust Direction

The AV penalty resulting from non-impulsive orbit insertion at

Saturn and at constant thrust direction, dictated by the earth-pointing mode,

is smaller by a factor of 2 than in the case of Jupiter orbit insertion
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(see Figure 6-18) if performed at the same relative periapsis distance, 2 2
rD/r O. This is explained by the fact that AVL is proportional to Vescn /r o
a_ discussed in Section 6.8.2. In the range of retro AV maneuvers -

assumed for the Saturn mission, and with thrust accelerations 30 to 40 per-

cent larger (because of the smaller gross spacecraft weight) the AV penalty

only amounts to about 5 m/s if the periapsis distance is 2 RS.

7.3.4 Orbit Insertion in the Earth-Pointing Mode

Referring to the discussion in Section 6.8.3 and Appendix B, con-

straints on the selection of arrival conditions dictated by the earth-

pointing maneuver requirement were analyzed for the Saturn orbiter. Fig-
ure 7-13 shows the deviation angle, A, of the earth line from the optimum

(tangential) thrust orientation and the resulting cosine losses, for

earth-Saturn trajectories in 1982 and 1986 with trip times ranging from

1400 to 1900 days. (See Figure 6-19 for Jupiter orbits.)

+10

g 0

u,l

3Oo

i,i

Figure 7-13.
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1500 1600 1700 1800 1900
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Saturn Orbit Insertion in Earth-Pointing Mode:

Angle (A) and Cosine Losses (AVL) Vs. Trip Time

Deviation
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It is seen that the choice of an 1800-day trip time in the sample

trajectories selected for 1982 and 1986 is nearly ideal for minimizing

this AV penalty. It can be shown that, in general, this AV penalty

remains quite small, i.e., less than lO m/s over a relatively much wider

range of trip times as compared to Jupiter missions.

7.4 SATURN ORBIT CHARACTERISTICS

Compared to the Jupiter orbits discussed in Section 6, orbits

achievable about Saturn are more highly eccentric, and the initial orbit

inclination cannot be significantly changed, owing to the more limited

maneuver capability of the Saturn orbiter spacecraft. However, a suf-

ficient AV capability margin will be available for orbit modifications

that may be dictated by scientific objectives, e.g., to achieve encounters
with some of Saturn's satellites.

Orbit Inclination

The initial orbit inclination is at least equal (in magnitude) to

the declination angle _arr of the arrival velocity vector, i.e 12.8 de-
grees for the 1983 sample trajectory, and 21.7 degrees for the'_986 sample

trajectory. A major plane change maneuver cannot be considered since

even a lO-degree change performed at the apoapsis of a 2 x 50 RS orbit
would require a maneuver velocity of 175 m/s. Actually, completion of the

mission without a change of the initial orbit inclination appears reason-

able since the inclined orbit permits better global coverage of planetary

features and better observation of ring phenomena than in equatorial orbit.

However, opportunities for achieving repeated satellite encounters are
less favorable under these conditions.

It is proposed to utilize the AV. capability (lO0 to 300 m/s) re-

maining after orbit injection for trim maneuvers that would be required

for close encounters with selected satellites. Eight of the ten known

satellites of Saturn are within the range of a 2 x 50 RS spacecraft orbit.

Generally, the encounter velocities are not much increased by non-
coplanar intercept conditions unless the encounter occurs close to

apoapsis or periapsis. For example, in the case of a coplanar 2 x 50 RS
spacecraft orbit the relative velocity of a Titan encounter (at a radius

of 20.2 R and at a true anomaly of 151 degrees) would be 6.6 km/s. This
velocity _ould increase by only six percent if the spacecraft orbit were

inclined by 60 degrees.

In-Plane Orbit Trim Maneuvers

As shown in Section 6.10 and Appendix B.6 the eccentricity of the

orbit and hence the orbital period are highly sensitive to trim maneuvers

at periapsis. E.g., a one-day change of the period of a 2 x 50 RS orbit
(from 22.4 to 23.4 days) can be achieved by a 15 m/s velocity change at

periapsis. This property permits the repeated time adjustments required

for satellite encounters with a reasonable maneuver economy.

-_w,.j/
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Maneuvers performed at apoapsis to change the periapsis radius are

economical because of the leverage provided by the high orbital eccen-

tricity. It may be desirable after achieving the initial capture orbit

at a low periapsis radius to raise the periapsis in order to minimize

spacecraft exposure to the particle environment close to the rings in

subsequent orbital passes. The velocity increment at apoapsis required

to raise the periapsis of a 2 x 50 RS orbit by l RS is 230 m/s. At a

lO0 RS apoapsis distance the required velocity would only be I03 m/s.

Orbit Perturbation

Orbit perturbations due to Saturn's oblateness are nearly as small

as at Jupiter, as shown in Appendix B.5. The nodal regression of a

2 x 50 R_ orbit with 30-degree inclination is only 0.03 degree per day.

The apsi_al advance rate is 0.004 degree per day. Although this rate is
a more sensitive function of orbit inclination than the nodal regression

(at i = 60 degrees the apsidal advance is 0.047 degree per day), there

is no cause for concern about the long-term drift of the periapsis closer

to the ring crossing point and possible increased ring particle impact
hazard since at the maximum rate considered here the periapsis would drift

only about I degree per orbit.

7.5 NAVIGATION

Navigation characteristics of the Saturn orbiter mission were dis-

cussed in Section 6.13 in conjunction with those of the Jupiter orbiter.

It should be noted that greater navigational errors which occur in the

Saturn mission cruise and encounter phases propagate into orbital accu-

racy as follows:

e Cruise navigation errors are roughly twice as large as in

the Jupiter mission.

I Approach navigation errors are also about twice as large

owing to the greater ephemeris uncertainty of Saturn.

O The sensitivity of the capture orbit apoapsis to position
errors at injection is more than three times larger at

Saturn owing to the greater orbital eccentricity. As

derived in Appendix B.6 the increase in sensitivity is pro-

portional to m (2 + m), where m = ra/r D. Due to the more

limited maneuver capacity of the Sa_urh orbiter, the apsidal

ratio m is 50 to lO0 percent larger than at Jupiter which

explains the large increase in apoapsis sensitivity.

e Similarly, the sensitivity of the orbital period increases

strongly, typical in the ratio of 2:1. The resulting

large dispersions in the dimension and period of the capture

orbit can be corrected by subsequent trim maneuvers. The

greater orbital sensitivity which magnifies the orbital

dispersion of course also facilitates the performance of

the correction maneuvers. Periapsis position uncertainty,

about twice as large as in the Jupiter mission, is still
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small enough to preclude concern with the feasibility of a
safe orbit injection at the relatively small periapsis
distance of 2 to 3 planet radii.

7.6 OPERATIONALSEQUENCE

The operational sequence during the launch, cruise and arrival phase

is essentially similar to that discussed for the Jupiter orbiter mission

(Table 6-7). The greater target distance may require additional mid-

course maneuvers without actually imposing new operational requirements.

The orbital phase differs from that of the Jupiter orbiter only in terms

of the reduced number and magnitude of projected orbit change maneuvers,

notably the omission of a major plane change maneuver.* Because of the

similarities between the two mission profiles a detailed description of

the operational sequence can be omitted.

7.7 PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

The nomograph for parametric evaluation of Pioneer Saturn orbiter

performance characteristics shown in Figure 7-14 is similar to the Jupiter

orbiter nomograph (Figure 6-29), except for the trajectory data presented

_ vs. V characteristics of earth-in the upper and lower left quadrants.19Saturn trajectories launched in 1982, and I_86 (lower left) are those

previously shown in Figure 7-3. Saturn orbit dimensions achievable as

function of orbit insertion _V vs. arrival velocity V (upper left) are
derived from data presented in Figures 7-8 and 7-9.

The example illustrated in the nomograph assumes a mission launched

in 1984 with a trip time of 1800 days, characterized by C3 - ll8 km:/s _
and V_ = 6.2 km/s. The gross injected weight is 1400 pounds. The inert

weight is assumed as 850 pounds and the total usable propellant weight
as 550 pounds. This provides a total aV capability of 1400 m/s of which

lO0 m/s are allocated to midcourse and approach guidance maneuvers, and

lO0 m/s for orbit trim maneuvers. 1200 m/s allocated to the orbit inser-

tion maneuver can achieve a Saturn orbit with dimensions of 3 x lO0 RS
at the arrival velocity of 6.2 km/s. The orbit period would be 67 days.
Other orbit dimensions achievable with this _V allocation would be

2 x 50 RS (22 days) and l x 25 Rs (7 days) We note that for shorter
trip times and hence larger arrival velocities the orbital eccentricities

would increase very rapidly. A somewhat greater performance margin would

be available for a 1986 mission, permitting a propellant load of 650 pounds

with a total AV capacity of 1547 m/s, or permitting an increase of inert

weight by about 75 pounds if the 6V capability is kept the same as in the

With generally longer orbital periods in the Saturn mission more time is

available between critical events, a factor which mitigates the longer

communication round-trip time delay (~2.8 to 3 hours).
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previous example. We also note that in the 1982 mission year the total

_V capability is limited to llO0 m/s. Orbital dimensions achievable in

this case would be 2 x lO0 RS requiring an injection velocity of 950 m/s
with almost no margin for subsequent trim maneuvers. Performance
characteristics for the 1986 mission are summarized in Table 7-3.

Table 7-3. Performance Summary of Saturn Orbiter

Launch year 1986

Trip time, days 1800

Injection energy C3(1), km2/s 2 If3

Maximum launch vehicle weight capacity, Ib 1600

Launch weight penalty (estimated), Ib 30

Adapter weight allowance, Ib 50

Injected gross spacecraft weight, Ib 1470

Launch vehicle capability margin, Ib 50

Total usable propellant weight, Ib 650

- Propellant used in transit, Ib 30
- Propellant used for orbit insertion,* Ib 542
- Propellant used for orbit change,* Ib 58

Science payload weight, Ib 70

Spacecraft less usable propellant, (2) lb. 813

Arrival velocity, km/s 6.2

Total _V capability at arrival,* m/s 1547

Orbit injection _V,* m/s 1350

Allowance for orbit changes,* m/s 197

Initial orbit dimensions, RS 3 x 7_

Orbit period, days 42

_l)Assumes 15-day launch window

_2'Less than Jupiter orbiter by I04 to Ill pounds

"_ipropellant weights and maneuver capabilities only
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8. CONCLUSIONS

The results presented in this report show that the baseline
Pioneer F/G spacecraft design can be readily adapted, with somemodifica-
tions, to the requirements of Jupiter and Saturn orbit missions. The
spacecraft would be launched by the Titan Ill E/Centaur/TE 364-4, which
presents a launch environment and interfaces comparable to the Atlas/
Centaur/TE 364-4 that was used for the Pioneer lO and II Jupiter flyby
missions, except for providing a larger (14-foot) standard payload fairing.

The major configuration change is the attachment of a new, external
propulsion module to provide the requisite large maneuvering capability
for planetary orbit insertion and orbit modification. Typically, the
added_V capability is 2100 m/sec and 1400 m/sec, respectively, for
Jupiter and Saturn orbit missions in the 1981 to 1985 time period.

The propulsion system uses conventional earth-storable hypergolic
bipropellants (NpO4/MMH)of the type successfully flown on the Mariner 9
(1971} Mars Orbiter and in several earth orbital applications. An engine
with lO0 Ibf thrust level was selected as a compromisebetween higher
thrust levels, desired for most effective planetary orbit insertion, and
lower thrust levels which would minimize the structural loads on deployed
appendages, giving a maximumthrust acceleration of about O.l g when the
propellant tanks are empty.

Although it would be desirable to use the samepropulsion module in
both the Jupiter and Saturn orbiter applications, it was found preferable
to adopt custom designed propulsion modules with different propellant
capacity for the two missions, since reduction of inert weight is essen-
tial for best performance in the weight-critical Saturn orbiter spacecraft.

In the interest of system commonality in both missions it would
actually be possible to use the lower capacity Saturn orbiter propulsion
module in the Jupiter mission but only at a considerable performance
sacrifice. The injected weight capability of the Titan/Centaur launch
vehicle would not be fully utilized in that case.

by:
Modifications of the Pioneer baseline configuration are necessitated

a) The attachment of the propulsion module and the interface

requirements associated with this change (e.g., rearrange-

ment of thermal control louvers to equipment compartment
sidewalls)

b) Accommodation of a larger science payload complement (as

large as 120 Ibm in the Jupiter mission) and catering to

higher data rate telemetry and data handling requirements

of more sophisticated payload instruments such as a high-

resolution line scan image system

_,.jJ
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c) Use of uprated RTG power sources, i.e., MHW generators

replacing the SNAP-19 units of the baseline Pioneer space-
craft, to provide additional power needed for the enlarged

payload complement, greater telemetry bit rate capability,
for thermal control and operation of the added propulsion

module, and to meet the extended mission duration

d) Various minor changes in engineering subsystems such as

added command capability for spacecraft operation in new

mission modes (e.g., the retro-propulsion maneuver) and new

science payload support requirements (e.g., operation of

articulated sensor platform).

In summary, none of the modifications adopted in the design of the Pioneer
Outer Planets Orbiter require the use of novel technology or entail sig-

nificant new development risks. The modifications in the power subsystem

and other electrical subsystems are based on hardware evolution common to

other concurrent or recent spacecraft programs, such as the use of S-band/
X-band dOwnlink communications and increased transmitter power (Viking

and Mariner Jupiter/Saturn spacecraft); MHW power generators (MJS space-

craft); N204/MMH propulsion module (Mariner 9 and Mariner Jupiter Orbiter)

and high aata capacity solid-state C-MOS data storage system (High

Energy Astronomical Observatory).

Reliability characteristics of the outer planet orbiters have been

analyzed with particular attention to the extended mission life of 3.5 and

6.0 years for the Jupiter and Saturn orbiters, respectively. Nominal
mission success probabilities of 0.70 and 0.45 determined by this analysis

can be improved by selected addition of redundancy in critical components,

especially the propulsion, attitude control, communication and data

handling subsystems. Thus, by a modest improvement program the reliability
of the Saturn orbiter can be raised to about 0.6, while that of the Jupiter

orbiter is comparable to Pioneer F/G even without further improvement.

Recommended areas for future study include:

• Payload instrument definition in greater detail

Review of science payload accommodation requirements and

capabilities based on payload definition

More detailed definition of operational modes and sequences,

and implementation by the command subsystem

Additional study of ground system interfaces and mission

operations

Effect of new planetary orbit modification concepts such as
satellite tours and swingby maneuvers (orbit pumping and

cranking) on spacecraft operations, navigation and guidance

requirements.
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In addition, the possible adaptation of Pioneer F/G with less extensive
modification to a more modest Jupiter orbiter mission should also be
studied as an alternative to the design concept presented in this report.
Of particular interest in this context is the possible use of Pioneer F/G
spare units and qualification test hardware (appropriately refurbished)
in a Pioneer H Jupiter orbiter mission of lesser scope, as currently en-
visioned under a joint NASA/ESROsponsored feasibility study program.
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